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Abstract

My thesis examines late 18th and early 19th century Hungarian 

literature in its European context, demonstrating its complex 

fusion of nationally specific and fundamentally European elements. 

In comparing the social background to, and central ideas of, the 

West European Enlightenment with the conditions and aspirations of 

the Hungarian literary renewal in the years 1772-95, Chapter One 

challenges the conventional characterisation of this period in 

Hungarian literature as a "belated" Age of Enlightenment. Chapter 

Two argues the essential continuity between West European and 

Hungarian culture at the end of the 18th century, in a period bom 

of the Enlightenment’s inner crisis, and draws on Schiller’s notion 

of the sentimental in characterising the new cultural moment in 

Europe. Chapter Three offers a detailed account of the 'sentimental 

dilemma’ in late 18th century Hungarian literature, while Chapter 

Four traces the origins of the literary preoccupation with folk 

culture which was to play a leading role in the development of the 

national literature throughout the 19th century. I interpret the 

growing identification with the 'simplicity', 'naturalness' and 

national character of folk culture as an attempt to resolve the 

sentimental crisis of identity. Here I draw on Schiller's concept 

of the naive and on Herder's distinction between natural and art 

poetry. Chapter Five considers the development of the 'naive' 

identification with folk culture in the Age of Reform, while 

Chapter Six examines the conscious 'literary populism' of the
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1840s which categorically rejects foreign influences and promotes 

folk poetry as the basis for an 'organic* and 'authentic' national 

poetry. Chapter Seven attempts to recover a series of profoundly 

European Romantic initiatives in early 19th century Hungarian 

literature which have been neglected by the popular-national 

tradition. My conclusion considers the survival of these tensions 

between European influence and national character in Hungarian 

literature after 1848.
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Chapter 1: Contrasts

There are few periods more decisive and formative in the history of 

Hungarian literature than the last three decades of the 18th 

century, which saw the birth of the national literature as a 

modem, autonomous and self-conscious discourse. And yet there are 

few periods which have been so unsatisfactorily described, 

explained and interpreted by Hungarian literary historians. Antal 

Szerb (1901-45), whose Magyar irodalomtc|rtenet (1934) continues to 

be the most engaging single-author history of Hungarian literature, 

came closest to transcending the key literary historical 

misconception preventing the proper analysis of this period in his 

refusal to adopt its conventional denomination as an "age of 

Enlightenment". His own characterisation of the period as "pre

romantic" - developed most fully in his short book A magyar 

preromantika (1929) - was itself, however, for reasons which will 

be discussed in the next chapter, no less untenable. Since the 

Second World War discussions of the period 1772-95 have tended to 

take the notion of a Hungarian Enlightenment as a matter of course. 

"Miivelodes- es irodalomtortenetunk elso, tudatosan vilagi eszmei 

mozgalma a felvilagosodas volt,"^ run the opening words of Volume 3 

of the most comprehensive history of Hungarian literature to date. 

"Bessenyei Gyorgy felleptevel," we read on the following page,
O"1772-ben indul meg a magyar felvilagosodas mozgalma".

The notion of a "Hungarian Enlightenment" is not only artificial 

and misleading, but also stands in the way of any meaningful
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reading of the period in question. The aim of this chapter is to 

demonstrate the shortcomings of such a designation in order to

facilitate an alternative description of the period 1772-95 in 

Chapter Two and Three. My method is essentially one of montage; I 

propose to contrast both the context and content of the Hungarian

literary renewal with the background to, and aspirations of, the

West European Enlightenment. Most of my examples are concerned with 

developments in England and France, for it was from these two

countries that the 18th century Hungarian literati took much of 

their initial inspiration. Hungarian literary historians have, 

however, drastically overestimated the influence of French culture 

on late 18th century Hungarian literature. The following claim by 
Istvan Soter represents perhaps the most radical formulation of 

this position: ’’the ideological and artistic conception of

Hungarian enlightenment is characterized by its adherence to the 

philosophy of the French enlightenment, even to the extent of full 

conformity with it". The contrasts depicted in this chapter should 

demonstrate the speciousness of such a claim.

My first set of contrasts focusses on some of the key 

characteristics and concepts of the Enlightenment. I shall make no 

attempt to define this term; one cannot, in Burke’s phrase, with a 

single term draw up an indictment against a whole century. There 

are, however, certain social and intellectual constituents without 

which any broad concept of Enlightenment is meaningless. These 

would have to include a commitment to empiricism in scientific 

method, rationalism in the characterisation of Nature, universalism 

in the description of human nature, and cosmopolitanism in
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intellectual formation and matters of taste. To this one would have 

to add: a fundamental rejection of the values, superstitions and 

"divine rights" of the feudal state and a faith in man's natural 

capacity to run his own affairs rationally with the least possible 

governmental interference. I shall illustrate the central place and 

significance of some of these notions in the writings of the 

philosophes, and their relative absence from the Hungarian context, 

in my first set of contrasts.

My second set of contrasts attempts to localize and develop this 

comparative approach to "enlightened" values through the analysis 

of two key texts: Pope's Essay on Man (1733) and Bessenyei's

"translation", or rather reworking, of the ideas of Pope's text in 

Az embemek proba.ja (1772).

i). Light and Dark

The view presented in this section is, as my heading suggests, a 

polemical one: that it is ultimately meaningless to speak of a 

"Hungarian Enlightenment". If I have generally chosen to focus on

extreme areas of contrast, this is because of the extent and

intensity of entrenchment my argument seeks to challenge. There 

were undoubtedly certain isolated figures and projects in late 18th 

century Hungary whose concerns and aspirations shared much in

common with the values of the West European Enlightenment. Their 

achievements, however, do not provide a representative
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interpretative basis for a comprehensive and coherent reading of 

the period.

Movements in intellectual history rarely simply reflect the 

immediate interests of a social class. To note that Voltaire was 

the son of a notary, Diderot the son of a cutler and Rousseau the

son of a watchmaker is not to prove that the Enlightenment was

exclusively the ideology of a "rising bourgeoisie". All of these 

writers, however, were crucially aware of the changing social 

climate in which they lived, and their work was always firmly 

rooted in their experience of social reality. The Enlightenment, as 

both Ernst Cassirer and Peter Gay have convincingly argued, was

above all an age of criticism rather than abstract philosophy.^ 

While this criticism took different forms in different national and 

social environments, its ultimate target can be seen as the values 

and limitations of feudal society.

In England, therefore, where a civil war and a bloodless 

revolution had already secured the future of constitutional 

government, enlightened criticism was essentially a matter of 

consolidation. "In England [...] the realization of Enlightenment 

hopes was not thwarted at every turn by the existing order of state 

and society. Quite the reverse. In England after 1688 the

constitution itself incorporated central Enlightenment demands, 

such as personal freedom under Habeas Corpus, representative 

government, religious toleration and the sanctity of property." 

(Roy Porter).-* In France, on the other hand, "the philosophes saw
z:themselves as a kind of perpetual opposition" (Norman Hampson).
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According to Montesquieu, Richelieu and Louis XIV had entirely 

overturned the French constitution, turning monarchy into 

despotism. The French Enlightenment was an essentially 

revolutionary movement, even though it would ultimately disown its 

hybrid progeny, 1789. Many of the qualitative differences between 

the English and French Enlightenments can be traced back to their 

respective background of critical consolidation and oppositional 

confrontation. While 18th century English criticism is 

characterised by a spirit of pervasive empiricism - a critical 

concern with what is, rather than what might be - critics of social 

reality in France were drawn to rationalism in the construction of 

alternative political philosophies. Locke's Two Treatises on 

Government, published in 1690, represent in essence an observation 

or summary of the new state of affairs which had come into being 

two years earlier. Montesquieu's De 1'esprit des lois and 

Rousseau's Du contract social, on the other hand, envisage 

political ideals yet to be realized. If these ideals had been 

realized anywhere in 18th century Europe, that place was England. 

The French philosophes were the first to acknowledge this, and both 

the author of the Lettres philosophiques and the author of De 

1'esprit des lois would surely have agreed with Diderot when he 

claimed: "Without the English, reason and philosophy would still be 

in the most dispicable infancy in France".^ What was so distinctive 

about 18th century England is summed up eloquently by E.P.Thompson 

in The Poverty of Theory:

The English experience certainly did not encourage sustained 
efforts of synthesis; since few intellectuals were thrown into 
prominence in a conflict with authority, few felt the need to 
develop a systematic critique. They thought of themselves rather as
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exchanging specialized products in a market which was tolerably 
free and the sum of whose intellectual commodities made up the sum 
total of knowledge.

"Free" and "market" in this passage are important terms. For it

was, of course, no coincidence that the nation which supplied the

period's model of philosophical and constitutional Enlightenment

was also Europe's leading trading nation. The ideological

connection is made by Voltaire in his Lettres philosophiques:

"Commerce, which has enriched English citizens, has helped to make

them free, and this freedom in its turn has extended commerce, and

that has made the greatness of the nation".^ Indeed the theoretical

cosmopolitanism of the Enlightenment tended to see one of its most

venerable and practical embodiments in the exploits of merchants

and entrepreneurs towards the creation of a world market. In his

Discours sur l'origine et les fondements de l'inegalite, even

Rousseau finds praise for the merchants of the 18th century,

calling them "those cosmopolites who break down all the imaginary

barriers which separate peoples, and who, by their example, serve a

state which embraces all mankind".^ Nothing, however, could better

illustrate the significance of the Enlightenment's progressive

social and economic background than the following statements on the

Royal Exchange in London by Addison and Voltaire:

Sometimes I am justled among a body of Armenians; sometimes I am 
lost in a Crowd of Jews, and sometimes in a Group of Dutch-men. I 
am a Dane, a Swede, or Frenchman at different times, or rather 
fancy myself like the old Philosopher, who upon being asked what 
country-man he was, replied that he was a Citizen of the World. 
(Addison, Spectator 19 May 1711)

Go to the London Stock Exchange - a more respectable place than 
many a court - and you will see representatives from all nations 
gathered together for the utility of men. Here Jew, Mohammedan and 
Christian deal with each other as though they were all of the same 
faith, and only apply the word infidel to people who go bankrupt.
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Here the Presbyterian trusts the Anabaptist and the Anglican 
accepts a promise from the Quaker [...] and everybody is happy. 
(Lettres philosophiques)

The state and pace of social development in Central and Eastern 

Europe during the course of the 18th century provides a context 

very different from that experienced by the likes of Addison and 

Voltaire. Germany still consisted of a handful of separate states 

and a few hundred independent feudal principalities. Voltaire’s 

ironic description of Candide's master, the Baron of Thunder-ten- 

Trockh, as "one of the most mighty lords of Westphalia, for his
I *3castle had a door and windows" is not without some basis in 

reality. The hereditary lands of the Habsburg Bnpire, with the 

striking exception of the Austrian Netherlands and Milan, were 

economically underdeveloped with a system of social stratification 

that was still essentially feudal, while Poland continued to 

possess the largest nobility in Europe (between 8 and 10 per cent 

of the total population). Hungary - whose medieval capital, Buda, 

had been liberated from the Turks in ruins only one year before the 

appearance of Newton's Principia - came second with some 4-500,000 

inhabitants (ie. 5 per cent of the population) claiming noble 

birth. It was from the largest section of this nobility (the 

predominantly Calvinist "third estate") that the crucial basis for 

both literary renewal and increasing political and cultural 

opposition to Vienna was to come.

The values of the Hungarian nobility in the 18th century were 

essentially feudal and conservative. Its most jealously guarded 

privilege was an exemption from taxation which had been reconfirmed 

as a constitutional right at the Treaty of Szatmar in 1711 and
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again at the diet of 1722-3 which ratified the Pragmatic Sanction. 

Maria Theresa, whose very right to rule depended in part on her 

recognition of the privileges of the Hungarian estates, left the 

sensitive issue of taxation untouched, compensating for the 

resultant loss to imperial revenue not only by improving the lot of 

the tax-paying peasantry through her Urbarium of 1765 (a 

characteristically "enlightened” fusion of benevolence and 

utilitarianism), but also by extending the already crippling 

tariffs on Hungarian manufacture, thus further contributing to the 

preservation of feudal conditions in Hungary. The empress's 

"respect" for the privileges of the Hungarian estates, together 

with her more enlightened cultural initiatives (the creation of the 

noble Hungarian Bodyguard in 1760, the transfer of Hungary's only 

university from Nagyszombat to Buda in 1777,^ and, if more 

controversial from a Hungarian point of view, the Ratio educationis 

of 1777) won her considerable support from the most educated 

section of the Hungarian nobility.

The same cannot be said of the more zealously rationalising and 

centralising reforms of her son, Joseph II, who provoked increasing 

opposition from all but the most enlightened representatives of 

Hungarian society. Aiming to radically modernise and unify his 

empire in the spirit of enlightened absolutism, Joseph attacked the 

feudal privileges of the Hungarian nobility on several fronts. He 

refused to be crowned king of Hungary (thus avoiding a pledge to 

uphold the privileges of the estates), abolished the autonomy of 

the county system, replacing it with an administrative network of 

his own, held a census in 1784 as a preliminary step towards
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universal taxation, and never once convened the diet throughout his 

reign. Culturally, he threatened the growing national consciousness 

of the Hungarian estates with his Language Decree of 1784, 

introducing German (to replace Latin) as the official language of 

the whole empire. The retrospective response of Jozsef Peczeli, the 

editor of Mindenes Gyujtemeny in Komarom, to this measure is 

characteristic of the educated stratum of the lesser nobility he 

represented:

Ha a korona Becsben maradott volna is, ha a nemesseg ado ala 
vettetett volna is, megis csak megmaradott volna a mi magyar 
nemzetunk. De ha az iskolak nemetiil tanittattak, s a torvenyszekek 
nemetul folytattak volna, ugy a magyarsag az europai nemzeteknek 
lajstromokbol vegkepp kitoroltetett volna.

By the time of his death in 1790, Joseph II had been forced to 

revoke almost all of his 6000 acts of reform, with the 

revolutionary events of the previous year in France only adding to 

the reluctance of the estates to contemplate radical change. The 

dominant attitude of the Hungarian nobility at this time is summed 

up by the title of a pamphlet which appeared in Nyitra county in 

the year of Joseph’s death: Omnis mutatio periculosa.

The significant shift in the sympathies of the Hungarian 

nobility (or rather, of the relatively small group of somewhat 

isolated individuals who took any interest at all in cultural 

affairs at this time) caused by the more belligerently

"enlightened" absolutism of Joseph II is well documented in the 

poetry of the period. The work of Pal Any os provides perhaps the 

most striking example of this. At the most obvious level, we can 

contrast his Az Orvosi Oktatasok’ szerzojehez (written in 1778 to 

Samuel Racz, the first professor of medicine at the Royal
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University of Buda) with his more famous Kalapos kiraly, without

doubt the most vehement attack on Joseph II to have been formulated

in Hungarian verse.^ In the former poem, the appearance of Racz’s

Orvosi Oktatasok (the second edition of which was published in

Pozsony and Kassa in 1778), serves as the pretext for a paean to

Maria Theresa who brought the university to Buda and who is

referred to as "Felseges Asszonyunk, (inl b̂b mondom Anyank!)...Nagy

Theresia".^ In the latter poem, on the other hand, Anyos addresses

Joseph II directly as "...vered gyalazattya / Gyilkossa nepednek,
18nem pediglen attya. °

Still more revealing, however, is the effect of Joseph’s reforms
I  t /on Anyos’s attitude to science and learning. A szep tudomanyoknak

aldozott versek was published to coincide with the official

inauguration of the university in Buda, three years after it was

actually opened, on 25 June 1780 (which also marked the 39th

anniversary of Maria Theresa’s coronation). Together with

characteristic praise for the empress ("0 mennyi aldozat esik

Tresianak"), Anyos also celebrates Hungary’s imminent future as a

nation of science:

Boldog haza, ahol Minerva szekebol,
Polgarok nonek fel Muzsak kebelebol;
Hoi tudomanyoknak szeled vira ĵabol,
Bokretak fonyatnak borostyan agabol!

[...] Hat kik feleskusznek Newton oszlopara,
I(it o ^rdemivel London piacara 
Epitett, bogy fogjak nezni egeinket,
Kik gyengen aztottyak gazdag mezeinket?

[...] Szoval: tudomanyok mindegyik nemebol,
Reszesul nemzetunk dicsoseg fennyebol. y
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By 1782, the year in which he began writing Kalapos kiraly, 

Anyos has serious doubts about the value and human consequences of 

unbridled scientific progress. In a poetic epistle to his friend 

and confidant Abraham Barcsay, Barcsaynak ("Rendes! mig en..." 

1782) he praises the latter for drawing attention to the fate of 

African peoples colonised, oppressed and exploited by the 

"enlightened" nations of Europe. Enlightenment is now referred to 

as "bunos fenyesseg" which, in its unfeeling quest for "vad 

nyeresseg", has degenerated into "gazdagsag balvannya, haszon
/ Of) /duhossege". Anyos sums up his doubts and disillusion in the

following questions:

Mi szukse^ volt tehat London piacara 
Kastelyt epitteni Minerva szamara,
Vagy biiszke Leidennek szabad tajekara
Annyi tudost hozni Rajnanak partyara? ^

Ha csak ezt tanuljak Lock s Newton konyvebbl, ^
Mikent lehet hizni embemek vbrebol?
S efolott duhosseg gazdag mehelyebol 
tJj s meg lij bunoket szedni kebelbbol:

Iszonyu vadsagok! fene embersegek!
Remitto undoksag! gyilkos mestersegek!
Cudor juhaszodds! vetkes nyeresegek!
0 hat mar reank is nez kegyetlensegek?

f
This last line suggests the immediate context in which Anyos’s 

doubts are founded: is Hungary too, under the "enlightened" rule of 

Joseph II, to become no more than an exploited colony of an 

absolutist Austria?

Although this poem is almost certainly a direct response to 

Barcsay’s A haboruskodas ellen (1782), in which the poet directly 

alludes to the exploits of the Dutch and English in Africa, 

Barcsay’s own attitude to colonialism is most succinctly and
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powerfully summed up in A kavera:

Rab szerecsen veres veritek-gyumolcse,
Melyet, hogy ladait arannyal megtoltse,
Fosveny anglus elkuld messze nemzeteknek,
Nadmez! mennyi kincset olvasztod ezeknek.
Hat te, reg csak Mokka tajan termett kis bab,
Mennyit szenved erted nyugoton is a rab.
A boles iszonyodik? latvan, egy cseszebol 
Mint horpol o is reszt anglus bunebol.

/It is interesting to contrast the views of Anyos and Barcsay on

the injustices of commercial expansion with Hume’s confident

justification in Of the Jealousy of Trade (1753):

I will venture to assert, that the increase of riches and commerce 
in any one nation, instead of hurting, commonly promotes the riches 
and commerce of all its neighbours; and that a state can scarcely 
carry its trade and industry very far, where all the surrounding 
states are buried in ignorance, sloth, and barbarism [...] that 
where an open communication is preserved among nations, it is 
impossible but the domestic industry of every one must receive an 
increase from the improvements of the others.

Considering Hungary's disadvantages as a trading nation (caused in 

part by the repressive policies of Vienna, which denied Hungary 

precisely the kind of "open communication" to which Hume refers) it 

is not hard to understand why the likes of Anyos and Barcsay could 

not share the faith of a representative of a powerful and expanding 

trading nation in the inherent rationalism of the (international) 

market.

For Hungary in the late 18th century still lacked not only the 

social and material forces required for rapid social and economic 

change, but also, arguably, the desire for such change. "Illik-e 

magyarhoz csalfa kereskedes?" asked Lorincz Orczy (usually numbered 

among the most "enlightened" of the 18th century Hungarian 

literati), expressing a popularly held doubt, "mivel ebbol johet 

erkolcsvetemedes."^ Irrespective of such doubts, Hungary was
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anyway effectively barred from foreign trade by the cripplingly 

prohibitive tariffs set by Vienna, and the restriction of 

manufacturing licence to prevent Hungarian competition. By 1787, 

the year in which Joseph II* s census was completed, there were 

still only 31,000 individuals engaged in industrial manufacture in 

the whole of Hungary (with a total population of some 9.5 million).

Hungarian historians continue to debate the size and 

significance of the urban bourgoisie in late 18th century Hungary. 

Most would now agree that ’’compared with its western counterparts 

at this time, which played a special role in the Enlightenment, 

[the] Hungarian bourgeoisie was rather small, underdeveloped and 

weak." J This is, if anything, an understatement. Estimates as to 

the total proportion of the population living in the Royal Free 

towns - the main centres of the middle class - range from 1.5 to 

5.2 per cent, compared with 20 per cent in France. The significance 

of such statistics becomes clear when they are seen in a 

comparative context. "As late as 1780 the combined population of 

all the towns of Hungary was no more than 356,000; slightly more 

than half that of Paris, and considerably less than half that of 

London.The largest section of the urban population was anyway 

German speaking, and contributed relatively little to the Hungarian 

literary renewal at the end of the century. The nation had no urban 

cultural centre and even the diet sat in the border town of Pozsony 

(Bratislava) rather than in the medieval capital, Buda, where only 

4.58 per cent of the inhabitants were Hungarian speaking. While the 

development of Buda and Pest was undoubtedly accelerated by the 

transfer of the Royal University to the former in 1777 and to the
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latter (by Joseph II) in 1784, it none the less took nearly another 

half century for this development to produce concrete cultural 

results. The Hungarian Academy was not founded until 1825, the 

first permanent national theatre was not established in the capital 

until 1837, the first literary society to survive longer than five 

years was the Kisfaludy Tarsasag, founded in 1836, and the first 

Hungarian cultural periodical which could boast of over a thousand 

subscribers was Athenaeum, launched in 1837. The fate of Jozsef 

Karmen’s short-lived journal, Urania (1792-4), which had been 

intended as a contribution towards the promotion of Pest as the 

nation’s cultural capital, is typical of the period. Urania never 

had more than 142 subscribers, in spite of an editorial appeal to 

raise this figure to at least 289 if the periodical was to survive. 

At this time, of course, the Hungarian press was still very much in 

its infancy; the first Hungarian language newspaper, Magyar 

Hinnondo, did not appear until 1780 and had only 320 subscribers. 

The first Hungarian cultural journal, the Kassai Magyar Museum, 

was, in spite of its relatively short life (1788-93), the most 

widely read Hungarian journal of its kind in the 18th century with 

subscribers reaching about 600. Jozsef Peczeli’s Mindenes 

Gyujtemeny (1789-92) had only 137 subscribers in 1790 (40 of whom 

lived in Peczeli's home town of Komarom, where the journal was 

published) and this figure includes readers to whom copies were 

sent free of charge.

One need only compare the fate of these ventures with that of 

probably the most characteristic, popular and widely imitated organ 

of enlightened journalism in Western Europe, Addison and Steele's
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Spectator t to appreciate the extent to which the cultural contexts 

differed. Sales of the Spectator had risen to 30,000 by the time of 
its demise at the end of 1714,^ 164 years before the appearance of 

the first Hungarian language newspaper. By then there were nearly 

2,000 coffeehouses in London alone, and all are thought to have
ootaken the paper, which inspired some 227 imitators in England and

9Q559 in the rest of Europe during the course of the 18th century. 

These differences are not merely quantitative (indicating the 

respective "sizes" of the Enlightenment in Hungary and England), 

but qualitative, in that - like all the other examples given so far 

- they reflect two sets of fundamentally incompatible and 

discontinuous social and cultural conditions. These discrepencies 

in context alone should already suffice to suggest that the 

comparative cultural connotations and pretensions of the term 

"Hungarian Enlightenment" are likely to be highly artificial.

Turning to the content of the Hungarian literary renewal at the 

end of the 18th century, the critical lack of continuity with the 

West European Enlightenment is no less obvious. The remainder of 

this section will focus on just one crucial area of discontinuity 

by proposing a contrast between the cosmopolitanism and 

philosophical universalism of the Enlightenment on the one hand, 

and emergent national consciousness and cultural relativism in 18th 

Hungary on the other.

As suggested earlier, the cosmopolitanism of the Enlightenment 

had its roots in the most progressive social and economic values of 

the period. The philosophes would have found much with which to
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identify in Marx’s rhetorical description of the bourgeoisie as a 

force which:

has pitilessly tom asunder the motley feudal ties that bound man 
to his ’natural superiors' [...] has drowned the most heavenly 
ecstasies of religious fervour [...] has at last compelled [man] to 
face with sober senses his real conditions of life, and his 
relations with his kind [...] has given a cosmopolitan character to 
production and consumption in every country [...has made] national 
one-sidedness and narrow-mindedness become more and more impossible 
[...has drawn] all, even the most barbarous nations into 
civilisation [and has ensured that] from the numerous national and 
local literatures, there arises a world literature.

The philosophes sought to liberate rational man from the shackles

of feudal irrationalism, to divest him of all his national, social

and cultural prejudices and to rediscover him in his natural

essence. This was the project of Rousseau’s second Discourse: to

"strip [man] of all the supernatural gifts that he may have

received, and of all the artificial faculties that he can have

acquired only through a long process of time [...and to] consider

him, in a word, as he must have emerged from the hands of

nature".^ The Enlightenment's conception of this essential and

natural man was unequivocally universalist; not only in

anthropological, but also in political and cultural, terms.

Hume provided the most eloquent summary of the key

anthropological assumptions of the mid-18th century (assumptions

which would be increasingly challenged as the century drew to a

close) in his An Inquiry Concerning Human Understanding (1748):

It is universally acknowledged that there is a great uniformity 
among the acts of men, in all nations and ages, and that human 
nature remains the same in its principles and operations [... ] 
Mankind are so much the same, in all times and places, that history 
informs us of nothing new or strange in this particular. Its chief 
use is to discover the constant and universal principles of human 
nature.
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Voltaire echoed this position in his Essai sur les moeurs et 

1*esprit des nations: "Everything immediately connected with human
0*3nature is alike, from one end of the universe to the other". J

These fundamental assumptions led the philosophes to an attitude 

highly critical of nationalism and patriotism. Voltaire spoke of 

the nation as a "corps artificiel" and lamented that the "good 

patriot" is often "the enemy of the rest of humanity" (in an entry 

under "Patrie" in the Dictionnaire philosophique, 1764), Pope

considered a patriot "a fool in any age" while Johnson, according 

to Boswell, defined patriotism as "the last refuge of a scoundrel". 

In fact the essence of the Enlightenment’s theoretical critique of 

ideas of nationality (which the philosophes themselves were wont to 

contravene in practice) was already set out in Locke’s 

philosophical rationalization of 1688:

all the rest of Mankind are one Community, [and] make up one 
Society distinct from all other Creatures. And were it not for the 
corruption and viciousness of degenerate Men, there would be no 
need of any other [...]

The same cosmopolitanism tended to inform enlightened thinking 

on the arts. Hume sought to lay the foundations of a universal 

aesthetic in The Standard of Taste (1757) and, just as the 

Hungarians were striving to create their own national literature, 

Goethe was already arguing that: "National literature is now a 

rather unmeaning truth; the epoch of World literature is at hand 

and everyone must strive to hasten its approach". Nor was this 

mere wishful thinking on Goethe's part: in the first twenty-six 

years after the publication of Die Leiden des jungen Werthers 

(1774) no fewer than twenty-six separate editions of the work
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appeared in English (based on a French translation!). Richardson’s 

Pamela (1740), meanwhile, had a direct influence not only on 

Goethe, but on, among innumerable others, Rousseau and Diderot ("0 

Richardson, Richardson,” wrote the latter, "man unique in my eyes, 

thou shalt be my reading at all times. "^) The themes of 

"enlightened" 18th century literature, furthermore, would often 

reflect the cosmopolitanism of their authors. To mention only two 

of the most obvious examples, Voltaire wrote plays on Spaniards, 

Moroccans, Arabs, Romans and orientals, while Montesquieu’s Lettres 

persanes (1721) brings two Persian travellers to Paris. Montesquieu 

may never have visited Persia, nor Voltaire China, but both 

travelled widely in Europe, sharing an admiration for London 

which, ironically, mirrored Hume’s preference for Paris. The 18th 

Hungarian nobleman, on the other hand, was hardly a citizen of the 

same world as that inhabited by Hume and Voltaire, and his values 

were far from cosmopolitan. Even if he managed to break from the 

dull but congenial world of his provincial estate to join Maria 

Theresa's Noble Hungarian Bodyguard in Vienna, his most formative 

experience when he got there would still be one of intellectual 

isolation rather than of cultural community. In his A holmi 

(Vienna, 1779), Gyorgy Bessenyei is quite candid about the feelings 

of inferiority which drove him to self-improvement (Section XI 

"Oskola"). Returning to Hungary, he was forced to become 

increasingly aware of the need to create - from next to nothing - a 

national culture capable not primarily of competing, but of 

surviving in the modem world of reason and science. Even before 

the offending Language Decree of Joseph II, the task of renewing
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the national language and of forging a coherent national cultural 

identity already figured as the central preocupation of the late 

18th century Hungarian literati.

This is well illustrated by the various attempts at founding 

learned societies in Hungary during this period, where, without 

exception, the cultivation of the national language was the key 

concern. Although Bessenyei’s most famous call for the creation of 

such a society was not published until 1790 (Egy magyar tarsasag 

irant valo jambor szandek, written in 1781), he had already been 

thinking along similar lines in the 1770s. The character of the 

kind of society he envisaged is made quite clear in section 27 of 

the Vienna Holmi:

Mikor fogjak tiszta magyar Akademiat tsinalni? vagy oily tudos 
Tarsasagot oszveszerezni, mellynek mas kotelessege, hivatala 
szerint ne lenne, hanem hogy magyarul irjon? '

Only weeks after the publication of this work, Bessenyei took part

in the first preparatory meeting (May 10 1779) of the planned

Hazafiui Magyar Tarsasag in the Pest residence of General Mikios

Beleznay on the initiative of his indefatigable wife Countess Anna

Maria Podmaniczky. What Bessenyei understood by the term "hazafiui"

is also evident from an entry under "Haza fiusag" in the Holmi:

E szo Hazafiiisag oily kotelesseget teszen, melly alol a vilagon 
semmi nemu dolog, ok, ido alkalmatossag fel nem szabadithat. [...] 
Az emberi elet magaba is veszendo dolog, veszszen hat leg alab 
ditsosseggel. Tudod pedig, hogy a leg nagyob ditsosseget e foldon, 
mindeg az igaz Hazafiusag szokta sziilni. °

Joseph II, however, refused to grant the planned association a 

royal sanction and when Bessenyei formulated his Jambor szandek two 

years later, Hungary was still without a single scholarly society 

of its own. In spite of the pamphlet’s ostensibly "enlightened"
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opening - "Az Orszag boldogsaganak egyik legfobb Eszkoze a 

Tudomany"- ,̂ a claim Bessenyei would later reject - many of 

Bessenyei's proposals in his Jambor szandek are considerably less 

"modest" than that title might suggest. At one point, for example, 

Bessenyei argues that:

a’ koztiink lako Nemeteket es Totokat is Magyarokka kellene tenniink. 
Mert meg erdemli azt az az aldott Haza az idegen Nemzetektol, 
melylyeket a’ maga kebelebenn taplal, hogy annak Nyelvet es 
szokasait is be vegyek, valamint annak Iavaival es szabadsagaival 
elni nem iszonyodnak.

This argument anticipates the initiatives towards "magyarization" 

of the 1840s - resisted by almost no one but the genuinely 

cosmopolitan and culturally "enlightened" Count Istvan Szechenyi - 

the disastrous consequences of which had become only too obvious by 

the autumn of 1848.^

While repeated plans to establish a national Academy in Pest 

came to nothing until the same Count Szechenyi offered a year’s 

income for the founding of such an institution in 1825, various 

short-lived societies were formed in major historical Hungarian and 

Transylvanian towns in the 1780s and 90s. The Kassai Magyar 

Tarsasag, founded in 1784, could not, unlike its journal, the 

Kassai Magyar Museum, survive the rift between its two main 

organisers, Kazinczy and Batsanyi, in 1789. The Komaromi Tudos 

Tarsasag, founded in 1789, lasted only three years before folding 

with the collapse of its periodical, Mindenes Gyujtemeny in 1792, 

and perhaps the most successful of the late 18th century societies, 

the Erdelyi Magyar Nyelvmlvelo Tarsasag, under the guidance of 

Gyorgy Aranka in Kolozsvar, itself lasted only eight years after 

its foundation in 1791 due to lack of funds and public interest.
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While all of these societies aimed to popularize general and 

scientific knowledge, their key concern was the cultivation of the 

national language. Admittedly, this was also one of the concerns of 

the Royal Society in London at the time of its establishment in 

1660. By the middle of the 18th century, however, its members were 

decidedly "of the opinion that learned men and Philosophers of all 

nations [...] should consider themselves and each other, as 

Constituent Parts and Fellow-Members of one and the same 

illustrious Republik".^

The more aware the Hungarian literati became of the 

underdevelopment of their national language, the more they began to 

fear for the survival of the nation’s already precarious culture 

and identity. When Jozsef Gvadanyi deplored the imitation of 

foreign styles of dress in his Egy falusi notariusnak budai utazasa
i f(1787-8), and when Anyos raised similar concerns in A regi magyar 

viseletrol (1782), they gave voice to anxieties which ran far 

deeper than mere provincialism or whimsical nostalgia. Montesquieu 

and Locke could both write with passion in defence of their 

countries' respective constitutions, but neither had to entertain 

fears for the survival of their own nations. Hume could remonstrate 

against the "jealousies of trade", but he did so as the spokesman 

of an expanding, rather than a threatened, trading nation. Where 

national integrity is unchallenged, national consciousness does not 

require active cultivation; cosmopolitanism is an easily afforded 

luxury for a world power. The philosophes never had to contemplate 

the choice formulated by one of the Hungarian "Jacobins", Jozsef 

Hajnoczy, in the question "emberbarat vagy hazafi?"^ For while
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Louis XIV may have overridden his nation’s constitution, this did 

not make him any less French than Voltaire or Diderot; just as Whig 

might feud with Tory in England without ever needing to query the 

other’s "Englishness" or without ever being told to conduct their 

debates in a foreign language.

The situation was clearly quite different in Hungary, and the

following lines from Bessenyei’s A termeszet vilaga, written at the

turn of the century, provide a good illustration of the fears of

the Hungarian nobility:

Nemzeti szemelyed a nyelveddel elvesz,
S kuliirios magadbul sanda maskarat tesz.
Vasszer, Croat leszel salakka valtozva 
S nev nelkiil a tobbi nemzet kozt habozva.

"Belehalsz az egesz emberi nemzetbe," Bessenyei continues,

representing as a tragic vision what a true man of the

Enlightenment might well have contemplated as a proper end of pure

reason.

While these lines clearly echo Herder’s "prophecy" 

concerning the disappearance of the Hungarians from Central Europe 

as a linguistic and ethnic entity (Ideen vol IV), it is unlikely 

that Bessenyei was familiar with Herder's work. This only makes 

other parallels between the two writers all the more interesting. 

Herder's following statement, for example, would surely have been 

applauded by not only Bessenyei, but almost any other champion of 

language renewal in late 18th Hungary:

Has any nation anything more precious than the language of its 
fathers? In it dwell its entire world of tradition, history, 
religion, principles of existence, its whole heart and soul.
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While I shall discuss the influence and significance of Herder's 

ideas in Hungary in more detail in Chapter Four, it is worth 

drawing attention in this present context to the following 

preoccupations - in addition to the question of the national 

language - he shares with Bessenyei: national character, cultural 

relativism, emergent primitivism. If anything, Bessenyei actually 

outstrips Herder in his attitude to national character. While for 

Herder, whose work never makes a complete break with the thought of 

the Enlightenment, there is to be no "Favoritvolk", for Bessenyei 

the reverse is true. Although Bessenyei prefaces his discussion of 

national character in the fifth chapter of Magyar orszagnak 

torvenyes allasa with words which echo Voltaire - "Az emberi 

termeszet, egesz kiterjedeseben vetetve, egy"^ - his section on 

"A' Tiszta Magyar", which follows a few pages later, forces us to 

reinterpret his opening statement as little more than an 

"enlightened" gesture.

"A magyar termeszetnek [sic] egyik uralkodo vagya a ditsosse^, 
fennyesseg, hir, nev [...] A tiszta magyar termeszet, tsendes es 
szemermes: minden szeles, esztelen ditsekedo, hazug maga
magasztalasanak ellensege. Tekintetes maga viseletu; nem tsatsogo. 
A baj vivast veszedelmet, soha nem kereste, magat tuzzel, 
vitezseggel viselte [...] A Magyar fo Rendeknel embersegesb,
nemeseb verii: meltosagosab tekintetu Nemzet Europaban nem
talaltatot. '

Strange claims indeed for "the leading figure of the 

Enlightenment" in Hungary.

Ironically, the cultural relativism which - with Hamann and 

Herder as its most articulate representatives - came increasingly 

to challenge the universalist ideology of the philosophes in the

second half of the 18th century, was in part a product of the
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internal contradictions of the Enlightenment itself. The principle 

of religious toleration championed so vigorously by the jfehej 

philosophes involved a recognition of, and respect for, cultural 

diversity and difference. Even by the middle of the century, 

however, few enlightened commentators would have sensed any real 

tension between the implications of Locke’s Letters Concerning 

Toleration (1689-90) and the universalist ontology of Hume's 

Inquiry. For it was precisely because of the essential brotherhood 

of man that intolerance was to be abhorred: "It is clear that every 

individual who persecutes a man, his brother, because he does not
A Oagree with him, is a monster.' ° In the same text - an entry under

"Tolerance" in the Dictionnaire philosophique - Voltaire makes a

characteristic appeal to the social basis for the brotherhood of

man provoded by the economic "universalism" of his age:

"The Parsee, the Hindu, the Jew, the Mohammedan, the Chinese deist, 
the Brahman, the Greek Christian, the Roman Christian, the 
Protestant Christian, the Quaker Christian trade with eachother in 
the stock exchanges of Amsterdam, London, Surat or Basra: they do 
not raise their daggers against one another to win souls for their 
religions.

The principle of religious toleration also played a significant 

role in the cultural awakening of nations in East Central Europe. 

Joseph II's Toleration Patent of 1781 paved the way for the entry 

of not only the protestant Hungarian lesser nobility, but also of 

Orthodox Serbs and Romanians, into public and political life. In 

cultural terms, however, toleration was not understood by these 

nations as a basis for homogeneity, but as a legitimation of 

difference. While behind Voltaire's plea for tolerance lay a firm 

faith in the universal rationality and nature of man, affected only
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superficially by local customs, creeds and traditions, for 

Bessenyei these considerations constituted the key determinants of 

an individual's beliefs: "Azert hiszem hitemet igaznak I-szor Hogy 

benne nevekedtem, mert ha Chinaba szullettem volna, Confutziust 

tisztelnem". ̂

Indeed, it might be argued that Bessenyei's whole career can be 

read as a metaphorical paradigm of the Hungarian encounter with, 

and retreat from, the cosmopolitanism and rationalism of the 

Enlightenment. Bessenyei begins his literary career in the 

illustrious cosmopolitan city of late 18th century Vienna and ends 

it in gloomy hermitude in Bihar county - "a bihari remete" being 

Bessenyei!s own disillusioned and ironic self-denomination in later 

years. Initially attracted to the rationalism of Voltaire - "Az 

Orszag boldogsaganak egyik legfobb Eszkoze a Tudomany" (1781)^ - 

he is led finally to the (albeit illnamed) "primitivism" of 

Rousseau: "Oly igaz az, hogy mentiil tanultabb, bolcsebb az ember, 

annal kevesebb vigsaggal elhet; ellenben mentiil oktalanabb, annal 

tobb oromok kozt lakozik" (1804). ̂  These are the words of 

Bessenyei's noble savage, Kirakades, spoken to Trezeni (with 

obvious echoes of [Maria] Theresa) the ruler of an "enlightened" 

state, in Bessenyei's last major literary work, Tarimenes utazasa. 

It is not surprising that, written at the beginning of the 19th 

century, these words should echo not Locke, Hume, Montesquieu or 

Voltaire, but Herder:

The savage who loves himself, his wife and his child [...] and 
works for the good of his tribe as for his own [... ] is in my view 
more genuine than that human ghost, the [...] citizen of the world, 
who, burning with love for all his fellow ghosts, loves a 
chimera.
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ii). Essaying Man

When the literary historian, Ferenc Toldy (1805-75) first proposed 

the year 1772 to mark the birth of modem Hungarian literature, he 

did so with reference to the publication in that year of four texts 

by Gyorgy Bessenyei - Agis tragediaja, Hunyadi Laszlo tragediaja, 

Eszterhazi vigassagok and Az embemek probaja. While most 

subsequent Hungarian literary historians have accepted and adopted 

Toldy’s periodization, there has been a tendency to neglect three
9

of the above works and to focus exclusively on Agis tragediaja as 

the text which heralds the beginning of the literary 

"Enlightenment" in Hungary. The value of epoch-marking dates like 

1772 can never lie in their historical accuracy (the inception of 

movements in the history of ideas can rarely ever be traced back to 

a single year), but rather in the kind of historical understanding 

they render possible. For this reason, I have no wish to challenge 

the proposition of 1772 as a point of departure, but should like 

instead to reinterpret its significance by focussing on one of

Bessenyei's texts of that year which has been unduly neglected.

Bessenyei's Az embemek proba .ja, in its attempt to rework and

interpret the ideas of Pope’s Essay on Man (1733) on which it is 

based, serves as perhaps the best possible illustration of both the 

attempt of late 18th Hungarian literature to assimilate the ideas 

of the Enlightenment, and the reasons for its failure to do so.

The text of Az embemek probaja is actually based on a French 

translation of Pope's Essay on Man. While we still possess no

conclusive evidence as to the exact identity and authorship of the
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French text, there are good reasons for supposing that Bessenyei 

may have been working from a translation by Abbe Millot entitled 

Essai sur l'homme and published in Lyon in 1761.^ As Bessenyei’s 

text itself, however, is not offered as a translation, but as an 

attempt to reproduce, interpret and embellish the essential ideas 

of Pope's work, the identity of his French source is ultimately of 

less importance than the conceptual relationship between the 

Hungarian "interpretation” and the English original. Considering 

the privileged position Pope’s Essay on Man occupies as nothing 

short of a compendium of some of the most elemental and widely held 

ideas of the Enlightenment,^ this conceptual relationship, of 

adoption and adaptation, is of crucial importance to our 

understanding of the character of early modem Hungarian 

literature, precisely at the moment of its inception.

Before embarking upon a comparison of the claims of Bessenyei 

and Pope, it should be noted that Bessenyei published two 

substantively different versions of his text. In 1803 he produced a 

second "reworking" of Pope's Essay considerably longer (by 530 

lines) than the first. The second version is furnished with an 

introduction (Jegyzes) in which Bessenyei makes some very 

interesting comments about his aims and methods (to which I shall 

return later). In the first draft of this introduction 

(Vilagositas), which Bessenyei rejected, he comes close to an 

admission of the fact that his title - which none the less remains 

unchanged in the revised and extended version - is actually a 

mistranslation of the French Essai sur l’homme. Bessenyei’s title, 

Az embemek proba ja, suggests the sense "the trial[s] of man”, or
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rather, the "essai[s] de l’homme", rather than "sur l'homme". In 

his rejected "Vilagositas", Bessenyei attempts to explain (away) 

the problematic inflection of his title in terms of mere stylistic 

economy. Here, he acknowledges that the proper meaning of the 

French "essai sur l’homme" would have to be given in Hungarian as: 

"Az embemek vizsgalasa, tulajdonsagainak probakra tetele, 

szemlelese sat. Hogy allapottyaban, termeszetiben, ki es mi."^ 

But, Bessenyei continues, "kony[v]nek, kivalt Poemanak, hosszu 

nevezetet adni nem lehet [...] Kiilomben a nevezet leg kisseb: a 

benne es alatta fekvo dolgok hatarozzak meg a munkanak semmiseget, 

vagy erdemet."-^ This retrospective justification, however, 

conceals one of the most crucial differences of attitude between 

his "essay" and that of Pope. For Bessenyei’s title is actually a 

very apt description of the concerns of his poem. As will become 

clear during the course of the following analysis, Bessenyei, in a 

manner quite alien to the pragmatic optimism of Pope, really does 

describe man’s existence on earth as a "trial", an existence of 

inevitable suffering. And this very act of ideologically charged 

misreading can itself be read as a highly suggestive metaphor for 

the aspirations and limitations of the Hungarian literary 

awakening.

Like Pope’s Essay, Bessenyei’s Az embemek probaja consists of four 

epistles (level). Bessenyei makes further subdivisions within each 

epistle, generally according to the numbered points listed in the 

"Arguments" with which Pope prefaces each epistle in the English 

text. Bessenyei’s subsections are generally, however, substantially
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longer than Pope’s, for reasons which will be considered at the end 

of this chapter.

Pope’s first epistle offers a fairly conventional and summarial 

statement of the essence of Enlightenment epistemology. Man cannot, 

nor should he seek to, comprehend all the systems of the universe, 

but should be content with a full understanding of the rationality 

and essential rightness of his own. Human knowledge is limited in a 

metaphysical sense, but perfectly equipped to understand all that 

is necessary to man’s own existence. Man is in every way suited to 

his immediate life on earth, even if its ultimate purpose lies
CO

beyond his comprehension: "man's as perfect as he ought" (I, 70).

Bessenyei's first epistle already adds important inflections to 

this argument. For Bessenyei, not only the logic of "worlds 

unnumbered", but also man’s own world lies beyond the realm of 

human understanding: "Az ember magat tokeletesen magyarazni

elegtelen" (first argument of Elso Level).^ Man is not, 

furthermore, created "as perfect as he ought", but only "oily 

tokelletes [...] a' mint lehetett". (115)^ The difference in 

emphasis between these two statements is significant. Pope’s 

"ought" reflects not a moral, but a pragmatic attitude to 

perfection. Perfection is not an abstract moral standard, but a 

relative value - relative, that is, to man's absolute 

appropriateness to his own natural system. Bessenyei’s "possible", 

on the other hand, admits of a higher realm of perfection denied to 

man, and does not reproduce or corroborate Pope’s confidence in 

man's rightness for his tasks on earth.

Pope can conclude from this that man should not struggle against
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his own (fully sufficient, rational, "perfect” nature), but should

submit himself to the rational and natural laws of the world for

which he has been perfectly equipped. In his Argument to the first

epistle, Pope appeals to "the absolute submission due to

Providence",^ returning to this point in the closing section of

the epistle with the words: "Submit, in this or any other sphere,"

(I, 285), because "Whatever is, is right." (I, 294).^ Bessenyei’s

first epistle shows none of this optimistic resignation.

Throughout, the higher perfection of God and Nature is contrasted

with the suffering (trials) of man on earth. His closing couplet

has none of the reassuring finality of Pope’s last line ("Whatever

is, is right"):

Egy ember magaba halalig szenyvedhet,
De a’ termeszetbe hiba meg sem lehet. (I, 509-10)

That it is Bessenyei rather than Pope speaking in this lines is

made still more apparent by recalling the closing couplet of an

slightly later poem, Bessenyei Gyorgy Magahoz (1777):

Csak az Isten maga orokos igazsag,
Tobbi mind szenvedes, amyek s mulandosag.

Pope’s second epistle is concerned with the "two principles of 

man", self-love and reason.̂  His argument here (expressed most 

tersely in its aphoristic recapitulation at the end of Epistle IV: 

"true self-love and social are the same"),^ rehearses one of the 

central arguments of 18th century English moral and political 

thought. Pope draws directly here on Shaftesbury's Inquiry 

Concerning Virtue or Merit (1699), which was widely admired in the 

period. Shaftesbury had claimed: "the Wisdom of what rules, and is 

First and Chief in Nature, has made it to be according to the
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private Interest and Good of every-one, to work towards the general 

Good".66 Man is both naturally selfish and naturally social; 

Nature, as the highest expression of Reason, ensures that these two 

tendencies are fully compatible, that "true self-love and social 

are the same". This argument - the philosophical justification of 

"possessive individualism" (C.B.Macpherson)^ - developed in 

England in and through a polemic against the Hobbesian view of the 

"state of nature" as a "state of war". The refutation of Hobbes's 

postulation of the essentially anti-social nature of man formed one 

of the key premises of Locke's philosophical justification of 1688. 

With Locke, nature was no longer "solitary, poor, nasty, brutish" 

(Hobbes), but "peace, goodwill, mutual assistance and cooperation". 

The optimism the new position represented was, in the words of 

Basil Willey, "in essence an apologia for the status quo". As 

nature is both sufficiently wise and sufficiently benign to have 

linked indivisibly man's private interests with the public good, 

the absolutist state was essentially superfluous to the rational 

organisation of a society's affairs. Born in exactly 1688, Pope was 

himself a child of the new status quo, and an Essay on Man is 

perhaps its most articulate poetic justification.

For Bessenyei, of course, this backgound was not only unknown, 

but would have anyway been historically alien. Unable to interpret 

the notion of self-love in Shaftesbury's utilitarian terms, he 

dilutes the concept into a kind of individual consolation for the 

trials of human existence: "Magamat kell szeretnem
nyugodalmomert."^ jn fact, the concept of "self-love" presented 

him with so many problems that he actually abandoned it in the 1803
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edition of Az embemek proba.ja, replacing it with the more morally 

neutral "elet-szeretet" (love of life) and adding the following 

footnote;

Jegyezd meg, hogy a maga szeretet ket fele: egyik bunos, mikor mas 
romlasaval dolgozik reszemre; a masik artatlan, mikor masok 
pusztulasa nelkiil sorsomat jobbittya. Elet-szeretet-nek nevezem hat 
az artatlan maga szeretetet. (135)7

This division of self-love into good and bad completely misses the 

point of Pope's proposition - following Shaftesbury - of a 

relationship of rational (and thus natural) necessity between 

private interest and public good. It is, most crucially, this 

relationship of necessity that Bessenyei is unable to reproduce. 

While the sixth point in Pope's Argument to Epistle II states that 

"the ends of Providence and general good are answered in our 

passions and imperfections",7̂  Bessenyei's fifth (but 

corresponding) argument in the 1772 edition reads: "Minden indulat 

hasznos eszkoz lehet az ember boldogsagara". Unable to follow 

Pope's transformation of self-love into social virtue, Bessenyei is 

left to face the problem of human vice. While Pope ends his second 

epistle contrasting the limits of human knowledge with the
7 0omniscience of God ("though man's a fool, yet God is wise"), 

Bessenyei closes with a contrast between man's vice and God's 

virtue:

Valljuk-meg hat, hogy az Istenseg igazsag,
Es tsak halandotul szarmazhat gonoszsag. (1055-5)

In his third epistle, Bessenyei follows Pope more closely than 

anywhere else in the text. Pope's Epistle III, "Of the Nature and 

State of Man with Respect to Society", offers a potted history of 

man's social development from the state of nature through various
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forms of civil society and political government, highly 

characteristic of the 18th century. Pope’s starting point is, once 

again, an implicit refutation of the social cynicism of Hobbes. For 

while Pope’s history leads us through various perversions of just 

government (tyrannies based on fear and superstition, two popular 

demons of the Enlightenment), it ultimately reaches a description 

of the present in which the "influence of self-love operating to 

the social and public good" has restored "true religion and 

government on their first principle".7-* Pope's complete faith in 

the concord of self-love and Reason, when they are not perverted by 

fear and superstition, leads him to a highly pragmatic conclusion:

For forms of government let fools contest:
Whate'er is best administered is best" (III, 303-4)7°

The function of government is not to interfere with or constrict 

the interests of the individual in the name of the public good, but 

to provide effective administration to ensure the free development 

of self-interest as a natural and rational condition of social 

welfare. This argument is profoundly characteristic of the 

political thinking of the Enlightenment and finds its fullest 

expression, of course, in Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations 

(1776).

Again Bessenyei is forced to interpret Pope's highly aphoristic 

reformulation of a set of fairly well established and widely held 

ideas without any experience of the social reality those ideas seek 

to justify, and without any knowledge of the ideological tradition 

they represent. Initially, Bessenyei follows Pope's social history 

quite closely, adding and embellishing, rather than omitting from
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the story. When he comes to the restoration of natural law, 

however, his version becomes increasingly vague. A footnote to the 

closing lines of his third epistle, clearly intended to address 

this obscurity, actually reveals that Bessenyei's interpretation is 

the very opposite of the nascent liberalism of the likes of Pope 

and Adam Smith: "Az igaz maga-szeretet [...] igaz es jo torveny 

maradhat, tsak rendes mertekbe tartasson-meg."77 Bessenyei, as we 

have seen, can conceive of no internal, necessary and rational 

relationship between private interest and public good; instead he 

must posit an external, contingent and moral relationship. The 

restoration of natural law, which for Pope is effected through the 

free play of self-love and reason, can for Bessenyei only be 

achieved by restraining the claims of self interest through the 

application of moral values based on the worship of God: "Mind
f • l$ 0Istentiil jon mi hasznos eletiinknek, / 0 lehet torvenye tsak nemes 

Lelkunknek." (1613-14)7^

The relative cynicism of Bessenyei’s position concerning 
0contemporary society (his recognition of the need for constraints) 

is already anticipated in his description of the "original" state 

of nature. Rhetorically he seems to echo Pope:

Nor think, in Nature's state they blindly trod;
The state of Nature was the reign of God:
Self-love and social at her birth began,
Union the bond of all things and, of man. (Ill, 147-50)

Ne gondoljuk, hogy a' Vilag diihoskodott,
Alkottatasakor'; 's mint ma ugy oldoklott.
Az ember eletet termeszet oktatta,
Melly a' gonoszt, mint ma a’kent nem tudhatta.

(1337-40)
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The obvious difference between these two accounts is Bessenyei's 

contrast of the state of nature with the present state of society. 

While it is true that Pope goes on to make similarly critical 

references to "the man of times to come", he still sees the present 

as an age of Reason which actually restores the "first principles" 

of nature. For Bessenyei, the state of nature figures as a lost 

idyll rather than the model of a triumphant present. Writing in 

Hungary in 1772, Bessenyei could hardly share Pope's confident
OTfaith that "Whatever is, is right."01 Sixteen years after the

Lisbon earthquake, which ellicited Voltaire's most scathing attacks

on 18th century optimism - from the Poeme sur Lisbonne to Bien,

Tout est Bien, with its direct criticism of Pope's Essay (not to

mention the emergence of the nature/garden idyll at the end of

Candide) - "whatever was" seemed a lot less "right" than it had

once seemed to the likes of Pope. By the time Bessenyei produced
* *his second version of Az ember^probaja in 1803 - one year before he 

was to celebrate the values of the "noble savage" in Tarimenes 

utazasa - his attitude to both the claims of reason and the state 

of nature was becoming increasingly Romantic: "Boldog tudatlansag! 

vigan mulsz eleteddel!" (Az embemek probaja 1803, line 190).^

Perhaps the most significant of Bessenyei's divergences from 

Pope's text and the values it represents comes in the closing 

section of the fourth and final epistle. After following quite 

closely the first six points of Pope's Argument, Bessenyei's text 

suddenly breaks off, completely ignoring Pope's seventh and 

concluding contention. The sixth, penultimate, argument of Pope’s 

fourth epistle sets out to show "that external goods are not the
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proper rewards, but often inconsistent with, or destructive of 

virtue", and provides six instances with which to illustrate his 

case (riches, honours, nobility, greatness, fame, superior 

talents) Bessenyei offers four loosely corresponding headings 

("Nemesi szoletes", "Nagysag", "Hir, vilagi ditsoseg", "Nagy 

tudomany, boltsesseg, ’s belso erdemek"),^ before closing with two 

further sections of his own invention, which have no counterpart 

whatsoever in Pope’s text. Pope's closing section (point seven in 

his Argument) calls for "conformity" and "resignation" to the order
ocof Providence, both "here and hereafter". The concluding lines of 

the Essay then go on to restate Pope’s central claims; that:

- Whatever is, is right!
That reason, passion, answer one great aim;

That true self-love and social are the same;
That virtue only makes our bliss below;
And all our knowledge is, - Ourselves to know.

(IV, 394-8)86

Bessenyei's closing statements are of a very different order:

Boldogsagunkat itt elven, ne remeljijk [...]
Hagyjuk-el e’ Vilag’ veszelyes larmajat [...]
A' nap fenye fele tsendesen lebegjunk,
Foldunktul rettegjunk, 's az Egtol remeljunk,
Alattunk iitkbzet, hartz, larmak, hallatnak,
Felletiink az Egek tsendesen alhatnak.
Minden veres tsata lett foldunknek szinen,
Midon minden orom lesz Isteniink Egen.
Jovel erre Lelkem eneklo Muszaddal,
Hozd-el torvenyidet szamyaknak magaddal.
Hagyjuk itt a' veres nagy emberi Nemet,
'S oleljiik felettunk a' ditsoiilt Eget:
Lassak, hogy Isteniink jo ’s szent mindenekbe,
Es tsak tudatlansag Zug az emberekbe. (2007-2056)°'

From the outset, Pope's message had been one of "absolute 

submission" and "resignation" to an existence ordained by 

Providence and to which man is perfectly suited. Bessenyei's text 

turns resignation into retreat. Pope's faith in the inherent
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rightness of "whatever is", becomes a full scale rejection of the 

present order of existence which is no more than the site of 

irrational conflict and chaos. Pope's exuberant confidence in the 

rational nature of man, and in man's capacity for self-knowledge, 

turns into a diatribe against "a veres nagy emberi Nem" in which 

"tsak tudatlansag Zug". The optimism of the Enlightenment becomes 

the nascent misanthropy of the "bihari remete". For already in 1772 

- the year which is supposed to mark the inception of the 

Enlightenment in Hungarian literature - we have a clear image of 

the world-weary, retreating, even "pre-romantic" Bessenyei, who 

will turn a Voltairian staatsroman into a Rousseauian yearning for 

a lost and idyllic Nature in Tarimenes utazasa some three decades 
later.

Bessenyei's second version of Az embemek proba ja (1803) is almost 

twice as long as Pope's Essay on Man. In his introduction to the 

second edition, Bessenyei provides two explanations for this. 

First, he admits that he has been unable to reproduce the accuracy

of the French translation because "a magyar nyelv, verselesre
• • 88 alkalmatlan, e miat, hogy rend kiviil hosszu szavakkal el".00 "A

Frantzia nyelv," on the other hand,

"rovid szavainal es azoknak szelessen kiterjedet ertelmeinel fogva, 
ket versben mond annyit, a mennyit mi negyben, hatban 
mondhatunk".

Bessenyei's second reason for the relative length of his text is 

perhaps more telling. It concerns the relationship between style 

and audience.

Pop, egyik nagy targyrul a masikra sebes szokessel ugral altal, 
mivel bdltseknek irt, kik a hizakot altal lattyak. De nekem ezen
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uregeket kellet gondolatokkal, versekkel tsinalnom, hogy a 
gyenge olvasd egyik dologrul a mAsikra, koteseken lApesnTl l^pesre 
botsAtkozhasson, mivel nagy ugra'st nem tehet: sem, ̂  sok ki rakot 
tzegerekrul meg sem ismerheti, mit Arulnak alattok".

In a footnote to line 982 of his second version of Az embemek

probaja, Bessenyei, in explaining why he has added a number of

examples and lines to Pope's text, also indicates the identity of

the "gyenge olvaso" he sees himself as addressing:

E peldak, dolgok es versek Popban nintsenek, de en kentelen vagyok 
ertelme't tzdllyaban vilagositani.. mert nem Anglusoknak forditok, 
hanem Magyar falusi nemeseknek.

Pope’s ellipsis is not, however, merely an indication of the 

erudition or intelligence of his projected audience; it also 

reflects the poet's own attitude towards the nature and status of 

his claims. Pope can afford the "luxury" of aphorism because 

essentially he is saying nothing new. As suggested earlier, the 

Essay on Man is little more than a dazzlingly terse and eloquent 

compendium of some of the key political and philosophical axioms of 

its time. It is remarkable not as a work of discovery or 

originality - as critics have been quick to point out ever since 

Samuel Johnson - but as a work of compression and consolidation. 

The compact and epigrammatic logic of its form - immortalising 

contemporary values as timeless and universal truths - mirrors the 

"Cosmic Toryism" (Basil Willey) of its content. If Locke’s Two 

Treatises on Government (1690) and his Essay Concerning Human 

Understanding of the same year represented the first major 

political and philosophical justification of 1688, Pope (who was 

quite literally a child of the English Revolution) provided the 

first major justification and popularisation of all it stood for in
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verse.

Even if Bessenyei had been writing for the most learned of his 

Hungarian contemporaries, he could not, of course, have assumed the 

same ideological background and competence that Pope was able to 

address. The philosophical optimism of the Enlightenment, its faith 

in reason and in the indivisibility of private and public interest, 

could find no foundation in 18th century Hungarian thought. Nor was 

there in 18th century Hungary a community of philosophes whose 

intellectual aspirations not only corresponded to the material 

initiatives of the forces of social "progress", but could also be 

summarised and immortalised in verse. It was only in the following 

decades that the small and isolated Hungarian literati began, 

primarily under the organisation of the far more enlightened 

Kazinczy, to seek and create opportunities for collaboration. By 

the time these initiatives produced concrete results in the 1830s, 

however, they had come to represent predominantly national concerns 

very different from those of Alexander Pope, living and writing a 

whole century before.
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Chapter Two: The Crisis of the Enlightenment

One might argue, with little fear of exaggeration, that the most 

accomplished and enduring work of art to come out of Hungary in the 

year 1772 was not Bessenyei's Agis tragediaja, but Haydn's 45th 

Symphony, the "Farewell" in F sharp minor, composed, as anecdote 

has it, to prompt Prince Esterhazy to return with his musicians 

from Esterhaza to Eisenstadt. This concurrence is, for the history 

of Hungarian literature, more significant than it might at first 

sight appear. For Haydn's "Farewell" symphony - like the String 

Quartets Op. 20 and the Piano Sonata in C minor Hob.20 composed in 

the same year - is already a highly characteristic, articulate and 

mature product of the radical and broadly European cultural context 

in which modem Hungarian literature was bom. Most music 

historians now seem to agree that 1772 represents the climax of 

Haydn's "Sturm und Drang" period. One does not need to fully 

endorse this denomination to recognise that the development of 

Haydn's musical idiom in the years 1768-1772 constitutes a new 

departure in the history of music, itself closely related to a 

number of more protracted and perhaps more formative developments 

in the other arts.

It has been estimated that approximately 95% of all music 

composed in the third quarter of the 18th century was written in 

major keys, including the (30-40) symphonies Haydn composed for the 

Esterhazys between 1760 and 1768.^ Almost half the symphonies Haydn 

completed over the next five years, on the other hand, are in minor
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keys, traditionally reserved for "music of a passionate, angry or
osometimes sad character." Like Mozart’s early G minor Symphony 

(K183) composed in 1773, Haydn's minor symphonies of the early 

1770s all embody "a quality of personal expression that is far 

removed from galant entertainment and different again from the
oclassical spirit of the 1780s". These works are characterised by 

their celebration of a unique and individual sensibility over the 

expectations generated by an established and ordered musical 

convention. In addition to their use of uncommon keys, their new 

interest in distinctly un-Baroque forms of counterpoint, their 

incorporation of unexpected breaks and leaps, and the liberties 

they take with the conventional relationship between exposition and 

development, their power to move and disturb lies in their emphasis 

on sudden, unpredictable and dramatic changes of mood which 

anticipate the romantic individualism of the mature Beethoven. Seen 

in this light, the implications of the melancholy fading away of 

the last movement of Haydn's "Farewell" Symphony - when considered 

alongside the passionate erruptions of the opening Allegro and the 

emotional complexity of the Adagio - extend way beyond the 

circumstantial anecdotes by which the work is surrounded.

In literature, as in music, the first half of the 1770s 

witnessed a consolidation of new initiatives which had been taking 

shape since the middle of the century. 1770 saw the completion of 

Rousseau's unique and revolutionary project of self-discovery, the 

Confessions; 1771 the publication of Henry Mackenzie's The Man of 

Feeling; 1772 the founding of the Gottinger Hainbund; 1773 the last 

canto of Klopstock's Messias and the radical collection of essays
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edited by Herder, Von idjeutschef Art und Kunst; while 1774 marked the

appearance of the most influential novel of the last third of the

century, Goethe's Die Leiden des .jungen Werthers. The concerns and

aspirations behind all these events have - as I shall attempt to

illustrate in this chapter - roots which go much deeper than the

relatively local, polemical and somewhat shortlived adventure of

the German "Sturm und Drang"; they also exercised a profound and

formative influence on the direction of late 18th century Hungarian

literature. Not only was the young Kazinczy, for example, an avid

reader of the Gottinger Musenalmanach, he also translated works by

the group's idol, Klopstock, and by one of its most eminent

members, J.H. Miller. In other cases a contiguity of interests and

concerns is less apparently the product of direct influence. In the

same year that Herder wrote "I am not here to think! but to be! to

feel!"^ (1772), Bessenyei - who seems to have been unaware of

Herder's work - would write in a similar vein: "Minek van az elme

egyebert, hanem hogy sziviinknek erzekenysegeit [...] mindenek elott

szabadosan festhesse?"^ Bessenyei continues - in an appendix to the

1772 edition of Az embemek proba .ja, entitled Sziv, mu'zika,

szerelem - "Ugy tetszik, mintha a' sziv a' termeszet leg-elso
r\

szulotje volna; ki tob testet csak azert vett magara, hogy kojtose 

legyen, mellybe akaratja szerent jarhasson",^ suggesting that we 

have already come a long way from the enlightened mentality with 

which Bessenyei's work is conventionally associated.

The intellectual context into which Hungarian literature comes 

to consciousness in the last third of the 18th century is no longer 

fashioned by the rationalism of Voltaire, the empiricism of Locke
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or the social optimism of Pope. The cultural legacy Hungarian 

writers inherit in the 1770s is no longer that of the

Enlightenment, but that of its crisis. In Hungary, 1772 sees the
• , appearance not only of Bessenyei's Agis, but also of Ignac

Meszaros's Kartigam, the first Hungarian sentimental novel, and it

is, as I shall attempt to show, the latter work which most fully

reflects the aspirations and self-image of its age.

The Enlightenment, for all the common premises it assumed, by no 

means constituted a hermetic and homogeneous ’'movement” in the 

history of ideas. Pope and La Mettrie might agree on the 

incontrovertible primacy of reason, but the deism of the former was 

totally incommensurable with the materialism of the latter. The 

empiricism of Newton and Locke which informed Condillac's great 

assault on the "esprit de systeme” of the 17th century, Traite des 

systernes (1749), would not prevent Baron D'Holbach, the chief 

patron of the philosophes, from publishing his Systeme de la Nature 

in 1770. Indeed, as Voltaire reminds us, heterogeneity was of the 

essence of the Enlightenment: ”1 have always been an eclectic; I 

have taken from all the different schools whatever struck me as 

having the most likelihood about it.

The internal tensions and contradictions in the thought of the 

Enlightenment, however, run much deeper than mere philosophical 

eclecticism. As Friedrich Meinecke argues in his comprehensive 

study of the genealogy of 19th century historicism, "The eighteenth 

century provides one of the greatest examples of the process 

whereby a new intellectual and spiritual force appears to effect an
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absolute conquest for a certain period, yet is accompanied from the 

very start by an opposite tendency which later causes its
odissolution."0 Three such "tendencies", or internal tensions, are 

particularly crucial to our understanding of the crisis-ridden 

legacy of the Enlightenment which Hungarian literature inherits at 

the end of the century. Being directly related to the historicist 

project, the first is identified by Meinecke himself: the "strong 

urge of the Enlightenment towards universal enquiry, the impulse to 

capture humanity in all its manifestations, was [...] likely to 

lead to a relativist outlook because of the sheer vastness of the 

variety it revealed.

The origins of this relativism can in part be traced back to a 

fundamental tension in Enlightenment logic between the theoretical 

assumptions of universalism and the methodological demands of 

empiricism. For an age which claimed to eschew hypothetical 

speculation and insist upon empirical demonstration it was clearly 

unacceptable to posit the universal nature of man as no more than 

an _a priori essence or ideal. Natural man had to be sought, found 

and studied in his concrete reality, located either historically, 

in the pre-social "state of nature", or ethnographically, in those 

distant lands where nature’s laws had been preserved from the 

corrupting influence of social custom and superstition. Rousseau's 

Discourse on Inequality draws upon both sources, embellishing a 

heuristic fiction of the life of man "as he must have emerged from 

the hands of nature"-^ with the first-hand anthropological accounts 

of 18th century merchants, missionaries and travellers like 

Francois Coreal, Peter Kolben, Le Pere du Tertre and Jean Chardin.
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Both emphases were to exercise considerable influence by the 

beginning of the 19th century in forms which had little in common 

with the social and intellectual aspirations of the Enlightenment; 

the first in the cult of primitivism, and the second in the form of 

cultural relativism. Even as early as the second Discourse, 

however, Rousseau himself is inclined to doubt the objectivity of 

his sources:

In the two or three centuries since the inhabitants of Europe have 
been flooding into other parts of the world, endlessly publishing 
new collections of voyages and travel, I am persuaded that we have 
come to know no other men except Europeans; moreover it appears 
[... ] that every author produces under the pompous name of the 
study of man nothing much more than a study of the men of his own 
country. Individuals go here and there in vain; it seems that 
philosophy does not travel and that the philosophy of one nation is 
little suited to another.

In his "Last Reply to M. Bordes" (1752), later added as a 

supplement to the first Discourse, Rousseau goes a good deal 

further:

If I were the leader of one of the peoples of Nigritia, I declare 
that I would set up on the frontier of the country a gallows where 
I would hang without appeal the first European who dareito venture 
in, and the first citizen who would dare to venture out.

By the time he came to write his Considerations on the Government

of Poland in 1770-71 (parts of which were translated by Kazinczy

some 20 years later), Rousseau had already developed a highly

positive attitude towards a more Romantic notion of national

character:

It is national institutions which shape the genius, the character, 
the tastes and morals of a people; which give it an individuality 
of its own [... ] Each country has advantages which are peculiar to 
itself, and which should be extended and fostered by its 
constitution. Husband and cultivate those of Poland, and she will 
have few other nations to envy.
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Herder adopted Rousseau's equation of the natural with the pre

social, but tended more regularly to change the subject in question 

from man in general to the ’Volk" in particular, with this Volk 

bearing the same relation to the State as Rousseau's "original man" 

had bom to "man in society". In both cases the former terms 

implied authenticity and the latter terms artificiality. As Herder 

claimed: "Nature creates nations, not states".^ Herder's

collectivisation of the Enlightenment's individual subject, and his 

scorn for the artificiality of the state are not difficult to 

understand in historical terms. While the individual (as 

entrepreneur) was indeed the direct agent of progress in 18th 

England, Holland or France, Herder's immediate national experience 

was of a collection of predominantly feudal principalities which 

required unification under a principle of collective identity far 

stronger and more organic than that of the State. It should be no 

harder to appreciate why Herder's "national subject", and not the 

individual subject of the Enlightenment, was ultimately to gain 

greater currency in Hungary, whose national integrity had for three 

centuries been continually challenged. This is, however, to 

anticipate a cultural moment which takes us beyond the crisis of 

the Enlightenment towards a kind of "resolution", which will be 

discussed in more detail in my fourth chapter.

The Enlightenment's insistence upon empiricism not only produced 

a tension with the claims of universalism, but also with the claims 

of reason itself - a tension which would only be transcended in 

Kant's magisterial rehabilitation of metaphysics at the end of the 

century. The "exact analysis of things" Voltaire had called for in
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his (negative) Treatise on Metaphysics precluded the possibility of 

absolute knowledge independent of sense perception. The problem is 

already faced - and left unresolved - in Locke's seminal exposition 

of philosophical empiricism, An Essay Concerning Human 

Understanding, where its author contemplates the two fundamental 

notions of "substance” and "spirit". Discussing the futility of 

endeavouring to define substance - that which "stands under", 

"upholds" or "supports" the "common qualities produced by 

sensation" - Locke compares such endeavours to the predicament of 

the "poor Indian philosopher" who

saying that the world was supported by a great Elephant, was asked, 
what the Elephant rested on; to which his answer was, a great 
Tortoise: but being again pressed to know what gave support to the 
broad-back'd Tortoise, replied, something, he knew not what.

Bessenyei clearly has Locke in mind when he deals with the other

side of the same question - "mitsoda a' materia, substantia vagy a

lathato vilagnak teste?^ - in the "Osholmi" of 1773-5:

Kerlek minek gondolod te azt, a' mi nem test? te, ki testenn kiviil 
ed^ gondolatot sem adhatsz. A' mi nem test, annak sem kepe sem 
szme, sem semmi szaga nintsen; minek gondolod hat? Azt kell 
felelned: tsak valaminek. '

The same problem resurfaces in Locke's later discussion of "spirit" 

in Chapter 3 of Book IV, "On the Extent of Human Knowledge". Is the 

soul, asks Locke, material, and if so, can matter think? Locke's 

answer is characteristic of the Enlightenment in its acceptance 

both of the viability of the question and of the futility of 

seeking an answer within the confines of human reasons. It is, 

Locke claims,

impossible for us, by the contemplation of our own Ideas without 
revelation, to discover whether Omnipotency has not given to some 
Systems of Matter, fitly disposed, a power to perceive and think,
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or else joined and fixed to Matter, so disposed, a thinking 
immaterial Substance.

This problem of the materiality (or immateriality) of the soul 

remained a bugbear for the Enlightenment. In his Lettres 

philosophiques, Voltaire could do no more, in attempting to rescue 

Locke from misplaced accusations of atheism, than restate the 

problem: Locke had not "soû g|t to overthrow religion", but merely 

to demonstrate "the non-existence of human knowledge" When 

seeking to justify his defence in a letter to M. de La Condamine of 

June 22 1734, Voltaire - in a rhetorical coup de grace which goes 

to the very heart of the Enlightenment's remarkably resigned and 

pragmatic acceptence of its own epistemological limitations - turns 

Locke’s disturbing expression of doubt into a triumphant and 

comforting statement of certainty:

My letter to Locke simply amounts to this: human reason is 
powerless to demonstrate that it is impossible for God to endow 
matter with the power of thought, a proposition which, I imagine, 
is as true as this one: triangles whose heights and bases are equal 
-#ra-equâ  to one another.

Bessenyei and his Hungarian contemporaries could, for their

part, find no such comfort in the absolute certainty of the

powerlessness of human reason. Bessenyei himself was plagued

throughout his career by this problem of the materiality of the

soul - initially as a point of theology, but increasingly as a

problem of knowledge. In one of his shorter contributions to the

volume Bessenyei Gyorgy tarsasaga (1777), Bessenyei criticises the

notion of the immortality of the soul and answers the Lockean

question "az Isten materialis dolognak gondolkodasra valo erot
91adhat e, vagy nem?"^1 with a definite yes. In another work of the
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same year, however, A filozofus - Bessenyei's only literary work
✓ / • fto win popularity in his own lifetime - the protagonist Parmentc is

already given the line: "Ez a Lokk tsak a sok kettseget
• 97tsinalja. Similar doubts return in the Viennese Holmi of 1779:

Ki tudhattya mar hogy az Isten az orok testnek adhate 
gondolkodasra, es ertelemre valo erot, tehetseget: ismerszik az 
oktalan allatokba mellyekbe ertelmet tapasztalunk. Innen vette Lok 
is maganak, ezen nagy Anglus Filosofus azt a szabadsagot melly 
szerint kerdesbe veszi, hogy ha az Isten orok testnek adhate 
gondolkodasra valo erot, vagy nem. Mondani sem lehet hogy nem 
adhat. Az Isten hatalmanak hatart nem szabhatunk, de ki proballya 
meg ellenbe, hogy adot bizonyosan?"2^

By the time Bessenyei comes to write Az ertelemnek keresese in 

1804, the theological aspect of this question serves only as a cue 

for a discussion of its broader epistemological implications. The 

fifth section of this work - whose title, "Az ertelemnek vegso 

hatara", is significantly reminiscent of the title of Locke’s 

crucial chapter "Of the Extent of Human Understanding" - is, in 

emphasis at least, more radically and uncompromisingly empiricist 

than Locke's Essay in its conclusions:

Az ertelemnek gondolkodo, es fontolkodo ereje, tuttodra, egyediil 
tapasztalas altal szarmazik benne. Lehetetlen valamire gondolnod, 
hogy fejedben szint, es format ne las. Mihent ertelmedet e vilagnak 
testen kiviil teszed, ertelmedben tobbe semmi fele dolgot nem 
talalsz [...] A mit ertelmedbe, sem latas sem hallas, sem erzes s 
at nem adot, nints ot.

What is particularly interesting about Bessenyei's treatment of

the limits of human understanding - and what places him in the

crisis, rather than in the "mainstream", of the Enlightenment - is

his attitude to these limits. Already in 1777, in the poem

Bessenyei Gyorgy magahoz, he had spoken of being a slave to the

senses ("Erzekensegeimnek rabsagaban vagyok").2  ̂ In the sixth

section of Az ertelemnek keresese his language is still more
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despairing and pessimistic. When it comes to questions of origin 

and absolute certainty, "labolhatatlan tudtalansagra vagy 

atkozva". The consequences of this extreme position actually 

involve a wholesale rejection of the project which gives the book 

its title, "az ertelemnek keresese": "Hiaban olvasod oszve e

vilagnak minden konyvet, mert mihent egy verebre, tsigara rakra 

s.a.t rea tekintesz, minden okoskodasod fiistot vet."2  ̂Or, in words 

which more closely resemble the attitude of the "noble savage" in 

Tarimenes utazasa (written in the same year): "Mentiil tobbet

okoskodol, tanulsz, gondolkodol; e vilagnak allasra es termeszetire 

nezve, annal nagyob tudatlansagra vettetel."2®

If Bessenyei had reached this pessimistic conclusion through a 

long and bitter struggle with the contradictions of Enlightenment 

thinking, his younger friend and - for a short time at least -
, 9"disciple", Pal Anyos, being able to benefit from the example of 

his master, was far quicker to discover the limits, and indeed 

futility, of rational inquiry. "Mit nyertel nagy elmed 

hanykolodasaval?"2  ̂ he wrote to Bessenyei in 1779; "mit nyersz 

vegtere melly gondolatiddal?"^ he would repeat in a second poetic
9epistle written some five days later. By 1782, Anyos has reached 

the conclusion that the quest for knowledge leads only to dispair; 

addressing himself in A vilagi gyonybrusegeknek haszontalansaga, he 

writes:

Benyargaltad e foldet; s mar most tovabb sem valosagot, sem orombt, 
sem allandosagot, sem bizonyos rendeket, Istenem, Termeszeten 
kiviil, mellynek magyarazasara megis elegtelen minden farodsagod, 
nem talalhatvan, hallgass maganossagodban [...]
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Anyos could also draw upon the conclusions of his closer friend,
t tAbraham Barcsay, and upon the work of the latter fs fellow officer 

and confidant, Lorinc Orczy. While Barcsay considered scientific 

knowledge to be at best "Csak fust, alomnal is kevesebb valosag" 

(Az igaz boldogsagot hoi leli meg az e m b e r and at worst a vessel
t

containing "Nemzeteket veszto kovasz" (poetic epistle to Anyos,

December 1779),^ Orczy would repeatedly argue that the two central

objects of philosophical inquiry proposed by the Enlightenment -

Nature and Man - lay beyond the scope of human reason:

Termeszet rendenek setet homalyaban,
Eredven az ember mely vizsgalasaban,
Sokezer esztendot t'dlte tanulasban,
Nem sokat ment elol megis munkajaban... _,

(Szivbel sohajtas a bolcsesseg utan)

Oldhatalan mese az ember az embemek,
Sokfele rejteke van a teremtesnek,
Nem lehet feljutni messze ertelemnek,
Hatart tett alkoto halando elmenek.

(A megismeres hatarairol)̂ ^

What the Enlightenment had been content to accept as the 

"limits" of human reason would be seen, increasingly as the second 

half of the century progressed, as sufficient cause to abandon the 

futile rigours of rational inquiry altogether. For D’Alembert these 

limits, rationalised as the "lot of humanity", necessitated no 

greater sacrifice than a relinquishment of the aery and, from the 

point of view of practical reason, even superfluous, claims of 

metaphysics:

the supreme Intelligence has drawn a veil before our feeble vision 
which we try in vain to remove. It is a sad lot for curiosity and 
our pride, but it is the lot of humanity [...] the systems, or 
rather the dreams of the philosophers on most metaphysical 
questions deserve no place in a work exclusively intended to 
contain the real knowledge acquired by the mind. ^
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For the generation which succeeded him, however, D'Alembert’s 

"veil” no longer represented the inscrutible periphery of human

inquiry, but its central focus. "Wo viel licht ist, da ist auch 

viel schatten", we read on the title page of Atbnckt. (jtistoph 

Kayser's Adolfs gesammelte Briefe - "ein schon geschriebener Roman 

in dem Geschmak der Leiden Werthers",^ published in 1778, which, 

while completely forgotten in Germany, is remembered in Hungarian 

literary history as the source of Kazinczy's Bacsmegyeyj 

osszeszedett levelei of 1789 - before the author turns his back 

upon the light of reason to dwell among the shadows of the heart.

If Newton could look up at the heavens and see order, reason and 

light, Edward Young would voice the doubts of a later age in 

finding in the stars "comprehension's absolute defeat" (Night
O O  ,LThoughts, IX). This transition is registered in minature - with

tdirect reference to Young - by Anyos in the second of his poetic

epistles to Bessenyei mentioned above:

Szepen gondolkozol termeszet sorsarol,
Szepen Prometheus elteto langgarol;- 
Oriilok, hogy nyogo szived homallyarol 
Mosolygo fenyt kiildesz erzesek honnyarol.

De tudom, rovid lesz szived nyajossaga,
Megszomorlt ismet vered bagyodtsaga,
S elsiillesztven elmed melyse^es nagysaga 
Felvesz karjaira Jung szomorusaga.

Young's Night Thoughts explored a whole new emotional and

philosophical universe whose objects - unlike those of a Pope, a

Voltaire or a D'Alembert - were "Not to the limits of one world

confin'd" (V),^ and whose description provided a comprehensive

lexicon of obscurity which was remarkably quick to win widespread

currency all over Europe. If the Enlightenment's faith in the
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knowable was rapidly being engulfed in a new cloud of unknowing, 

the twilight of reason was soon to be received not with mourning, 

but with a certain cultish reverence or approval which even finds 

expression in Rousseau: "The darkness of ignorance," he wrote in 

1767, "is worth more than the false light of e rror.From the 

"graveyard poetry" of Gray’s Elegy and Hervey's Meditations, 

through the celebrated cloudiness of Ossian to the ultimate 

statement of the inexpressible in the black pages of Sterne’s 

Tristram Shandy, the unknowable increasingly undermines the 

century’s confidence in the certainty of the known.

The extent of Young's influence in Hungary - and that of the new

values his poetry represented - has never been fully recognised. In

addition to Jozsef Peczeli’s complete translation of Night Thoughts

which appeared in 1787, Gyorgy Bessenyei, Sandor Baroczi, Ferenc

Kazinczy and Jozsef Nalaczi all published their own versions of

various parts of Young's text. Bessenyei, who held that "Jungnak

szaz versebe tob boltsesseg van mint Virgiliusnak ezerbe

talaltathatik",^ revealingly closes his discussion of Night

Thoughts in the Viennese Holmi with a comment on the vanity of

trying to understand the world through human reason:

Induly el tsak a tsupa termeszetet vizsgalni ha tanult, es eros 
gondolkodasu ember vagy, majd fogad tapasztolni, hogy ollyan 
dolgokra josz, mellyekre fel borzad hajad fejeden, vegre pedig 
tellyesseggel ugy el vesztesz vilagossagot, igassagot, hogy magadra 
is alig tanalhatsz.

Peczeli's complete translation of Night Thoughts ran to three 

editions between the years 1787 and 1815 - as many editions, that 

is, as Andras Dugonics's Etelka (generally considered the most 

popular novel of the period) saw in the same space of time. In
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spite of Kazinczy’s preference for his own iambic version,

Peczeli’s prose translation from the French of M. le Tourneur (Les

Nuits d’Young, Paris, 1783) was immensely popular among the

Hungarian literati ever since extracts first appeared in the Magyar

Hlrmondo in 1784. Even the "traditionalist" Jozsef Gvadanyi was

moved to write the following to Peczeli on May 10 1788:

De csag egy Yung es egy Sarasa Irhatnak ily erzekeny es hathatos 
elmelkedeseket, es hizelkedes nelkiil Irom, hogy csag egy Peczeli 
Jozsef fordlthatta oly igaz es szepen folyo magyarsaggal nemzetiink 
javara. Ha Rousseau, Lessing es azon lipsiai professor, az ki 
Horaczot kiadta, Yungot figyelmetesen olvastak volna, tudom, oly 
botrankoztato es lelkeket veszto munkakat nem sziiltek volna ez 
vilagra. Az grofnem [...] Yungot minden nap kezebe veszi, es tarn az 
halalt is jobban szereti mar, mint engemet.

In the only substantial study of Peczeli’s work ever to have been

published in Hungary, Ferenc Biro has also demonstrated the
' ,influence of Young’s "Night I" on two poems by Anyos and Janos

Batsanyi. Concerned essentially with the opening five lines of

Young’s text:

Tir’d Nature’s sweet restorer, balmy sleep!
He, like the world, his ready visit pays 
Where fortune smiles; the wretched he forsakes;
Swift on his downy pinion flies from woe,
And lights on lids unsullied with a tear.

Biro first compares the following lines from le Tourneur’s

translation:

Doux sommeil...
il evite d’une aile raipde la deumeure 
ou il entend gemir, et va se reoser sur 
des yeux qui ne sont point trempes de larmes.

with these from Anyos’s Egy boldogtalannak panaszai a halavany

holdnal (1780):

Nints alom ezeknek [a boldogtalanoknak] gyaszos
kunyhojaban

Eltunt, eltavozott boldogabb hazaban.
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Then he compares the following from Baroczi’s translation

(published in the first volume of Magyar Museum, 1788):

Tsendes alom te, kinek eleven!to 
balzsamja 

eleszti a termeszetet... 
o jai, elhagy engemet...
Kenili a boldogtalanokat 
Eltokdllett oda sietni 
hoi a szerencse mosolyog.

With these lines from Batsanyi’s Tunodes (1795):

A tsendes alom...
Ah, elkeriil es messze hagy engemejt...
Sajnalja tolem balzsamja cseppjeit 
Csak boldogokhoz megyven es azt 
Nezi, hova siet a szerencse.

The influence of the "cult of obscurity”, however - of which Night 

Thoughts is among the most characteristic and formative 

representatives - was much more than a matter of translation and 

imitation. While Csokonai, for example, could, in his lighter 

moments, deplore the ”mord anglus” graveyard poetry of Young and 

Hervey, even he tended to fall back on their post-Enlightenment 

vocabulary in his most powerful and philosophical poems (such as Az 

estve, Az alom, Az alom leirasa, A maganyossagrol, Halotti versek, 

Tuddgyuladasomrol). This new vocabulary - evoking the obscurity, 

ambiguity and uncertainty of the perceivable world, and focussing 

on states of half-knowledge and semi-consciousness in the perceiver 

- enjoyed a remarkably wide currency in late 18th century Hungarian 

writing, where adjectives like "homalyos” (together with its most 

frequent variants, "setet", "amyekos” and "felleges”), "rejtett" 

and "titkos” were among the most common keywords of the period. The 

following short extract from the third section of Jozsef Karman’s
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novel Fanni hagyomanyai (1794) will serve not only as a 

particularly rich and full illustration of the new lexicon, but 

also as an indication of how this lexicon is related to both the 

period’s profound awareness of the limitations of human reason, and 

to its complex and contradictory sense of the human self:

TELHETETLEN SZIV! [...] Mit kivansz, mit ohajtasz?
Valamely edes, nehez, titkos, nem tudom mely erzes fekszik 

kifejtetlen, homalyosan mellyem rejtekeben! Ha az ej titkokkal 
teljes amyeka beteriti a foldet, midon a termeszet elszenderedett 
es innepel - akkor tamadnak fel leghatalmasabban erzesei •.. Oly 
edes, bajlalo erzes - es megis fajdalmas. Az oromtul dobog szivem - 
es megis konnyel telik szemem.

Megfoghatatlan maganak is az ember! '

The melancholy which pervades the poetry of Gabor Dayka is equally

"unfathomable", as is suggested by the very title of one of his

most famous lyrics, Titkos bu. The first stanza of this poem is

worth quoting in full, emphasising those items which contribute

most effectively to the overall sense of uncertainty:

Homalyos banat dulja lelkemet,
Talan ujulnak regi szenvedesim;
Talan tiinder eloreerzesim 
Remitnek, es uj lest hany a vegezet.
Sim^k: de csak elfojtott sohajtasok 
Emelkednek ketseges szivembol;
Csak re.jtett ah, csak nema jajgatasok 
Valtjak egymast, s a titkos bu elol.

t
Anyos makes the same repeated use of adverbs of doubt to evoke a

similar sense of uncertainty in Egy boldogtalannak panaszai a

halavany holdnal:

Egy feher amyekot szemlelek sirjabol,
Suhogva felkelni, hallotas honnyubol - 
Vallyon nem lesz-e ez azoknak szamabol,
Kik mint en, konyveztek szivek fajdalmabol? [...]

[...] Jaj de ismet eltunt... ez is fut engemet!...
Talam eszre vette hullani konyvemet! [...]

[...] Talam majd valaki jon sirom szellyere [...]^
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The vocabulary of obscurity and uncertainty is by no means 

confined to those writers conventionally seen to represent the 

"sentimental school" in late 18th century Hungarian literature. Its 

beginnings can already be identified in the poetry of the Bodyguard 

writers:

Csak az Isten maga orokos igazsag 
Tobbi mind senyvedes, amyek s mulandosag.

(Bessenyei Gyorgy magahoz)5

0! mult s kovetkezo idoknek homalya,
Halando titkodat hasztalan vizsgalja.

(Barcsay, Tudomanyok nevelkedeserol budai ferdoben)

Among the so-called "classicist" poets, the Youngian lexis is most

prominent in the work of Miklos Revai. In Szomoru indulat, for

example, unable to answer a question that would not be out of place

in one of Dayka’s poems - "Mi kesergo sok gondolat / Terheli bus

fejemet?" - Revai is only able to identify the effects, but not the

cause, of his condition: "Homalyt latok a napfenyben."-^ In a

meditation on the nature of time (Az idoriil uj esztendo

alkalmatossagaval), both Revai*s diction and his sentiments suggest

parallels with writers like Karman, Anyos and Dayka that are

generally overlooked:

Mennyi usz habzik kimerithetetlen 
Rejtek obleben, s rohan a jovore 
Szent Atyanlc minden teheto kezebol 

Titkos homallyal. ^

Even the "enlightened" Batsanyi, who had once triumphantly

exclaimed "Im, az igazsag terjednek sugarai" (A lato), would, upon

finding himself divorced from his earlier hopes in the prison of

Kuf stein, fall back upon similar diction in the following

invocation to the moon:

[...] Jersze mar,
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Fajdalmim erzekeny tanuja!
Verd el az ej szomoru homalyat.

(Tunodes)54
Images of night and darkness are not always associated with

sorrow and powerlessness. As Young himself suggests, they can also

feature positively as stimulants to the imagination:

Let Indians, and the gay, like Indians, fond 
Of feather’d fopperies, the sun adore:
Darkness has more divinity for me;
It strikes thought inward; it drives back the soul 
To settle on herself, our point supreme!55

* / ,The same emphasis can be detected in one of Adam Horvath's comments 

upon first reading Kazinczy’s Bacsmegyey:

az ablakomon fiiggo vekony szonyegek olyan homalyossa teszik 
szobamat, hogy minden szempillantasban, meg fenyes nappal is, 
erzekenyiil kepzelhessem, mikent fogunk mindnyajan az brokos alomnak 
sotetes anwekaban haza fele ballagni a szerencsetlen Bacsmegyey 
utan [...]5®

This association of darkness and death is, of course, quite 

characteristic of the topos we have been describing - the former 

term taking us beyond "the limits of one world" into the realm of 

the latter. For Young, life was meaningless without some notion of 

what becomes of the human soul in death, and in Night V he 

repeatedly stresses "Th' importance of contemplating the tomb" and 

"thf importance of our end survey'd".5  ̂His attempt

[... ] to bind
By soft affection’s ties, on heavenly hearts,
The thought of death, which reason, too supine,
Or misemploy’d, so rarely fastens there"5

was directly related to his awareness of the Enlightenment's

shortcomings in key questions of religious faith. "Few ages," Young

comments in his Preface to Night VI, "have been deeper in dispute

about religion, than this." For Young, this dispute can be reduced
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to a single question: "Is man immortal, or is he not?".^ This was, 

of course, little more than an extension of the question of the 

immateriality of the soul which marked, for the Enlightenment, the 

very limits of human understanding.

Enlightened deism could deduce a rational God from the order of

nature, but could not, by means of the limited methods it

prescribed for itself, speculate on that God's purposes with the

human soul after death. "Of man, what see we but his station here?"

asked Pope in the first epistle of his Essay on Man; "Through

worlds unnumbered, though the God be known, / 'Tis ours to trace
60him only in our own."ou Young's emphasis on thoughts which are "Not 

to the limits of one world confin'd" reads as a direct challenge to 

Pope, and it is significant that Night VII opens with a reference 

to Pope’s recent death.

The literary preoccupation with death in the second half of the 

18th century is not only significant as further evidence of an 

attempt to defy reason by taking a look behind D'Alembert's aptly 

named "veil". It also serves to undermine the teleological 

confidence of the Enlightenment concerning the purposiveness and 

perfectibility of human existence. "Can you say, 'This is! ’ when 

everything is transitory? when everything rolls by with lightning 

speed and so seldom expands the entire potential of its existence, 

ah! is swept away in the stream, sucked under, and dashed to bits 

on the rocks?asks Goethe's Werther. I shall develop this point 

in discussing some late 18th century Hungarian attitudes to history 

in the next chapter; all that should be mentioned here is one key 

aspect of the distinctly Youngian metaphorical framework in which
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the encounter with the thought of mortality tends to take place. A

few pages after Werther's above meditation on mutability, Lotte

will make the metonymical connection, so characteristic of the age, 

between moonlight and the transitoriness of human life: "I never go 

walking in the moonlight, never, without encountering the thought 

of my departed ones, without having the feeling of death [...] come 

over me."^

In late 18th century Hungarian literature, this association is 

not only to be found (where it might be expected) in the prose of
i i 9Karman and in the poetry of Anyos (eg. Egy boldogtalannak panaszai

a halavany holdnal) and Dayka (eg. A rettenetes ej), but also in

the work of, among others, a "classicist" like David Baroti-Szabo,

who, gazing up at the waning moon in A holdhoz (1791), asks:

[...] Sorsomot 
Latom-e tebenned? ah, kozelget nekem is 
Elkoltozesem!... Nyugtomot 
Ismet mero baj, gond, teher csereli fel. - 
Oh hold, felepiilsz ujra te;
En mit remenyljek? Osszel illvenkor talan 
Sir-halmomon fogsz fenyleni.

The third important tension in Enlightenment thinking upon which

I should like to focus concerns the privileging of the human

subject - as opposed to the system of the universe, or the Great

Chain of Being - as the central object of intellectual inquiry. As

Ernst Cassirer argues at the beginning of his The Philosophy of the

Enlightenment: "Pope gave brief and pregnant expression to the

feeling of the age in the line ’The proper study of mankind is 
64man'". Rousseau was to echo this emphasis in his second 

Discourse: "The most useful and the least developed of all the
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sciences seems to me to be that of man, and I venture to suggest

that the inscription on the Temple of Delphi [Know Thyself] alone

contains a precept which is more important and more challenging

than all the heavy tomes of moralists."^ The closer the 18th

century looked at the self, however, the more problematic they

would find it. In his last work, the Reveries of a Solitary

Walker, for example, Rousseau could reflect: "the 'Know Thyself' of

the Temple of Delphi was not such an easy precept to follow as I
66had thought in my Confessions"; and even Pope was inclined to

admit that: "The more I examine my own mind, the more romantic I 
6 7find myself." The complexities of the self and the problems of

self-knowledge that became increasingly apparent the more the

century attempted to pursue "the proper study of mankind" are well

illustrated by Young:

How poor, how rich, how abject, how august,
How complicate, how wonderful, is man!
How passing wonder he who made him such!
Who centred in our make such strange extremes!
[...] Helpless immortal! insect infinite!
A worm! a god! - I tremble at myself,
And in myself am lost! at home a stranger,
Thought wanders up and down, surpris'd aghast,
And wond'ring at her own: how reason reels!
0 what a miracle to man is man [...] (Night I)°

The "self" Rousseau sought to expose in the Confessions was in

fact already substantively different from the more abstract and

universal concept he had proposed in the second Discourse some

fifteen years before. The project of the Confessions, as summed up

in Rousseau's opening words, represents a radically new

preoccupation with the uniqueness of the individual psyche, already

in stark tension with the rationalism and universalism of the
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Enlightenment:

I have resolved on an enterprise which has no precedent, and which, 
once completed, will have no imitator. My purpose is to display to 
my kind a portrait in every way true to nature, and the man I shall 
portray will be myself.

Simply myself. I know my own heart and I understand my fellow 
man. But I am made unlike any one I have ever met. I will even 
venture to say that I am like no one in the whole world. I may be
no better, but at least I am different.

Three crucial developments in the 18th century’s changing 

conception of selfhood should be outlined here, before being 

considered in greater detail in the more specific context of 

Chapter Three. The first is the growing preoccupation with the self 

as a receptacle not of reason, but of feeling, whose centre is not 

the head, but the heart. Rousseau’s emphasis on this is well known: 

"To exist for us is to feel; and our sensibility is incontestably 

anterior to our reason."^ For Rousseau and his followers, this

position had crucial moral implications: "All the evil I ever did

in my life was the result of reflection; and the little good I have 

been able to do was the result of impulse."^ In a similar vein, 

Young modified Pope’s maxim on the centrality of the human sciences 

to suit his own "sentimental" purposes: "Man’s science is the

culture of his heart" (Night IX).^ This premise, as we shall see, 

lies behind the project of the 18th epistolary novel; Kayser’s 

Adolfs gesammelte Briefe is not only a treatise "iiber die Fiille des 

Herzens", but also aims to cultivate the hearts it touches, just as 

Dusch’s Moralische Briefe of 1762 - translated by Baroczi in the 

1770s - are proffered, as their full title explains, "zur Bildung 

des Herzens".

This notion of cultivating or ennobling the heart ("sziv-
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kepzes", in Kazinczy’s term), rather than appealing directly to the 

head, also forms the cornerstone of Ferenc Verseghy’s important 

treatise on poetics, Mi a poezis? es ki az igaz poeta? (1793): "A 

szepmestersegek legkozelebb valo cellyok az: hogy a sziveket

ha tha tosan megillessek." ̂  While Barcsay, in discommending 

scientific knowledge to Orczy in Az igaz boldogsag hoi leli meg az 

ember, exclaimed "egyediil szivedben / Lelheted szerencsedet egesz 

eletedben",^ Kazinczy himself, referring to the moral and didactic 

value of his massive correspondence in 1810, would declare that "Az 

en leveleimnek minden erdemek abban all, hogy oket langolo sziwel 

irom; 's ki nem erzi, hogy inkabb szivbol mint fejbol jcnek 
gondolataim?"^

A second, and more substantial, development in 18th century 

notions of selfhood concerns the growing challenge to Pope’s 

triumphant conclusion, reached on the basis of Shaftesbury’s 

concept of beneficent self-interest, that "true self-love and 

social are the same". The "self" of Rousseau is already 

characterised by its uniqueness - this is, indeed, what makes it an 

object worthy of observation - rather than by being representative 

of some universal natural law. Increasingly, however, for the 

second half of the 18th century, the relationship between self and 

society becomes not merely one of "difference", but one of open 

hostility. In the novels of Richardson, Rousseau, Goethe, and 

Karman, for example, it is precisely the conflict between a 

"feeling heart" and the arbitrary laws of an insensitive society 

around which the drama revolves. The growing "cult of solitude" in 

18th century poetry - which, as we shall see, finds in Hungarian
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literature its most articulate expression in the poetry of Csokonai 

- also takes its bearings from the same dichotomy, albeit at a 

higher level of abstraction.

The third development can be seen more as a matter of 

disposition than of straightforward conviction. In its 

foregrounding of the "science of man", the Enlightenment gave birth 

to a new kind of reflexivity and, as a result of this, to a new

kind of divided, self-communing subject. In his Conjectures on

Original Composition, Young urges the reader to "dive deep into thy

bosom...[and] contract full intimacy with the stranger within
76thee. D Adam Smith amplifies this sense of a split or double 

subject in his The Theory of Moral Sentiments:

Ttfhen I endeavour to examine my own conduct, when I endeavour to 
pass sentence upon it, it is evident that, in all such cases, I 
divide myself as it were, into two persons [...] The first is the
spectator, whose sentiments with regard to my own conduct I
endeavour to enter into, by placing myself in his situation, and by 
considering how it would appear to me, when seen from that 
particular point of view. The second is the agent, the person whom 
I properly call myself, of whose conduct, under the character of a 
spectator, I am endeavouring to form some opinion.

Just as the subject becomes the new object of analysis, the object

world is itself being rendered subjective. In the nature imagery of

a whole range of poets from Young to Wordsworth and from Barcsay to

Dayka, for example, the scene perceived becomes saturated with the

response of the perceiver. We are no longer dealing with a Lockean

hierarchy of "sensation" and "reflection" - whose confident

separation of the outer (objective) world from the inner

(subjective) world finds its poetic counterpart in the conventional

relationship between pictura and sententia - but with the

beginnings of a breakdown in stable subject-object relations. The
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experience of reality is continually upstaged or overshadowed by 

the writing subject’s response to that experience. The function of 

writing becomes less one of reference, than one of performance» in 

which the subject no longer describes the world, but offers a 

dramatic display of his own responsiveness to it. For the cultural 

moment bom of the crisis of the Enlightenment, the two key pillars 

of Locke’s epistemology are shifted and modified (without, however, 

being transformed beyond all recognition): "sensation and

reflection" become "sensibi^ty and reflexivity".

Historians of culture continue to debate the character, 

periodization and conceptual definition of this new cultural 

moment. What tends, however, to receive insufficient emphasis in 

such discussions is the essentially emergent and inchoate character 

of the configuration in question. For we are concerned here less 

with a coherent period, movement or formation in the history of 

ideas, than with an incipient form of experience, drawing for self- 

expression on a broadly common vocabulary and an, if only 

tentative, sense of shared anxieties, crises and dilemmas. The 

terms most commonly employed to denote this new form of experience 

or "structure of feeling"^ - all of which reflect a somewhat 

contrived emphasis on conscious movements or tendencies - have been 

Sturm und Drang, the "Age of Sensibility" and, more notoriously, 

"Pre-romanticism".

As suggested earlier, the set of initiatives and aspirations 

denoted by the term Sturm und Drang is too locally and historically 

specific to characterise the far broader, more enduring and more



diversified structure of feeling of which the German Sturm und 

Drang was itself only a symptom. The various continuities we have 

been tracing between Young’s Night Thoughts (published 1742-4) and 

a text like Karman's Fanni hagyomanyai (1794) may include elements 

characteristic of German literature in the 1770s, but are not 

exhaustively explained by this conjunction. Similarly, 

"Sensibility", while clearly a key term in the lexicon of the new 

cultural moment, is no more satisfactory as an overall 

characterisation. What is, after all at stake, is a new kind of 

sensibility.

The term "pre-romanticism" has perhaps had more than its fair 

share of critical derision since its brief period of hegemony in 

the 1920s and 30s. The fact that it still crops up quite frequently 

(albeit in embarrassed inverted commas) in more recent works of 

literary scholarship on the second half of the 18th century 

strongly suggests, however, that rejection has still not led to 

satisfactory replacement. The difficulty with "pre-romanticism" 

stems largely from the teleology it inevitably proposes by reading 

the second half of the 18th century through the achievements of the 

first half of the 19th. As Northrop Frye has argued: "Not only did 

the ’pre-romantics’ not know that the Romantic movement was going 

to succeed them, but there has probably never been a case on record 

of a poet’s having regarded a later poet’s work as the fulfilment 

of his own. jn the Hungarian context, the label "pre

romanticism" - championed most interestingly and productively by 
80Antal Szerb - is still more problematic in that the teleology it 

proposes is not only theoretically suspect, but historically
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inaccurate. In Hungarian literature there would never be a 

conscious and coherent "Romantic movement" comparable to that in 

England, Germany or even France. Indeed the case of Hungary serves 

as a highly instructive control to certain comparative literary 

preconceptions about the internal dynamics of literary development 

in late 18th century Europe. For while the structure of feeling 

"pre-romanticism" seeks to denote certainly played a decisive role 

in Hungarian literature during the closing decades of the century, 

it was not succeeded by the very formation that term suggests as 

its necessary corollary. If we are none the less to understand this 

structure of feeling in supra-national terms, therefore, we will 

require an alternative comparative literary concept capable of 

characterising its initiatives without relying on those cultural 

developments which followed in some, but not all, national 

contexts.

The concept I have in mind is Schiller’s notion of the

"sentimental" as developed in his remarkable essay, Uber naive und

sentimentalische Dichtung (1795). Schiller differentiates between

two types of poet: poets "will either be nature, or they will look

for lost nature."^ In the first case their poetry will be "naive"

- a term I shall consider in Chapter Four - while in the second

case it will be "sentimental". We can identify, Schiller argues,

three types of sentimental poetry; the satiric, the elegiac and the

idyllic. "A [sentimental] poet is satirical when he takes as his

object the distance from nature and the contradiction between

reality and the ideal [...] In satire, reality as a deficiency is
ft?set against the ideal as the highest reality." Sentimental poetry
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is elegiac where "nature and the ideal are an object of sorrow" 

insofar as "the former is represented as lost and the latter as
oounattained. Furthermore, the "elegiac poet seeks nature, but as 

an ideal and in a perfection in which it never existed, while at 

the same time mourning it as something which had once existed and 

was now lost."^ When, on the other hand, nature and the ideal are 

represented not as lost, but as "actual" and as "an object of joy" 

we have to do with sentimental idyll, "to whose essence it belongs 

that nature will be set against art and the ideal set against 

reality.

I do not wish to dwell upon Schiller’s three types - which 

Schiller himself admits are not intended to correspond to the 

conventional generic senses of the terms in question - but rather 

to focus on what Schiller sees as essentially "sentimental" in all 

three. It should already be apparent that Schiller’s concept of 

sentimentality relates primarily to the experience of, and the 

dilemmas facing, the poets of the modem age: the "loss" of nature 

and the "deficiency" of contemporary reality. While "naive" and 

"sentimental" are proposed as essentially transhistorical terms, 

Schiller none the less tends quite consistently to equate the 

former with antiquity and the latter with modernity. While the 

ancients "felt in a natural way" and were fully at home in their 

own human world, "we, in discord with ourselves and unhappy in our 

experience of humanity, have no more urgent interest than to flee
h 86out of it and to remove such an unsuccessful form from our eyes."

Rene Wellek has claimed, with good reason, that "Schiller has a 

feeling, extraordinary for his time, of the alienation of the
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07artist from his age.' Schiller’s modem artist is not only-

alienated from nature - "Our feeling for nature is like that of the
oosick man for health"00 - but also from society. For it is social, 

rather than natural, reality which, for Goethe’s Werther, is "so 

little to be recommended, indeed so hostile" as to "drive the 

tormented [Werther] back into his ideal world".^ And the same

reality also lies behind the modem cult of solitude and retreat: 

"Sentimental poetry is the birth of isolation, and stillness and it 

also invites us to seek these".^

There is, however, a third level of alienation in Schiller’s 

concept of the sentimental. Whereas naive poetry embodies the full 

immediacy of nature through "a pure unity of its origin and 

effect"^ in which the creator "is the Creation and the Creation is 

He",^ the art of the sentimental poet is doubly mediated. In 

addition to the sentimental poet’s "distance" from nature, he also 

"reflects on the impression which objects make on him, and in that 

reflection alone is based the feeling into which he himself is
QOtransposed and into which he transposes us."Concerned about the

pejorative implications of our present day use of the word

"sentimental", one commentator has suggested that "we cannot do 

better than to take the word ’reflective’, as the equivalent for 

our present use of Schiller's 'sentimentalisch’".^  Considering, 

however, our earlier comments on the new, divided subject bom of 

the crisis of the Enlightenment, reflexive might be a better term. 

This emphasis is corroborated by Schiller himself when he develops 

his idea of reflection some ten pages later in his essay: "The mind 

[of the sentimental poet] can suffer no impression without at the
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same time observing its own operation and what it contains, without 

placing it opposite and outside itself by means of reflection.

There is, of course, no reason to abandon the term "sentimental"

as a historical label merely because of the more trivial inflexions

it has acquired in current usage (any more than we should stop

speaking of Shakespearean tragedy because of the way newspaper

headlines use the term "tragic"). If Schiller’s use of

"sentimentalisch" seems, on the other hand, to burden the term with

almost too much meaning - or rather, with too many interrelated

meanings - this may be taken as an index of both the centrality and

the complexity of the concept in the second half of the 18th

century. For "sentimental" rises to prominence in this period

precisely as a site of semantic struggle or exploration, a

heuristic, much debated, but never fully defined fashion-word for

the experience of modernity. As early as 1749, Lady Bradshaigh

could write the following perplexed lines to Samuel Richardson:

What, in your opinion, is the meaning of the word sentimental, so 
much in vogue among the polite [... ] Everything clever and 
agreeable is comprehended in that word [... ] I am frequently 
astonished to hear such a one is a sentimental man; we were at a 
sentimental party; I have been taking a sentimental walk [...]̂

Schiller was not unaware of the fashionable senses of the term

referred to by Lady Bradshaigh, and himself makes reference in Uber

naive und sentimentalische Dichtung to such phrases as "sentimental

garden" and "sentimental journey". His great achievement, however,

was to furnish the term with a degree of self-consciousness it had

hitherto lacked. Instead of being merely the fashionable expression

for a new, and still essentially undefinable, experience,
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"sentimental" graduates, with Schiller, from the status of symptom 

to that of diagnosis.

In English, the word’s etymology reads like a metaphor for its

conceptual history. In 1783 the Chambers Universal Dictionary added

the following note to its 1738 entry on the word "sentiment":

The word sentiment in its true and old English sense signifies a 
formed opinion, notion or principle; but of late years, it has been 
much used by some writers to denote an internal impulse of passion, 
affection, fancy or intellect, which is considered rather as the 
cause or occasion of our forming an opinion, rather than the real 
opinion itself. '

Again the processes of an individual sensibility upstage the 

objects with which that sensibility is concerned; and again the 

shift of emphasis from opinion to impulse, from the head to the 

heart, takes place within a rational term, rather than through its 

straightforward rejection. As Erik Erametsa has shown in his study 

of the word, by the 1760s "the meaning of ’sentimental’ was 

undergoing a change from ’highly moral’, ’sententious’, implying a 

refined action of thought, to ’sympathetic’, ’elevated’, with the 

implication of refined action of both thought and feeling, possibly 

with the preponderance of the latter.

It is almost impossible to provide a coherent etymology of 

Hungarian terms used in the 18th century to suggest the meanings of 

"sentimental" - not least because of the complete absence of any 

work comparable to the Chambers Universal Dictionary in Hungarian 

before the 1860s. Furthermore, even by the end of the 18th century, 

we can speak of no such thing as "standard" Hungarian, and the 

highly idiosyncratic usage of individual writers complicates any
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attempt to delimit the signification of any widely used term. Three 

points may, however, be made with some authority.

First, the range of meanings activated by the term sentimental 

in English was covered most fully in 18th century Hungarian by the 

adjective erzekeny, while the nominal form, erzekenyseg, 

approximates most accurately to the meanings suggested by the 

equally fashionable English "sensibility". The Hungarian use of a 

common root to form both the adjectival and nominal senses throws 

interesting light upon the similarly - if less obviously - 

adjectival/nominal relationship between the two separate terms, 

sentimental and sensibility, in 18th century English. For authors 

of sensibility would write sentimental, rather than "sensible" 

works; and these works would demonstrate their author's sensibility 

rather than his "sentimentality". Recent Hungarian literary 

historians have generally resisted any identification of the term 

"erzekeny" with those values conventionally associated with the 

"sentimental"Their reasons for doing so, however, are somewhat 

unhistorical. In correctly insisting on the difference between 

"erzekeny" and "erzelmes" (a term which corresponds to today's more 

maudlin sense of "sentimental", but which was not actually current 

in 18th century Hungarian), they have tended to focus almost 

exclusively on the use of the former term to signify little more 

than sensory perception. That such an emphasis is unsatisfactory

should be clear from the fact that Kazinczy translated Sterne's
; / • *Sentimental Journey as Erzekeny utazasok, Anyos wrote texts with

' i • i •the titles Erzekeny gondolatok and Erzekeny levelek, while Batsanyi 

admired all that was "erzekeny es felseges"^^ in Ossian, and Adam
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Horvath praised Kazinczy’s Bacsmegyey for its "erzekeny 

kifejezesek" .

Secondly, the term "erzekenyseg" in late 18th century Hungarian 

has the same ambivalence as "sensibility" in English during the 

same period. It can signify not only the passive reception of 

feelings and perceptions, but also an active susceptibility on the 

part of the individual to (typically, fine or subtle) feelings and 

perceptions. Thus "erzekenyseg" in Csokonai's A versengo 

erzekenysegek refers unequivocally to the five senses named in the
s

poem, whereas the use of the term in the following lines by Anyos, 

addressed to Bessenyei in 1779, clearly refer to the qualities of a 

man with a feeling heart:

[...] en is sirok keserusegeden,
S lgy majd ket sziv verzik erzekenysegeden! u

Thirdly, "erzekeny" features in late 18th Hungarian letters as 

one of the most widespread and fashionable adjectives used to 

signify a quality of positive value. In a letter dated August 18 

1789, Imre Vitez addresses Kazinczy as "Dusch' munkajanak erzekeny 

tiszteloje" while Kazinczy, in his reply of August 23,

distinguishes between the "erzekeny olvaso" and the mere

"Criticaster" In accounting for the success of Bacsmegyey in

Palyam emlekezete, Kazinczy stresses the fact that "nemely erzekeny 

es poetai kepu szollasokat hoztam folyomatba, melyekkel elottem 

nalunk senki sem elt."^^ Istvan Csiszi’s poem, Az erzekenysegrol, 

emphasises the positive value of sensibility over reason - "Az okos 

embert okkal meghajthatom. / De aki erzekeny el nem csabithatom"-^ 

- while, as an indication of the enormous range of the term's
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/

signification, we can find in the work of Anyos alone the following 

nouns predicated by "erzekeny": "sziv", "sip", "ol", "eset",

"csop", "hivseg".

The inherent association - recognised by Schiller - of the 

sentimental with the modem, inevitably had a profound effect on a 

national literature that was just becoming aware of the need to 

emulate and assimilate the latest achievements of the time-honoured 

cultures of Western Europe. This is particularly evident in the 

highly coherent translation project of the young Kazinczy. Kazinczy 

begins with Gessner's Idyllen, which Schiller singles out in his

Uber naive und sentimentalische Dichtung as an example of the

sentimental i d y l l . T h e n  he turns to J. M. Miller's Siegwart,

again given special mention by Schiller as an example of

sentimental elegy, "estimable" because it contains "true feeling,
1 noalthough overdone." He also translates various texts by Wieland,

whom Schiller cites in the context of sentimental satire, praising

him for his "seriousness of feeling" in contrast to the excess of

"intellect" we meet in the satire of Voltaire.Kazinczy had, of

course, also intended to translate Goethe's Werther, considered by

Schiller to be the text in which "everything which gives
110nourishment to the sentimental character is concentrated". It 

was, as we know from Kazinczy's preface to Bacsmegyey, only 

circumstance which forced him to translate Kayser's "roman in dem 

Geschmack der leiden Werthers" instead:

Ez a magyarra tett roman egy falun toltott kedvtelen novemberemnek 
koszonheti letelet [...] ahol Werther helyett, kire mar azelott 
regen kitettem a celt, az Adolf levelei akadtak kezembe. Ha Werther
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kezemnel lett volna, Adolf, vagv inkabb Bacsmegyey nem feslett 
volna ki soha a nem-let mehebol.

No less modem and revealing is Kazinczy’s choice of

Shakespeare’s Hamlet as a text for translation. Hamlet had been

widely disapproved of by the Enlightenment: Voltaire thought it "a

vulgar and barbarous drama which would not be tolerated by the
11?vilest populace of France or Italy”, while Dr. Johnson censured 

its author for "having shown little regard to poetical justice, and 

[...] equal neglect of poetical probability. For the

sentimental writers of the last third of the century, however, 

Hamlet was not only Shakespeare’s masterpiece, but also something 

approaching a manifesto for the concerns of their own age. Goethe 

devotes most of Book V of Wilhelm Meister to a discussion of the 

play that is intimately related to the immediate experience of his 

own characters, and Henry Mackenzie’s discussion of Hamlet's 

melancholy in The Mirror of April 22 1780 is so full of insights 

into the sentimental mentality that it is worth quoting at some 

length:

That sort of melancholy which is the most genuine, as well as the 
most amiable of any, neither arising from natural sourness of 
temper, nor prompted by accidental chagrin, but the effect of 
delicate sensibility, impressed with a sense of sorrow, or a 
feeling of its own weakness, will, I believe, often be found 
indulging itself in a sportfulness of external behaviour, amidst 
the pressure of a sad, or even the anguish of a broken heart [...] 
The melancholy man feels in himself (if I may be allowed the 
expression) a sort of double person; one which, covered with the 
darkness of its imagination, looks not forth into the world, nor 
takes any concern in vulgar objects or frivolous pursuits [...]

That these earlier influences were formative in Kazinczy's 

development is born out by the sentimental character of much of his 

later work, both as a writer and as an arbiter of literary taste.
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This can be seen, for example, in Kazinczy’s reaction to Ferenc 

Kolcsey's early (sentimental) poetry. Responding to a number of the 

latter’s poems, including A nyugodashoz, in a letter written in 

1810, Kazinczy comments: "Higjiyje-el Uram Ocsem, hogy az effele 

darabjait gydnyoruseggel fogom mindeg olvasni, es nekem kedvesebb 

dolgot alig tehet, mintha edes melancholia jinak illyeten 

omledezeseit velem olvastatja. Epuralt izles van rajtok, es bajlalo 

edesseg."-^ Concerning the sentimental character of Kazinczy’s own 

work in the 19th century, we can cite a letter from Pal Szemere of 

May 6 1817, commending Kazinczy’s Erdelyi levelek which had been 

published the previous year. Szemere clearly has Schiller in mind 

when he writes: "melly scenak! melly romantisch scenak, minden 

affectalt romantismus nelkiil! s a tonban, mint van ott sentimental 

es naiv oszveolvasztva!

A szentimentalizmus irant epoly igaztalanok vagyunk, mint a 
romantika irant. Nagyon gazdag fogalmat egyszerusitunk le 
torzkeppe. Mintha a strassburgi domot a vele szemben futo szuk 
utcacska melyerol fenykepeznenk.

The situation has, to a some extent, improved since the eminent 

Hungarian comparativist, Janos Hankiss, wrote these lines in 19A2. 

The 1960s saw a considerable renewal of scholarly interest in the 

characterisation of Hungarian sentimentalism, largely as a result 

of the debate that followed Jozsef Szauder’s programmatic essay A 

magyar szentimentalizmus problanai which appeared in 

Irodalomtbrteneti kozlemenyek in 1963. This new interest, however, 

has continued to focus on sentimentalism as essentially no more 

than one of three (or, in older interpretations, four)
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distinguishable ’’schools" in late 18th century Hungarian

literature, and Lorant Czigany’s recent depiction of sentimentalism

as the least significant of these schools is still broadly 
liftrepresentative

This "schools" approach to the period was first developed in the

1860s by Ferenc Toldy, who distinguished between four major trends:

the "francias iskola" (French School), "klasszikai iskola"

(Classical School), "nepies iskola" (Populist School) and "uj

iskola" (New School), with the term "new" significantly covering

those writers now conventionally referred to as " s e n t i m e n t a l " . - ^

The notion of a French School was largely based on the fact that a

number of its proposed members (in particular Bessenyei, Baroczi

and Peczeli) produced translations from the French, with figures 
$

like Barcsay and Anyos included mainly on account of their personal 

association with the "Bessenyei Gyorgy Tarsasag". This highly 

artificial grouping has now been rejected by Hungarian literary 

historians and makes no appearance either in the Academy’s six 

volume A magyar irodalom tortenete or in Czigany’s The Oxford 

History of Hungarian Literature. The notion of a Classical School, 

still accepted today, is, if considerably more meaningful, still 

somewhat superficial. While it is perfectly true that "Rajnis, 

Baroti es Revai a romai versformakat nagyobb kiterjedesben

tiizetesen es szerencsesen be keztek hozni a magyar kolteszetbe"
1 90(Toldy), u it should also be remembered that "A klasszicizmus 

izlesiranyzata nem klasszikus ertekekkel jelentkezik nalunk, hanem 

szereny probalkozasokban, melyeknek legfobb eredmenye az, hogy 

meghoditjak s elterjesztik a klasszikus idomertekes verselest."
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(Pal Pandi) Considering the thematic and rhetorical

preoccupations, rather than purely the prosody, of much of the 

"classical" verse of Baroti-Szabo and Revai, one can surely 

identify more continuity with Young and Klopstock than with Racine 

and Pope. As Antal Wj£ber argued in one of the more perceptive 

recent discussions of 18th century Hungarian classicism: "a

szentimentalis erzelmi szinezet hatja at, illetve hasonitja magahoz 

a 'gdrogos’ muveltseganyagot, s az abbol elvont motivum- es 
jelkeprendszert."122

Even the project of the Populist School - referred to as the 

"hagyomanyorzo" (traditionalist) group in the Academy's A magyar 

irodalom tortenete, or the "magyaros iskola" (Hungarian School) in 

Jeno Pinter's earlier eight volume literary history - can be 

interpreted as a symptomatic product of the structure of feeling we 

have been describing. For it represents, as I hope to show in 

Chapter Four, an essentially sentimental identification with the 

naive immediacy of folk culture. This identification was to have 

profound and lasting implications for the historical development of 

Hungarian literature, and indeed continues to play a major role in 

the national culture today. Before turning our attention to 

Hungarian literature's decisive recognition of the linguistic, 

cultural and ideological potential of folk poetry, however, we must 

consider in more detail the crisis of national and personal 

identity it sought to resolve.



Chapter Three: The Sentimental Dilemma

In emphasising the centrality of Schiller’s concept of the 

sentimental in late 18th century Hungarian literature, I do not 

propose merely to replace four "schools” with one. My purpose is 

rather to identify a configuration of historically related concerns 

which informs a large corpus of writing, whose coherence extends 

beyond the confines of such categories as theme, form, prosody and 

genre. Having attempted in the previous chapter to show how these 

concerns were bom not of the Enlightenment itself, but rather of 

those fundamental tensions and contradictions which would 

ultimately undermine both its central premises and its proverbial 

self-confidence, and having illustrated the way in which Hungarian 

literature adopts the fashionable lexicon of the Enlightenment's 

(sentimental) crisis, I should now like to consider in more detail 

the problems of identity which lie beneath that lexicon. The 

"sentimental dilemma" which forms the focus of this chapter will be 

interpreted primarily in terms of the tacit notion of alienation 

which emerges from Schiller’s liber naive und sentimentalische 

Dichtung. This notion will be considered in what follows on five 

levels: alienation from society, from nature, from history as a 

teleological process, from the objects of literary discourse, and 

the alienation of literary discourse itself.

The Enlightenment's promotion of the Sciences of Man finds its 

literary corollary in the novel of character, confession and
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individual psychology. This is reflected in the very titles of some 

of the major novels of the 18th century: from Richardson’s Pamela 

and Clarissa and Sterne’s Tristram Shandy to Prevost's Manon 

Lescaut and Rousseau’s Julie; from Goethe’s Werther to Karman's 

Fanni. What is particularly interesting about the protagonists of 

all these novels is not only their propensity for feeling over and 

above reason, but also the way in which this propensity leads them 

into an inevitable conflict with the demands and limitations of the 

social order. For Werther, just as for Pamela, Julie, St Preux and 

Fanni, the outer world is one of arbitrary and hostile rules and 

regulations. In their own lives at least, self-interest and social 

harmony are experienced as essentially irreconcilable, in that 

heightened sensibility and alienation from society appear to them 

to be little more than two sides of the same coin. "Que c'est un 

fatal present du ciel qu'une ame sensible!" writes Rousseau in La 

Nouvelle Heloi'se, "Celui qui l'a re?u doit s’attendre a n’avoir que 

peine et douleur sur la terre."^ The happiness of Julie and St. 

Preux at the beginning of the novel seems to depend greatly upon 

their relative isolation; it is only after the appearance of Claire 

and other members of Julie’s family that problems begin and the 

lovers are forced to find the "sanctuaire" of Julie’s bedroom. 

Throughout the novel, however, their love is represented as lying 

somehow beyond the artificial laws of social morality. As Edward 

Bomston says to St. Preux: "Vos deux ames sont si extraordinaires
ry

qu’on n’en peut juger par les regies communes". Werther is equally 

dismissive of these "regies communes": "One can say much in favour 

of rules, about the same things as can be said of civil society
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[...] any ’rule1, say what you like, will destroy the true feeling 

for nature and the true expression of her!"J

Nowhere is this dichotomy between the natural, feeling heart and 

the artificiality of social law more uneqivocally expressed than in 

Karman's Fanni hagyomanyai: "mit tehetek rola," asks Fanni in

section XXXIX, "hogy azt a szorongatast, mely a tarsasagban 

koriilvesz, le nem vetkezhetem?" "Oh mely mas vagyok en kulonosen,"^ 

she is forced to conclude, echoing the opening words of Rousseau's 

Confessions. Left to take refuge behind the closed gates of her 

garden, where her only visitors are the bees - "Nem felek en 

fulankodtol... oh mergesebb annal az erabereke"** - she contrasts her 

garden to the outside world and the bees to her fellow human 

beings: "Az ember [...] az embemek teszi napjait keserukke... Itt 

tavol vagyok tolok... Azert, oh azert oly igen jo itt!" Or again: 

"Ez a hely engem oly jo sziwel fogad, masok - tolem mind 

idegenek."

That the letter-writing subject of Fanni hagyomanyai should be a 

woman suggests more immediate parallels with the epistolary novels 

of Richardson, than with Goethe's Werther (of which several 

Hungarian critics have, unjustly, considered Karman's novel to be 

an imitation). In his Jelentes a magyar asszonyi nemhez - an 

advertisement for Karman's new periodical, Urania, published in 

Magyar Hirmondo on February 28 1794 - Karman claimed that: "A jo 

anyatermeszet kiilbnbs szorgalommal formalta az asszonyt [...] az a 

gyenge es mely erzes, az a titkos elertese a szfv leglassub 

rezgesenek, az az edes hozzankkapcsolas [...] mind ugyanannyi 

tulajdoni az asszonyi szivnek".^ These gendered qualities of
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sympathy and sensibility are also seen by Karman to have moral

implications; as he argues in his introduction to the first number
j

of Urania: "Az izles a jo erkolcsok sziiloan^" and "a szepnem az

izles uralkodoneja".® Richardson was no less convinced of the moral

superiority of female sensibility, believing that "there is nothing

either improving or delightful outside of the company of

intelligent women",  ̂ and characterising the "feeling heart" as a

"moral security of innocence; since the heart that is able to
10partake of the distress of another, cannot willfully give it.

ISimilar arguments are used by Anyos in his attempt to demonstrate

"Hogy az asszonyi szemelyek emberek" in Egy kisasszonynak levele a

kedvesehez (1783).^
Ignac Meszaros's novel Kartigam (1772) should also be mentioned

in this context, not only because of the sex of its protagonist,

nor even merely because of its repeated emphasis on the heroine’s

sensibility ("erzekenyseg"), but also because of its treatment of

the crucial question of social mobility raised in Richardson’s

novels. What troubles Richardson's Pamela, for example, about the

"sport" of Mr B. is not only the threat it represents to her

innocence, but also the fact that his behaviour "is not a jest that
1 2becomes the distance between a master and a servant." The moral 

basis for overcoming this social dilemma resides in Pamela's belief 

"That VIRTUE is the only nobility. Similarly, the marriage of 

Krisztina (as Kartigam is renamed after her capture from the Turks) 

to Prince Sandor of Tuszano is based, in Meszaros's novel, on 

"egyenlo erzekenysegek" and moral parity:

Es noha bar e mostani idoben ritkan torteno dolog, hogy ama forendo 
szemelyek naloknal alacsonyabb rendbeliekkel hazassagi szovetsegbe
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ereszkedjenek, hanem inkabb hasznokra es nemzetsegekre nezve 
magokhoz hasonlokhoz tartozkodnak, mindazaltal ha velosebb 
fontolasba vetettetik, ugy tetszik, a forendu szuletes es meltosag 
alacsonyabb nemu tars altal meg nem sertodik, hogy ha oly 
hasonlatlan hazasag csupan az erkolcsre celoz es az erkolcsben a 
hasonlatossagot keresi. Erre nezv tuszanoi hercegnek is paros 
erkolcshez szivarkodott szerelme kisebbsegnek, illetlensegnek vagy 
megfelelhetetlen hirtelenkedesnek nem tulajdonlttatik.

Kartigam, which has been almost totally neglected by Hungarian

literary historians, was remarkably popular in its own time,

running to five editions - two more than Dugonics's Etelka - by the
t

end of the 18th century. Anyos celebrated the novel in a poetic 

epistle addressed Kartigam nevezetes irojahoz (1780), while in his 

Palyam emlekezete (1828) Kazinczy wrote: "Nem volt szebben irt 

magyar konyv, nem volt lelkesebb, nem volt inkabb gyonyorkodteto 

roman szeles e vilagon."^

Three other late 18th century Hungarian novels (of which two are 

translations) should also be mentioned in the context of the 

conflict between the individual and the rules of society. While no 

social explanation is given in Kazinczy's Bacsmegyey for Manczi's 

choice of Szentpeteri over the novel's narrator, Bacsmegyey himself 

repeatedly comments on his own antipathy towards society, as in the 

following letter to Marosi of July 29: "sem en nem bekelhetek meg a 

vilaggal, sem a vilag nem velem [...] ah! azok a ti egyuttleteitek 

nem nyugtathatjak annak meg szivet, a ki hidegen borzad vissza, 

midon az orok tolongasban embert keres s vazat lel."^ In Johann 

Martin Miller's "Klostergeschichte" Siegwart (1776), on the other 

hand - translated by Kazinczy as Szegvari and by David Barczafalvi 

Szabo as Szigvart klastromi tortenetei (1787) - the antinomies of a 

sensitive and passionate soul in a world of rigid prejudice inform
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the central events of the plot. Even when Siegwart gives up his

chosen and cherished priestly vocation to study law, the father of

his beloved Marianne still refuses to give away his daughter, and,

after beating her, has her locked away in a convent. Similarly, in 
/

Adam Horvath’s original sentimental novel, A felfedezett titok 

(1792), the protagonist is required by the parents of his beloved 

to deny his secret identification with the freemasonary if he is to 

marry their daughter. In both cases the conflict with social 

prejudice ultimately deprives the sentimental hero of both his 

beloved and his cherished vocation. That the nature of this 

conflict is seen in terms of a confrontation between the essential 

and authentic nature of man and the artificial laws of society is 

made quite clear by the narrator of A felfedezett titok long before 

his downfall:

Mennyit keseregtem azon, hogy miota a regi egyiigyu elet nemet erre 
a varosi s nagyobb tarsasagokban valo elet modjara csereltiik, azota 
tulajdon termeszetunket lattatunk levetkezni, es a tarsasagnak, 
melly egymason valo segitse^ vegett allittatott fel, eppen eredeti 
valosaga es allatja ellen vetkezunk mindnyajan es kozonsegesen.

In 18th century poetry social alienation does not generally take

the form of a direct conflict between individual feelings and

social expectations, but finds expression in the celebration of

solitude. In Night Thoughts Young had written:

Virtue, for ever frail, as fair, below,
Her tender nature suffers in the crowd,
Nor touches on the world, without a stain:
The world's infectious [...]
We see, we hear with peril; safety dwells 
Remote from multitude; the world’s a school 
Of wrong [...]
[...] hence reason has been smit
With sweet recess, and languisht for the shade.
This sacred shade, and solitude, what is it?
’Tis the felt presence of the deity. (Night V)
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In his short biography of Young, Yung elete, Jozsef Peczeli, the 

poet's most prolific Hungarian translator, projects this same 

attitude onto the life of his master as a kind of moral example: 

"Egesz eleteben szerette ugyan o a' maganyossagot 's a 

tsendesseget, a' mellyet termeszet szerent kedvellenek az erzekeny 

szivek 's tanulo e m b e r e k . " ^

This association of solitude, nature and sensibility formed one 

of the most central and widespread topoi of late 18th century 

Hungarian poetry. As early as 1772, the hermetic attitude of the 

mature Bessenyei is anticipated by his closest Bodyguard companion, 

Abraham Barcsay, whose poem Elmelkedes a haborurol yearns for a

life of solitude where the poet can study "az idonek titkos
• • 9f) 'enyeszetet. Similarly, for their younger friend, Anyos, solitude

is consciously represented as a liberating alternative to the

unfeelingness of human society:

0 boldog szabadsag erdok kozepeben,
Ahol ki-ki batran slrhat keserveben,
Nem ugy, mint halando tarsainak oleben,
Kiknek kegyetlenseg lakozik sziveben!

(Egy terhes alomtalan ejjelemkor 1781-2)Zi

It is in the work of Csokonai, however, that the cult of 

solitude finds its most coherent and aesthetically accomplished 

expression. Csokonai’s attitude is well summarised in a letter to 

Count Gyorgy Festetics of December 19 1800:

Itt a maganossagba eltemetve elek magamnak [...] Erzem, hogy az 
esmeretlen csendessegbe lelkem is, melly a szerencse hanyasa kozott 
torpeve lett, oriaskodni kezd: latom, hogy a nagy lelkek ujjal 
hivnak magok fele s integetnek, hogy a plebecula zavart 
sikoltasival ne gondolkodjak; hiszen mar most, hogy elek: oh
Rousseaunak boldogult amyeka, lehelj ream egyet a Montmorency 
kertek lugasai kozzul, vagy az ermenonvillei simak hideg nyarffai 
mellol, hogŷ  az igazsag, a Graciak s annak idejebe aẑ  orbk alom 
edesdeden szalljanak meg engemet homalyos akaszom amyekaban.
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These references to Rousseau are particularly significant. The

forest of Montmorency lay beside the Hermitage on the estate of

Madame d’Epinay, where Rousseau began his La Nouvelle Heloise,

while Ermenonville was the village just outside Paris where

Rousseau died while writing his most important meditations on

solitude, Les reveries d'un promeneur solitaire. Csokonai again

associates himself with the later Rousseau in one of his own most

important poetic treatments of solitude, A tihanyi Ekhohoz:

Itt egy koben helyt fô ok,
S e szigetnek egy szogeben,
Mint e^y Russzo Ermenonyilleben,
Briber es polgar leszek.

In A tihanyi Ekhohoz Csokonai characteristically associates the

(albeit bleak) natural landscape to which he retreats with the

qualities of sympathy and sensibility he finds lacking in his

fellow men:

Zordon erdok, durva bercek, szirtok!
Harsogjatok jajjaim!
Tik talam tobberezessel birtok,
Mintsem embertarsaim,

"Nincsen szlv az emberekbe"^ is the conclusion that Csokonai, like 
/

Anyos and Karman, is forced to reach.

For Csokonai, solitude is also associated with wisdom, virtue

and inspiration. In A tihanyi Ekhohoz, for example he declares:

Itt tanulom rejtek erdememmel 
Ebresztgetni lelkemet.
A termeszet majd az ertelemmel 
Bolcsebbe tesz engemet.

while in A Maganossaghoz he writes "Te sziilbd meg a virtust" and:

Tebenned ugy csap a poeta szejjel,
Mint a sebes villam setetes ejjel;
Midon teremt uj dolgokat 
S a semmibol vilagokat. '
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The night analogy here is interestingly reminiscent of the

association of darkness and inspiration mentioned earlier in

connection with Young and Horvath. Csokonai’s treatment of solitude

is itself consistently related to a positive representation of

images of darkness, such as "megfrisselo amyek" or, in the same

poem, the distinctly Youngian lexis of the following lines:

A lenge hold halkal vilagositja 
A szoke bikkfak oldalat,
Estveli hus alommal elboritja 
A csendes ejnek angyalat.
Szelid Maganossag! az illy helyekbe 
Gyonyorkodol s mulatsz te; ah, ezekbe 
Gyakran vezess be engemet,
Nyugtatni lankadt lelkemet.

(A Maganossaghoz)

Csokonai's juxtaposition of images of darkness and solitude with

values such as virtue, sensibility and inspiration can be seen at

its most powerful in Az estve. Here the poet contrasts the world of

society, in which he can find no place, to the welcoming refuge of

a shady grove at twilight, where even his sorrow seems sweet. Of

this solitary retreat he writes in idyllic terms:

Mit erzek?... mig szollok, egy kis nyajas szellet 
Ram gyengen mennyei illatot lehellett.
Suhogo szamyaval a fak amyekinal 
Egy fuszerszamozott teatromot csinal,
Mellybe a graciak orommel repiilnek,
A gybnyorusegnek lagy karjain iilnek;
Hoi a csendes berek bama rajzolat ja 
Magat a rezgo hold fenyenel ingatja.
Egyszoval, e vidam melancholianak 
Kies szallasai oromre nyllanak. y

before turning his attention to the very different world of man:

[...] e vilagba semmi reszem nincsen,
Melly bagyadt lelkemre megnyugovast hintsen;
Mikor a vilagnak larmajat sokallom,
Kevelynek, fosvenynek csorteteset hallom 
Mikor az emberek koriiltem zsibongnak,
S kenyektol reszegen egymasra tolongnak.
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Fleeing from human society thus condemned, the poet's only 

companion is the same "pale" and "ethereal" moon which had smiled 

down upon him in A maganossaghoz and A tihanyi Ekhohoz: "Te vagy 

meg egyedul, oh arany holdvilag". ̂

The cult of solitude in 18th century poetry can also be related 

to an increasingly valorised opposition of the country to the city. 

In English poetry this opposition had a very real referential basis 

in the 18th century experience of enclosure and industrialization. 

Already in the first half of the century, Thomson is able in The 

Seasons to contemplate the damage to the rural community inflicted 

by "these Iron Times", which leads him, in Raymond Williams's
oophrase, to "rehearse the familiar idyll of retirement":

Oh knew he but his happiness, of men 
The happiest he! who far from public rage,
Deep in the vale, with a choice few retir'd,
Drinks the pure pleasures of the rural life [...]

Gray's Elegy speaks in similar terms of a threatened and

disappearing rural retreat "Far from the madding crowd's ignoble

strife";^ and by 1769 Goldsmith fancies he can actually "see the

rural virtues leave the land", recognising that the "times are

alter'd" and that "trade's unfeeling train / Usurp the land and

dispossess the swain." In Hungary, of course, due to the

backwardness both of urban development and of agricultural

capitalism, this process was hardly to begin before the middle of

the following century. In spite of this fact, however, we can find

several instances of the country/city opposition in late 18th

century Hungarian poetry. There are cases, for example, where it

represents - as it had for Goldsmith - the observation of a
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perceptible social process, as in Orczy’s most famous celebration

of rural simplicity over urban "artificiality", A bugaci csardanak

tiszteletere, (1772-82), where the poet has the following to say

about urban growth:

Bizony sok hivsag van a sok epitesben,
Az orszag elmeriilt ezen betegsegben,
Aki lakni akar igaz csendesse^ben,
Szivet szoritsa be kisebb keritesben.

Barcsay's attitude to the ills of society is also articulated

through a similar opposition, as in the poem Testamentum (1777):

Tavol nyughatatlan roppant varosoktol,
Egy szuntelen kies, s tolgyfak amyekatol 
Sotet volgyben, hamvam messze elvigyetek [...]

More typically, however, the opposition of town and country is

employed in the more abstract context of morality and sensibility.

Addressing "blessed solitude" in his A Maganossaghoz, for example,

Csokonai exclaims:

Futsz a zsibongo varosok falatol:
Honnyod csupan az erezo 
Sziv es szelid falu es mezo. °

In Az estve the opposition is further abstracted into one between

nature and civil society in general. Here the problem centres

around man's loss of nature and self-alienation through the

development of property relations:

Bodult emberi nem, hat szabad letedre 
Mert vertel zarbekot tulajdon kezedre?
Tied volt ez a fold, tied volt egeszen,
Mellybol most a kevely s fosveny dezmat veszen.
[...] Az enyim, a tied mennyi larmat szule,
Miolta a mienk nevezet elule. "

Csokonai's position here is once again remarkably close to that of

Rousseau. The opening words to Part Two of Rousseau’s Discourse on

Inequality run:
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The first man who, having enclosed a piece of land, thought of 
saying ’This is mine’ and found people simple enough to believe 
him, was the true founder of civil society. How many crimes, wars, 
murders; how much misery and horror the human race would have been 
spared if someone had pulled up the stakes and filled in the ditch 
and cried out to his fellow men: ’Beware of listening to this
imposter. You are lost if you forget that the fruits of the earth 
belong to everyone and that the earth itself belongs to no one!

Like Rousseau, Csokonai also attributes the cause of man’s present

immorality to the ills of civil society:

Akit tan tolvajja a tolvaj vilag tett,
Mert gonosz erkolccsel senki sem sziiletett.

That social alienation is articulated on a more abstract level

in 18th Hungarian poetry than in the epistolary novels of the

period is, of course, in part due to the different nature of the

two genres. It may also, however, be related to the circumstances

and backgrounds of the writers involved. Barcsay, for example, was,

like Orczy, a soldier by profession who ended his days on his

estate in Piski and never intended his poetry - most of which took
/

the form of poetic epistles - to be published. Anyos was a Pauline 

monk, whose poetic endeavours disturbed his superiors, and for whom 

solitude became a reality during his years of "exile" in the 

Felsoelefant monastery in Nyitra County. By contrast, Kazinczy and 

Karman were essentially urban writers who made their living partly 

through writing and partly through related cultural enterprises 

like publishing and, in Kazinczy’s case, serving as a schools’ 

inspector. Both were freemasons (who at one time even belonged to 

the same lodge), and both were regular visitors to the fashionable 

Pest "salon" of General Miklos Beleznai's widow, Anna Maria
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Podmaniczky. Both showed great interest in the most urban of

literary institutions, the theatre - Kazinczy as a translator for

the stage and Karman as an administrator in Hungary’s first theatre

company under the direction of Laszlo Kelemen - and both, at

different times, entertained plans for the transformation of Pest

into the literary capital of the nation.

These differences should help to explain why the sense of

alienation described in the predominantly provincial Hungarian

poetry of solitude more often represents, as we have seen, an

existential condition than a specific social problem. Indeed

solitude could be exalted without any reference to the hostility or
/artificiality of society whatsoever, as in Krisztina Ujfalvy's A 

maganossaghoz where the reasons for the poet's invocation are never 

named:

Most oh csendes maganossag!
Oleld meg lejcemet;
Eletbarat jo remenyseg!
Most ne hadd szivemet.
Midon sorsom hideg szele 
Kedvemrol mindent leszele:
Bennetek talalom 
Eletem es halalom.

For Karman, on the other hand, solitude only ever figures as a

lamentable, if necessary, retreat from social injustice and

insensibility. Even Fanni realises that "Szukseges az embemek az

ember"^ and considers the social realities she experiences to be

no more than a distortion of a higher social ideal. In the more

polemical context of A nemzet csinosodasa, Karman is openly

critical of those who live their lives in solitude not out of

necessity but out of choice or ignorance:

A maganos felre valo elet, az elzarkozas a vilagtol, elzar a
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gondolkozastol is. Az a kis darab fold, amelyen lakik a mezei 
ember, az o egesz horizontja. Nem tudja mi tortenik falujan kiviil, 
es azt hiszi, hpsy megyejdnek hatardombjain tul mar ott kezdodik a 
Feke te-tenger.

Similarly, while for the more provincial Orczy, Barcsay, ^nyos 

and Csokonai the simplicity and unaffectedness of nature 

represented an uniquivocal moral value, Karman's position is 

already more qualified. In A nemzet csinosodasa (1794) he is 

prepared to say of himself - in the phrase Kazinczy would 

notoriously use of Csokonai - "Et in Arcadia ego", but then goes 

on:

A termeszet egyiigyu es lzes oromeit szoptam is joltevo emloibol. 
Haladatlan lennek ezen jo anya erant, ha a mezei eletnek minden 
hatarozas nelkul csak rossz kovetkezdseket tulajdonitandk. De hogy 
a mezei elet nagy rdszben a tudomanyok terjeszte'sdben akaddly, azt 
nem lehet meg nem vallanom.

This is, however, to present only one side of Kdrman's attitude to 

nature. For here Karman is writing as a polemicist in a document 

aimed at rousing his countrymen from their provincial slumbers in 

the name of the improvement or "embellishment" of the nation. When, 

in Fanni hagyomanyai, he comes to consider nature from the point of 

view of a sentimental novelist, however, Karmdn's emphasis is 

substantively different.

f

Poets "will either be nature or they will look for lost nature" 

(Schiller). For the sentimental writer, nature is no longer an 

immediate, lived reality, but a lost ideal which can only be 

mourned elegiacally or recreated idyllically. Either the objects 

and processes of nature are represented as lamentably distant and 

"other", or they are reappropriated and refashioned as a reflection
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of the internal state of the alienated subject. Thus, whether the 

sentimental writer portrays nature as everything he is not, or as 

nothing that is not he, he lives out the (imagined) crisis of his 

fall from a state of "naive" harmony in which either strategy would 

have been equally unthinkable.

Both possibilities are well represented in late 18th century

Hungarian literature. The portrayal of the self as isolated from,

or in opposition to, nature occurs most frequently in the poetry of

Anyos. For example:

Az egesz termeszet keszul csendessegre,
Csak sziviink intetik elmes ebretsegre.

(A lenyugvo naphoz, 1778)^

A faradt termeszet behunyta szemeit,
Szokik a lagy szellok mirtus leveleit;
Almos agyan kiki felejti terheit,
Csak egy szerencsetlen nyogi szerelmeit.

(Erzekeny gondolatok, 1779)

Employing the same rhetorical isolation of the subject through the 

adverb "only", Dayka expresses a similar opposition in Keserges 

(1790-2):

Halotti csendben fekszik az erezo 
Termeszet, es a nappali gondokat,
S a but s az elet aggodalmit 
Megfeledo nyugalommal uzi,

Csak en panaszlom regi keservimet [...]

Csak nekem hullnak, fatyolos asszonya 
A csendes ejnek, gyongyeid hasztalan!
Csak nekem: ah, mert joni almat 
Harmatozo szemeimre tiltasz!

Once again, we are dealing with the recognition of a dilemma which,

together with the rhetorical device through which it finds

expression, extends beyond the artificial limitations of any one

fixed "school" or tendency. In describing their alienation from the
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renewal of spring, both Revai and Csokonai employ the same

rhetorical strategies to draw the same conclusions:

Vi£ tavasz, a kerek esztendo szebb resze deriil fel 
S uj pompajaval ter mezeinkre kiszall.
Ujul a nagy fold, mindent a lagy meleg eleszt,
S konnyu szellonek lengedezese nevel [... ]
Mindenfele madar, brom uj eneknek eredven,
Hoi szep zoldelo agra, hoi egbe repes.
Csak nekem itt egyediil, o! csak nekem arva szegenynek,
A bils aggodalom szivem epesztve oli.

(Revai, A kikeletrol)^

Az egesz vilag feleledt.
S az elerkezett tavasznak 
Oromere minden orvend;
Csak az egy VITEZ nem orvend.

(Csokonai,A tavasz)̂ 0

Sandor Kisfaludy complains in a similar manner in song 126 of A

kesergo szerelem (1796-8):

Erdok, mezok felvidulnak,
Csillagzatok megfordulnak,
A szerencse forgando - 
Csak insegem allando!^

* $ as does Krisztina Ujfalvy in Bmlekezet:

Legelo nyajokkal gazdag biiszke retek,
Kiknek a szeretet s baratsag nem vetek!!
Amyekos dombokkal emelkedett halmok,
Kerult pasztoroknak hust ado nyugalmok!

Kiterjedett videk! messzenyult helysegek!
Ti boldogok vagytok: en epedek s egek.

In Fanni hagyomanyai, Karman provides an interesting 

illustration of the contiguity of this form of alienation from 

nature with its counterpart, the reappropriation of "lost nature" 

through the subjectification of natural objects and functions. In 

her description of the coming of spring in section LI., Fanni opens 

in a manner reminiscent of Revai and Csokonai on the same theme: 

"Deriil a kikelet. Elevenseg es elet terjed mindenfele tole. En
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bennem az elteto ero naprol-napra fogy."-*̂  After remembering 

earlier springs where "A pacsirta fennyen jaro csavargo eneke 

oromhirmondo volt",^ Fanni, however, attempts to overcome her 

present alienation by instilling nature with her own feelings and 

moods:

A pacsirta halalos eneket dalol [...] A tavaszi fellegek, melyeket 
a magassag liregeben a szello renget, bus arnyekot̂  hanynak a 
csiradzo mezore, es szejjel szaladoznak zold tablajan ... Mint 
ezek, egy pillanatban ugy mulik el az en eletem is. 5

The nightingale has not, of course, changed its tune; and in making

it appear to do so Fanni actually demonstrates her current distance

from the meaning of its song. In making this song - together with

the rest of nature - reflect her inner state, however, Fanni has

also restored the lost harmony between nature and the self by

rendering the former totally subjective.

This subjectification of nature appears, again, most
/

consistently in the poetry of Anyos, where natural objects are 

regularly predicated by adjectives expressing the feelings of the
9

poet. Thus we find in Anyos common occurences of phrases like 

"bagyodtt szel", "bagyodtt sugarok", "faradt termeszet", "szomoru
/ i *csillagzat", "szomoru telek", "szomoru hold" etc. Anyos’s feelings

are not represented as responses in any causal sense to natural

phenomena in the object world, but rather as the embodiments of a

sentimental identification of subject and object. In the lines:

[...] a szomoru holdnak bagyodtt vila^ara 
Konnyves szemmel nezek haldoklo langjara"

(Erzekenysegeim egy kedvesatyamfianak idonek 
elotte tortent halalan 1780-1)^

for example, the perceiver and the perceived are almost

inseparable.
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The same is true of the poetry of Dayka, where both the

classical sequence of pictura and sententia and the stable 

relationship between subject and object are completely undermined. 

As the (equally sentimental) poet and critic, Jozsef Bajza,

recognised in 1834:

Daykanak egesz poesise lelekfestes, oly hlv es valo, ho^y nem
ismerek magyar koltot, ki ot ebben feliilhaladta volna. Mig mas
lyricusok erzeseik kovetkezmenyeit beszelik, o elottunk hagyja 
erzeseit feltamadni, elottiink megyen vegbe a kiiszkodes
szenvedelyeivel.'

In A rettenetes ej, for example, Dayka does not merely describe a

stormy night before going on to add a personal reflection on the

scene, but projects from the outset his own subjective state onto

the events and images described. The first directly personal

reference does not come until the closing line of the poem - "Ah -

holnap ismet hajnalom hasad! - but by this time it is no longer

necessary for the poet to state or explain his relationship to what

has gone before. In A virtus becse, which contrasts the poet’s

former happiness with his present gloom, the latter state is

similarly projected upon the former through the preservation of a

suggestive continuity at the level of verbal metaphor. The sense of

a tragic descent evoked in the critical fourth stanza

Ti boldog orak! Hasztalan esdekelem 
Utanok. A bus vizozon evei 
Kozt semmisegbe tert idoknek 
Fejthetetlen zavaraba doltek!

is already anticipated by the "hus pataknak bus zuhanasai" in

stanza two, and by the "nem magyarazhato / Orombe siilyedt lelkem"

and the "Edes ozonbe meruit szemek"DU in stanza three.
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Again, this kind of projection is not confined to those poets

conventionally associated with the "sentimental school" in late

18th Hungarian literature, as is demonstrated by a poem of Revai’s

already referred to in a different context:

Megvaltozott egen foldon 
Nekem minden alkotmany:
Nem mosolyog oly szep zdldon 
A ret s kerti oltovany:
Elfonyodast vetemenyben,
Homalyt latok a napfenyben,
A hajnal is halavany.

(Szomoru indulat)

What distinguishes the sentimentalism of Revai from that of Dayka, 

however, is the latter’s heightened consciousness of the process 

involved. In his ode Az esthajnalhoz, Dayka seems to catch up with 

his own projections. The opening two stanzas of the poem offer a 

characteristic contrast between the poet’s former experience of

twilight ("hajdan oromkovet / Voltal") and his current experience
• >• 69("nem mosolyog homalyba siilyedezo szemed"). In the third stanza

he attempts to understand this transformation in terms which

approximate increasingly to his own inner state:

Szined tan orokbs gyaszba meruit? talan 
Konyud arja borlt? s atok alatt velem 
Kinod sulya s erneszto
Bud zavarja nyugadalmod?

These questions suddenly bring a more disturbing thought to the 

; poet's mind:i
■ Vagy csak,tan egyedul en nyogok? Ugy, felelsz,

Gyilkos? Amde ki kell majd szabadltanod,
Felhozvan azon estet, ,, 

i Meljnre nem hasad hajnalom.

Recognising that his vision is no more than his own destructive
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self-projection, and thus confirmed in his utter solitude and 

alienation from the world, the poet yearns for death to release him 

from the prison of his own imagination.

The third form of alienation I should like to consider concerns 

the loss, in sentimental writing, of any positive sense of history 

as a progressive or inherently teleological process. Estranged from 

both nature and society, the sentimental subject is unable to 

interpret his own existence as part of a meaningful narrative 

involving a progression towards improvement or perfection.

We have already seen how Bessenyei fails to reproduce Pope’s 

"enlightened” faith in the progress and perfectibility of man in Az 

embemek probaja. For Bessenyei, the present is not the 

consummation of the past, but its negation, with the golden age of 

man having been irrevocably lost in the transition from the state
9

of nature to civil society. Anyos would come to a similar

conclusion some ten years later. In his Erzekeny levelek (1782), he

translates a section from Wieland's Die Grazien (1769) which

focusses on Rousseau’s attitude to the state of nature, stressing

in his translation a contrast with the present which receives far

less emphasis in the original. Here is Wieland’s German:

Ich weiss nicht, Danae, wie geneigt Sie sich fiihlen, es dem 
Verfasser der Neuen Heloise zu glauben, dass dieses der selige 
Stand sey, den uns die Natur zugedacht habe. Aber, wenn wir alle 
die Ubel zusammen rechnen, wovon diese Kinder der rohen Natur 
keinen Begriff batten, so ist es unmoglich, ibnen wenigstens eine 
Art von negativer Gliickseligkeit abzusprechen.

/And here is Anyos's translation:

Nem tudom, Danae, ha elhiszi-e az uj Heloiz szerzojenek, hogy ez 
volt a legboldogabb eletmodgya, mellyet szamunkra rendelhetett a 
termeszet? De ha mindazokat a viszontagsagokat szamba vessziik,
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amellyek esmeretlenek voltak a mlveletlen termeszet fiainal, meg 
nem tagadhatyuk tolok legalabb azt a boldqgsagot, melly a mostani 
viszontagsagok tudtalansagabol szarmazott.
/

Anyos himself goes on to comment:

Baratom, mint tetszik ez a kis nemet darab? Melly szepen emlekeztet 
bennunket azqkra az idokre, mellyekben csak az artatlan termeszet 
uralkodott! '

/In a poetic epistle to Barcsay of 27 July 1781, Anyos transposes 

this broadly philosophical sense of historical development as a 

loss of value onto the more specific terrain of national history. 

While the past is highly idealised:
* it '0 boldog oseink! hiszen ti tudgyatok,
Szabad kunyhoinkat melly dragan kaptatok.
Rajtok van pecsettye nemes vereteknek.
Rajtok fenyes jele vitez sziveteknek®5

the present is represented as bleak and lamentable:

Ideje, hogy fujjuk gyaszos furuglankot,
S egy kon^ezo szemmel tekintsuk hazankat [... ]
Melly setet ejszaka terjedett egiinkre!
Megsem johet alom elbagyadt szemunkre.
Ebren sohajtozunk a nagy ejtszakaban!
Mit varhatunk jovo napunk hajnalaban?"

This sentimental description shares, in both emphasis and diction,

much in common with Baroti - Szabo ’ s portrayal of the national
* $ 9 present in Magyarorszagnak ha.jdani szomoru sorsa, where Anyos*s

metaphor of sleeplessness is intensified into an metaphor of

eternal suffering in life :

Nem tud hazank a homalyok utan napfenyre deriilni:
Amit faklaljon s feljen, orokre talal.
Bujaban Niobe kove valt; annak azonban 
Megtorle szemeit nem sok idore halal.
Ez pedig el; ambator, hogy el, nem tudja, de megis 
El, s latvan brokos kinjait, egyre zokog.^

Both of these poems were written in the early 1780s and take their

inspiration from the threat to Hungary’s historical integrity
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represented by the reforms of Joseph II. Like several other poems 
/

by Anyos and Barcsay (such as the former’s Igaz hazafi and A szep

tudomanyoknak aldozott versek and the latter's A magyar ifjusaghoz 
/

and Enekelek...) the purpose of the historical comparisons they

draw is actually to urge the nation to realise its historical
/

potential. Indeed the closing lines of Anyos's epistle

Terjunk mar most vissza Mohacs mezejere,
Boruljunk oseink elhullott verere,
Kerjunk^okogassal szent amyekaikat,
Ne hadjak rabsagra jutni fiakat!

clearly anticipate Karoly Kisfaludy's great elegy, Mohacs (1824),
/

which typified the historical rhetoric of the Age of Reform. Anyos 

was soon, however, to entertain serious doubts about the value of 

studying the past which are more profoundly characteristic of the 

sentimental moment his work represents: "Micsoda szilkseg volt a

regi szazadokba visszamenni, elhullott vitezek koporsoin konyveket 

hullatni, sok elmult nemzeteket hamvai kozt simi es azoknak 

csalattatasokat, tevelygeseit nezni?"^^

The same doubts had induced Barcsay to write the following lines

some five years earlier:

0! mult s kovetkezo idoknek homalya,
Halando titkodat hasztalan vizsgalja,
Mert a tortenetet akarmint csodalja,
Eseteknek rendlt megis nem talalja.

(Tudomanyoknak nevelkedeseVol budai ferdoben)

The loss of the Enlightenment's faith in history as a

teleological narrative of progress and perfectibility, however,

figures most prominently in sentimental poetry in abstraction from

any attempt to depict the history of the nation or of mankind in

general. One the one hand it takes the form of an abstract
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opposition between the subject's (blissful) former and (melancholy)

present states, where this transition is represented not as the

effect of some identifiable cause, but as little more than an

(inevitable) existential condition. This is, as we have seen, the

case in Dayka's A virtus becse. On the other hand, the rejection of

teleology also finds expression through the extremely widespread

literary topos of mutability. There are countless examples of this

in late 18th century Hungarian poetry, from Barcsay's Elmelkedes a

haborurol and Anyos' s Egy elenyeszendo rozsahoz and A lenyugvo

naphoz to Revai's Az idorol uj esztendo alkalmatossagaval and A

halaltol nem rettego nagy lelek and Baroti-Szabo's A mulandosagrol,

Sziiletesem napjara, Tisztelendo Horvath Mihaly urhoz and Nem kime'l

meg senkit halal. Perhaps the most articulate expression of this

idea is to be found in Csokonai's Halotti versek, where the thought

of death renders all notions of human enterprise and value entirely

meaningless:

[... ] ha el kell muln^m, mi sziikseg volt elni?
Egy elveszendonek miert kell remelni?
Azert? hogy ezer baj, bu, betegseg kozott 
Mint egy szamkivetett es mint egy uldozott,
Vagyakozzam dicsobb rendelesem fele,
Egy meltobb orszagba, s megse menjek bele?
[...] E kerek fold pusztan forog az iiregben.
Hordozvan a nema halalt gyaszleplekben,
Bus gyomraba zarta az emberi nemet 
S egy sorsra juttatta a vetket s erdemet;
Nagy sir! de amellyre csak emyit irhatok:
'Itt laktak tollatlan ketlabu allatok.*'^

At odds with both nature and society, highly cynical regarding 

the purposiveness of individual, national and human history, the 

sentimental subject has nowhere to turn but inwards, to a world 

peopled exclusively by his own feelings and fantasies. "I return
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into myself and find a world",^ exclaims Goethe's Werther. Reality 

for Goethe can only be approached "through the inward world which 

lays hold of everything, combines it, recreates it and kneads it, 

and reproduces it in its own form and manner - that remains forever 

a mystery, God be praised.If with Dayka the sentimental process 

of self-projection was beginning to show signs of reflexivity, with 

Goethe it already features as a conscious literary strategy: 

"Poetry dwells only where dwell intimancy, need and inward feeling 

[...] spread yourself, if you can, over the whole world.

The discontinuity between these inner and outer worlds for the 

sentimental writer is well illustrated by Rousseau when he 

discusses his reasons for writing La Nouvelle Heloise in the 

Confessions. Here he explains his compulsion to create a fictional 

world not as a response to objective events and conditions in his 

life, but as the product of a subjective state. Rousseau explains 

that in spite of "leading a life after my own heart in a place of 

my choice with a person who was dear to me, I nevertheless managed
70to feel almost isolated". He goes on:

What did I do? My reader has already guessed [... ] The 
impossibility of attaining real persons precipitated me into the 
land of chimeras; and seeing nothing that existed worthy of my 
exalted feelings, I fostered them in an ideal world which my 
creative imagination soon peopled with beings after my own heart.

Rousseau's appeal to the subjective causes of his predicament - 

together with its proposed resolution through the creative 

projection of his "chimeras" onto the world - represents one of the 

most important constituents of the sentimental dilemma. Probably 

the most concise formulation of this "subjective causality" in late 

18th century Hungarian literature is to be found in Dayka's Titkos
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bu. Here the poet recognises that the origin of the "homalyos

banat" and "emeszto bu" which torments his soul is not to be sought

in the world of objects and experiences, but in his own "sebes

sziv" which has become "onnyugatanak gyilkoloja".^ The wounded

heart embodies both cause and effect. The objects to which it

relates are of interest only insofar as they constitute reflections

or projections of its torment. The world of objects, that is to

say, is from the outset displaced by the world of subjective

responses or reflections. What the anonymous reviewer of Frenais's

translation of The Sentimental Journey said of Sterne in the

Mercure de France in 1769, could equally be said of Dayka: "Sterne

is sensitive by nature and attempts to describe not so much what he
81sees as the sensations that objects arouse in him." This is, of 

course, not only the same emphasis that we find in Schiller's 

discussion of sentimental reflection in Uber naive und 

sentimentalische Dichtung (see Chapter Two, pages 73-4), but also 

one which Burke had considered essential to the aims of literary 

expression in his A Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of our 

Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful, first published in 1756. "In 

reality," Burke argues,

poetry and rhetoric do not succeed in exact description so well as 
painting does; their business is, to affect rather by sympathy than 
imitation; to display rather the the effect of things on the mind 
of the speaker [... ] than to present a clear idea of the things 
themselves.

As we have already seen, Young's fascination with night was 

based in part upon the inspiration he felt it gave to the 

imagination to roam "not to the limits of one world confin'd" and
oo"from objects free".-3 This freedom from the world of objects also
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modifies the terms of aesthetic evaluation in sentimental writing.

A work is not to be judged according to either the propriety or the

exact depiction of the objects, events and themes it represents,

but rather according to the signs of sensibility it manifests. As

Kazinczy would argue, while defending his translation of

Klopstock's Messias in a letter to Imre Vitez of August 23 1789:

Jaj nekem ugy a Messziasommal, ha annak nem az oltozetet, hanem az 
eloadott dolgot nezik. A' Zelota azzal fog vadolni, hogy a' Szent 
tortenetetnem a* Biblia szerint adom-elo; a' Zelota ellenkezoje 
pedig, (ha csak Philosophus es^nem Poeta is) azzal, hogy eggy olyan 
izetlen targy konil faradtam.

In the light of this statement, the two key pillars of Kazinczy*s
t g O Cfamous dictum "jot s jol"OJ should perhaps be seen as overlapping, 

if not entirely interchangable terms.

Kazinczy*s repeated emphasis on style over content is itself a 

manifestation of the problem of sentimental alienation we have been 

describing. The world of the sentimental writer is not primarily a 

world of objectŝ  events and characters, but one of style. This is 

especially apparent in the epistolary form of the 18th century 

sentimental novel, which serves as a metaphor not only for the 

writing subject's loss of direct communication with the world, but 

also for the reflexive process in which the letter - in both senses 

of the word - actually displaces the world it substitutes. For the 

central action of the epistolary novel is the act of writing 

itself. Even Werther's love for Lotte is mediated textually rather 

than sexually through the ecstasy they share in reading Klopstock, 

Gessner and Ossian. Similarly, the most critical moment in the 

relationship between Fanni and Jozsi T. in Karman's Fanni 

hagyomanyai is mediated through Jozsi's reading of Gessner. The
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letter no longer merely performs a substitutive function in the 

process of communicating experience: it is now elevated to the 

level of experience itself. This elevation finds its most extreme 

expression in Sterne's intensely reflexive novel, Tristram Shandy, 

where we are continually led - in the words of Northrop Frye - not 

"into a story, but into the process of writing a story." What 

captivates our attention in Sterne is neither the the moral 

significance of the world described, nor the elegance or even good 

taste of the description, but rather the indefatigable sensibility 

of the voice doing the describing.

Alienated from the object world, the sentimental subject takes 

refuge in the empire of the sign. The demonstration of sensibility 

in sentimental literature is not a matter of portraying appropriate 

actions or ideas, but of displaying those signs which betray the 

presence of a feeling heart. All those elements which are 

conventionally seen to determine a man's identity - such as his 

deeds, his beliefs, his past etc - are reduced to the system of 

signs in which he articulates himself; "Szolj! es ki vagy, 

elmondom" - writes Kazinczy - "Ne tovabb! ismerlek egeszen."^

Words, however, are not the only signs of sensibility; a 

profusion of tears (themselves, of course, expressed through words) 

will also signify the same sentimental subject as phrases like 

"erzekeny szrv", "hiv maganossag" and "emeszto bu". When Kazinczy 

writes of J. M. Miller's Siegwart "Hanyszor hullattak szemeim 

elgyengiilesemben ollyan edes tseppeket irasodra aldott Miller!

mellyeken az engemet simi lato angyalok oromokben talan magok is
* * 88 sirasra fakadtak!" it is not so much Miller's text which is being
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eulogised as Kazinczy’s impassioned response. Similarly, Revai’s

elegiac lines written to commemorate the death of Zsigmond Orosz do

less to preserve the memory of the deceased than to immortalise the

poet’s own sentimental reaction:

[...] mi dreg cseppekkel elazik az arcam;
A suru zokogas kozbeszakasztja szavam.
Folyatok, o keseru konnyek! s ti szoljatok arrol:
Hogy mi atyat vesztek, o igen edes atyat!
Folyatok! - Amde lehet mar bus panaszokra fakadnom:
Engedd meg, dulo fajdalom, ezt az egyet.

In both cases tears are proffered as the "signifiers" of
i

sensibility; like Anyos’s "erzekeny csoppei" their ultimate 

"signified” is always the subject rather than the object of 

emotion. In sentimental literature, tears are no less 

(self)expressive than words, and weeping and writing ultimately 

perform the same demonstrative (rather than referential) function. 

In Hungarian this equation is further prompted by the (albeit 

fortuitous) phonemic proximity of the two terms; a single morpheme 

differentiates the verb "to write" (ir) from the verb "to weep" 

(sir) The possibilities this proximity permits are not 

overlooked by Hungarian sentimental writers at the end of the 18th 

century. "Irj es sirj!" writes Anyos, after facing up to the 

futility of seeking to understand the outside world in A vilagi 

gyonyorusegeknek haszontalansaga;^ "Itt irok, itt sirok," exclaims 

Fanni in her celebration of the privacy of her garden in the
/ Q9opening paragraph of Fanni hagyomanyai.

The extreme propensity for weeping demonstrated by Werther, 

Siegwart ("Sziegvart", "Szegvari"), Adolf ("Bacsmegyey"), Fanni, 

and by the sentimental poets of the 18th century, tended to be read
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by the 19th century as a sign of moral weakness or sickly, maudlin 

"sentimentalism" (in the pejorative 19th century sense of that 

term). For the structure of feeling we have been describing, 

however, tears in literature were almost invariably seen as signs 

of moral virtue. The reasons for this are best understood by 

considering how the sentimental conception of morality diverges 

from that of the Enlightenment.

The moral philosophy of the Enlightenment was essentially 

pragmatic and social in emphasis. It took as its basis 

Shaftesbury's and Pope’s equation of self-interest and public good. 

In the words of D’Alembert:

The science of morals [... ] rests on one single and 
incontrovertible fact, and that is the need which men have of one 
another, and the reciprocal obligations that need imposes. [...] 
our own self-interest [... ] is the basic principle of all moral 
obligations.

If the function of moral law is above all a social one, the source 

of our "moral sentiments" - to borrow a phrase from Adam Smith - is 

none the less internal and subjective. As D’Alembert claims: "All 

questions that have to do with morals have a solution ready to hand
QAin the heart of each one of us. ^

Sentimental literature accepts this latter premise, but, in 

rejecting the Enlightenment's unproblematic identification of the 

interests of self and society, actually opposes the moral 

sensibilities of the feeling heart to what it sees as the arbitrary 

moral laws and demands of society. In this way, the sentimental 

conception of morality is essentially no less reflexive than the 

sentimental approach to writing. To be virtuous is not to act in 

accordance with a codified set of ethical principles, but, once
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again, to display the signs of a feeling heart. Consequently, moral

education will consist less in the recognition of the individual’s

obligations to his fellow men, than in the cultivation of his

sensibility. In place of D'Alembert’s "science of morals" based on

the rational recognition of a necessary obligation, we find - as we

have seen - Young’s dictum that "Man’s science is the culture of

his heart," which draws upon Richardson’s sentimental belief that

"a feeling heart [...] is a moral security of innocence." The moral

function of literature cannot be an unambiguously didactic one; for

there is no ethical code of practice to be imparted through

instruction. As Miller writes to Kazinczy, as a potential

translator of his highly popular sentimental novel:

Siegwart soil kein Muster fur junge Leute seyn: sondem nach meiner 
Absicht, weiter nichts, als ein treues Gemalde von den Wirkungen 
der Liebe in einem jungen, empfindungsvollen Herzen, von dem Guten, 
wozu sie das Herz erhohen. aber auch von den Verirrungen, wozu sie 
das Herz verleiten konne.

In place of moral instruction, sentimental literature proposes 

the cultivation of the heart. Karman, for example, offers the 

following characterisation of poetry in A nemzet csinosodasa: "Mint 

sziveket keszito, lagyito es szeledlto, aldasa a nemzeteknek a 

poezis."^ The same purpose also informs Marmontel's Contes moraux 

and Dusch's Moralische Briefe zur Bildung des Herzens translated by 

Baroczi as Erkblcsi mesek and Erkolcsi levelek. When Kazinczy, who 

throughout his career greatly admired Baroczi’s Marmontel, 

nevertheless attempted his own translation (published in 1808), he 

changed the title to Marmontel szivkepzo regei, indicating his 

conception of the text’s function, and revealing one crucial aspect 

of his esteem for Baroczi usually overlooked by Hungarian literary
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historians who tend to see Baroczi's achievement exclusively in 

terms of stylistic innovation. Kazinczy’s dedication of Bacsmegyey 

to "Baroczy tiszteloi" should also be read as a recognition of 

shared moral concerns, and not only as a gesture of respect towards 

Baroczi’s linguistic achievements. Similarly, Kazinczy’s 

translation of the likes of Gessner and Miller represent more than 

mere exercises in Hungarian. Referring directly to these two 

writers in a letter to Janos Szanthd, dated July 4 1782, Kazinczy 

wrote:

Olvastam Gesznert, kinek az Irasai Nemes Lelket, szin nelkul valo 
Virtust, artatlan es a’ meznel edesebb tiszta szerelmet illatoznak 
[... ] 0 kdpzette szfvemet mely ddes tanitdsait ki-mondhatatlan 
kdszsdggel szopta [...] Olvastam annakutdnna Siegwartot, ez tolem 
szint ollyan kedvesseget nyert mint Geszner [...] Ez a’ ket darab 
az kedves Baratom! a' mellynek szivem artatlansagat, tiszta es 
naponkent nevekedb' erkoltseimet, es lgy mind vildgi, mind mennyei 
boldogsdgomat koszonhetem.

In the letter to Imre Vitez already mentioned, Kazinczy argues in 

similar terms in defense of the increasing popularity of the 

sentimental novel:

Tsak az esik nekem ebben nehezen, hogy meg a’ jô Romanoknak is 
annyi ellensege van. Tanulnak, tanulnak belole szerelmet a’ mi 
ifjaink es lednyaink, az ta^adhatatlan: de neha eggy kis moralt es 
egyebecsket is tanulnak. Es nem tobb sziikseg vagyon e most a’ 
Romdnokra, hogy azoknak olvasasok altal a' szollas’ es maga- 
viselet’ durvasaga kedvesebb lzle'sre faragodion, mint a’ Kanonok 
Molnar’ Physicajara 's Dugonits’ Algebrajara?^

In his Mi a poezis? es ki az igaz poe'ta?, Verseghy extends this

defence to even second rate and artificial works of sentimental

literature, on the basis of the contribution they may none the less

make to the "cultivation of the heart":

Mert tudgyuk azt, hogy az effe'le indulatoskodo/ vagy enyelgo", vagy a 
csupa erzekeny szepse'gnek eloadasaban akarmikeppen foglalatoskodd 
mudarabocskat vagy az elmet e'lesitik vagy a szivet drzekenyitik, 
vagy a jo es helyes izlest gyarpittyak.
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This juxtaposition of morality, sensibility and taste is highly

characteristic of the sentimental structure of feeling, and,

unsurprisingly, seems to find its origins in the works of the 18th

century British moralists. Shaftesbury’s view that, in the words of

Basil Willey, "the man of virtue [...] recognises what is good by

its b e a u t y " i s  reiterated throughout the century. It appears,

for example, in the very title of Francis Hutcheson’s An Enquiry

into the Origin of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue (1725), in Hume's
101claim that morality "is more properly felt than judged of", and

still informs Humphrey Repton’s famous The Art of Landscape

Gardening written right at the end of the century: "The man of good

taste [... ] knows that the same principles which direct taste in
i n?the polite arts direct the judgement in morality."

In late 18th century Hungary, the conflation of taste and 

morality is expressed most unequivocally by Karman in a statement 

to which we have already drawn attention: "Az lzles a jo/ erkolcsok
..if ' / ,szuloan̂ ia". This principle informs the whole project of Karman's 

Urania, which aims to offer high standards of taste and "a helyes 

fzles altal meg szebbe tenni, boldogabba az eletet, kellemetesebbe" 

a le'telt."-^ In Karman's first statement of the preoccupations of 

Urania (Jelentes a magyar asszonyi nemhez), the category "Erkolcsi 

tudomany" is listed as the periodical’s primary concern, including 

among its sub-categories "Erkolcsi levelek" and "Kis tortenetek 

(Romanze)"

A related equation of beauty and morality remained essential to 

Kazinczy’s aesthetics throughout his career. In Tovisek es viragok 

(1808), for example, we find the poem A szep es a jo deploring the
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amorality of the "uj" and "atkozott Aestheszis".10  ̂ Opening with 

the words "Veszett ido! veszett erkolcs! veszett poesis!", the poem 

looks back to the days when people still had a proper (aesthetic) 

sense of morality and accepted the eternal truth that: "Egy a szep

es a jo."10  ̂The same point is made in the more epigrammatic poem A

jo es szep which appeared in Uj tovisek es viragok:

Egy titkot mondanek neked,
De hinni, felek, nem fogod. -
Ki szol, ki ir jol? - A ki szepen.
S szepen ki ir? az a ki jol.
Ok ketten egyek; haborognak,
Mint olykor ferj es feleseg:__ / // III/Uram veszit - gyoz asszonyom.

In the posthumously published epigram Kant es Homer, Kazinczy 

significantly uses this association of the good and the beautiful 

to dissociate himself from Kant’s categorical imperative:

"Kell!" mond Kant hidegen, s "tedd, mert kell!"
- A Maconida:

"Tedd, mert szep, mert jo, mert igaz!" erre tanit.
Angyalokat gyur majd sarbol a celta Prometheus:
Adni nemesb embert a nagy oregnek eleg. u

What Janet Todd has referred to as "the extraordinary 

aestheticising of morality"^^ in Shaftesbury is actually fully 

consistent with the alienated sensibility of sentimental writing. 

As the world of signs displaces the world of (natural, social and 

historical) objects, the transitive values of reference and

communication become overshadowed by the intransitive, or

reflexive, values of aesthetic expression for its own sake. The

sign is no longer merely a means, but an end in itself; its

function has shifted, in Roman Jakobson’s terms, from the 

"referential" to the "poetic".110

It is in this light that we must understand Kazinczy's interest
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both in the creation of a relatively autonomous literary discourse, 

and in the cultivation and renewal of the national language as a 

whole. 18th century Hungarian does not yet possess its own term for 

the idea of literature as "belles lettres". The Latin word

literatura, as used by Bessenyei and his contemporaries, still 

stood simply for the "science of writing", or for any body of 

knowledge acquired through writing. In the first ever book-length 

study of the character and development of Hungarian literature, A 

magyar literatura* esmerete (1808), Samuel Papay offers both senses 

in defining the term:

Ez a’ Deak szo Literatura, mellyet tsaknem minden Europai Nemzetek 
felvettek a magok nyelvebe, fs azzal mint sajattyokkal ugy elnek, 
altallyaban tekintve Konyvekbiil *s iras olvasas altal szerzett 
tudomanyt tesz, es lgv jelenti a' Konyveknek a' bennek foglaltt
dolgokhoz kepest valo igaz esmeretet [...] A1 Literaturat egy
Tudosunk Deaksagnak nevezte magyarul; en azomban, ha magyarul 
kellene azt kitenni, inkabb Irastudasnak mondonam, mert a1 Regiek 
is az Irastudonn eppen azt ertettek, a’ mit mi af Literatusonn.

Even as late as 1821, an advertisement for the new literary

almanach, Aurora, would refer to its editors as "tudosok", even

though, in the same year, the periodical Tudomanyos Gyujtemeny

recognised the need for a supplement devoted exclusively to belles

lettres, and published the first number of Szepliteraturai Ajandek.

The term "szep literatura" had already been used by Kazinczy seven

years earlier in his essay Baroczy Sandor elete, where he also

makes a valorised distinction between "iro" and "tudos" with

reference to the work of Bessenyei:

Bessenyei irbnak is, tudosnak is kivant tartani, s inkabb 
igyekezett igen sokat lrni, mint jot; s toretlen leven az ut, 
melyen ment, s igen is muveletlen mind az o izlese, mind a nemzete, 
meg sem sejditette, hogy munkain, hoi a hamarkodas, hoi valami 
egyeb gyakorta rettenetes hibakat ejte.
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Ironically it was Aurora which, in spite of gaining Kazinczy’s 

initial (although not permanent) disapproval after the appearence 

of its first two volumes, would ultimately realise his cherished 

aim of securing a lasting autonomy for literature from other 

branches of "science". It is, however, equally significant that it 

was another sentimental writer, Pal Szemere - who also broke with 

Aurora after the second volume and did not return until 1829 - who 

successfully coined the term "irodalom" which continues to serve as 

the Hungarian equivalent for literature today (together with the 

equally durable term "regeny" to replace the German "roman"). In 

spite of the late appearence of this Hungarian term (estimated at 

around 1832), it is clear that Kazinczy's condensation of any 

concept of the genuinely literary into the term "fentebb stil " 

was substantively different from the late 18th century Hungarian 

sense of "literatura". For Kazinczy, it is style which constitutes 

the defining characteristic of literary discourse, and which takes 

precedence over the nature of any object represented within that 

discourse. A similar point may be made about Kazinczy's attitude to 

language itself. While for Bessenyei, language features as the "key 

to science" ("a tudomanynak kulcsa", Egy magyar tarsasag irant valo 

jambor szandek) and must consequently be cultivated in order to 

convey new ideas, for Kazinczy the cultivation of the language is 

an end in itself. Kazinczy's preference for Baroczi over Bessenyei, 

for example, is based not in terms of what each writer had to say, 

but in terms of how they.,said it:

A Baroczy muzsaja egy graczia-alaku s novesu, nagy nevelest nyert 
leany, kinek meg selypiteseit is kellemnek veszszuk: a Bessenyeie - 
ha a kep nem volna illetlen - egy alfoldi piros-pozsgas 
leanyasszony, ki ama koriil cseledkedik, es a kin az asszonyatol el-
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eltanult varosi szolas, az asszonyatol ellkopkodott ek sem all jol, 
mert a koze 9-,wit felszedett es a mi neki tulajdona, nem tud hozni 
osszeillbst.

The precedence of style over content, of the empire of signs 

over the world of objects or referents, is bom, as I have been 

arguing, of a crisis in the stable relationship between subject and 

object, a loss of identification between the inner self and the 

outer world of nature and society. While it was the philosophy of 

the Enlightenment which foregrounded the study of the self and the 

question of identity, even the ageing Voltaire had doubts about

the possibility of solving some of the problems raised: "Who are

you? Where do you come from? What will become of you? This is a 

question we must put to every living creature in the universe, but 

none of them gives us any answer.” (Philosophe ignorante, 1766).

The same questions would - in a variety of forms - be raised time 

and again in late 18th century Hungarian literature, leading to 

similar doubts concerning the possibility of finding satisfactory 

answers. Here, for example, is Bessenyei writing in 1777:

Ki vagyok? mi vagyok? merrul s mibiil jottem?
Hoi voltam? s hogy esett hogy vilagra lettem?
[...] Testemben hanykodik valamely valosag;
Lelek, elme, tuz, esz milyen vilagossag!
Nem tudom erteni; formaja se szine
Nincsen, melybe letem valamit meghinne.

And here in a similar vein is Csokonai, in a poem with the

distinctly Popean title Az ember, a poezis elso' targya, where the

poet’s peace of mind is suddenly disturbed by the questions of an 

"ethereal voice":

"Ki vagy, miert vagy? hoi lakol? es kinek
Szamara mozgasz? s vegre mive leszel?
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Mig ezt ki nem vizsgalod, addig^
Por vagy, az is leszel." E szavara,

Mint lenge parak ejjeli csillaga,
A tagas ether mennyezeten alol 
Sebes bukassal foldre hullvan,
Csak csupa por, hamu lett beleolem.

With the modest empirical means at the Enlightenment’s disposal,

the quest for certainty and identity was doomed to failure. In 1782

another "ethereal voice", the voice of nature herself, would tell
sAnyos of the complete futility of his search for knowledge. To 

complete an earlier quotation from A vilagi gyonyorusegeknek 

haszontalansaga:

Benyargaltad e foldet; s mar most tovabb sem valosagot, sem brbmot, 
sem allandosagot, sem bizonyos rendeket, Istenem, Termeszeten 
kiviil, mellyeknek magyarazasara megis elegtelen minden faradsagod, 
nem talalhatvan, halgass maganossagodban, irj es sirj!11'

In England and Germany, this same sentimental dilemma - the loss of

a sense of order and permanence, the breakdown of identity between

self and social, the fall from nature, and the loss of any

practical sense of man’s place and role in a changing world - is

resolved, or at least transformed, by a still more radical

projection of the self which resolutely takes on board its

dissonance with the world as a kind of virtue and source of

creative vision. The subject of this new projection is the Romantic

Hero. In Hungarian literature, however, the sentimental crisis of

identity is resolved in an altogether different manner. It is to

this resolution that we must now turn.
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Chapter Four: Towards a Naive Resolution

Ferenc Kolcsey's claim, in one of the most important aesthetic 

statements of the Age of Reform, Nemzeti hagyomanyok (National 

Traditions, 1826), that "a valo nemzeti poezis eredeti szikrajat a 

koznepi dalokban kell nyomozni",^ represented the triumph of a mode 

of literary and national identification which had been in formation 

for nearly half a century. For already in the last third of the 

18th century the values of folk culture and "national traditions" 

began to be regarded, together with the renewal of the national 

language, as crucial to the construction of a coherent national 

identity capable of ensuring the nation's spiritual survival into 

the 19th century. While this period in Hungarian literature 

produced no consciously programmatic or theoretical statements on 

the importance of folk and national traditions comparable to those 

of Kolcsey and Bajza in the 1820s and 30s or Erdelyi, Petofi and 

Arany in the 1840s, we can none the less identify a configuration 

of (in Schiller's sense) naive aspirations which served - 

particularly after 1780 - to offer a way out of the "sentimental" 

dilemmas of alienation we have been describing.

This chapter will focus on the role of three forms of naive 

"recovery" in late 18th century Hungarian literature. First, the 

attempt to retrieve the lost or forgotten glories of the national 

past in order to foster a sense of collective historical purpose in 

implicit opposition to the anti-teleological representation of 

historical being primarily in images of transience and mutability
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("mulandosag") in sentimental poetry. Secondly, the attempt to 

recover and cultivate national traditions and customs not only as a 

further source of historical continuity, but also as a source of 

shared, communal values, potentially transcending the alienation of 

the (sentimental) individual from his own immediate society. 

Thirdly, the attempt to restore a lost language of naturalness, 

simplicity and immediacy - consistently associated with the "humble 

and rustic life" of the peasantry - as opposed to the "enlightened" 

language of refinement ("pallerozott nyelv", "fentebb stil") 

championed by the likes of Baroczy and Kazinczy. This may be 

interpreted as a response to the alienation of the sentimental 

writer from the object world, and in discourse itself.

Schiller's notion of the "naive Gattung" - combining ideas of

antiquity, community, lost naturalness and immediacy of expression

- is pertinent not only to the objects of all these initiatives,

but also to the very imperative of recovery by which they are

informed. While the sentimental character is, as we have seen,

alienated from nature, society and history, for Schiller the

"naive" ancients "felt in a natural way", in direct contact with

those objects of nature which "are what we were" and "what we
nshould become again.

The same naive configuration also informs Herder's concept of 

Naturpoesie which was to exercise a more profound - if highly 

mediated - influence on the development of Hungarian literature in 

the late 18th and early 19th centuries. For Herder, Naturpoesie 

embodies an organic unity with the poet's immediate community, age 

and national traditions, lost to the modem Kunstpoet, who is the
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product not of an organic, but an imitative culture, devoid of its 

own coherent and collective identity. Herder and Schiller are - for 

similar reasons - united in their elevation of the works of Homer 

and Shakespeare as paradigms of "natural" poetry for the former,

and "naive" poetry for the latter. Similarly, both Herder and

Schiller are highly critical of the imitative culture of Rome, one 

of the central targets of Herder’s first major published work, 

Fragmente iiber die neuere Deutsche Literatur (1767), and repeatedly 

associated with the sentimental character in Schiller’s Uber naive 

und sentimentalische Dichtung. While the same opposition between 

the organic and the imitative in Hellenic and Roman culture will be

reproduced most directly and memorably by Kdlcsey in his Nemzeti

hagyomanyok, the logic by which it is informed is also, in the form 

of a growing preoccupation with national traditions, crucial to the 

naive aspirations of late 18th century Hungarian literature.

Before considering these aspirations in detail, it is worth 

drawing attention to one crucial point on which the positions of 

Herder and Schiller do not concur: the evaluation of Ossian. While 

for Herder the assumed author of Macpherson’s bardic forgeries was 

no less than a second Homer, in Schiller’s tjber naive und 

sentimentalische Dichtung his work is treated as an example of 

sentimental poetry. Rather than constituting a major discontinuity 

between the cultural theory of Herder and Schiller, this evaluative 

divergence actually foregrounds the essential proximity of the 

ideas of naivety and sentimentality. For the 18th century 

identification with the lost naturalness and naivety of bardic 

poetry is itself a fundamentally sentimental reflex, born of
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precisely the modem sense of alienation Schiller's latter term 

seeks to characterise. Most of Herder's more important statements 

on Ossian - including the seminal Briefwechsel iiber Ossian 

published in 1772 - were written before he began to doubt the 

authenticity of Macpherson's "translations" which were, of course, 

no more than the highly "artificial" projections of an 18th century 

Kunstpoet. After being approached by the Scottish bom Baron E. de 

Harold - who challenged Macpherson in vain to publish the Gaelic 

originals - Herder's attitude became more ambiguous; we find only 

three specimens of Ossian in the Volkslieder of 1778-9, and in his 

later writings Herder repeatedly qualifies his comments on the 

Celtic bard with phrases like "whether Ossian be ancient or 

modern". Herder’s last major statement on Ossian was published in 

1795, the year in which Schiller's Uber naive und sentimentalische 

Dichtung appeared; by this time Schiller would probably have 

realised that, for all their apparent "naivety", Macpherson's 

bardic fantasies represented a sentimental attempt to recover lost 

nature, rather than a naive expression of nature itself.

A sense of the contiguity of naive and sentimental aspirations 

also helps to explain Schiller's at first sight somewhat 

paradoxical hope that Goethe - whose Werther he presents as a 

paradigm of sentimentalism - may yet bring about a naive 

renaissance in German poetry. It also plays an important part in 

informing the growing European interest in folk culture in the 

second half of the century. As one critic has recently written of 

Robert Bums's activities in this area: "Ejrjujis's ultimate

concentration on song-revising - at first glance a 'naive'
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enterprise - was in Schiller’s sense sentimental, because it

developed as a result of his disillusionment with society and his

subsequent wish to recapture simplicity."^ Herder's similar project

to restore "Naivetat und Starke der Sprache"^ to German literature

through the collection and study of folk poetry is still more

clearly the product of a (sentimental) crisis of social and

cultural identity, rooted in the problematic absence of "organic"

national traditions which confronts the modem German poet:

Thus, from ancient times we have absolutely no living poetic 
literature upon which our modem poerty might grow, as a branch 
upon a national stem; whereas other nations have progressed with 
the centuries, and have shaped themselves upon their own soil, from 
native products, upon the belief and taste of the people, from the 
remains of the past. In that way their literature and language have 
become national, the voice of the people has been used and 
cherished, they have secured far more of a public in these matters 
than we Germans have. We poor Germans have been destined from the 
start never to remain ourselves; ever to be the lawgivers and 
servants of foreign nationalities, the directors of their fate and 
their bartered, bleeding, exhausted slaves.

The continuities between Herder's thought and the rise of 

historicism, traditionalism and literary populism in Hungarian 

literature are clearly quite considerable, and we shall have 

frequent occasion to refer to Herder's ideas in the course of this 

chapter. It should be stressed, however, that these continuities 

are not for the most part the product of Herder's direct personal 

influence, which has been greatly exaggerated in Hungarian literary 

history. In the 18th century relatively few major Hungarian writers 

demonstrate any substantial familiarity with, or understanding of, 

Herder's key works of historical and aesthetic philosophy (Janos 

Batsanyi and Ferenc Verseghy being the two most notable 

exceptions). In spite of a suggestion in the Pressburger Zeitung of
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September 4 1795 that the Ideen zureiner Philosophie der Geschichte 

der Menschheit was among the most popular books in Hungary, the 

main interest in that work centred upon what was widely seen as a 

"prophecy" concerning the "imminent" disappearance of the Hungarian 

language and people from Central Europe. The relevant passage from 

the fourth volume of the Ideen actually reads:

die Ungam oder Madscharen [...] sind [...] jetzt unter Slawen, 
Deutschen, Wlachen und andem Volkem der geringere Teil de 
Landeseinwohner und nach Jahrhunderten wird man vielleicht ihre 
Sprache kaum finden.

suggesting that few Hungarians had actually read the text - while 

still fewer were aware of the fact that Herder later retracted this 

statement. It was anyway not until around 1810 that Herder’s
Q"prophecy" was widely debated in Hungary, and the ubiquitous fears 

for the nation’s survival in the 18th century - such as those of 

Bessenyei, mentioned in Chapter One - drew on other political and 

philological sources, such as a notorious footnote by Adam Kollar 

in his 1763 edition of Miklos Olah’s Hungaria, quoted by August 

Ludwig Schlozer in his Algemeine nordische Geschichte of 1771, and 

taken over almost verbatim by Herder.^

The influence of Herder in questions of literary theory and 

aesthetics was no less mediated in 18th century Hungary. As Rene 

Wellek argues in the wider context of his A History of Modem 

Criticism, Herder’s "influence was often indirect and anonymous, 

combined with that of his predecessors, contemporaries and 

followers; it was almost underground, for reasons which are in part 

due to the characteristics of Herder’s writings and in part to 

extraneous circumstances."^^ Thus while Andras Dugonics, for



example, is said to have referred to Herder himself as "a* Szamar 

Nemet" much of his work is none the less informed by essentially 

Herderian principles as interpreted by the likes of the Austrian 

Michael Denis and his Hungarian friends Miksa Hell and Miklos 

Revai. Perhaps the single most important text to promote Herder’s 

mediated influence in 18th century Hungary was Goethe’s Werther, 

written in 1774 when Goethe was still very much Herder’s "personal 

pupil" (Wellek). Little could express Herder's distinction between 

"natural" and "artificial" poetry more effectively than Werther’s 

sense of his inability to reproduce the immediacy and naturalness 

of the speech of the "peasant lad" he encounters early in the 

novel:

Today I experienced a scene which, written down as it was, would 
produce the finest idyll in the world; but of what use is poetry, 
scene, and idyll? must we always start tinkering when we are 
supposed to share in a phenomenon of nature? [...] I should have to 
possess the gifts of the greatest poet, in order to give you at the 
same time a vivid depiction of the expressiveness of his [the 
peasant lad's] gestures, the harmonious sound of his voice, the 
hidden fire of his glances [...] Do not chide me when I say that 
the recollection of this genuine naturalness sets my inmost soul 
aglow

In his Uber den Ur sprung der Sprache - another work to appear in 

the eventful year 1772 - Herder wrote:

The more a group is threatened, the more it will turn in upon 
itself and the closer will be the ties of its members. To avert 
dispersion they will do everything to strengthen their tribal 
roots. They will extol the deeds of their forefathers in songs, in 
patriotic appeals, in monuments and thereby preserve their language 
and literary traditions for posterity.

These words have considerable bearing on the situation in which the 

new Hungarian literati were to find themselves in the following
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decade, as they faced the radical, Germanising reforms of Joseph

II. Indeed, from as early as 1772, the recovery of the national

past had been, after the improvement of the national language, one

of the main preoccupations of the late 18th century Hungarian

literary revival. Bessenyei's first two works were national

historical tragedies - Hunyadi Laszlo tragedians and Buda

tragedia.ja - and these were followed by an epic fragment on Matyas

Hunyadi (written in 1771-2, but never published in full) and a work

of historical biography entitled Hunyadi Janos elete es viselt

dolgai, published in 1778, but written several years earlier.^ At
/

the beginning of the following decade, Anyos placed the study of

history before all the other "enlightened sciences" as a vehicle

for strengthening national consciousness in his A szep

tudomanyoknak aldott versek:

Boldog haza, ahol Minerva szekebol,
Polgarok noneK fel Muzsak kebelebol;
Hoi tudomanyoknak szeled viragjabol,
Bokretak fonyatnak borostyan agabol!
Melly szep lesz majd latni nemes ifjainkat 
Hogy fogjak tanulni regi szazainkat,
Hogy beszelik Elso Lajos tortenetit,
Dicsoseg temploman irt fenyes esetit.
Orommel szollanak Hunyadi sziverol,
Ki Budara terven Erdely vedelmerol,
Vaskapunal emelt oszlopot maganak,
Hoi nepe nevezte hazaja attyanak [...]̂ ^

while in the 1790s Jozsef Gvadanyi would argue in the preface to

his translation of Voltaire’s treatise on Charles XII (Tizen-

kettodik Karoly 'Svetzia orszaga* kirallyanak elete, 1792) that:

valaki a historia tudomanyban tudatlan, tudatlan a vilagi 
legnagyobb dolgokban is, es nem mersekelheti a koz-tarsasagnak 
javat [...]
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It was in the 1780s, however, that the literary representation of

the national past first began to manifest the characteristics of a

"threatened group" as suggested by Herder. Just as we have seen a

shift in Hungarian attitudes towards ideas of Enlightenment and the

utility of "science" during the reign of Joseph II, we can also

identify a new historical interest bom of the threat his reforms

posed to national integrity.

The impetus behind Bessenyei's dramatic and epic historical

writings of the 1770s had been essentially of a political-

philosophical, rather than overtly patriotic, nature. His works aim

above all to demonstrate, by example, the necessary qualities of

the ideal ruler (Matyas, and even, with reservations, Laszlo

Hunyadi) and the dangers he faces from the vested interests of bad

advisors (Alus for Buda, Gara and Banfi for Laszlo). Bessenyei's

historical texts all emphasise the paternal role of the monarch and

seek to justify the politics - and even excesses - of (enlightened)

absolutism on the basis of social-contract theory. Indeed the same
' * *concerns also inform Agis tragediaja (1772), although here the 

arguments are more complex and qualified, providing a more 

convincing basis for a properly tragic conflict. In spite of the
s

sympathetic representation of his cause, Agis himself is ultimately

forced to recognise before his execution that "Aki tud kiralya

ellen rugodni, / Ekepen szokott az verevel aldozni, / Rettegi a

tronust vegre halalaba, / Melyet megvetett volna halandosagaba,

while Leonidas, for all his shortcomings, emerges - from his

initial identification with Maria Theresa in Bessenyei's
/

Dedication, to his desire to show mercy to Agis even after his
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further attempt at rebellion - as essentially just, and worthy of 

the contract he represents. That Agis tragediaja, which is 

undoubtedly the most accomplished of Bessenyei's tragedies, takes 

as its theme the conflict between two Spartan rulers in the 3rd 

century BC - however politically significant to 18th century 

Hungary on an allegorical level - is itself further illustration of 

the independence of Bessenyei's didactic use of historical material 

from any straightforwardly exemplary preoccupation with the 

national past.

The emphasis of literary works based on historical themes 

written in the 1780s is substantially different. Here the national 

past is evoked not to illustrate abstract points of political 

theory, but to serve overtly as an example to a present in which 

national values and historical continuities are being directly 

challenged. As Adam Horvath exclaims in the introduction to his 

Hunnias (1787), by far the most popular national historical epic 

poem of the decade:

hadd tudnak az idegenek a regiekert is becsiilni a mostani 
magyarokat, a mostani hazafiak pedig igyekeznenek kovetni attyaik 
nyomdokait.

Not only is Horvath's purpose openly patriotic ("Hazam dicsosege

mellett buzgok: es annak orolnek, ha minden hajdani emlekezetu

magyar four egy illyen oszlopa volna a hazaban"), his proposition

of historical continuity - almost as a kind of deterministic

necessity - is actually incorporated into the scheme of his text:

ugy hozatik itt be Hunyadnak sok faradhatatlan< iparkodasa, mint 
amely (ambar az o tudasa nelkiil) a fijanak kuralyi-szekre leendo 
emeltetesenek ellene allhatatlan eszkoze volt.
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Similarly exemplary and patriotic aims inform the most popular

historical novel of the period, Andras Dugonics’s Etelka (1788):

Honnyaim! E Konyvemet Magyarul irtam: mert ezzel csupann a Magyar 
Sziveket legeltetni akartam [ v . ] Ki-hoztam e Sziizet a 
Feledekensegnek Tartomanyabol, a regi Setetsegbol: hogy a mostani 
Vilag lassa; csudalja; kovesse.

In an essay which sets out to explain his reasons for writing

Etelka - Etelkanak kulcsa (written in 1790) - Dugonics relates his

evocation of the national past unequivically to the political

dangers of the present: "Ezen konyvem irasanak fo oka vala

Magyarorszagnak ekkori siralmas allapota masodik Jozsef igazgatasa

alatt. Like Bessenyei, Dugonics is unwilling to question the

authority and legitimacy of absolutism and attributes travesties of

government to the influence of iniquitous advisors, but unlike

Bessenyei he presents his examples (Arpad and Roka) as directly

relevant to, and with undisguised counterparts in, his own age:

Niczkitol tehat es Laszczytol, eme roka-tanacsosaitol igazgattvan 
Jozsef csaszarunk, sok dolgokat cselekedett Magyarorszagunkban, 
mellyek szabadsagunkkal es torvenyunkkel meg nem
egyezhettenek.

Dugonics even goes so far as to name the offending deeds - such as

Joseph’s refusal to be crowned king of Hungary, his introduction of

laws without the consent of the diet, and his Language Decree of

1784 - together with detailed references to the sections in which

they are represented allegorically in his novel.
• ,Dugonics's choice of period - the age of Arpad - is significant 

as a source not only of historical example, but also of historical 

identity. The considerable corpus of - aesthetically inferior, but 

none the less historically significant - literary works dealing 

with the Hungarian conquest which appeared after the publication of
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Etelka and culminated in Mihaly Vordsmarty’s widely celebrated (if 

less widely read) epic of 1825, Zalan futasa, seems to echo 

Herder’s famous dictum from the Ideen that "origins show the nature
99of a thing." In addition to Dugonics's own later works on the

period - the drama Etelka Karjelben (1794), the novel Jolanka

(1803) and the historical study Szittjai tortenetek (1806) -

mention should also be made of the pioneering epic fragments of

Gedeon Raday (Arpadrol irando ba.jnoki enekek kezdete, 1787),
/

Csokonai (Arpad, vagy a magyarok megtelepedese, 1796) of which, in

additon to some 51 lines of poetry, a detailed outline has also
survived, and Benedek Virag who completed no more than the 24
hexameters he sent to Kazinczy in 1802, commenting interestingly on

an exchange of letters on the subject with Batsanyi from 1796:

Ugy tetszik, 796-ban azt talalam fmi Batsanyinak Betsbe, hogy jo 
volna a Magyar kijovetelerol egy epikumot kesziteni. 'Ez 
volt,felele, az egesz poetai eletemnek celja, s azt̂  Kufsteinben 
nagyobb reszent el is vegeztem, de csak fejemben: tobbe elo se hozd 
(en o neki) soha’. Bamultam, s elhallgattam; de azonban ki nem 
vehettem fejembol az epikumot [...]

By 1796, however, the literary interest in the national past had

already undergone another significant mutation. While the Hungarian

nobility had been united in its celebration of the return of the

Hungarian crown in 1790, the wealth of political pamphlets and

manuscripts circulated during the crucial Diet of 1790-91 reveal

the relative superficiality of this unity. There were, for example,

commentators like Peter Ocsai Balogh who argued that, in refusing

to accept the Hungarian crown, Joseph II had broken the sacrosant

contract with his subjects, thereby releasing them from their
4

obligations to the Habsburg dynasty. While Ocsai Balogh's vision of
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an independent Hungary was still informed by a fundamentally feudal 

conception of the political nation, the more radical writers, like 

Karoly Koppi, Gergely Berzeviczy and, above all, Jozsef Hajnoczy 

(who published the following three pamphlets in 1790: Gedanken

eines Ungarischen Patrioten, Ratio proponendarum in comitiis

Hungariae legum, and Dissertatio politica publica de regiae 

potestatis in Hungaria limitibus) called for the political

representation of all classes in society. The greater part of the 

Hungarian nobility, however, had little sympathy for either of 

these positions and, opposed to any kind of innovation whatsoever, 

sought above all to defend those privileges which had been

threatened by Joseph II. Their characteristic conservatism was, of 

course, only reinforced by the troubling example of revolutionary 

France; most of those nobles who took Batsanyi's advice - "Vigyazo 

szemetek Parizsra vessetek!"^ - did not like what they saw.

If the radical and conservative elements of the Hungarian 

nobility could not agree on questions of the nation's future, they 

were at least agreed in their recognition of the dangers of 

disunity, and of the price the nation had paid for such disunity in 

the past. Thus Gvadanyi, in his A mostan folyo orszag gyulesenek 

satyrico critice valo leirasa (1791) - which expressed considerable 

scorn for the "excesses" of the radicals - would appeal to the time 

when Attila "tarta [...] diaetat / Melyriil e mostani vehetne 

idaeat" insofar as then "Nem volt vezeri kozt semmi szemre vetes, / 

Eleszte mindnyajat egy lelek erzes,"^ while Berzeviczy was still 

more direct in his criticism of the inexpedient political wrangling 

of the present:
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Mit lehet oly nemzettol remelni, mely ebben a draga idoben vitakkal 
es formalitasokkal veszti a szent ido't, egymas ellen tamad akkor, 
mikor megvan, jobbanmondva^ megvolt az alkalma a kozboldogsagot 
szazadokra megszilarditani.̂

As a direct response to the widespread awareness of the
potential perils of disunity, the key focus of the literary

interest in the national past shifts during the 1790s from the

positive example of the glories of Arpad and Matyas to the negative
example of the disastrous battle of Mohacs in 1526. Thus Batsanyi,

contemplating "Mohacs szomoru neve" in a poetic epistle to Laszlo

Szentjobi Szabo of 1792 writes:

Hajh, iszonyu terseg! Gyaszos temetoje hazanknak!
Jartam hantjaidon; lattam sirhalmait en is 
Osinknek, - kik hajdan az ellensegre/kikelven 
Honnyukert s erette vitez verekkel ^aozvan,
Intenek ime, s vilag fiile hallatara kialtjak:
"Nezz e terre, s tanulj mar egyezsegre, magyar nep!"^^

before imploring his friend to "eredj; vedd tolladat; ird le mit

erez / Hiv szived, - s mi lehetne hazank meg most is, ezemyi /

Karunkon okosodva ha mar egyezni tanulnank!". From Szentjobi

Szabo’s response to Batsanyi’s plea, Toredeke a mohacsi veszedelem

eloadasanak, to Jozsef Peteri Takacs’s Mohacs videkjen irt level of

1797 - which, like Anyos’s poetic epistle to Barcsay of 1781

mentioned in the previous chapter, anticipates Karoly Kisfaludy's

great elegy of 1824 - the spectre of Mohacs repeatedly returns to

haunt the historical poetry of the 1790s. The most popular of these

Mohacs poems was undoubtedly Marton Etedi Sos’s epic Magyar gyasz

(1792), which soon ran to three editions. The words attributed to

King Lajos before the final confrontation would have spoken quite

unecjivocally to Etedi Sos’s contemporaries only one year after the

disappointing conclusion of the Diet in 1791:
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Az egyseg altal kis dolgok tenyesznek,
De irigyseg miatt nagyok is enyesznek [...]
Csak egy ertelemmel s akarattal legyiink,
Magunk kozott levo civodast letegyunk [...]
Ahol az egyezseg, ott a gyozelem [...]

The interest in national traditions which played a similarly

formative role in late 18th century Hungarian literature was also

bom of a recognition of the type of threat to national integrity

identified by Herder in his Uber den Ursprung der Sprache. Indeed

the nascent traditionalism which informs much of the work of Lorinc

Orczy - now generally considered to have been the first important

representative of this tendency in the period - can be traced back

to a crise de conscience induced primarily by political

developments in a manner directly analogous to the shifts in

attitudes towards the national past considered above. The crisis in

Orczy’s career comes in the year 1772. Just as Bessenyei completes

his most profound dramatic meditation on issues of liberty and 
/ 0 tloyalty in Agis tragediaja, so, in the same year, Orczy raises 

similar questions in his longest poetic work, Futo gondolatok a 

szabadsagrol, which force him to reconsider a number of the central 

values of his earlier poetry.

Orczy’s reputation in Hungarian literary history - resting 

somewhat precariously on a handful of widely anthologized poems - 

is as a champion of tradition over innovation, simplicity over 

refinement, asceticism over luxury, and wisdom (bolcsesseg) over 

scientific knowledge (tudomany). The first three of these emphases 

can all be identified in what remains his single most famous poem, 

A bugaci csardanak tiszteletere, which has been treated as fully
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characteristic of his oeuvre by most literary historians since 

Arany's statement in his portrait of Orczy from 1863 that: "A 

'bugaci csardat1 ismeri minden ember. Ez kicsinyben hu tiikre Orczy 

egesz kolteszetenek."29 It is significant, however that all the 

poems on which Orczy's reputation is based were written either in 

or after 1772. Thus, even though the most extensive anthology of 
Hungarian poetry - Het evszazad magyar versei^  ” ^or 
places Orczy in its fourth section together with Amade, Faludi and

the "Kuruc" poetry of the 1703-11 War of Independence, and not with 

the likes of Bessenyei and Barcsay in section five, the three Orczy 

poems it includes, A bugaci csarda, Panasz, and Megint panasz, are
all from the period 1772-82. Particularly on questions of luxury
and vanity, however, much of Orczy’s poetry from the 1760s stands

in sharp contrast to his work after 1772, in that it is

characterised by a distinctly Voltairean "apologie de luxe" totally 

incompatible with the spartan values of A bugaci csarda. After 

Orczy’s dialogic reworking of Voltaire’s Mondain poems (Le mondain, 

Defense du mondain) in Baratsagos beszedje egy umak kaplanjaval, 

the most pertinent example of his "mondainian" defence of luxury is 

the ode A magyar szepekhez (1760) in which he proposes an economic

justification for an (a)moral epicurism:
Valo, hogy sok rossznak vagytok koholoi,
De ellenben joknak szintugy megtartoi,
Nem tudom, vagytok-e vilag jobbitoi,
De tudom, szokasnak, ti vagytok hozoi.

Amit ti akartok, akarja egesz nep;
[...] Orszag altalatok jon viragzasaban,
Sok tartomany uszik kineses gazdagsagban,
Mennyi mestersegek volnanak hamvaban,
Ha ti maradnatok a regi szokasban.
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[...] A kamukas agybol kesobben koltozni,
Lehet, tukor eldtt csinosan oltozni,
Szagos vizzel piros orcodat ontozni,
De arrol ekozben nem kell felejtkezni:

Ho^y kedves t^rsodnak hazi gazdasaga 
Szep s jd renddel folyjon gondossaga.
Altalad teruljon java s gazdasaga,
Ne legyen oly terhes hazi safrasaga.31

Behind Orczy's rejection of these Voltairean arguments after 

1772 lies his attempt to come to terms with a profoundly disturbing 

political development in that year: the first Partition of Poland. 

Not only did Voltaire’s open support for this intervention leave 

Orczy somewhat suspicious of the implications of the latter’s 

"enlightened" values (just as Rousseau’s condemnation of the 

partition considerably enhanced his reputation in Hungary), it also 

led him, through an attempt to explain the background to Poland’s 

virtual annihilation, to reconsider his own earlier ideas on the 

proper extent of personal and political liberty. Thus the longest 

section of Futo gondolatok a szabadsagrol (55 stanzas), carrying 

the subtitle "Lengyelek", attributes Poland’s downfall to the 

excessive vanity, luxury and liberty enjoyed by the Polish nobility 

in their relations with both the monarch and the peasantry. The 

considerably shorter section on Hungary, on the other hand, pays 

tribute to the Hungarian nobility for its moral temperance and 

prudent acceptance of the limitation of its political freedoms. 

Orczy’s new moral and political position is not primarily informed 

by any underlying or unambiguous loyalty to Vienna, but by his 

profound fears for the future of the Hungarian nation aroused by 

the disastrous "excesses" of the Poles. From this time onwards, 

Orczy’s poetry is dominated by a tone of resignation and an open
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hostility to innovation:

Koznep, ne szidolmazd tobbe a szerencset;
Nem neked osztotta nehezebb bilincset.
[...] Boldog a te sorsod, nagy a dicsoseged,
Megmarad, orokos lesz a te fdnyesseged.

(A szegeny paraszt nephez beszed)̂ ^
Fold! kit a jo Isten minden valtozastol,
Megmentett fegyveres keznek rontasatol[...]

Vedd eszre sorsodat, szendelven iigyoket, / C S
Boldog ^endessegben te mivelsz foldeket, i
Es danolva kapalsz sok fiirtos toveket,
Nyajas mulatsaggal szedsz szep gyumdlcsqket.

(A magyar hazanak)3̂

Boldog! ki esmeri tehetetlenseget,
Hatarozni tudja biiszkes eszesseget,
Latvan elmejenek ilyen kisdedseget,
Nagjrra nem terjeszti csonka mesterseget.

(Szivbeli sohajtas a bolcsesseg utan)̂ ^

While 1772 certainly constitutes a critical moment in Orczy1s 

intellectual development, it far from resolves all the complexities 

involved in any projected periodisation of his poetry. The year 

before writing A magyar szepekhez in 1760, for example, Orczy wrote 

two poems (Vilagi tekintetek megveteserol and Hivsagok 

megveteserol) whose arguments entirely contradict those of the 

later poem. The same can be said of a number of Orczy's earlier 

odes, such as Nagy urakhoz, a gyonyorusegek valtozasokrol (1759) 

and Egy ifjuhoz, ki a varosi lakast a falusinal inkabb szereti 

(1762), which anticipate the spartan morality of A bugaci csardanak 

tiszteletere. In the 1770s, however, the same Orczy who asks 

rhetorically "Illik-e a magyarhoz csalfa kereskedes" in Tokajban 

valo erkezes telen, is chosen by Maria Theresa to preside over a 

committee set up to regulate the river Tisza. These tensions also 

complicate any attempt to "place" Orczy in the history of Hungarian
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literature. While most literary historians from Toldy to Pinter 

associated him with the "French School" - more on the basis of his 

literary acquaintances in Hungary, than on account of his somewhat 

limited interest in French literature - his more recent association 

with the concerns of Hungarian traditionalism is, at least on the 

basis of one major aspect of his work, considerably more 

meaningful, and Arany had good reason to consider him the natural 

predecessor of Gvadanyi.^ That the relationship between the two 

poets is not only a matter of ideological, but of stylistic 

continuity is also suggested by Arany's description of Orczy's 

emergent "populism": "Nepiessege a meg romlatlan magyar erzetbe s 

annak oly naiv kifejezeseben all."^ For the naturalistic immediacy 

of much of Orczy's consciously "populist" lexis seems to look 

forward to the language of Egy falusi notariusnak budai utazasa 

rather than backward to the more refined "pastoral" poetry of 

Faludi:

Nem a kormos bogracs, ki biidos tiizektol,
Nem ket szurkos fazek, ki zsiros dogbeltol,
Hozz neked vendeget also-felso szeltol,
Ijesztenek ezek a te cegeredtol.

(A bugaci csardanak tiszteletere)

The repeated emphasis on simple, unaffected, traditional and 

"popular" national styles and values in so much of Orczy's poetry 

enables us to see in his work the first broadly integrated 

articulation of the naive configuration in late 18th century 

Hungarian literature. In addition to A bugaci csarda, the fullest 

expression of naive aspirations in Orczy is to be found in his 

Beszed a szegeny paraszt nephez - based loosely on A. Leonard 

Thomas's Epltre au peuple. Fifty stanzas in length, this ode
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represents the first important attempt at a moral - although still

not at this stage political - identification with the

characteristics and values of the peasantry in the national

literature. The moral superiority of the "szegeny paraszt nep" is

stressed quite unecjivocally in the following couplet: "Gazdagoknak
a kincs jora akadalya, / Parasztnak jo erkolcs s igazsag osztalya."

This moral integrity is further equated with the essential

simplicity of "popular" values:

Mint tetszik ennekem paraszt egyenesseg,
Kit el nem csabitott mostani veszettseg!
[...] Naiad lakik, mulat meg az artatlansag.^

Here, the adverb "meg", together with the reference to "mostani

veszettseg", also anticipates the contrast between past virtues and
present vices Orczy develops some fifteen stanzas later:

Lattam en sok nagyot annyira botlani.
A szent szokasokat akarvan bontani,
Szivekbol kivettek legszentebb neveket,
Nevezni nem mertek fiakat, ferjeket:

Te pedig egyenlo a regi atyakhoz ,
Fiadat bocsatvan szomszed leanyahoz [...]

Finally, Orczy also draws upon a juxtaposition of two key

signifiers of national identity (language and costume), which was

to gain remarkably wide currency in works of literature proposing a

naive identification with national traditions in the 1780s and 90s:

Valamint egyiigyu vagy te ruhazatban,
Olyan vagy, es meg jobb, beszedben szavadban,
Tiszta es artatlan is eleted, t f 
Nines rosszal keverve te gyonyoruseged.

For all these reasons it is the peasantry and not the nobility

which for Orczy constitutes the authentic corner-stone of national

identity:
A te csemeteid orszagok bastyaja,
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Te vagy a hanyatlo tronusnak istapja;
Akar elbirt hazat tuztol kell menteni,
Akar hiv fegyverrel erot kell kivemi.

That Orczy*s identification with the "szegeny paraszt nep" does 

not translate moral sympathy into political commitment - as 

illustrated by his closing appeal to the peasantry to accept their

conditions quoted earlier - was already noticed by Arany in his

Orczy portrait of 1863: "o nem javitani akarja a nep sorsat, hanem 

ellentetul a nagyok cifra nyomorusagaval, azt ecseteli, mily boldog 

a paraszt [...] a maga egyszerusegeben." Orczy’s sympathetic 

attitude towards the peasantry has little in common with the 

political radicalism of the likes of Hajnoczy and Berzeviczy, and 

is still a very long way from the radical populism of Petofi in the 

1840s. What Orczy sees in the speech, customs and values of the 

peasantry is a timeless, homogeneous world of moral and cultural 

unity lost to the fashionable and imitative nobility of his own 

age.

In this too he may be properly seen as the predecessor of 

Gvadanyi, who also combines the. genuine sympathy for folk and 

peasant characters portrayed in his poetry with what remains an 

essentially feudalistic political conservatism. His conservatism, 

like that of Orczy, is rooted not in any fundamental identification 

with Vienna - to which he would have had temperamental as well as 

ideological objections - but rather, again like Orczy, in an 

antipathy towards foreign fashions (Falusi notarius) and in fears 

concerning the threat to national integrity posed by the unlimited 

pursuit of personal liberties (A mostan folyo orszag gyules).

To the "naive" aspects of Orczy’s work, however, Gvadanyi also
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adds three further emphases. First, his rejection of the 

enlightened" sciences is not only more extreme than Orczy*s, but 

is based in an unashamed provincialism rather than in conscientious 

moral principle. Perhaps the clearest example of this can be found 

in Gvadanyi*s sequel to Falusi notarius (A falusi notariusnak 

elmelkedesei, betegsege, halala es testamentoma. 1796) where 
Zajtai, the celebrated notary of Peleske, rejects the advice of 
learned doctors and cures his stomach complaint with "palyinka" - a 

characteristically regional rendition of "palinka", a Hungarian 

brandy. As Antal Szerb comments ironically in his Magyar 

Irodalomtortenet: "Az orvosokba becsiiletes magyar embemek nines 

sok b i z a l m a . " ^  Secondly, Gvadanyi makes a conscious attempt to 
recover what he sees as the traditional Hungarian prosody of the 
17th century poet Istvan Gyongyosi as a corrective to the tendency 

of the "ujj Magyar poetak" to soar on the "kbltsbnozott szamyak" 

of foreign influences. Convinced that "meg oily Magyar Poetat e 

vilagra anya nem szult mint nehai Gyongyosi Istvan", Gvadanyi 

recommends his own Falusi notarius on the basis that "igazi regi 

magyar Poesisnak utjarol el nem tert."^ Thirdly, in addition to 

his preoccupation with national traditions, Gvadanyi also shows a 

considerable philosophical interest in the idea of the past as in 

itself an object of intrinsic value. In 1792 he published his

have seen, stresses the social and ethical importance of the study 

of history, and between 1796 and 1803 he wrote a universal history, 

A* vilagnak kozonseges historiaja based on Claude-Francois-Xavier 

Millot's Elements d*histoire generale (1776). The impetus behind

Karoly which, as we
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Gvadanyifs historical writings - which are generally overlooked in 

his association in Hungarian literary history with the "magyaros" 

or "hagyomanyorzo" (traditionalist) schools, can be identified as 

the same interest in naive recovery which informs his 

traditionalism. Indeed, in his Tizenkettodik Karoly ’Svetzia orszag 

kiralyanak elete, he actually weaves his own characteristic 

celebration of national traditions and criticism of foreign customs 

into a translation of Voltaire’s Charles XII.

It was, however, above all as a creator of "popular" characters 

and scenes which were to secure for themselves a lasting place in 

what Arany refers to in his Gvadanyi portrait of 1863 as "a nep- 

mitologia" and "a nemzeti-phantasia"^ that Gvadanyi was to 

exercise most influence on the development of Hungarian literature. 

Like Arany, Petofi was also well aware of his debt to "a regi jo 

Gvadanyi" as he makes clear not only in his poem of that title 

(1844):

[...] most is kedves nekem a munkaja.
[...] Nines abban sok cifra poetai szepseg,
De vagyon annal tobb igaz magyar epseg.

but also in his Uti levelek of 1847: "Istenem sokert nem adnam, ha 

en irtam volna a peleskei notariust."^

The "popular" figures portrayed in Falusi notarius have all the 

natural simplicity and moral integrity of the "szegeny paraszt nep" 

addressed in abstraction in Orczy's ode, but are also described in 

more life-like detail, and with greater warmth and intimacy. In 

contrast to the townspeople of Buda of whom we are told "Budan
AOsenki semmit ingyen / Nem ad"HO, the characters the notary meets on 

his way to the capital willingly share with him their food and
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humble lodgings, asking for nothing in return. When the notary 

offers his legal services to a shepherd who saves him from a raging 

bull, the shepherd’s spontaneous answer anticipates the unaffected 

folk-morality of Petofi’s Janos vitez: "Ember az eiribemek latvan 
veszedelmet / Tartozik sietve adni s e g e d e l m e t " . ^  The only hostile 

characters he encounters before his arrival in Buda are, 

significantly, foreigners: a group of German cuirassiers who set 

upon the notary mistaking him for a police officer.

Rich in regional expressions and ethnographical detail, the

language of the first three parts of Falusi notarius (ie, before

the notary's arrival in the "decadent" capital) contributes

considerably to the dominant atmosphere of "populist" simplicity

and straightforwardness. Describing the notary’s stay with a

furrier in Debrecen, for example, Gvadanyi writes:

Debretzennek estve ertem varosaba,
Egy Szutsnel meg szaltam a Tsapo utczaba.
Lovamat kotottem pintze gatoraba;
Mivel istaloja nem volt udvaraba.

Latvan felesege teritti asztalt,
Ketrecen petsenyet, egy tal katrabutzat 
Teve fel: de mivel, nem volt latni borat 
Kulatsombol toltem kettojiik poharat.

The same directness characterises the notary's encounter with a

cowherd (gulyas) on the Great Hungarian Plain and the traditional

herdsman's supper which follows:

Isten jo nap! Batya: neki lgy koszontem,
Hozta Isten Kedet, feleletet vettem.
Szallast kertem; adott: azzal le nyergeltem,
Iszakom nyergestiil a foldre tettem.

Mig a lovam fube kotottem panyvara,
Akasztott egy bograts hust a szolga fara 
Megborsolta, s veres hagymat metszett,/arr§1 
Kert: hogy a mig meg fo, iiljek a szalmara.
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It was largely this attention to ethnographical and linguistic 

detail which gained the approval of Arany ("Hoi az apro koriilmenyek 

ennyire egyeznek az elottiink ismeretes valosaggal, szinte 

lehetetlen, hogy a bennok jaro-kelo egyen ne legyen valodi"),-^ who 

goes to great lengths in providing an inventory of folk terms and 

expressions from the first half of the work.

Much of the poem’s comic effect is derived from Gvadanyi's

deliberate interruptions of this homogeneous "popular" discourse

with sudden, jarring shifts of register, such as the notary’s

bizarre expression of gratitude to the shepherd in Part 1:

Draga juhasz batsim! en Hypocratesem!
Te nagy boltsessegu kedves Sokratesem!
En vitez Hektorom, vitez Ulissesem!
Engem vezerelo hiv Ganimedesem!

or the hybrid speech of the Germans in Part 2:

Musz szain! alio frissen, her Khntor tantzolik
Morble! nem tantzolik sok harom patz adik,
Tudni en: her Kantor! szep tantzolni tudik,
Sok kitsin thntz tsinalsz: her puder maradik. ^

Even Gvadanyi’s own lexis often serves as a source of parody in his

description of life in Buda, such as in the following description

of "worshippers" in church:

Complementirozast egymas kozott tettek,
Nem oltarra, hanem hatra tekintgettek,
Damak Gavalerok egymasra intettek."^^

Gvadanyi's treatment of the notary's experiences in Buda (Parts 

5-12) loses much of the down-to-earth immediacy of the earlier

sections, again for reasons first identified by Arany: "Budan

minden maskep fordul. Ott a komyezetnek nem elethu rajza, hanem 

szatirikus tulzasa leven a cel: a notarius alakja is elveszti a 

tamaszt, mely eddig emelte kepzeletiinkben." Here the text lapses
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into an increasingly repetitive and didactic lamentation on the 

neglect of the national laguage, customs and costume. Hie whole of 

Part 5, for example, is devoted to a description of the types of 

traditional national dress the notary had vainly hoped to see worn 

by the inhabitants of Buda, which seeks to retrieve the lost world
/ /  /  /  i # H  r  7of "nagy hiru Eleink, / Az egesz vilagot rettento Oseirik'0 ' for the 

national memory. At the end of this detailed description, Gvadanyi 

makes the (by now conventional) association of the national costume 

with the national language: "Illy bltozeteket Budan nem lathattam, 

/ Es meg magyar szot is tsak ritkan halhattam."^ National identity 

is still primarily a question of signs rather than of distinctly 

national (moral, political or cultural) characteristics or values. 

If Kazinczy could claim to dett^mine a person's identity through
i '■

his speech, the traditionalist could establish just as much from 

his dress:

[...] hogy okor okrot a szarvarol 
Lehet meg esmemi, madarat tollarol,
[...] Hogy ez Magyar legyen, tudom ruhajatol.

Based above all on a notion of sensibility, however, the personal

identity Kazinczy interpellates in the challenge "Szolj! es ki

vagy, elmondom" is quite different from the national identity

constituted for Gvadanyi in the mere adoption (as signifiers) of

the national language and costume. To the perfectly reasonable

objection of a foppish Hungarian count in Buda that "kontos a

baratot / Nem teszi baratnak," Gvadanyi's notary can only respond

with the following paralogism:

Mondam: azt Grof Uram Nagysagod! jol mondja,
Nem tsinal Baratat kontos, mellyt o hordja,
De ha nem Anglus, kin van Anglus rongyja.
Ki tehat ez? ugy-e, tsak vilag bolondja?^
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That, for Gvadanyi, the identity signified by the wearing 

(display) of the national costume has its roots in an association 

with the national past is made quite clear by the notary's final 

words of advice to the count:

Hazankban nemzete volt mindeg tundoklo,
Hire neve fenylett, mint fenylik gyemant kb.
Legyen Nagysagod is Eleit koveto.
Azt ha nem tselekszi, iisse meg a mennyko.

When we remember that these lines were written in 1787 - after 

seven breathless years of Joseph II's far-reaching and innovative 

reforms - it is perhaps easier to understand both the intensity and 

the popularity of Gvadanyi's appeal to the national past for a
t

sense of stability, continuity and permanence. Just as Anyos had 

lamented the loss of "allandosag" and "bizonyos rendek” in his A 

vilagi gyonorusegeknek haszontalansaga of 1782, so Gvadanyi scorns 

the insatiable appitite for the new in the fashionable ladies of 

Buda:

A Magyar Damakban nintsen allandosag,
Mindnyajoknak tetszik a modi, es ujsag;
A tegnapi ruha, es Ura mar osag.

The elevation of the national costume to the status of a symbol for 

those values of tradition, unaffectedness and national continuity 

which together constitute a major part of the naive identification 

in late 18th century Hungarian literature was, as suggested 

earlier, very widespread in the period. In addition to the poetry 

of Gvadanyi, it appears in the work of - to name only the better 

known writers - Dugonics (Etelka), Baroti Szabo (A kontos-

valtoztatasrol), Revai (A magyar oltozet es nyelv allando
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fennmaradasaert), Anyos (A regi magyar viseletrol) and even Dayka 

(A nemzeti oltozet). The two latter examples are particularly 

interesting in that they provide further evidence of the

relationship between naive and sentimental aspirations. The

emphasis on the connection between a respect for the national

costume and a sense of national identity in Anyos's A regi magyar 

viseletrol, for example, may be read as an attempt to resolve the 

sentimental doubts of A vilagi gyonyorusegeknek haszontalansaga

written in the same year:
' • > *Igy tehat baratim, kik scytha veninknek
Tiszteloi vagytok dicso nemzetiinknek,
Aldom sziveteket, hogy meg atyainkrol
Tudtok emlekezni regi szokasainkrol.
Ha hozzatok jdvok, s magyar oltozetben
Latlak benneteket, csakoban, ovekben,
Meg is olellek! [...]

Or, as Anyos argues in his Gondolataim errol a targyrol attatched

to the above poem:

Megpuhult a sziv, az esz megfelejtkezett oseirolj alig lat pagan a 
mostani magyar csak egy fotot mar, melly emlekeztethetne, hogy 
azoknak onokaja, kik nemes verekkel fizettek azt az orokseget, 
mellyben most heveresz!
/Anyos also stresses the connection between the national costume and 

the national language as signifiers of identity:

Mas oltozet mas nyelvet sziil; mas nyelv mas indulatokat; mas 
indulatok mas hajlandosagokat; es igy, lassu lepesekkel, a 
pallerozasnak gyonoru szine alatt elveszik a haza, a nemzetseg mas 
nemzetsegge valik [...]

Similar concerns inform Dayka’s poem, A nemzeti oltozet:

Csak toldasd mar, pajtas, hosszabra ruhadot!
Hanyd el kalpagodat, csakodat, kucsmadat!
Es a mint felvetted oket minapaba,
Temesd el oseid hideg sirhalmaba.
[...] mi nem ismerjuk, mi az a nemzeti,
S pely bolcsesseg, mely kincs, egy eszes nemzetben 
Vatozast nem tenni sem az oltozetben,i
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Sem az azzal jaro vercserebereben.
Hanem megmaradni a maga boreben.

It was Dugonics, however, who, in his retrospective Etelkanak

kulcsa, was the first to relate these concerns directly to the

"threatening" innovations and aspirations of Joseph II:

A csaszar azon iparkodott, hogy a magyar ruhat̂  megvaltoztassa es 
nemetre fordltsa [... ] A magyar ruhanak levetese ellen tamadtam 
Etelkamban,/ annak elso konyveben, elso szakaszaban, hetedik 
reszeben. Es ott Kadamak beszedjeben megintettem a magyarokat, 
hogy az orszagot legjobban lehet megtartani, ha a ruhat e#s nyelvet 
megtartjak. 1°

While we have already seen that the key inspiration for

Dugonics' s novel as a whole has much in common with Herder' s

meditation on the tendency of threatened groups to "extol the deeds

of their forefathers", another distinctly Herderian consideration

also informs Dugonics's project. Among others, Antal Szerb drew

attention to this in his Magyar preromantika of 1929:

Dugonics erdeme nemcsak a preromantikus multba fordulas 
beplantalasa a magyar irodalmi tudatba: a masik herderi gondolatot, 
a nepi gyokerekhez valo visszaterest is o valositotta meg elsonek. 
[... ] Dugonics ugyanis magaeva tette Herdemek es koranak azt a 
meggyozodeset, hogy regi es nepi voltakeppen azonos; tehat ha 
Etelka ugy beszel, mint a Tisza-parti halaszok, akkor ugy beszel, 
mint ahogy egy regi magyamak beszelnie kell. '

It is significant that Szerb's notion of "pre-romanticism" should 

incorporate both the sentimentalism of such writers as Anyos and 

Dayka and the historicism, traditionalism and emergent "populism" 

of Gvadanyi and Dugonics, even though his critical terminology is 

unable fully to articulate the essential contiguity between these 

two structures of feeling. While it is - as I attempted to show in 

Chapter Two - above all Szerb's retrospective interpretation of 

these currents as little more than the precursors of a projected 

"National Romanticism" which prevents him from reading their
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relation within its own specific and formative historical context,

Szerb's following comment on the Herderian association of the

"ancient" and "popular" in Dugonics does suggest - if only somewhat

fortuitously - the possibility of a more historically pertinent

approach: "Ebben a naivitasban is a koranak igazi fia, az

atmenetnek klasszicizmus es romantika kozott."^ ^or ^  -*-s
precisely this "naivety" - the attempt to recover the naive values

of folk culture and the lost unities of the national past - which

places Dugonics in the same sentimental crisis of identity which

had motivated a similar interest in national traditions in the
t

later work of the likes of Anyos and Dayka. Indeed Etelka -

considered today exclusively as a product of late 18th century

Hungarian traditionalism - itself represents a fascinating

illustration of the proximity of naive and sentimental concerns.

For while its heroine speaks (and curses!) with all the directness

and dialectal authenticity of a peasant from the lower Hungarian

plains - "Eb utan kutya vagy, vad embor. Te is azon elsovel egy
//

forrasbul buggyantal. 0 budos vaj; te kukacos szalonna, 

egybeillotok 69 _ g ĝ j-̂ g ^he feeling heart and all the trappings 

of sensibility (such as a propensity for weeping and fainting) of a 

Julie, a Lotte or a Fanni. That one contemporary reviewer of Etelka 

considered it the Hungarian Pamela, ̂  and that even Csokonai should

have confessed that on reading the novel "bennem is az
* * 71oszveolvadott / Sziv sok haladatos konnyekre fakadott", suggests

that it was not only the novel’s patriotism, but also its essential

sentimentality which was appreciated in its own day.

In addition to Dugonics!s concern with the national past and his
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equation of the "ancient" with the "popular", there is also a third 

aspect of his work which suggests parallels with the preoccupations 

of Herder. This concerns his part in the so-called "Nordic 

Renaissance" which played an important role in the formation of a 

"naive" interest in folk culture all over Europe in the second half 

of the 18th century.

Ironically, the beginnings of this interest in Nordic culture 

can be traced back to the heart of the Enlightenment in mid-century 

France. It was, after all, Montesquieu who, in the fourteenth 

chapter of his De lfesprit des loist first emphasised the inherent 

courage and heroism of the Northern peoples over the indolence of 

the South, largely on the basis of his theory of climatic 

influence. Published some seven years later in 1755, Paul-Henri 

Mallet's Histoire de Dannomarc was, within a decade of its first 

appearence, to exercise enormous influence in the German provonces. 

In 1765, for example, Herder himself wrote a highly enthusiastic 

review of the first volume of the German translation which had 

appeared one year before, and continued to show great interest in 

Nordic culture throughout his career. In his Auch eine Philosophie 

der Geschichte zur Bildung der Menschheit (1774), Herder not only 

incorporates the climatological theory of Montesquieu ("the 

Northern air hardened men more than they could be hardened in the 

hothouses of the East and South"), but also writes with great 

enthusiasm of how in the Middle Ages "a new man was bom in the 

North" who despised "the luxury and delicacy which had devastated 

humanity" and had "brought Nature instead of the arts, healthy 

Nordic understanding instead of sciences, strong and good morals,
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even though wild ones." "When all that fermented together," Herder
79concludes, " - what an event!" This idea of the new man of nature 

born in the North provided one of the key sources of German 

attempts to forge a distinctive cultural identity in the late 18th 

century. Its early appearance in the poetry of Gerstenberg (Gedicht 

eines Skalden, 1766) and Klopstock, who considered himself a

serious student of Old Norse folk literature and restricted himself

almost exclusively to Nordic mythology in his bardic poems after
711764, prepared the way not only for Herder’s generous treatment 

of Nordic songs in his Volkslieder of 1778-9, but also for the 

enthusiastic reception of Ossian. That the German notion of what 

actually constituted the "Nordic" was somewhat dubious and 

contradictory (Herder, for example, confused Celts and 

Scandinavians, linking the Edda poems with Ossian, while Klopstock 

repeatedly confused Celts, Germans and Norsemen), formed, 

ironically, a key characteristic of the naive mis-identification 

with questionable national and folk continuities, which finds, as 

we shall see, its ultimate expression in the acceptance as, 

"authentic" and "original", of the forgeries of Macpherson.

The first important and influential representative of this 

Nordic interest in 18th Hungary was the astronomer Miksa Hell, a 

close friend of Ossian’s Austrian translator Michael Denis. In his 

Expeditiones Literariae, Hell proposes Karelia as the original 

homeland of the Hungarians, from which they came South to the 

Carpathian Basin in the 9th century. Hell's ideas seem to derive 

largely from the work of the 17th century classical philologist 

Johannes Gerhard Scheffer to whose Lapponia he had probably been
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introduced by Denis. Hell in turn showed the work to the Hungarian 

Jesuit scholar, Janos Sajnovics, the first serious proponent of the 

theory of the Finno-Ugric origin of the Hungarian language 

(Demonstratio idioma Hungarorum et Lapporum idem esse, 1770). 

Dugonics not only draws heavily on Sajnovics in Etelka - in 

particular in the extensive footnotes with which the novel is 

furnished - and on Hell in his later drama, Etelka Karjelben, but 

also makes references to the work of Scheffer.^ Indeed the 

seriousness of Dugonics’s interest in this area is indicated by his 

awareness of the work of the medieval Saxo Grammaticus, Danorum 

regum heromque historiae..., ̂  to which he refers as proof of the 

commonness of the name Attila among the Finns in the middle ages: 

"a mai Fineknel (vagy Finomoknal) Saxo Grammaticus bizonyitassa 

szerent az Attila nev igen kozonseges."^ It is also highly likely 

that, as a close friend and correspondent of Miklos Revai - another 

of Denis's Hungarian friends, whose call for the collection of 

ancient and folk poetry in 1782 led Dugonics to compile an 

important collection of folk proverbs and sayings - Dugonics would 

have been aware of the Nordic interests of Denis. It should at any 

rate be clear that the main constituents of the German 

preoccupation with Nordic culture in the second half of the 18th 

century - the celebration, inherited from Montesquieu, of the 

Northern hero, the elevation of the simple and natural over the 

refined and artificial and the search for national cultural origins 

- all play an important part in Dugonics's work in particular, and, 

at a greater level of abstraction, in the project of late 18th 

century Hungarian traditionalism as a whole. For Dugonics's
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inclusion of Hungarian folk songs and sayings in Etelka and J^lanka

and his collection of Magyar peldabeszedek es jeles mondasok

published in 1820, two years after his death, like Gvadanyi's 

immortalisation of folk characters and national customs or Adam 

Horvath’s collection of 0 es uj mintegy otodfelszazad enekek,^ are 

bom of the same impulse of naive recovery which informs not only 

the Nordic and Celtic ’’renaissance", but also the cult of folk 

poetry identifiable throughout Europe in the second half of the 
18th century.

That the Hungarians were well aware of this European current is 

powerfully illustrated by Matyas Rat’s substantial editorial 

introduction to Revai’s call for the collection of ancient and folk 

poetry which appeared in the Magyar Hirmondo on January 16 1782. 

Rat’s text is worth quoting at some length:

Tudva vagyon, minemu nagy szorgalmatossaggal gyujtogetik az 
Anglusok es a Francziak nem tsak bnnon magok eleiknek regi 
verseiket s enekjeiket, hanem a tavoly lakozo nepekeit-is. Az 
Olaszoknak hasonlo igyekezetek nem kevesbe esmeretes. Hat a 
Nemeteket avagy sziikseg-e elo-hoznom? holott mindenek, valakik 
ezeknek nevezetessebb konyveiket olvastak, gyakorta eszre vehettek, 
minemu nagy betsbenn legyenek nalok a regi Nemet historias, meses s 
tobb affele enekek. Ki nem tudja, mint kapnak ok a koz nepnek 
szajabann forogni szokott regi versekenn, mellyeknek Volkslieder a 
nevezetek? Ezeket pedig leg-inkabb attol az idotol fogva kezdettek 
elo-keresni s haszonra forditani, miolta az o sajat nyelveket, s 
azonn, az ekes tudomanyokat lattatoson gyakoroljak. Altalaban 
valami tsak eredeti, s nem masbol vetetett, akar-melly nyelvenn 
legyen meg-irva, mind az neltonak lteltetik a fel-roldi Tudosoktol, 
hogy vilagra hozattassek. y

Janos Horvath’s comment on Rat's claims - that "Herder tobb 

gondolatait alig lehetett vona ily szuk terjedelemben tejlesebben 

meltatni"^ - is, if a little exaggerated, not without some 

justification. Rat had, after all, spent the years 1773 -1777
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studying in Gottingen, so would have been familiar not only with

Herder’s work, but also with that of the "volkisch" Burger - who

was Professor of Aestheics at Gottingen University where ^ t

studied - together with the bardic poetry of Klopstock and its

celebration in the folk ideology of the Hainbund. Rat's reference

to "a fel-foldi [ie. North European] Tudosok" also suggests a

familiarity with the German interest in Nordic culture. No less

significant in characterising the intellectual millieu from which

the Hungarian interest in folk poetry takes its bearings is the

fact that the "erdemes Hazafi Betsbenn" whose announcement Rat

introduces is, as mentioned earlier, Denis's Hungarian friend,

Miklos Revai. Bearing in mind our consideration of the sentimental

aspects of Revai's poetry in the previous chapter, it is worth
/ , ,noting that we find not only Adam Horvath - who wrote the 

sentimental novel A felfedezett titok and considered Kazinczy's 

Bacsmegyey to be the latter's greatest literary achievement - but 

also Ignac Meszaros (the author of the first Hungarian sentimental 

novel, Kartigam) among the principal collectors of folk poetry in 

late 18th century Hungarian literature.

It is also significant that the first people to whom Rat refers 

in his illustration of the interest in ancient and folk poetry in 

Europe should be "az Anglusok". Rat is presumably thinking above 

all of Thomas Percy's Reliques of Ancient English Poetry (1765), to 

which Herder's own association of the "alt" and "volkisch" 

("Urpoesie", "alte Nationeliede" and "Volkslied")^ can ultimately 

be traced. In addition to this equation, Herder and Percy's other 

European followers could find in the preface and dedication to the



Reliques two other sets of oppositions which were to prove crucial 

to their own projects of naive identification with folk culture. 

First, Percy recommends his "specimens of ancient poetry" for their 

"pleasing simplicity and many artless graces" rarely to be found in 

the poetry of his own "polished age".^ Secondly, he suggests, in 

his dedication to the Countess of Northumberland, that "these poems 

are presented [...] not as labours of art, but as effusions of 

nature, showing the first efforts of ancient genius."^ In both 

cases Percy seems to anticipate not only Herder's distinction 

between the poetry of a natural and an artificial age (or 

community), but also the elevation of the simple and natural over 

the refined and artificial that we have seen in the work of Orczy, 

Gvadanyi and Dugonics.

Percy differs considerably from later promoters of ancient and 

"popular" culture in Germany and Hungary, however, in his highly 

guarded articulation of the value of his project. His preface to 

the Reliques is riddled with apologetic qualifactions and 

reservations:

In a polished age, like the present, I am sensible that many of 
these reliques of antiquity will require great allowances to be 
made for them [...] To attone for the rudeness of the more obsolete 
poems, each volume concludes with a few modem attempts in the same 
kind of writing [... ] The artless productions of these old
rhapsodists [ie. the English Minstrels] are occasionally confronted 
with specimens of the compositions of contemporary poets of a 
higher class.

Percy's main justification for his interest in antiquity is not 

primarily the naive desire to recover a lost language of 

simplicity, organicity and naturalness which Herder will find so 

appealing in his work, but a concern for cultural improvement which
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is rooted firmly in the progressivist ideology of the 

Enlightenment:

No active or comprehensive mind can forbear some attention to the 
reliques of antiquity. It is prompted by natural curiosity to 
survey the progress of life and manners, and to inquire by what 
gradations barbarity was civilized, grossness refined, and 
ignorance instructed.

The degree to which these reservations reveal a cultural backgound 

quite different from that into which Percy’s interests are 

transplanted in Germany and Hungary is indicated by the way in 

which even Macpherson feels oblidged to qualify his related 

interest in antiquity. As he states at the beginning of his A 

Dissertation Concerning the Era of Ossian;

Inquiries into the antiquities of nations afford more pleasure than 
any real advantage to mankind [... ] The infancy of states and 
kingdoms is as destitute of great events, as of the means of 
transmitting them to posterity. The arts of polished life, by which 
alone facts can be preserved with certainty, are the products of a 
well-formed community.

These considerations may help to explain why British readers found

comparatively little "pleasure" and still less "advantage" in the

projects of Percy and Macpherson than writers in in the less "well-

formed communities" of Hungary and the heterogeneous German

principalities. Rat’s sense of the value of the study of antiquity

is a far cry from the caution of either Percy or Macpherson:

Ha a Magyar Hirmondo valaha, a nemzetenek betsiiletere, hasznara es 
gyonyorusegere valando dolgot hirdetett avagy hirdethetett; ha a 
tudos vagy-is a tudomanyokbann gyonyorkodo jo Hazafiakat, valamikor 
valamelly jol intezett munka erant valo figyelmetessegre fel- 
indithatta: jpost valobann ollyan dolognak jelentesehez vagyon 
szerentseje.

The same confidence informs Sandor Kisfaludy's preface to his Regek 

a* Magyar Eloidobol, inspired at least in part by the example of 

one of his main poetic ideals, Ossian:
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Kiilonos, eŝ  tulajdon moddal erdekli a1 Regiseg a’ gondolkodo, 
kepzelo es erzo lelket: azert-e hogy a1 Regiek valoban nagyobbak, 
erosebbek es lelkesebbek, noha egyszer’smind durvabbak, es 
szilajabbak is voltanak, mint sem a1 mostaniak? [...] - egyenesen 
meg nem tudnam mondani; de az bizonyos, hogy a Regiseg meg a 
durvabb embert is erdekelni szokta; - 's minden embert Hazajanak 
regisegi inkabb, mint sem a' kiilfoldiek.0'

While the influence of Ossian on late 18th and early 19th 

century Hungarian literature has often been overestimated (and no 

more so than in connection with Vbrbsmarty’s Zalan futasa), the 

essentially corrective approach of the most recent study of Ossian 

in Hungary, which claims that "Ossian had no major part in the 

development of Hungarian poetry", is no less prone to
O Qexaggeration.00 What needs to be clarified here is that it was not 

so much the poetry as the cult of Ossian which played a highly 

formative role in the articulation of naive aspirations and 

(mis)identifications in Hungarian literature during this period.

The three most important aspects of Hungarian Ossianism - the 

cult of the bardic figure as a symbol of the national conscience, 

the juxtaposition of Ossian and Homer as poets of genius and nature 

rather than reflection and art, and the Ossianic fusion of naivety 

and sentimentality - again enter Hungarian literature through 

German interpretations of Ossian's significance, such as those of 

Denis, Goethe and, above all, Herder. Denis's interest in bardic 

poerty was inspired primarily by Klopstock who first urged him to 

translate 6ssian, and whose famous appeal to the Celtic bard from 

Unsere Sprache Denis quoted in his own collection of original 

bardic poems, Die Lieder Sineds des Barden ("Sined" being Denis's 

anagrammatic bardic p s e u d o n y m ) . ^  While it was quite probably
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Klopstock's Messias which inspired Denis to translate Ossian in 

hexameters, it was precisely this form which made Herder miss "der 

Bardenton des Gesanges" in the translation. For Herder saw in 

Ossian the same poet of "lyrische Natur" he saw in Homer; both were 

genuine folk poets in Herder's remarkably open sense, and both were 

formed by nature and by the collective values of their own 

immediate communities and times. Although Herder's concern with the 

"volkisch" in Homer precedes his interest in Ossian, it was Hugh 

Blair's highly influential Critical Dissertation on the Poems of 

Ossian - reprinted in Denis's translation - which provided the 

crucial theoretical basis for his association of the two poets.

Blair explains his comparison of Ossian and Homer in a passage

which anticipates not only Herder's naive preoccupation with the 

simple, original and ancient, but also his opposition of the 

organicity of Hellenic culture to the imitative and "artificial" 

culture of Rome:

I have chosen all along to compare Ossian with Homer, rather than 
with Virgil, for an obvious reason. There is much nearer 
correspondence between the times and manners of the two former 
poets. Both wrote in an early period of society; both are 
originals; both are distinguished by simplicity, sublimity, and 
fire. The correct elegance of Virgil, his artful imitation of 
Homer, the Roman stateliness which he everywhere maintains, admit 
no parallel with the abrupt boldness and enthusiastic warmth of the 
Celtic bard.

We have seen how Herder and Schiller differed in their approach 

to the naive and sentimental in Ossian. Revealingly, it is in the 

work of Goethe, in whom both saw - at different times, yet for

similar reasons - the seeds of a potential German literary

renaissance, that the proximity of these two emphases is most 

powerfully embodied. For Goethe, Ossian is at once the naive
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Naturdichter and bardic national conscience who "seeks on the 

spacious heath the footprints of his forbears", and the sentimental 

graveyard poet who hears "the half-obliterated groaning of the 

spirits from the caves, and the lamentations of the girl who is 

grieving herself to death, hovering above the four moss-covered 

grass-grown gravestones of her beloved, fallen noble."91 it is also 

significant that when Werther reads to Lotte from his own 

translation of Ossian at the climax of the novel, the extract 

Goethe chooses is from the distinctly Youngian and sentimental 

Songs of Selma, which, perhaps for this very reason, was to become 

the most popular Ossianic text in late 18th century Hungary.

All three of these characteristics of the German Ossianic cult 

can also be identified in the work of Ossian's first Hungarian 

translator, Janos Batsanyi. While Batsanyi's interest in Ossian 

dates back to the second half of the 1780s, his life-long 

preoccupation with the poet found new inspiration and guidance 

through his acquaintance (which developed into a close friendship 

during Batsanyi's stay in Vienna after his release from Kufstein in 

1796) with Herder's friend and later publisher, Johannes von 

Muller. Through this acquaintance Batsanyi became one of the few 

Hungarian writers in the 18th century to acquire a direct - as 

opposed to a received and mediated - knowledge of Herder's works, 

and when he heard of the master's Ossian translations he wrote to 

Muller with great enthiusiasm:

Aussert angenehm ist mir dass Herder den herlichen Gedanken hat, 
meinen geliebten Ossian zu ubersetzen - und zwar aus dem Original 
selbst! - welch ein Gewinn fur mich! fur Deutschland! fUr die ganze 
litterarische Weltl"^
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In a footnote to his first published Ossian translation (Osszian 

utolso eneke, 1788), Batsanyi, in explaining the term "bard”, draws 

upon an association of Nordic culture and Hungarian origins 

reminiscent of Dugonics:

A bardusok olyan enekesek voltak a regi eszaki nemzeteknel, kik 
azoknak nevezetes bajnokait enekelve magasztaltak. Azt Irja Priscus 
Rhetor, hogy Attilanak idejeben nekiink is voltak ilyen enekeseink; 
noha munkaik a mi idonkig fenn nem maradhattak.

In a letter to Jozsef Teleki of November 1 1788, he offers a more

substantial account of what he sees as his own bardic function:

Bardussa akartam lenni magyar nemzetemnek, s a regi keltak 
torteneteiben tukrot tartani polgartarsaim eleibe; edes anyam 
nyelven akartam siratni erkolcseinknek elhanyatlasat, 
dicsosegiinknek kimulasat! mert oly kbmyiilallasokban vagyunk, hogy, 
hacsak teljesseggel el nem rontotta mar sziveinket az idegen 
maszlag, szuksegkeppen meg kell illetodnunk egy Hazaja veszedelmet 
oly erzekeny kesergo oreg viteznek szomoru panasszara. ^

It is this representation of the bard as the heroic spokesman for

(threatened) national continuity and integrity which gained

considerable currency and popularity in late 18 th Hungarian

letters. Not only did Baroti/-Szabo refer to Batsanyi as Hungary's

"fo bardusa", but another "classicist" poet, Benedek Virag,

celebrated Baroti-/Szabo himself as "Hazank szerencses Bardusa!

Nemzetiink / Diszere termett Osszianunk" on the basis of the

latter's elegiac treatment of the traditions of the Hungarian

forefathers in his poem Szabolcs varmegye iinnepere.̂  ̂ Similarly,

Sandor Kisfaludy - whom Batsanyi called his Ossian "boldog orokbse"

largely on the basis of his "bardic" Regek - corroborated

Batsanyi's own sense of his bardic mission while urging him in a

letter of August 6 1808 to continue translating Ossian:

De tedd meg egyszer mar Te is, Baratom, a' mit tehetsz, a' mit mar 
oily regen, a' mennyire Iroinkat ismerem, egyedul Tolled varhatunk: 
ereszd a' Magyar vilagba Oszsziant. Most volna ra legnagyobb
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sziiksege a’ Magyar leleknek, - midon, a’ mit eggy helyen Oszszian 
mond, - a’ mi Werthemek is ugy szivere - talan nem sokara
Hazankra, es Nemzetunkre nezve mondha11yuk!̂ °

In their association of Ossian with Homer, Hungarian writers

from Batsanyi to Petofi and Arany take their lead from Herder and

Blair. In a polemical "appendix” to the third volume of the Magyar

Museum in 1789 (Toldalek a1 Magyar Museum1 III-dik negyedehez),

Batsanyi already promotes the Herderian ideals of original genius,

naturalness and simplicity:

a' Mesterseg nem tsinalhat nagy elmet: sziiletni kell annak, es mar 
a’ Termeszettol belenk ontetodni. Tellyesen el vagyok en arrol 
hitettve, hogy szaz Arisztoteles, szaz Batto, 's meg annyi Home sem 
adhat oily szabasokat, mellyek egy Sakspert, Oszsziant, vagy 
Homerust nevellyenek. - A’ sziiletett nagy elme, az o kegyes annyat, 
a' Termeszetet nyomozvan, maga vag maganak utat, es sajat 
vilaganal, minden egyeb kalauz nelkiil, el-er oda, a’ hova mas, 
szerentsetlen sziiletese miatt homalyban vakoskodvan, a’ 
Mestersegnek minden szovetnekeivel sem juthat.

And, as he argues in a footnote to this passage:
9

OSZSZIAN semmi mesterseget, semmi regulat nem ismert. A' 
Tudomanyok' lakasatol otet mind ideje, mind hazaja messze 
helyheztette. Es mitsoda nagy Poeta o meg-is! Eggy ismeretes 
Koltonek sints HOMERUSHOZ oily nagy hasonlatossaga, mint o-neki. 
Miert? - mivel mind a’ ketten a* leg-nagyobb, leg-felsegesebb 
elmevel sziilettetven, annak vezerlese utann a1 Termeszetnek 
eggyugyu, egyenes uttyat mind a' ketto hiven kovette.

Another Hungarian translator of Ossian, Karoly Farkas, while

echoing the essence of Batsanyi's position in the notes to his

translation of the Songs of Selma (1805), goes on to offer an

interesting distinction between Homer and Ossian on the basis of

the types of reader addressed by their works:

Homerus es Ossian a vilagon elt legnagyobb poetak koze tartoznak. 
Tiszta, meg nem vesztegetett szemmel neztek ezen teremto Geniek a 
Termeszetet. De ki Homerus tokeletesseget egesz tellyessegeben 
akarja erezni, pallerozott izlessel kell annak bimi; Ossian pedig 
csak erzekeny szivet s eleven fantaziat kfvan. y
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This association of Ossian with the "feeling heart" is also 

crucial to the more sentimental aspect of Batsanyi’s interest in 

the bard. In the dedication to his translation of Osszian utolso 

eneke Batsanyi not only praises Ossian for the naturalness of his 

poerty ("enekeiben oly gyakran a termeszet hatalmas es mindeg 

kedves szavat halljuk s megesmerjiik"), and for his attempt to 

recover the lost glories of the national past ("orbmmel emlekezett 

nemzete bajnokairol [... ] eleven szinekkel festi nemzetenek hajdani 

vitez erkolcseit"), but also because:

Ossziannak szive egy nemes erzesekben, nagysagos es erzekeny 
indulatokban olvado sziv; oly sziv mely bg, s a kepzelodest tuzbe 
hozza; sziv, mely teli van, es aradozik.

Bearing this combination of naive and sentimental elements in mind,

it is interesting to remember that Batsanyi dedicated his

translation (and addressed the above words) to Lorinc Orczy.

The first complete Hungarian translation of Ossian did not

appear until 1815. The translator was Kazinczy, who saw the project

more as a linguistic challenge than as a "bardic" obligation. As

Dezso Keresztury has argued, Kazinczy did not "appreciate in Ossian

the national singer, the awakener of present patriotism through the
i mglory of the past and the phantom of national death.Instead he 

was probably attracted by the fact that Ossian was fashionable in 

Europe, and that the work of such a "nehez ertelmu es tonusu 

poeta"-^ would test the capacity of his own language (he furnished 

his text with a glossary and a discussion of the principles of 

translation). Kazinczy’s approach to the literary value of Ossian 

was anyway more qualified than that of his Hungarian predecessors. 

He considered the Celtic bard worthy of respect, but stopped short
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of making the popular comparison with Homer:

Ha Osszian nem Homer is, epen ugy nem, mint ahogy a goth stilu 
Miinsterek nem Jonai lzlesu peripteronok. Igazsagtalan volna a ki e 
koltemenyektol almelkodasat s tiszteletet megtagadna. 03

If Ossian was no Homer, Kazinczy himself could hardly be taken

seriously as a Hungarian Bard in the way that Batsanyi had been.

This is reflected in an advertisement for his translation worded by

Mihaly Helmeczy - who prepared Kazinczy's text for publication -

which appeared in Hazai es Kiilfdldi Tudositasok on 26 March 1814.

Here Kazinczy is promoted not as a "magyar Osszian" but as a

Hungarian Macpherson:

eggy Ossian ez a minden szazadok Homerja, ki sphaerakba ragadozo 
zengzetevel oily bajoloan s lelkesen lebelgeti elonkbe hazaja 
diadalmasit, lelhetett-e nalunk hivebb Macphersonra Kazinczynal?^4

Kazinczy1s translation of Ossian represents one of the few - and

relatively superficial - points of contact between his work and the

naive configuration we have been describing. He showed some

interest in translating Serb folk poetry, but here too his interest

was primarily stylistic rather than ideological. Of Dugonics's

Etelka and the type of national traditionalism and "populism" it

represented, he could be highly scathing, such as in the following
r

comment from a letter to Gedeon Rjiday of June 21 1788, the year in 

which Etelka was first published: "a leg-izetlenebb galanteriat a 

leg-alatsonyabb popularitast 's gyermeki affectatiot, hogy Magyar
/ 1 ncvagyok, talaltam benne."iUJ

While it is true that Kazinczy makes a number of enthusiastic 

references to Herder in his correspondence, his interest was, 

before 1807 when he read the aesthetic and philosophical works for 

the first time, mainly in Herder's work as a poet.-^ The only work
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he ever translated was the Paramythien (Dichtungen aus der 
Griechischen Fabel), even though he admitted he found the texts 
inferior to the work of Lessing.

In his biography of Herder, Gillies suggested appositely that 

"the two Classical injunctions explained in [Young's] Conjectures 

on Original Composition 'Know thyself' and 'Reverence thyself' 

[...] acquired under Herder's hand a national significance."107 

Kazinczy's work never makes this transition from the (universal) 

individual subject to the collective, (first-person plural) 

national subject, which - in the form of a naive resolution to a 

sentimental dilemma - characterised the aspirations of so many of 

his contemporaries and, as we shall see, most of his successors in 

the 1820s, 30s and 40s. For neither the Herderian nor the Hungarian 

"naive" was ever very far from a relativistic stress on the idea of 

the native, from which, etymologically as well as ideologically, it 

stems. It was ultimately the increasingly exclusive preoccupation 

with the native in the first half of the 19th century which would 

alienate Kazinczy from the new direction the national literature 

was taking. As he complained in a letter to Gyorgy Zador of 

December 16 1825, referring to the patriotic poetry of the new 

generation:

Nem szeretem azt a neki-diihiilt nemzetiseget s szeretnem ha a rein 
menschlich szollana ez mellet [... ] Addig eneklik az Arpadiaszokat, 
hogy vegre belecsomorliink.
There was, of course, still much that was "rein menschlich" in 

Herder's idea of "natural poetry", just as there was in 

Wordsworth's equally "naive" interest in "humble and rustic life" 

in his Preface to the Lyrical Ballads of 1800, or even in Rat's
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call for the collection of folk poetry in 1782. These universal, 

philosophical concerns, however, were to rapidly disappear from the 

literary populism which came to dominate Hungarian literature in 

the first half of the 19th century. And it was in and through this 

development of an inwardly national (naive-native) literary 

populism that - in spite of the profoundly Romantic and European 

initiatives of the two most accomplished poets of the period, 

Berzsenyi and rbsmarty - modem Hungarian literature first turnedt
its back on the European cultural context of which it was bom.
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Chapter Five: Naive and Native in the Age of Reform

In one of the first serious critical biographies of Petofi 

(Petofi Sandor, written in 1919, but only published posthumously in 

1927), Frigyes Riedl makes the following important assertion: "A 

magyar irodalom az egyetlen, mely fenykorat a nepies kolteszet 

alapjan erte el. Mindegyikre hatott: de fenykorat nem idezett 

elo."^ Riedl's case is undoubtedly overstated: one could take issue 

both with his judgement - the degree to which the populist aspects 

of the work of, above all, Petofi and Arany represented a "Golden 

Age" - and with his comparative point of departure, which appears 

to ignore the decisive contribution of folk culture to the 

development of national literatures throughout East Central Europe. 

Having voiced these reservations, however, it is still possible to 

retrieve the underlying relevance and bearing of Riedl’s claim. 

For, as I shall attempt to show in this chapter, literary populism 

continued to play a leading role in the development of a 

consciously national literature in Hungary long after it had made 

its (far less significant) contribution to those West European 

literatures to which Hungarian writers had initially turned for 

inspiration and example.

As themselves the products of the sentimental structure of 

feeling, the "naive" literary initiatives we have been considering 

so far can similarly be seen as no more than an emergent 

configuration of identifications, associations and projections of
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value. In Hungarian literature this sense of emergence is well 

illustrated by the terminological uncertainty and heterogeneity 

which surrounds attempts to convey the sense of Herder's crucial 

neologism, das Volkslied, before Istvan Kultsar's introduction of 

the - at this stage still hyphenated - compound "nep-dal" in 1818, 

which even then had to wait for more than a decade before gaining 

general curency in Hungarian. The earliest of these attempts 

tended, revealingly, to reproduce the German term ("Volkslieder", 

Rat 1782; "Volkslieaek", Csokonai 1798, 1804), or at least to 

collapse the senses of the terms "regi versek" (ancient poems) and 

"koz enekek" (common songs - Revai, 1782) into what would be widely 

referred to as "nemzeti dallok" (national songs - eg. Hazai 7s 

Kiilfoldi Tudositasok, 1811, Hasznos Mulatsagok, 1817) with the

increasing association of the "popular" with the "national" in the
ofirst half of the 19th century. As late as 1830 we still find an 

example of this terminological ambiguity in the first anthology of 

Hungarian poetry to appear in English translation, John Bowring's 

Poetry of the Magyars, compiled with the assistance of Gabor 

Dobrentei and Gyorgy Karoly Rumy. The volume contains sixty-four 

Hungarian "folksongs" under the Hungarian heading "Magyar Nemzeti 

Dallok" with the English "equivalent" rendered as "Hungarian 

Popular Songs".

A similar sense of a process in formation can also be gauged 
from the essentially fragmentary and heuristic character of 
Herder’s writings. As Rene Wellek comments in his A History of 
Modem Criticism:
There is hardly a real book among the thirty-three volumes of 
Herder’s Collected Works. Many of them are called quite rightly
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Fragmente, Torso, Walder, Briefe, Zerstreute Blatter, Ideen zur...; 
or they have fancy titles such as Adrastea, Kalligone, Terpsichore, 
which often conceal an extremely miscellaneous content.5

Herder's philosophical and aesthetic speculations never

consolidated into an internally consistent, totalizing philosophy

or world-view, but remained a body of remarkably rich and

influential suggestions towards a possible philosophy of history

and culture. Before such a possibility could be coherently

realised, his ideas had been largely superseded. In the last years

of Herder's life, when he was preoccupied primarily with a polemic

against the "pure reason" of Kant, a new collection of Fragmente

(by Friedrich Schlegel) had already begun to appear in the journal

of the Jena Romantics, Athenaeum, heralding a new "progressive

universal poetry" which would ultimately transcend the antithesis

of "artistic and natural poetry"The new Romantic formation -

whose influence and durability was far to extend that of the

transitional Sturm und Drang - did, of course, incorporate several

elements of Herder's thought, including his interest in folk

poetry. Thus the collection of over 700 German folksongs, Des

Knaben Wunderhom, published by Amim and Brentano chiefly in the

years 1804-7, was enthusiastically received not only by the likes

of Joseph Gorres, whose review of the anthology continues to uphold

Herder's distinction between Kunst- and Naturpoesie, but also by

Goethe. No less influential was Gorres's own attempt to identify

"der achte innere Geist des deutschen Volks" in his Die deutschen

Volksbucher of 1807.^ These emphases were further corroborated by

the activity of the Grimm brothers, and particularly in the

theoretical work of Jakab Grimm whose notion of
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"sichvonselbstmachen" in natural poetry recalls Schiller’s

representation of the naive poet as one who "is the Creation, and
£the Creation is He. It would, however, be misleading to 

overemphasise these continuities. While many of the more important 

German Romantic poets - such as Eichendorf, Heine, Uhland and 

Morike - were similarly inspired to take an interest in, and borrow 

formally and stylistically from, German folk poetry, their own work 

goes on to explore imaginative, psychological and metaphorical 

depths which have little in common with either the songs of the 

Wunderhom or the naive configuration outlined by Schiller and 

Herder. They saw in the Volkslied and the Marchen above all the 

means towards a universal poetry of imagination and symbol - which 

finds its only serious Hungarian counterpart in the Vorosmarty of 

Delsziget, Tiindervolgy and Csongor es Tiinde - rather than the 

foundations of a distinctly national poetry on the lines proposed 

by the likes of Kolcsey and Erdelyi.

The supersession of the naive develops in a similar fashion in 

late 18th and early 19th century English literature, where the 

interest in the simplicity, immediacy and "naturalness" of folk 

poetry also constituted only one part of a broader cultural 

formation. The most pertinent illustration of this can be found in 

Percy’s most distinguished English advocate and, in some senses, 

successor: the Wordsworth of the Lyrical Ballads, the first edition 

of which appeared in 1798. Indeed, the closing poem of that volume, 

Lines written a few miles above Tintem Abbey, actually allows a 

reading of the Romantic negation of the naive-sentimental dichotomy 

in microcosm, and is, for this reason, worth considering in a
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little more detail.

Written "on revisiting the banks of the Wye" after five years 

spent "mid the din / Of towns and cities", Tintem Abbey seems at 

first sight to offer the gesture of a "return to nature". This 

return brings to the poet's mind his former harmony with the 

natural world in childhood when nature had been "all in all"; not 

an object of (sentimental) reflection, but:

[...] a feeling and a love,
That had no need of a remoter charm,
By thought supplied, or any interest 
Uhborrowed from the eye.7

If this evocation of the immediate (unmediated) relationship

between nature and childhood - which finds its most intense

expression in Wordsworth's Intimations of Immortality from

Recollections of Early Childhood (1803-6) - has much in common with

Schiller's association of "the naive way of thinking" with
o"childish simplicity", Wordsworth's representation of this unity 

as lost would surely have constituted for Schiller a powerful 

example of his concept of "sentimental elegy":

[...] That time is past,
And all its aching joys are now no more,
And all its dizzy raptures.

Where Wordsworth goes beyond Schiller's dualism, however, is in his 

immediate rejection of this sentimental, elegiac mood:

[...] Not for this 
Faint I, nor mourn nor murmur: other gifts 
Have followed, for such loss, I would believe,
Abundant recompence. For I have learned 
To look on nature, not as in the hour 
Of thoughtless youth, but hearing oftentimes 
The still, sad music of humanity,
Not harsh nor grating, though of ample power 
To chasten and subdue. I have felt 
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
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Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime 
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean, and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man,
A motion and a spirit, that impells
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things. Therefore am I still 
A lover of the meadows and the woods,
And mountains; and of all that we behold 
From this green earth; of all the mighty world 
Of eye and ear, both what they half-create,
And what perceive [...]10

In place of both the naive, unreflective unity with nature and the

sentimental lament for the loss of this unity, Wordsworth offers a

notion of internalised nature represented as a kind of imaginative

power, nurtured on the external objects of the natural world and

capable of uniting perception and creation. This internalisation of

nature as an inner creative power provides one of the key means by

which Romantic poetry breaks down the network of oppositions in

which the alienation of the sentimental character is reproduced -

subject and object, self and world, art and nature, imitation and

reflection, thought and language.

In characterising the English literary interest in folk culture 

during this period, the project of Wordsworth's Lyrical Ballads is 

also important in two further ways. First, when Wordsworth in his 

Preface relates his preoccupation with "humble and rustic life" to 

a desire to identify "the primary laws of our nature", his use of 

the first person plural evokes not a national, but a universal 

human community.^ Unlike those products of folk culture which 

represent for Gorres the "genuine inner spirit" of his nation, 

Wordsworth's ballads are not offered as authentic expressions of 

the English national character. The language of the "people"
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(albeit "purified [...] from what may appear to be its real 

defects") is chosen not for its essential "Englishness", but 

because it is considered "a more permanent and philosophical 

language than that which is frequently substituted for it by
1 npoets.  ̂ For Wordsworth, the poet is not a bard addressing his 

nation, but "a man speaking to men. Secondly, the world that 

Wordsworth portrays in his ballads is, for all the energy and 

realism of its representation, essentially a lost, or at least a 

disappearing, world. We have already seen how, even in the first 

half of the 18th century, the "Iron Times" referred to in Thomson’s 

The Seasons were bringing about a transition in English poetry on 

rural life from a perspective of "reflection" to one of 

"retrospect". By the time Wordsworth came to make his first major 

contribution to this tradition at the end of the 1790s, he could 

draw not only on the work of Thomson, Gray and Goldsmith, but also 

on the "counter-pastoral" example of Crabbe’s The Village, 

published in 1783. Indeed Wordsworth’s description of a waning, 

disintegrating world in poems like The Female Vagrant, Simon Lee, 

the Old Huntsman, The Last of the Flock and The Old Cumberland 

Beggar seems to take up Crabbe's challenge from the opening couplet 

to Book 2 of The Village: "No longer truth, though shown in verse, 

disdain, / But own the village life a life of pain."-^ The 

"organic" Cumberland community to which the likes of Simon Lee had 

once belonged is a lost community whose spirit Wordsworth revives 

in its very moment of decay and whose morality - so deeply felt 

throughout the Lyrical Ballads - is already the product of Romantic 

re-creation.
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The situation is quite different with the Hungarian literary 

interest in "humble and rustic life" in the first half of the 19th 

century. While Hungarian literary populism continues to preserve 

its late 18th century equation of the "popular" with the "ancient", 

it increasingly looks to contemporary peasant culture for its 

objects of inspiration, finding in them the symbols of a living 

past. While Wordsworth’s folk characters are represented as 

pathetic, broken and rapidly diappearing from the English rural 

scene, those of, for example, Petofi, some forty years later, are 

still full of energy, resilience and thoroughly at home in the 

world. It is ultimately this (naive) identification with the living 

traditions of the national folk culture, and the elevation of these 

traditions as the basis for a new national poetry, which makes 

Novalis’s dictum that "Die Welt muss romantisiert werden"-^ appear 

somewhat gratuitous to most Hungarian poets in the first half of 

the 19th century.

I shall return to the question of Romanticism in Hungary in 

Chapter Seven. The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a 

consideration of the development of Hungarian literary populism 

between the years 1811 and 1840, while Chapter Six will examine the 

continuation and consequences of this development in the 1840s.

The most important elements of both continuity and development 

between the emergent naive configuration in late 18th century 

Hungarian literature and the coherent national-populist programme 

of Kolcsey can be identified in the work of Istvan Kultsar, the 

editor of Hazai s Kulfoldi Tudositasok and its cultural supplement,
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Hasznos Mulatsagok, launched in 1817. In the same year, in a call 

for the collection of Hungarian folk poetry, Kultsar provides the 

link between the projects of Rat and Revai and those of Kolcsey and 

his followers nearly half a century later: "Minden Nemzeteknel 

szorgalmatosan oszszeszedik a Nemzeti Dallokat, mert ezekbol az ido 

culturajat, a Nemzet charactereit konnyu kitapogatni."^ In a 

similar announcement published in Hasznos Mulatsagok in 1818 - the 

year in which Kultsar coins the term "nep-dal" - these continuities 

are made still clearer:

Az Anglusok, Franciak, Nemetek vetelkedve gyujtogetik a' Koznep 
Dallait. Az artatlan termeszet festi ezekben magat, es a’ Nemzetnek 
termeszeti belyege, erkolcsi szokasa, ’s eletenek foglalatossagai 
vilagosan kitetszenek. Bar a' pusztakon, es falukon forgo tudosb 
Hazafiak ezen Dallokra figyelmetesebbek volnanak, 's osszvegyujtve, 
vagy egyenkent kozolnek velem. Igy fentarthatnank sok egyiigyu: de 
szep gondolatot; fs nem adnak Maradekainknak oily panaszra okot, a' 
millyennel vadoljuk mi os Eleinket, kik mar Attila es Aqpad 
udvaraban, sot Matyas Kiraly alatt is a' Vitezeiknek viselt dolgait 
enekeltek: de Irasban reank nem szallitottak.17
If the appeal to the activities of other nations is also distinctly 

reminiscent of Rat, the direct equation of the naive ("Az artatlan 

termeszet festi ezekben magat") with the native ("A Nemzetnek 

termeszeti belyege" etc) again looks forward to the theoretical 

work of Kolcsey and Erdelyi and to the poetic practice of Petofi. 

It is also here that the exclusive association of the "popular" 

with the "ancient" is consciously extended through an appeal to 

educated patriots to turn their attention to the living cultural 

traditions of the common people of the plains and villages.

While, in response to Kultsar’s calls, folksongs, tales and 

sayings began to appear with growing regularity in contemporary 

Hungarian periodicals - and nowhere more so than in Hasznos 

Mulatsagok which had published approximately fifty specimens of the
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Hungarian folksong by 1828 - the first comprehensive anthology of 

national folk poetry to be published in Hungarian was Erdelyi's 

Nepdalok es mondak, the opening volume of which did not appear 

until 1846. The first published collection of a body of texts 

representing any form of Hungarian verbal folk culture whatsoever 

was Dugonics’s posthumous Magyar peldabeszedek es jeles mondasok

which appeared in 1820. This was followed in 1822 by the

publication in Vienna of the first collection of Hungarian

folktales, Marchen der Magyaren, compiled in German by Gyorgy Gaal 

who had been Dugonics’s favourite student at the university. Three 

years later Count Janos Mailath published a further collection in 

German on similar lines, Magyarische Sagen und Marchen (Brunn, 

1825), the first Hungarian translation of which did not appear 

until some 40 years later. Both Mailath and Gaal were quite clearly 

inspired by the activities of the Grimm brothers in this area, and 

sought to contribute to the contemporary German interest in folk 

culture by demonstrating the survival of related (and no less 

noteworthy) traditions in Hungary. The first anthology of Hungarian 

poetry to include a section consciously devoted to the folksong was 

Ferenc Toldy’s bilingual Handbuch der ungarischen Poesie (1828)

which included fifteen specimens of the genre. The next substantial 

collection was also directed towards a non-Hungarian reading 

public, Bowring’s Poetry of the Magyars (1830) including, as 

already mentioned, sixty-four Hungarian "popular songs" from a 

larger collection prepared by Gyorgy Karoly Rumy which, although it 

contains much otherwise unknown material, has never been published 

in Hungarian.
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Bowring also played a part in promoting another very important

influence upon the development of Hungarian literary populism, that

of the Serbian folksong. Three years before the appearance of his
Hungarian anthology, Bowring had published a collection of Servian

Popular Poetry (London, 1827), which was seen in Hungary as further

evidence of the growing international reputation of the Serbian

folksong, and was referred to with great admiration and respect by

advertisements in the Hungarian press announcing the preparation of
1 ftBowring’s Hungarian anthology.

By 1827, however, with the publication of Ferenc Toldy’s major 

essay, A Szerbus Nep-kolteszeterol - based largely on Eugen 

Wesely’s introduction to his German collection, Serbische 

Hochzeitslieder (1826) - the Hungarian interest in Serbian folk 

poetry had already reached its height after a period spanning 

nearly fifty years. Initially, this interest too had been inspired 

by, or at least mediated through, German sources. Thus Kazinczy's 

celebrated translation of the famous "Lament of the Noble Woman of

Asan Aga" (known in Serbian as the Hasanaginica and entitled in

Kazinczy’s Hungarian, Gyaszdal Azzan-aganak szep de szerencsetlen 

noje felol) was based on Goethe’s translation - from the French! 

Even when the publication of Vuk Stefanovic Karadzic’s first 

collection of Serbian folksongs in 1814 inspired a far more 

widespread interest in Serbian folk poetry, this interest was 

undoubtedly enhanced by Jakab Grimm's highly enthusiastic review of 

the collection in the Wiener Allgemeine Litteratur Zeitung (March 8 

1816), in which the German writer expressed his doubts as to 

whether: "irgend ein Volk des heutigen Europa iiberhaupt sich in
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dieser Riicksicht mit den Serbiem messen kann[...]".^

It should not be forgotten, however, that the significant 

Serbian community which was highly active in Pest-Buda at the 

beginning of the 19th century - having its own printing press from 

1795 and responsible for the first Serbian scholarly society, the 

Matica srpska, in 1826 - also played an important part in the 

growing Hungarian interest in Serbian folk poetry, which can be 

seen as the first major East European influence on the development 

of the national literature. The most important point of contact 

between the activities of this community and the Hungarian literati 

of Pest was undoubtedly the work of the bilingual poet, Mihaly 

Vitkovics, who not only produced widely acclaimed translations of 

Serbian folksongs, but also, in the 1820s, became the first 

Hungarian poet to regularly publish his own "folk" poetry as a 

consciously independent genre within his work.

The discovery of the Serbian folksong also played a part in

Kolcsey’s gradual recognition of the literary and ideological

significance of folk culture. As early as 1814, Kolcsey tried his

hand at translating Serbian poetry(eg. Rac nyelbol), working from a

literal translation supplied by none other than Vitkovics himself.

Furthermore, in his critical evaluation of Berzsenyi’s poetry,

Berzsenyi Daniel versei (1817), he appeals to the example of

Serbian folk poetry to refute the suggestion that Hungary's

climatic, geographical and historical conditions are not inducive

to the development of a strong, original, national poetry:

ha meggondoljuk, miriden egyebet elmellozven, hogy ezek a csak nem 
koztunk elo szerbusok, a mi Dunanknak, a mi Szavanknak partjain oly 
poetai lebegessel, oly makacs kedwel, s oly egyszeru fennseggel 
koltik dalaikat, mint Anakreon es a Homeridak: bizonyosan azt kell
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hiimunk, hogy poetai szegenysegiinknek oka melebben fekszik mintsem 
azt, akar geografiai fekvesunkbol, akar valami egyes tortenetbol 
kimagyarazhatnok. 20

Kolcsey's route to a position adjacent to, but more fully 

elaborated than, that of Kultsar on the importance of folk poetry 

is particularly revealing in the context of the relationship 

between the sentimental and the naive (as a relationship of dilemma 

and resolution) that we have been describing. For Kolcseyfs poetic 

and theoretical development enacts, in the space of some twenty 

years, the crisis of identity and allegiance experienced by the 

national literature as a whole in the period under consideration.

While Kolcsey's earliest surviving poems show the unmistakable 

influence of Csokonai (A pavatollhoz, A kepzelethez, A 

nyugalomhoz), the character of his poetry, together with his tastes 

in literature, changes considerably after he comes into direct 

contact with the ideas and person of Kazinczy in 1808. Kolcsey 

destroys much of his earlier work and, especially after moving to 

Pest in 1810, becomes for most of the decade Kazinczyfs most 

promising new pupil. He comes to Kazinczy's defence in the national 

debate about language reform (Felelet a mondolatra), and echoes his 

master's literary tastes both in his criticism (his essay on 

Csokonai and, if less obviously, his review of the poetry of 

Berzsenyi) and in the new sentimental tone which now dominates his 

poetry. In his "autobiographical letter" to Pal Szemere of March 20 

1833, Kolcsey himself recalls that, "1808-ban es 1809-ben
O l  /sentimental-lyrisch voltam", and in a letter to Gabor Dobrentei 

of 21 June 1814 he claims:
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Legrdgibb verseim Holty es Salis manierjaban irattak, kiket mdg 
akkor nem ismertem, Kdsobben Matthisonnak szine l^tszott rajtok, 
kit konyv nelkiil tudtarn.22

The following examples should give some idea of the extent to

which not only the Hainbund, but also the Youngian lexis considered

in Chapter Two and the tone, disposition and idiom of Anyos and

Dayka illustrated in Chapter Three continue to play a leading role

in Kolcsey’s poetry in the 1810s:

[...] Gyors enyeszettel forog a jelenlet,
A dicsb hdrost drok ej borltja,
Buszke marvanyan kihal a csudaly nev,

S fu lepi slrjat.
(Kivansag, 1810)

Csendes ejjelimnek szent homalyan 
f Szivdk lelkesito' cseppeket.
pi I I Istenasszony, fuss az e'gi palyan!

/ Nem nizem mdr sirva ke'pedet.
I I 1 (A holdhoz, 1811)

Minden oram csuggeszto" maganyom 
Nema csenden biinak szentelem,
Raj tad elmem ah torddve hanyom.
S kbnyeim drjat issza kebelem.
[...] Szallj homalyba, s hunyj el fatyoladnak 
£j jeleben bus emlekezet! [...]

(Minden oram, 1813)

Oh simi, simi, simi,
Mint nem slrt senki meg 
Az elsiilyedt boldogsag utan;
Mint nem slrt senki meg 
Legfelso pontjan fajdalmanak,
Ki tud? ki tud?

(Elfojtodas, 1814) ^

The same sentimentalism also informs Kolcsey’s theoretical and 

literary critical statements during this phase of his development. 

In the letter to D^brentei already mentioned, Kolcsey describes 

how, in the German poetry with which he is so far familiar, he 

sees:

a gbrbgnek leanyat, de amely az uj szazadok manierjat oltozte fel, 
a sentimentalismust. Dagalyos; ugy mondod. Igen is; de ezen dagaly
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a sentimentalismusnak, s sokaknal igazan a szivnek nyelve. Nem lgy 
szol-e Rousseau is? nem-e ez a termeszetnek igaz s igaznak fia?24

A letter to Szemere of 14 November 1813 illustrates the German

writers Kolcsey has in mind:

Gottingenben Burger, Voss, Holty, Boye s tobbek, Leipzigban 
Rabener, Gellert, Kramer, Klopstock, Schlegel, Gisecke stb. 
hozattak oszve sors szerent azon szep hajnalon, mely utan a 
legszebb nap kovetkezett, mely valaha fenylett Europaban.25

Another crucial aspect of Kolcseyfs sentimental approach to poetry

at this stage is expressed in his notorious evaluation of the work

of Berzsenyi (Berzsenyi Daniel versei, 1817). In distinguishing

between the "poeta" and the mere "versificator", K&lcsey argues

that in genuinely poetic writing: "a kozonseges targy bizonyos

idealitast nyer. Thus Berzsenyi’s greatest strength stems from
H t 0  0the fact that: "0 soha sem a targytol veszen lelkesedest, hanem 

onmagatol, onmagabol omlik ki minden szo, minden gondolat."^^

We have already considered - with reference to Young, Burke and 

Kazinczy - the centrality of this idea of a poetry "from objects 

free" to the sentimental structure of feeling. Schiller 

corroborates this emphasis by suggesting its inverse in his account 

of the privileged role of the object in naive poetry: "Ancient 

literature can give us the best evidence for the degree to which 

the naive poet is dependent on his object and how much, indeed how
ooeverything depends on his perception. ° The poet’s attitude to the 

object clearly constitutes one of the most decisive points of 

difference between the naive and sentimental approaches to literary 

expression, as can be seen in the Hungarian context by contrasting 

the positions of Kazinczy and the early, sentimental Kolcsey with a 

statement by Arany on the "naive" Gvadanyi - "Azt is lehet mondani,
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hogy rauveinek az erdem inkabb a targye, mint a koltoe"^ - or by 

Erdelyi on the populism of Tompa - "eload mindent oly keves szoval, 

hogy szo helyet mintegy magat latjuk a targyat."^

Kolcsey’s critical evaluation of the poetic achievement of 

Csokonai Csokonai Vitez Mihaly munkainak kritikai megiteltetesek,

Iwritten in 1815, but not published until 1821) provides further 

evidence of Kolcsey’s sentimental approach to literature in the 

1810s. Here, Kolcsey not only rates Sandor Kisfaludy’s Himfy above 

Csokonai’s Lilia poems and - "az erzes es kultura tekinteteben" - 

considers Dayka’s poetry superior to Csokonai’s as a whole, but 

also, revealingly, prefers the sentimental Himfy to Kisfaludy’s 

more naive Regek.^ Still more significantly, Kolcsey now modifies 

his earlier position on Burger and, appealing to Schiller’s "famous 

review" of Burger's poetry, argues that the same objections can be 

raised against Csokonai - even though he still concedes that
oo"Burger szentimentalisabb mint Csokonai." Kolcsey's objection to

both poets is ultimately based in his conviction that: "mindketten 

hajldndok voltak a Burger altal ugynevezett popularitasra."^ 

According to Kolcsey, Csokonai's mistake was to reject the example 

of the "csinos izlesu" Baroczy and Kazinczy for that of his 

Debrecen friend, Janos Foldi, whom Kolcsey cites as having stated 

that: "A koznepe az igaz magyarsag, az idegennel nem egyvelges 

magyarsag."^ Kolcsey is thus led to draw the following 

conclusions:

Foldi altal vezetettven a filologiaban, kezdette o is kialtozni, 
hogy a kozneptol kell magyarul tanulni, s mivel o nemcsak 
kialtozta, de cselekedte is, innen van, hogy az iskolai tonust s az 
alfoldi provincializmust levetkezni nem igyekezett [... ] Burg§£iek 
szertelen kovetese, s a rossz uton vezettetett popularitas maniaja 
soha sem engedte otet azon utra lepni, melyen Baroczy es Dayka
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koszorut szedtenek s melyen ind̂ llvan el a nemeteknel Wieland es 
Matthison a legbajolobb szepsegu nyelv birtokaba jutottanak.35

At this stage in Kolcsey’s career we still find little of the

fervent patriotism we shall meet in his later prose (Mohacs 1826,

Nemzeti hagyomanyok 1826, Magyar Jatekszin 1827) and poetry

(Himnusz 1823, Zrinyi dala 1830, Zrlnyi masodik eneke 1838).

Kolcsey is still a fundamentally cosmopolitan writer, as is

suggested by his letter to Szemere of 14 November 1813:

Ha lelkemnek, minekelotte Hadeszbol felvezettetven ide
plantajtatott, valasztas lett volna engedve, bizonyosan nem
valasztottam a hont, melyben sziilettem [...]36

or by the following retrospective statement from his 

autobiographical letter of 1833:

Volt ido (iskolai palyam vege s juratussagom), midon
cozmopolitismus fogott koriil, s ez idoben a magyar hazan nem fuggek 
melegen.37

The beginnings of a coherent change in Kolcsey’s attitudes and 

priorities can be observed by the end of the decade. A most 

articulate account of the nature of this change is given by Kolcsey 

himself in his autobiographical letter:

1818-1823. Kolcsen es Cseken igen-igen keveset dolgoztam; de dalaim 
alakja akkor fejlett ki [...] ha sotet kepeim engedtek, a paraszt 
dal tonjat talalgatam. Nehezebb studiumon egesz eletemben nem vala. 
A sentimental-lyrisch iinnepelyes hangjarol a sokszor elkeseredett 
lelket szeszelyesen devaj es meg is meleg, es meg is nemes hangra 
vinni altal, nehez thema volt. Felvettem valami rimrol rimre, s 
targyrol targyra ugralo paraszt dalt s annak formajara csinaltam 
elobb a legmindennapibb, keresetlen por kitetelekkel dalt s azutan 
ugy nemesitem meg egyik sort a masik utan. Igy tamadt a Hervadsz, 
hervadsz szerelem rozsa.ja, mely evekig emlekezetemben elt; igy az 
U1 tern csolnakomban, melyen talan meg most is latszik, hogy valaha 
fonokaba illo nyelven volt irva.38

1818 is, of course, a highly significant year from which to date 

such a transition. It was in 1818 that Kultsar coined the term 

"nep-dal" to provide a uniform (and Hungarian) terminological focus
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for the nation’s growing interest in its own folk poetry and 

traditions, and it was in that year that Kultsar also published his 

third and most coherently argued call for the collection of 

Hungarian folk poetry which in so many ways anticipates both the 

arguments and the idiom of Kolcsey’s Nemzeti hagyomanyok.

Those poems Kolcsey wrote in the years 1818-21 on the basis of 

his attempt to reproduce the tone of "peasant songs" by no means 

effect a break with the sentimental content of his earlier poetry. 

This is particularly true of the two texts to which he refers in 

his autobiographical letter, as can be seen from their closing 

stanzas:

Ulok csolnakomban 
Habzo vizen,
Hallok zugni darvat 
Roptebe fenn;
Ropulj, egi vandor,
Fold s viz felett,
Sorsom, ah, nem adta 
Szallnom veled!

(Csolnakon)3^

Hervadsz, hervadsz 
Szerelem rozsaja!
Nem kell nekem 
Remeny violaja;
Ujjaim csak 
Nefelejcset szednek 
Bus estvejen 
Bus emlekezetnek.

(Hervadsz, hervadsz... y ®

According to Janos Horvath, Kolcsey "nem tartozik a nepi dal 

tartalmat utanzo mukoltok koze, hanem elseje azoknak, kik mukoltoi 

egyeniseguk megtagadasa nelkiil a naiv dal mufaji esztetikumat 

akartak elsajatitani a nepi dalokbol."^ While it is important to 

stress the coexistence of individual sentiment and naive (popular, 

communal) form in Kolcsey’s folk-inspired poetry, we would be
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mistaken to conclude with Horvath that Kolcsey's interest in folk 

culture is informed exclusively by aesthetic considerations. To 

fully appreciate the change in Kolcsey's position concerning the 

value of the "national traditions" preserved in the culture of the 

"common people" (nep), it is necessary to interpret this 

development in the political context of an aspiration that was to 

constitute the key objective of the Hungarian Age of Reform: the 

transformation of the feudal natio Hungarica into a modern nation 

state. For this was seen to involve an extension of the limited 

18th century concept of the political nation to include, and 

represent the interests of, all social classes, including the 

peasantry which accounted for four fifths of the population.

The politicization of the Hungarian nobility, which had begun 

with the resistance to the reforms of Joseph II - but had been 

retarded by the reaction to the French Revolution, the Martinovics 

trials, the re-intensification of censorship and the superficial 

unity of interests brought about by the Napoleonic wars - began to 

gather new momentum after 1818. The war had sustained an artificial 

demand for Hungarian produce, concealing the backwardness of 

Hungary's feudal agricultural system and making the shock of modem 

competition after the war - in particular with the cheap American 

grain which flooded the market - all the more severe. The fact that 

Vienna continued to treat Hungary as little more than a subject 

province only added to the growing awareness of the need for social 

and political reform. At the beginning of the 1820s, Francis I 

reimposed the war tax and ordered new recruits to assist in
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crushing uprisings in Italy without the consent of the Hungarian 

Diet. The fact that he insisted upon the payment of this tax in 

silver rather than paper money, without taking into consideration 

the devaluation of the currency in 1811, effectively increased the 

tax by 250%. Between 1822 and 1823, resistance to the new tax 

spread rapidly across the Hungarian counties and although it was 

eventually crushed by force, its intensity led to the reconvention 

of the Diet in 1825 - for the first time in 13 years.

In 1823, at the height of the noble resistance, Kblcsey wrote

two poems, Zsamok and Himnusz, which testify to his own growing

political commitment. In the same year, his desire to play a more

active part in public life received further impetus from the

discussion of plans to introduce a new literary periodical with
/ 9Szemere entitled, significantly, Elet es „ The journal was

launched in 1826 - one year after the opening of the Diet from 

which the inception of the Age of Reform is conventionally dated - 

and it was here that Kolcsey published his first major cultural 

historical and political statements, Mohacs and Nemzeti 

hagyomanyok. In Mohacs, Kolcsey already promotes a progressive and 

inclusive concept of the nation based on an idea of a common 

cultural identity which extends beyond the boundaries of private 

property and social class:

Es mi a haza egyeb, osszvetartozo nagy haznep egesznel? Minden ily
nagy haznepet sajat nyelv, sajat szokasok, sajat osek, sajat
hagyomany, sajat jo es balszerencse kotnek egyiive, s valasztanak el 
egymastol [...] Mi kot most titeket, mint egesz neptomeget egyiive? 
[...] Mi mas lenne az, ha oseitek s egesz hazatok orom es bu
napjait Duna es Tisza partjain, palotakban es kurawokban egyforman 
iilnetek! mert ime, hoi a palotak uranak ose gyozott', vagy halt, ott 
gyozott es halt a kunyhok lakojanak ose is. Ily einlekezetnek
egyetemi joga van minden szivhez. Rang es birtok egyesek sajata: a 
nemzet es haza neveben mindenki osztozik.42
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Here, Kolcsey completely rejects his earlier cosmopolitanism:

Isten egy szivnek egy kebelt teremte; igy egy embemek egy hazat 
[...] Egesz vilagert, egesz emberisegert halni: azt isten tehete; 
ember meghal haznepeert, ember meghal hazajaert: halando sziv 
tobbet meg nem bir.43

In Magyar jatekszln, written in the following year, Kolcsey is even 

prepared to argue that the imitation of foreign fashions and styles 

leads to the moral ruin of the nation:

Itt [...] es egyedul csak itt, e kiilfoldiseg vadaszasaban, fakad 
romlasunk forrasa! Soha meg egy nemzet sem romlott el, mely hazaja 
erkolcseit es szokasait hiven megorzotte.44

As Kolcsey’s political commitment intensifies and his

involvement in public life becomes more practical and direct, his

new, liberal concept of the nation becomes more explicit. In 1829

he is chosen as a representative for Szatmar County and in 1832-3

attends the Diet in Pozsony. In his extensive diary account of the

debates and proceedings of the Diet (Orszaggyulesi naplo, written

largely from memory back on his estate in Cseke in August 1833), he

argues that the task of the true Hungarian patriot is to ensure:

hogy az adozo nep nagy tomege egyszer mar a polgari alkotmanyba 
belepjen; s ezaltal az alkotmany hetszazezer puhasag es szegenyseg 
altal elaljasodott lelek helyett, tiz millio felemelkedhetot 
nyerjen [...]45

Kolcsey’s liberal projection of national unity, argued in 

directly political terms in 1833, finds its most articulate and 

influential cultural expression in what is undoubtedly his most 

significant contribution to the discursive prose of the Age of 

Reform, Nemzeti hagyomanyok, published in Elet es Literatura in 

1826. Ironically, there is nothing very original about most of 

Kolcsey’s arguments in this essay, and it is primarily as a 

remarkably comprehensive, coherent and eloquent work of synthesis
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that the text is of lasting importance.

The essay’s opening claim that ages in the development of 

nations correspond to those in the lives of individuals - infancy, 

youth, adulthood and old age - had already been popularised by 

Herder’s Fragmente. The same is also true of Kolcsey’s subsequent 

claims that "A nemzeti hoskor hagyja maga utan a nemzeti 

hagyomanyt " and that:

Ahol osi hagyomany vagy eppen nincsen, vagy igen keskeny hatarokban 
all, ott nemzeti poezis sem szarmazhatik; az ott sziiletendo enekes

, / . / . . . - 1 * .  ' n  ^ # . . i ' l l  . ' \ 1 ' , /, r. ̂  ,

Equally Herderian is Kolcsey’s repeated oppositon of Hellenic 

(organic, natural) culture to Roman (imitative, artificial) 

culture. To cite only one example:

midon a pacuviusi kotumusban Heraklesek, Thyestesek, Agamemnonok, 
s tobb gorog es mindeg csak gorog, sohasem romai hosek jelentek 
meg; midon a Plautusok es Terentiusok a Tiberis partjain gorog 
neveket hangoztattak, s gorog haznepi szcenakat terjesztettek elo: 
nem nyilvan mutatja-e ez, hogy a romai poezis sajat honaban felig 
idegen volt? S ez az oka, hogy az oly erot es viragzatot, es koz 
kiterjedest nem is nyerhetett, mint a gorog enek nyert honaban.47

More interesting is the way in which Kolcsey draws upon the 

Herder of the Ideen (rather than the Herder of the earlier and 

substantially different Von ahnlichkeit der mittlenen englische und 

deutsche Dichtkunst, 1777) in his attempt to argue that the spread 

of Christianity in the Middle Ages deprived the literatures of 

Europe of their national character. Again the contrast is with the 

national specificity of Hellenic culture:

Ha a regi es uj poezis kiilonbsegerol van szo, azt sem kell 
elfeledniink, hogy az uj Europa koltoje a maga nemzetevel nem all a 
goroggel egyforma joltevo osszefiiggesben. Keresztyen vallas es 
europai tudomanyos kultura egyenloen kosmopolitismusra torekednek. 
Innen van, hogy az a kirekeszto, sajat centruma koriil forgo, de

el, vagy kulfadi poezis vila^anal fog faklyat g3aijtani; s hangjai 
orokre idegenek lesznek hazajaban.46 
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egyszersmind lelket emelo nemzetiseg, mely a hellennek tulajdona 
volt, Europaban nem talaltatik.48

Throughout the essay, the notion of European identity is seen as 

detrimental to the emergence of a distinctive Hungarian national 

character and culture:

Keresztyenyseg, politika es tudomany sokkepen kozelitettek 
magyarinkat europai szomszedaikhoz; sajat statusalkotvany, nyelv, 
szokasok es kolcsonos idegenkedes sokkepen visszavontak tolok. Igy 
tortent, hogy sok europai szint vettek fel,s egyszersmind sok nem- 
europait megtartottak; de ez utolsok csak felszazad elott is sokkal 
szembetunobbek voltak, mint most; s mennel inkabb enyeszetere 
hajlanak, annal nagyobb fajdaloramal erezziik, ho^y nines ironk, aki 
oseinket az o egyszeru, eredeti nagysagokban eloallitotta volna.49

Even in the heroic age of Janos Hunyadi (1407-56), when national

tradtions had every reason to develop, the opportunity was

regrettably neglected: ’’Fajdalom, mi mar akkor idegen befolyasnak

nagy keszseggel adtunk helyet."^^ Hunyadi's second son, Matyas

(Matthias Corvinus, who ruled Hungary from 1458 until 1490) is also

censured in this schema:

Matyas valoban kiralyi partfogast adott a tudomanyoknak, de 
tudosainak, nag3n:eszent kiilfoldi seregeben meg a hazafiak is 
elfeledtek a nemzetisegre vetni tekinteteiket [. •. ] Matyas kemenyen 
bant a nemzettel, mely otet tomlocebol emelte tronusra [...]51

Here we can identify another German influence on Kolcsey's train 

of thought: that of Friedrich Schlegel's Geschichte der alten und 

neuen Literatur (1815) on which most of Kolcsey's literary 

historical arguments appear to be based. Part of Schlegel's own 

brief section on the development of Hungarian literature seems to

Matthias Corvinus:

Wahrscheinlich ist diese ganze alte Poesie vorzuglich erst unter 
Matthias Corvin untergegangen, der seine Ungam mit einem Male ganz 
lateinisch und italianisch umwandeln wollte, woniber den die

provide the direct source comments on the reign of



Landessprache, wie naturlich, vemachlassigt ward, und die alten 
Sagen und Lieder in Vergessenheit gerieten.52

As the champion of the new "universelpoesie" of Romanticism, 

however, Schlegel's attitude to national character in literature is 

inevitably more qualified than Kolcsey's. In his treatment of 

Spanish literature in the following chapter of the Geschichte, 

Schlegel makes it quite clear that he is "iibrigens weit entfemt, 

jenen nationalen Geschichtspunkt fur den einzigen zu halten, aus
COdem der welthistorische Wert einer Literatur zu beurteilen ist. 

Furthermore, if Schlegel seems to share Kolcsey's misgivings about 

the loss of national specificity in various European literatures 

during the Middle Ages, he would not have identified with the 

conclusions drawn from this by the Hungarian writer with regard to 

the modem age. Insofar as his national traditions have been 

destroyed, Kolcsey argues, the modern poet is forced to create his 

own mythology out of "nothing". Kolcsey treats this new (Romantic) 

poetry with no less disdain than the Christian cosmopolitanism of 

the Middle Ages:

az eletet magasitani, s az emberiseg hatarit kiterjeszteni akaro 
kolto bizonyos mitologianak nemleteben egy csudalatos formakbol 
alkotott tundervilag fele csapongott; s igy tiinderezes, ritterseg 
es szerelem vallasi buzgosaggal es koznepi babonaval elvê yiilve 
rendkiviilvalo, bizarr vilagitasban tuntettek fel a romantikat, mi 
az europai poezisre meg akkor sem szunt meg fo behatassal munkalni? 
mikor a gorog es romai muvek uj eletre hozatvan, kovetes targyaiva 
tetettek.54

The most important argument of Nemzeti hagyomanyok - that "a 

valo nemzeti poesis eredeti szikrajat a koznepi dalokban kell 

nyomozni"-^ - is, of course, no less original than any of the other 

claims we have been considering so far. It finds precedents not 

only in the work of such German writers as Herder, Gorres, Amim,



Brentano and the Grimm brothers, but also, as we have seen, in the 

editorial statements of Kultsar between 1811 and 1818. Indeed it 

even suggests a certain continuity (and reconciliation) with the 

claim Kolcsey had attributed to Foldi in his Csokonai essay - and 

had rejected in 1815 - that: "A koznepe az igaz magyarsag, az 

idegennel nem egyvelg^s magyarsag.”

Kolcsey’s idea of national poetry is not, however, based in the 

mere imitation or reproduction of the idiom of folk poetry, for he 

finds much that is ’’vulgar”, ’’tasteless” and indeed "laughable” in 

the songs of the common people.^ The task is rather to raise or 

ennoble the "popular” to the level of the "national". Here Kolcsey 

draws upon the example of the Greeks and the Celts (clearly with 

Homer and Ossian in mind) as peoples who:

az egyiigyii enek hangjat idorol idore megnemesitik, az enekes 
magasabb reptet vesz, s honanak ^torteneteit nevekedo fenyben 
terjeszti elo. Az enek lepcsonkent hago ereje lassankent vonja maga 
utan az egykoruakat, s mindeg a nemzetiseg koreben szallongvan, 
allandoul ismeros marad nekiek, mig vegre a bordalbol egy selmai 
enek vagy eppen egy Ilias tunik fel.57

This approach not only suggests a continuity with Kolcsey’s own 

poetic practice in the years 1818-23 (as described in his 

autobiographical letter of 1833), but also anticipates the 

"transitional” populism of Bajza and Arany in which the 

assimilation of folk poetry is represented as no more than a step 

towards an authentic national poetry rather than, as it was to be 

for Petofi, the very form of national poetry itself.

The most original aspect of Kolcsey’s essay - his assessment of 

late 18th century Hungarian poetry - was also the least 

influential. It is based on an attempt to reconcile the sentimental
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with the national (native-naive): "a magyar karakteri

szentimentalizmus [... ] fo vonasat [... ] hazajatol es nemzeti 

fekvesetol kolcsonozi."^® Of all late 18th century Hungarian poets, 

it is only Anyos whose poetry points the way towards - without 

itself entirely achieving - the fusion of sentimental and naive 

elements Kolcsey sees as the essential ingredients of an 

authentically Hungarian national poetry:
* s 0Azon komak gyermekei koztil bizonyosan Anyos az, ki leginkabb sajat 

tiizeben latszik olvadni, s kinek erzese a nemzetiseggel s 
fantaziaja a hon kepeivel leginkabb rokon. Soraibol egy szeliden 
bus, s a hazahoz heviilettel vonzodo leleknek harmoniaja hangzik 
felenk; enekbe omlo szentimentalizmusat a honszellem erzelmei altal 
vezetij s a lenyugvo napban a haza lebeg, mint a szeretonek kedvelt 
lyanykaja, szemei elott [...]59

For those writers of the following decades who drew much of their 

inspiration from Kolcsey’s Nemze t i hagyomanyok, however, the

sentimental example of Anyos was already seen as something of an
, •anachronism. Erdelyi makes no mention of Anyos at all in his wide-

ranging literary historical essays, and Arany only makes one 

passing reference to his poetry in his outline for an essay on A 

magyar nepdal az irodalomban, and even this is based on a point 

Arany makes in his teaching notes on the history of Hungarian 

literature: "Egy par dalaban a nepi schemat is sukerrel

alkalmaz ta.

It is above all Kolcsey’s negative attitude to foreign 

influences and his consolidation of a range of earlier ideas on the 

importance of folk poetry in the creation of a national literature 

which were to secure the most lasting influence in Hungarian 

literary history. Both ideas resurface in the work of Erdelyi, the 

next important theorist of Hungarian folk culture in the first half
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of the 19th century.

Before turning our attention to Erdelyi and the radical populism 

of the 1840s, however, we should consider the attitudes of the 

Aurora circle to folk poetry in the late 1820s and 30s. Karoly 

Kisfaludy’s publication of 25 original "folksongs" in a single 

issue of Aurora (1829; followed by a further eight folksongs in the 

1830 number) represented an event in many ways more directly 

significant and influential than the appearance of Kolcsey’s 

Nemzeti hagyomanyok three years before. With the relative demise of 

Kazinczy's influence by the beginning of the 1820s, Karoly 

Kisfaludy (the younger brother of the author of Himfy and the 

Regek) began to emerge as the unchallenged leader and idol of a new 

generation of Hungarian writers. By 1823, Kazinczy and most of his 

followers - including Pal Szemere, Istvan Horvat, and even the one

time disciple Kolcsey - had broken with Kisfauldy’s Aurora. In the 

same year, works by the seventeen year old Ferenc Toldy and the 

eighteen year old Jozsef Bajza began to appear in the almanach, 

with texts by two twenty year olds, Vorosmarty and Czuczor, 

appearing the following year. This new generation of Hungarian 

writers, who, after a remarkably short "apprenticeship", would 

themselves take the helm of the national literature in the 

following decade, professed enormous admiration and respect for 

Kisfaludy. Thus, when the master himself published 25 of his own 

"folksongs" in the forum of the new literary vanguard, the gesture 

was seen as an authoritative stamp of approval on the growing 

literary interest in folk culture promoted by the likes of Kultsar 

and Kolcsey over the past two decades. Reviewing the volume of
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Aurora in question (Vol. VIII, 1829) in Tudomanyos Gyujtemeny,

Toldy responded to Kisfaludy’s folksongs with great enthusiasm:

"Kisfaludy Karoly ismet uj oldalat lattatja protheuszi
tehetsegeinek a1 huszonot nepdalban."^ He goes on to describe the

challenge represented by these folksongs as follows:

A’ feladas igy abban all̂  af nep’̂ gondolkozasa' ’s erzese1 
logikajat, kepzelete’ modjat, az eleadasban annak tonusat, af 
nyelvben annak fordulatit, kedvenc szavait, szolasait, a’ rimben 
azt a’ naiv gondolatlansagot: mind osszeveve ugy adni, hogy a’ miv 
a* nep kebleben tamadtnak tessek.62

While later critics - from Gusztav Szontagh onwards - would dispute 

the appositeness of these words as a description of most of 

Kisfaludy’s own poems in the popular genre, it is undeniably true 

that Kisfaludy made a major contribution to the introduction of a 

configuration of popular forms, metres, expressions, and themes 

into the mainstream of Hungarian verse, the effects of which can be 

identified throughout the poetry of Pet^fi.

The character and implications of this configuration can best be 

illustrated through a comparison of one of Kisfaludy’s folksongs 

with an example of his "art" poetry. The following two poems, Vedd 

sarlodat... (1828) and Alkonyi dal (1827), are among the most

appropriate for such a comparison in that both represent the same 

period in Kisfaludy's development and both are lovesongs in which 

the poet addresses or entreats his beloved directly in the first 

person. Their diction and modes of signification are, however, 

quite different:

Vedd Sarlodat...

Vedd sarlodat, edes kincsem,
Aratni jer most envelem,
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Temelletted, edes rozsam,
Mind jar t jobban megy a munkam.

Danolj, rozsam! A notaban 
Mint sziviinkben, szerelem van,
Szep is a dal ha szerelmes,
Bus legyen bar, megis kedves.

Kosd be fejed a kendovel,
De szep oread ne takard el, 
Viragoskert az ennekem,
Oromimet onnan szedem.

Nagyon siit a nap delfele,
Pihenj le a kereszt melle,
Dulj szuromre, edes rozsam!
Enni majd hoz edes anyam.
/ 4En addig a kutra megyek,
Hogy friss vizzel enyhitselek,
Ha csokot adsz erte, rozsam, 
Harommal megkoszoni szam.

Aratgassunk aztan megint,
Mig az este alomra int:
^d az isten igy^kenyeret,
Igy veszlek el en tegedet. ^

Alkonyi dal

Im kedvesem edes! kek he^yeken tul 
A nap remego sugara leszall,
Es tiszta gyepagyon lagy pihenesre 
Oily biztosan int a berki homaly.

Ott gyenge fuvalmak jatszva susognak, 
S hu parja koriil a fiilmile zeng 
Es illatozonben zold koszorukkal 
A boldog aranykor kepe dereng.

Ott messze irigylo vizsga szemektol 
A foldi szokas rab feke szakad,
Csak a szerelemnek egi hatalma 
Vesz kenyeket es uj kenybe ragad.

S mint parti viraggal vig olelesben 
A feldagado hab habbal vegyiil,
U^y kejledez eletiink egybeomolve,
Mig a gyonybruseg melyibe dul.

S mint a fuzes ingo lombjai altal 
A holdnak ez'ust viraga ragyog: 
Atel^esules szep alma felettunk 
Meg bajos alakban lengeni fog.
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Jer, kedvesem edes! A tavasz illan,
S a fulmile nyajas zengzete mil,
Majd eji lehelten a komor osznek 
A csermelye fagy, a rozsa lehull.

Mig bator eroben kerkedik a let,
Es a liget emyos rejteket ad,
Most eljuk az eltet: hervad is az bar,
A multnak azert emleke marad.

Nezd a magas egnek csillagirasat,
Melly erzeni es szeretni tanit!
0 hadd szemeidben visszaragyogni,
Mit lelkem epedve s egve gyanit.64

The comparative simplicity of Vedd sarlodat..., which constitutes

the most obvious difference between the two poems, derives above

all fom its use of repetition and lack of adjectival detail. Of the

poem’s ten adjectives, three are repetitions (there are three

instances of "edes” and two of ’’szep"), while of the thirty-one

adjectives of Alkonyi dal, only one (again "edes") is repeated. The

adjectival complexity of the latter poem foregrounds the operative

presence of the poetic voice and with it the (literary) activity of

representation or evocation. This emphasis is corroborated by the

poet’s use of highly personal compound images, neologisms and the

products of the Hungarian language renewal of the turn of the

century ("gyepagy", "illatozon", "kejledez", "zengzet",

"csillagiras"). The lexis of Vedd sarlodat..., on the other hand,

is devoid of these elements, and its images ("edes kincsem", "edes

rozsam" etc.) function not as individual evocations of a specific

reality as articulated through the personal vision of the poet, but

as a set of already given, conventional and - most importantly -

communal terms of reference. Indeed the term "edes" in phrases like

"edes kincsem" and "edes rozsam" is (like the repeated "kincsem
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edes" in Alkonyi dal) actually no more adjectival than the "edes" 

in "edes anyam" in stanza four. It does not so much describe its 

referent as locate and identify the speaking subject within a given 

mode of (popular) discourse. Read as metaphors, the terms 

"kincsem", "rozsam" (representing the poet’s sweetheart) and 

"viragos kert" (representing the sweetheart's face) - which 

constitute the only metaphors in the poem - require little active 

interpretation on the part of the reader in that their tenors are 

already fully familiar to the competence they address. In this way 

too, they confirm the terms of a discursive agreement between text 

and reader by iterating the key items of a common code, rather than 

presenting the reader with an individual expression of an 

experience, emotion or scene which in some way challenges or 

extends the terms of his own previous perception.

Metaphorical relationships in Alkonyi dal are, of course, far 

more complex and make greater interpretive demands on the reader. 

Here, most of Kisfaludy’s natural images suggest a further level of 

signification beyond their immediate objects of reference. Thus, 

for example, the soft and playfully whispering breezes, the 

nightingale singing to its faithful mate, and the joyful embrace of 

the flowers on the riverbank all serve as metaphors for the poet’s 

desire. The unmistakably erotic nature of this desire is also 

evoked, if more discreetly, at one further stage of metaphorical 

remove, through the imagery of rising flood and effluence: 

"illatozon", "A feldagado hab habbal vegyiil", "egybe bmolve". Thus 

the first four stanzas of the poem - from the "gyepagy" of stanza 

one to the more explicitly carnal connotations it receives from the
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terms "kejledez", "bmolve" and "a gyonyoruseg melyibe" in stanza 

four - read as a metaphor for the consummation desired by the poet 

- which his soul "epedve s egve gyanit" - with the tranquil, 

reposeful atmosphere ("ingo", "lengeni") and direct reference to 

"teljesiiles" of stanza five suggesting the projected peace which 

follows. In the sixth stanza - the diction and argument of which 

perhaps quite consciously recalls Berzsenyi1s A kozelfto tel - the 

poet goes on to elevate his depiction of the scene to a higher 

level of conceptual generality and abstraction with Spring and 

Autumn serving as metaphors not only for desire and fruition, but 

also for the essential ephemerality of human life, whose laws are 

reflected throughout nature and, in the closing stanza, in the 

astral hieroglyphics of the heavens themselves.

The range of codes and competences thus appealed to in Alkonyi

dal is, not surprisingly, far wider than that of Vedd sarlodat....

Apart from its pretensions as an erotic poem, Alkonyi dal also

incorporates elements of pastoral, moral and social criticism

(references to "irigylo vizsga szemek" and "A foldi szokas rab

feke"), philosophical abstraction (the concept of mutability),

elevated poetic diction (the poem’s classical metre and use of 
/

terms like "Im" and "Jer") and inter textuality (the direct 

suggestion of Berzsenyi). The full meaning of the poem cannot be 

merely abstracted from its immediate referents in the world which 

lies beyond it, but is sustained in its internal organisation of 

distinctly literary devices and strategies.

The differences we have been outlining between the two poems can 

perhaps be exposed most emphatically by appealing to the terms and
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logic of Roman Jakobsonfs well-known conception of the six 

"factors" and "functions" which constitute any given speech act.^ 

Thus, in Alkonyi dal, it is not the context of the speech act which 

is foregrounded - the external objects or situations to which the 

poem "refers" - but the complex inner structure of the message 

itself. The "function" of the poem is therefore, in Jakobson's 

schema, not referential, but poetic (or "aesthetic"). While the 

function of Vedd sarlodat... is hardly more directly referential 

than that of Alkonyi dal, the dominant factor in its communication 

is not the "message" - that is to say, our attention is not 

focussed on relations of imagery and metaphor, discursive strategy 

and device - but the code. To understand the speech act of Vedd 

sarlodat - for example, the signification of terms like "kincsem" 

and "rozsam", or even the particular importance attributable to 

items like "nota", "kendo", "viragos kert", "szur" and "kut" - we 

must not above all interpret the individual logic of the message, 

but rather recognise the collective code it represents. Thus, in 

Jakobson’s terms, the function of Kisfaludy’s folksong is not 

ultimately poetic or aesthetic, but "metalingual": the confirmation 

of a code common to addresser and addressee.

It is not, of course, necessary to accept Jakobson’s theory of 

poetics and his somewhat onesidedly immanent definition of the 

"poetic" - which seems oblivious to the equally crucial question of 

reception in literary theory - to appreciate the suggestiveness of 

his schema in the context of our attempt to identify the specific 

character and function of the Hungarian literary folksong. For what 

the "populist" writers of the Age of Reform sought in this genre -
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and what Kisfaludy’s folksongs so effectively provided - was 

precisely a collective poetic code which could cross and extend 

beyond all previous boundaries of cultivation and social class in 

the name of a common and inclusive national poetry. This is not to 

suggest that folk poetry is somehow inherently less "poetic" or 

"literary" than art poetry, but that, in the late 1820s and 30s 

(and for several decades thereafter), the literary identification 

with folk culture answered above all to the ideological needs of 

the liberal Hungarian literati to develop a national poetic 

discourse based on a shared, closed and immediately recognisable 

system of values, images and stylistic norms. The incorporation 

into the national poetry of folk expressions like - to quote the 

extensive list of the essential ingredients of popular discourse as 

summarised by Horvath in his A magyar irodalmi nepiesseg Faluditol 

Petofiig:

Rozsam, violam, kincsem, galambom [...] bama hajad, szep oread, 
bogarszem, bama legeny, nyalka legeny, piros leany; a hajnal, a 
rozsa, a tejben uszo rozsa, a gyongyvirag, a liliomszal, a 
buzavirag, a viola, a holloszamy, a kokeny, a gyongybefoglalas, a 
patak, a daru, a hattyu, a gyonge szello, a fiilemile, a pacsirta, a 
csillagok [...] a Tisza, a Duna, a Bakony, - nyaj, furulya, szur, 
bunda, bokretas kalap, pejcsiko, kasza, sarlo, fejkoto, rokka 
[... ] 66
was not considered valuable in that such terms are in any way 

intrinsically more "beautiful" than Kisfaludy's more 

individualistic compounds and neologisms, but because they provided 

the foundations of a common (national) cultural identity which was 

to find its highest and most accomplished expression in the 

popular-national poetry of Petofi and Arany.
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The character of Aurora1 s literary populism changed little after 

Kisfaludy’s death in 1832 when the editorship of the almanach was 

left in the competent hands of Bajza. Considering the fact that the 

latter1 s conception of the role and importance of folk poetry 

differed substantially from that of Kisfaludy and Toldy, this 

continuity is at first sight somewhat surprising. The key to 

Bajza’s position lies in his early intellectual and temperamental 

formation which has much in common with that of Kolcsey. That his 

literary taste and aspirations are informed by a similar 

sentimentalism is already clear from an early letter to Toldy of 

September 18 1822:

Koltoi szellemem, a csekely, melyet a termeszettol nyerek, #igen 
hajlik a szubjektivitasra: s ezt bizonyolja az is, hogy spheramban 
tetszem lenni magamnak midon Daykanak Esdekleset es Titkos bujat, 
Szemerenek Bnlekezetet, Titkos videket oIvasonTTT.. ] 67

This statement is bor^ out by Bajzas own poetry in the 1820s. One

example will suffice to illustrate the same sentimental

configuration of lexis, idiom, theme and disposition we identified

in the poetry of Kolcsey of the previous decade:

Ti a messze lathataron 
Elvonulo fellegek!
Kik ream itt hervadora 
Vegbucsuval intetek,
Merre nyul boldog palyatok?
Tan van nektek is hazatok?
Ott a nyugti eg alatt,
Merre szamyatok halad?

Boldogok! bar engem egy szel 
Elfuvalna veletek 
E gyaszhonbol, hoi lekotve 
Tartanak bus vegzetek.
Tul a lathatatlan mezokon,
Zord pusztakon, szirttetokon,
A nyugot szep tajihoz,
Merre lelkem vagyadoz.

(Fellegekhez, 1825)^°



Like Kolcsey, the young Bajza is also influenced by the poetry of 

Matthisson and by the poets of the Gottingen H a i r i b u n d . ^  m s  taste 

in Hungarian literature is no less sentimental, as is illustrated 

by the literary evaluations and allegiances proposed in his 

"Wertheresque" epistolary novella, Ottilia (1832): while Dugonics

and Gvadanyi are treated with scorn, the work of Kazinczy, Kolcsey 

and above all Dayka is adduced with unqualified reverence.

Bajza’s sentimental formation has considerable bearing on his 

approach to folk culture. The folksong is to be associated with 

only one side of the familiar opposition betwen naive and 

sentimental, natural and artistic, poetry. Bajza’s "theory" of the 

"muveszi nepdal" (artistic folksong), as outlined in a letter to 

Toldy of July 31 1828, constitutes an attempt to transcend this 

opposition. Starting out from the conviction that the aim of art 

(the realisation of the "beautiful") does not directly correspond 

to the aims of nature, Bajza considers it the task of the artist to 

select and recombine the scattered ("elszort") beauties nature none 

the less provides. As folksongs are themselves products of nature 

("termeszet produktumai") rather than art, the artist’s approach to 

the folksong must be similarly selective. Art poetry must not 

imitate, but ennoble the poetry of nature:

Azt klvannam a nepdal-kolto muvesztol, hogy ne o ereszkedjek-le a 
nephez, hanem egy magasabb pontot talaljon s oda emelje magahoz a 
nepet. Va^y hogy vila^osban szoljak ne a kolto vetkezze-le a maga 
muveszseget, hogy a nepehez hasonlo legyen, hanem a nep szajaban 
tamadt dalt oltoztesse muveszi alakba, nemesitse meg muveszi 
gonddal.70
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It is significant that Bajza should see in "many of the songs of

Goethe" the realisation of his ideal of the "muveszi nepdal";^ it

was, after all in Goethe’s work that Schiller too saw the

possibility of a fusion of the sentimental with the naive. It is,

of course, for the same reason, that Bajza appeals to Kolcsey’s 

Hervadsz, hervadsz as the most effective illustration of his theory 

in the Hungarian poetry of his own day.

Bajza himself paid little attention to his concept of the 

"muveszi nepdal" in his own poetic practice. His two main 

statements on folk poetry are both to be found in letters to Toldy 

- one from 1826, the year in which Nemzeti hagyomanyok appeared, 

the other from 1828, as a response to three folksongs by Kisfaludy 

which Toldy had sent him in a letter of July 24 - and he never 

returned to the question at any length in his later critical 

essays. While his most important statement on the subject - the 

second letter to Toldy - does echo, in words attributed to Goethe, 

Kolcsey’s famous characterisation of the relationship between 

popular and national poetry ("minel elevenebb, minel 

termeszetszerubb a naiv koltes valamely nemzet poezisaban, annal 

szerencsesebben fognak kifejleni az utobb kovetkezo epochak"),^ 

this relationship does not continue to feature as an important part 

of Bajza’s conception of literature. Indeed, his most important 

essay on the Hungarian national character, Nemzetiseg es nyelv 

(1844), reads rather like a recapitulation of the central ideas of 

Kolcsey’s Nemzeti hagyomanyok with the references to popular poetry 

omitted. It is, therefore, quite probably because Bajza’s interest 

in folk poetry was - for all the ingeniousness of his theory -
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relatively superficial and shortlived that he did not attempt to 

impose his ideal of the "muveszi nepdal" on the practice of the 

Aurora poets.

If Bajza*s editorship did not bring about a change of direction 

in the literary populism of the almanach, the main source of 

continuity can be identified in the popular poetry of Gergely

Czuczor. Over the period of some fourteen years between the 

publication of Kisfaludy’s first twenty-five folksongs and the

appearance of Petofi, Czuczor was the most widely admired and 

prolific practitioner of this genre in Hungarian poetry. Between 

1830 and 1837 he published folksongs in every number of Aurora, 

amounting to a total of thirty-four poems. While an interest in 

popular poetry informs only one phase in the poetic development of 

Kolcsey, Kisfaludy and Bajza, it constitutes a major and enduringi
part of Czuczor*s oeuvre. By 1844, Toldy could write of Czuczor 

that: "a ’nepdal* koltemenyeiben majdnem utol^rhetetlen."

Czuczor*s folksongs, like many of Kisfaludy’s, are generally 

considered somewhat stilted and artificial today, and their

importance lies in their conscious adoption of the earlier poet’s

efforts towards the "naturalisation" of popular discourse in the 

national poetry. Czuczor*s project differs from that of his 

predecessors, however, in that his poems seek to address not only 

the restricted, cultivated and predominantly noble readership of an 

organ like Aurora, but also the common "people" themselves. Czuczor 

sets out to furnish the "folk" from which the form of the folksong 

is originally derived with "improved" or "ennobled" songs better 

suited to the expression of their true feelings:



Ideje mar egyszer, hogy a Senki Pal, Angyal Bandi, Zold Marci, 
Becskereki, Ciganylakodalom s tobb ilyfele igen aljas konyvecskenel 
valamivel csinosabb nepdalok is megforduljanak a jambor falusi 
ember kezei kdzott.74

Czuczor*s familiarity with these "aljas konyvecskek" is quite 

probably based in his own childhood experiences; as a child he had 

been made to work with his father’s farmhands in the fields during 

his school holidays. While he spent most of his adult life in the 

cultivated society of Pest, Czuczor’s interest in popular culture 

throughout his career reveals - albeit to a lesser extent than that 

of Erdelyi or Petofi - an awareness (and commitment to the 

improvement) of the real national conditions of the Hungarian 

peasantry which has not been generally recognised. Perhaps the best 

indication of Czuczor’s progressive, liberal orientation is a 

highly revealing, but today all but forgotten, article he wrote in 

1835 entitled Szellemi mozgas Angliaban, s annak haladasa, 

tekintettel mas europai nemzetekre. In his consideration of late 

18th and early 19th century English poetry, Czuczor singles out the 

work of Bums and Crabbe for particular praise. In his discussion 

of Bums, for example, he writes of how the "skot foldmivelo" 

contributed to the renewal of "English" poetry "csupa termeszeti 

fellengese altal egy gyongeded s mely erzelmu leleknek."^ Bums, 

he continues:

beerte awal, ha magat azon hajlandosagnak ada, mely a hajdani skot 
pomepet ihlete, mely oly gazdag a mezei kolteszetben, oly edes, 
mint az volgyeikben viragzo rekettye illata. Benne tobb az ero, 
mint amazokban, s kifakadobb az erzes. Gondolkodasa terjedtebb, 
heve tbmbttebb. A kozelgeto versenyges az also es felso rendek 
kozott akartan kivul meginditja s elfoglalja otet. Kebeleben forr 
valami azon lavabol, mely Rousseau-t elemeszte. Ezen szo: 
"szabadsag" nem harsant-e meg? Ejszak-Amerika nem razta-e le 
igajat? Nincsen-e itt a francia filozofia, mely felszablyazott 
karral a regi nemzeteket megrohanja es porba sujtja.76
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Then he turns his attention to "Egy szegeny pap, ki Londonba ment

valami hivatalt keresni, es ki egesz ifjusagat egy kisded hajlekban

toltdtte el, mezei visszaemlekezeseit koltemennye probalta

alakitani."^ The reference is to Crabbe, of whom he continues:

Nem neze o azokat, mint Bums, a szenvedelyek prizmajan, vagy pedig 
a vallasos es reszeglto lelkesedes sziirkiileten, mint Cowper, hanem 
minden idealis elegyftes nelkiil nyers valosagokban, kemeny, bus 
meztelensegokben. [...] Semmirekello gaznepek, koldusok, tolvajok 
es rablok, ciganyok^ halaszok, dugarusok es kisvarosiak, hazalok, 
tozserek, finom vonasaik, melyen erzett reszletessegeik es szorgos 
kidolgozasuk gyakran a hollandi oskola nagy mestereire 
emlekeztetnek.78

Finally, Czuczor directly relates the democratic aspirations of 

these poets to England’s political development in the 1830s, 

concluding that:

Most t'obbe nem a literatura, hanem foleg a politika uralkodik 
Angliaban. Minden a partok nagy es eroszakos moz^asanak, a nepsegi 
szenvedelyeknek es filozofiai ideaknak, az intezetekkel es regi 
szokasokkal kuszkodoknek van alaja vetve.79

It is significant that Erdelyi, who would also stress the direct 

relationship between literature and politics, and who favoured 

Czuczor above the other populists of the 1820s and 30s, is one of 

the few critics who does highlight the importance of the poet’s 

background in the formation of the national character of his 

poetry:

Czuczor, kozrendu sziilektol szarmazva, tbzsgyokeres magyar ver 
gyermeke, tanulasi palya utan is folytonos erintkezesben maradvan a 
magyar elettel, roppant nyelvi kincsre ton szert ez uton.80

It is on this basis that Erdelyi explains why Czuczor was chosen by

the Academy in 1844 to edit the first comprehensive dictionary of

the Hungarian language. Erdelyi also recognises that Czuczor was

not only popular with the educated readers of Aurora, but with the

"people" themselves: "Czuczor igen sok dala nem az ove tobbe, hanem
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a nepe, mely azokat lekapkodta ajkairol."®^ In summarising the 

significance of Czuczor as a writer of folksongs, Erdelyi appeals 

to a combination of the very qualities Czuczor had admired in Bums 

and Crabbe:

Senki sem tud naivabb es idyllibb lenni, mint o; de viszont a 
nyers, a kemeny marku mezeiseg sines elenkebben eloadva, mint 
altala. Innen van, hogy#<nepszeru dalai szinte eszmenyi taplalek; 
nepiinket igen megtisztelo, szereto lelek gyonged adomanyai [•••]82
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Chapter Six: The Triumph of Literary Populism: The 1840s

By the time Janos Erdelyi came to write his first highly 

influential statements on folk poetry in the 1840s, the cultural 

and political context of Hungarian literature was already quite 

different from that which had produced the literary populist theory 

of Nemzeti hagyomanyok and practice of Aurora. The incorporation of 

all social classes into the constitution which had been called for 

by Kolcsey in 1833 was accepted - if only in principle - by the 

Diet exactly ten years later, as was the concept - although again 

not the practice - of rendering the nobility eligible for taxation. 

The influence of Szechenyi, the leading light of political reform 

in the 1830s, had been eclipsed by the more radical and broadly 

based appeal ojiKossuth. Where Szechenyi's complex and often 

ponderous books on reform had sought to create a stratum of

cultivated, discriminating and politically conscious reformers - 

described by his term "a kimuvelt emberfo", whose number 

constituted for Szechenyi the most important of national statistics 

- Kossuth, as the editor of Hungary's first widely popular

political newspaper, would appeal to an addressee whose role

Szechenyi refused, as a matter of principle rather than

unawareness, to recognise at this stage: public opinion

(kozvelemeny). It was this last concept which formed one of the 

central targets of Szechenyifs book-length assault on Pesti Hirlap 

in general and on its editor in particular in the summer of 1841 

(Kelet nepe), leading to a major national debate from which Kossuth
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emerged triumphant.

The importance of public opinion in the 1840s is further

illustrated by the demise of the "quality" cultural periodicals

which had championed the cause of the national literature in the

1820s and 30s (such as the pioneering Tudomanyos Gyujtemeny which

ceased publication in 1843, Athenaeum which, at one point appearing

as frequently as three times a week, more than filled the gap left

by the abandoned Aurora from 1833 to 1843, and Hazai s Kulfoldi

Tudositasok whose life effectively came to an end in 1840 when it
$

was transformed into the very different Nemzeti Ujsag) and the 

simultaneous rise of the popular "modeblatter" (divatlapok). The
i f  * tmost radical of these was Eletkepek (originally Magyar Eletkepek)

which ran from 1843 to 1848. By 1845, the year in which it began to

appear on a regular weekly basis, it had developed a consciously

popular editorial profile: "Beszelni a kozvelemeny neveben, de

beszelni a kbzvelemenynek is."-*- By 1847, Petofi - who had first

contributed to the paper in 1845 - could see Eletkepek as the ideal

forum for the new representatives of literary populism and for the

radical political attitudes of the Fiatal Magyarorszag (Young

Hungary) group. As he wrote to Arany on August 17 1847:

En a nepkolteszet kepviseloit akartam egyesiteni; miert az 
Eletkepekben? Mert annak legtobb olvasoja van, mert ahhoz szegodtek 
a legjobb fejek, mert annak szerkesztoje egyik fo tagja a fiatal 
Magyarorszagnak [...]2

In the same year, the editor of Eletkepek1s literary critical 

section, Karoly Sukei, gave the following account of the paper's 

general aims:

Iranyunk kozpontja a nepszellem [... ] Latjuk a nepszellemet 
cselekvo eletre eledni; latjuk, hogy az akarate a kezdemenyezes, es
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ez akarat uj eget, uj foldet teremto ero hatalyaiak szimbolikaja 
nekiink - mitologiank.3

The effect of these developments on individual works of 

literature can be gauged quite effectively through a comparison of 

two highly influential and innovatory novels which in many respects 

epitomise the political perspectives of two very different decades. 

Thus Andras Fay’s A Belteky haz (1832), generally considered the 

first Hungarian social (or critical realist) novel of the Age of 

Reform and written very much under the influence of Szechenyi's 

Hi tel (1830), is based on an opposition between two generations in 

the contemporary history of the Hungarian nobility. The educated, 

progressive Gyula Belteky is unable to tolerate the conventionally 

apathetic and hedonistic life of the traditional Hungarian nobleman 

as personified by his father, and leaves his homeland to broaden 

his horizons - like Szechenyi himself - in the liberal, 

constitutional democracies of the West. Returning to Hungary after 

his mother’s death, he finds employment in the household of a 

squire named Uzay who, although an advocate of social and political 

reform, lacks the energy to put his progressive ideas into practice 

and withdraws from public life. At the end of the novel, Gyula 

marries Uzay's young widow and together they devote their lives to 

the improvement of the nation. The novel thus reads as a critique 

of the traditional values of the Hungarian nobility and as an 

appeal its younger generation to work towards the creation of a new 

Hungary. Fay’s conclusion may be summarised in the words with which 

Szechenyi had closed his Hitel two years before: "Sokan azt

gondoljak: Magyarorszag - volt; - en inkabb azt szeretem hinni:
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Iesz!"A

The emphasis of Jozsef Eotvos's A falu jegyzoje (1845) - the 

most significant Hungarian social novel of the following decade and 

probably also of the first half of the century as a whole - is 

considerably more radical. Here, for the first time in the history 

of the Hungarian novel, representatives of the peasantry are not 

only treated with immense sympathy, but are also afforded a central 

(and heroic) role in the plot. Of the novel's two positive moral 

heroes, one (Viola) is an honest peasant forced by penury and 

persecution to live the life of an outlaw, while the other 

(Tengelyi) is an equally honest representative of the lesser 

nobility who offers protection to Viola and his family. Both are 

represented as victims of Hungary's feudal political and legal 

system as the novel urges the radical reform of the nation's 

constitution and laws. In proposing A falu jegyzoje as 

characteristic of its decade, however, it is necessary to stress 

one point of qualification. Eotvos's political sympathies lay with 

the Centralist movement which took control of Pesti Hirlap after 

Kossuth's dismissal in 1844 and which - as can be seen from the 

dramatic decline of the paper's readership after that date - never 

gained the same popularity and support enjoyed by the former 

editor. Although Eotvos's concerns for the plight and rights of the 

common people were certainly shared by Kossuth, it would be 

misleading to suggest the same type of parallel between these two 

figures as that which we were able to draw in the case of Fay and 

Szechenyi. For A falu jegyzoje represents the most articulate 

literary expression of Eotvos's political centralism, condemning,
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as an obstacle to progress, the very county system which Kossuth 

continued to see as the bastion of national resistance against 

Vienna.

A new political awareness also began to make its presence felt 

in the Hungarian theatre in the 1840s. The year 1843 was to be of 

enormous significance in this respect. It saw, for example, the 

staging of Ignac Nagy’s intensely satirical representation of a 

provincial county election, Tisztujitas, which exercised an 

unmistakable influence not only on Eotvos's A falu jegyzoje, but 

also on Arany’s first literary "success", his satirical epic on the 

same theme, Az elveszett alkotmany (1845). The following year saw 

the publication - but not performance - of Karoly Obemyik's more 

politically radical drama on the injustices suffered by the 

Hungarian peasantry at the hands of the nobility, Four es por, 

which - like Nagy's Tisztujitas - won an award from the Hungarian 

Academy. One of the most important developments in the positive 

representation of folk culture on the Hungarian stage came with 

Jozsef Gaal's highly popular dramatisation of Gvadanyi's Egy falusi 

notarius budai utazasa, under the title A peleskei notarius, in 

1838. Gaal scored a particular success with contemporary Hungarian 

audiences - whose admiration for Gvadanyi came to rest almost 

exclusively on Gaal's somewhat diluted adaptation^ - by 

incorporating several folksongs into the text, together with lively 

scenes of outlaws singing and dancing on the Great Plain. It was 

again, however, in 1843 that the current director of the Hungarian 

National Theatre, Endre Bartay, both acknowledged and further 

contributed to the growing theatrical interest in the life and
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culture of the peasantry by anouncing a competition calling for:

Egy a nepeletbol meritett minden aljassagtol ment, po iran^u, 
latvanyos szinraure, mely altal a koznep is szinhazba edesgetven, 
izlese nemesbitesek [...]

The winning entry was Ferenc Ney's A kalandor, which saw only three 

performances before being dropped from the repertory and condemned 

to oblivion. More significant from a literary historical point of 

view was the play which won the second prize, Szbkott katona - with 

the subtitle "eredeti szinmu nepdalokkal, tanccal harom szakaszban" 

- by Ede Szigligeti, who would later coin the term nepszlnmu 

(Volksstiick) to describe his own work. The play was an enormous 

success and the genre remained highly popular until near the end of 

the century, with the Nepszinhaz (Folk Theatre) being founded in 

1875 to promote similar productions. John Palgrave Simpson, an 

English visitor to Hungary in the 1840s provides a good, if 

somewhat over-generous, description of Szigligeti's dramas and 

their reception in his Letters from the Danube published in London 

in 1847:

An actor of but moderate pretensions in his art, by name 
Szigligeti, has lately produced several pieces, written in a true 
national spirit, and acted with the greatest applause. Without 
pretending to the highest flights in dramatic literature, the 
lively, stirring, and exciting pieces of this imaginative author 
have the merit of containing scenes taken from daily life - 
pictures from the manners, customs, and romantic life of the lower 
classes, and illustrative, although in a less degree, of higher 
society.

Generally mixed up with an original plot of deep interest, these 
living pictures of Hungarian life - so bright with costume and 
scraps of those exquisite national melodies, and that simple 
national poetry, in which the outbursts of applause at the theatre 
constantly shew the deep national pride - have a colour, a 
vivacity, an originality, a stamp of truth, and a flow of humour 
and quaintness, which deserve high praise, as what the French call 
tableaux de genre.7
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The fact that one reviewer of Szokott katona (in the Regelo Pesti 

Divatlap) could claim that Szigligeti had deliberately included 

such "scraps" of "exquisite national melodies" and "simple national 

poetry" in order to be sure of a direct hit with his public itself 

bears eloquent testimony to the degree to which the literary 

preoccupation with folk culture had influenced national tastes by 

1843.

In addition to the promotion of these popular preoccupations on 

the stage, another indication of the growing institutionalisation 

of literary populism in the 1840s can be seen in the character of 

the literary competitions organised by the Kisfaludy Tarsasag - 

established in 1836, six years after the death of Karoly Kisfaludy, 

to promote the development of the national literature. It was, of 

course, for one such competition - calling for a narrative poem 

whose hero should be "valamely, a nep ajkain elo torteneti szemely" 

and in which both "forma es szellem nepies legyen" - that Arany
owrote his seminal folk epic Toldi in 1846. The results of an 

earlier competition of 1841, posing the question "Mit ertiink 

nemzetiseg es nepiesseg alatt a kolteszetben? S kiildnosen a magyar 

kolteszetre mennyi es milly befolyast gyakorlott a nemzeti es nepi 

elem?", have been less thoroughly researched by Hungarian literary 

historians.  ̂ Of the four texts which reached the judges by the 

closing date of November 20 1841, the prize was awarded - at first 

sight, perhaps, surprisingly - to a highly abstract and theoretical 

essay by Godofred Muller, which demonstrated a somewhat superficial 

knowledge of Hungarian literature based largely on Toldy1s two- 

volume anthology of 1827-8, Handbuch der Ungarischen Poesie,
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compiled in Muller’s native tongue, German. In fact, Muller’s text, 

which stresses the universal, rather than specifically national, 

characteristics of folk poetry ("elintezesbeni egyszeruseg, 

eloadasbeni vilagossag es kifejezesbeni konnyuseg")^ only won the 

approval of two of the three judges: Toldy himself, and Kazinczy’s 

former pupil, Pal Szemere. The third judge, Gusztav Szontagh, 

rejected Muller’s essay and his own critical statement, which 

appeared alongside the four entries in the third volume of the 

Kisfaludy Tarsasag Evlapjai for 1842, had much more in common with 

the more radically social and political emphases of two of the 

anonymous entries and with the spirit of the decade in general. 

Szontagh argued that:

A' nepnek ket ertelme van, melynek elseje szerint kiilon torzsokbol 
nepfajt, masodika szerint a' nemzet also osztalyat, a' koznepet 
jelenti. E’ ket ertelmet e’ jelen kerdesben egy fogaloiriba kell 
ossze kotniink.ll

In contrast to this corporate notion of the "people", the concept 

of nationality only represented the interests of a single layer of 

society:

A nemzetiseghez tehat a’ tarsasagi (socialis) elet' felsobb elemei 
tartoznak, hoi a’ nepesseg mint egesz, mint erkolcsi test jelenik 
meg.12

It was in the work of the Transylvanian collector of folk poetry, 

Janos Kriza (whose most important anthology, Vadrozsak, was 

completed before Erdelyi's Nepdalok es mondak, but Only published 

some fifteen years later in 1863), that Szontagh saw the reflection 

of his own political attitude to folk culture: "Krizat vegre a' 

democratiai allasponton talaljuk; o mar felszabadito 

nepevangeliumrol szol, hogy a’ szegeny magyar parasztgyereknek is
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legyen hazaja.”-̂

In the context of the present discussion, the most interesting 

of the four texts submitted to the Kisfaludy Tarsasag in 1841 is 

undoubtedly the anonymous essay which opens the sequence of the 

four entries in their published form of 1842. This essay directly 

challenges Kolcsey’s proposition of a Hungarian ’’sentimental 

character” as expounded in Nemzeti hagyomanyok and represented both 

in his sentimental poetry of the 1810s and in his lament for lost 

golden age of the national past in his patriotic lyrics of the 

1820s and 30s (Hymnus, Zrinyi dala, Zrinyi masodik eneke). 
According to the anonymous author of the competition essay, the 

tone of the Hungarian folksong:

nem szomoru, hanem epedo inkabb [...] Magyart simi, ha csak 
fajdalma nem oriasi, nem hallottam; akkor is sirasa mereg es bosszu 
hangja volt, nem ketsegbeesese.14

On the opposition of the barren present to a glorious past, the 

essay argues: ’’Nepiink jelenen eped: mert levert sorsat erzi. Eped 

meg a jovoert is, mert l^t erot magaban, mi ot kivivandja."^ From 

this the author is able to conclude that: ”a magyamak egy nagy 

jelleme: remeny a jovoben. In this he not only challenges the 

mentality which informs the great national lyrics of the Age of 

Reform (from, for example, Berzsenyi’s A magyarokhoz - "Romlasnak 

indult, hajdan eros magyar!” - through the poems of Kolcsey already 

mentioned to Vbrosmarty’s Szozat), but also anticipates the 

forward-looking perspective of Petofi’s A XIX. szazad koltoi, 

together with the latter poet’s attitude to the national past as 

expressed in his recommendation to Arany not to write poetry about



the nation’s historic kings and noblemen, however heroic they may 

have been.-^

One Hungarian literary historian has suggested that the author 

of this competition entry may have been Janos Erdelyi.-^ While 

there is little concrete evidence to support such a view, it can 

certainly be argued that Erdelyi adopts and develops several of the 

essay’s key themes and emphases, and that his approach to folk 

culture in the 1840s has more in common with the essay's political 

orientation than with the aesthetic idealism of a Miiller or a 

Bajza. In his essay on Vdrosmarty of 1845, Erdelyi writes quite 

explicitly about what he sees as the relationship of literature to 

politics:

Nemcsak azt merem allitani, hogy politikai reformurikat megelozven 
az irodalmi, tehat eszkozlotte is; hanem tobbet ennel: nevezetesen, 
hogy az eltevedt, vagy minden bizonynyal tevedezo politikat is az 
fogja kivezetni egyenesb utra, biztosabb palyara. Es ez eleg, 
megmutatni az irodalminak a politikai felett valo elsoseget. Soha 
se men junk peldaert mas nepekhez. Itt vagyunk mi. 19

The last two sentences of this statement are also central to 

Erdelyi's prescriptive characterisation of the national literature 

itself. Throughout his career, Erdelyi remained firmly opposed to 

the imitation of foreign literary styles and movements, and 

insisted, with Kolcsey, on the derivation of the national 

literature from Hungarian folk poetry. At the same time, however, 

we can identify throughout Erdelyi’s work an apparent tension 

between an emphasis on the nationally specific and on the 

universally human, reinmenschlich or - in his own phrase - "tisztan 

emberi" in Erdelyi's appeal to the character and value of such a
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poetry. It is a tension he inherits, in part, from Herder who,
90while profoundly interested in the idea of national character, 

could develop a totally cosmopolitan concept of folk poetry, and 

could at once claim that:

not a man, not a country, not a people, not a national history, not 
a state, are like one another. Hence the true, the good, the 
beautiful in them are not similar either.21

while also arguing that the "inter-national transmission of social 

cultures is indeed the highest form of cultural development which
oonature has elected."̂

The influence of Herder’s notion of Naturpoesie can already be 

felt in Erdelyi’s first important theoretical statement, 

Nepkolteszetrol, his inaugural address to the Kisfaludy Tarsasag in 

1842:

Ketsegtelen, hogy az eloido nem sokkal dicsekhetik a termeszet 
adomanyain kiviil. Nines ugyan muveltseg, de annal ebrebb a kedely, 
annal inkabb megvan az erzelmek acelpengese [... ] 23

Here too Erdelyi reproduces the Herderian tension between the local

and the universal. On the one hand, he speaks of how, from the

earliest times, "megnyeri a nep a maga zamatjat" and of how a

people will develop its own specific "alaphang" (basic tone) and

"alaperzes" (basic feeling) which will serve to constitute the

"eredeti vonasa, kinyomata [...] a nep sajatsaganak".̂  He goes on

to argue, on the other hand, that "a nepkolteszet mindig a tisztan

emberi fele iranyul" and, in a phrase reminiscent of Wordsworth's

Preface to the Lyrical Ballads, that "itt [ie. in folk poetry]

latszik az ember minden alsag nelkiil e m b e m e k . " ^  Soon after this,

however, he again reinforces his earlier notion of the national

specificity of folk culture by speaking of those determining
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characteristics ("sajatsagok") of any given folk poetry "miket az 

iskola graecismus, gallicisms stb nevek alatt ismeri."^0

In his next important statement on the subject, A magyar 

nepdalok (1846) - which forms the introduction to the second volume 

of his collection Nepdalok es mondak - the emphasis falls more 

firmly on the national characteristics of Hungarian folk poetry. As 

an epigraph to this introduction, Erdelyi chooses Kolcsey's famous 

claim that "a valodi nemzeti poesis eredeti szikrajat a koznepi 

dalokban kell nyomozni", and the earlier writer's objection to 

foreign influences is reproduced throughout Erdelyi's text. Thus 

Erdelyi can speak of literary works written in Hungarian whose 

"soul" is none the less "foreign", commenting that "mely foka ez a 

sullyedesnek."̂  In order to create a genuinely Hungarian national 

poetry ("igaz magyar nemzeti kolteszet") it will be necessary to 

shake off "az idegen muveltseg befolyasanak igajat [... ] nyakunkrol 

es megszolalni, mint szolnunk istentol adatott."^ The first step 

towards achieving this ideal is to find

azon alaphangokat, melyekhez tavolrol sem ferkezhetek idegen. 
Ilyeket talalunk boven a nepi kolteszetben, habar toredekesen s nem 
oly virito epen is, mint a nemzet ifjusaga idejen lehettek.29

It is not only the national literature, Erdelyi goes on to argue,

which stands to benefit from the study of Hungarian folk poetry:

Van azonban az irodalmin kiviil mas tekintet is, mely a ne^i 
koltesze^a kor egyik es fo szuksegeve teszi, s ez a magyar nep 
lelektudomanya.30

In this attempt to posit a distinctively national psychology or 

Hungarian nature ("magyar termeszet" - a phrase Erdelyi uses later 

on in his text), Erdelyi drifts still further from his earlier 

identification of folk poetry with the "tisztan emberi". While it
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is tempting to explain this increased emphasis on the local over 

the universal in terms of the growing political movement towards 

national independence in the latter half of the decade, to do so 

would be to ignore the survival of this dichotomy in Erdelyi’s 

thought well into the 1860s. Indeed, perhaps his most important 

retrospective discussion of the development of the national 

literature, Palyak es palmak - which revives most of his key ideas 

of the 1840s - was first published in the Budapesti Szemle in the 

year of the Ausgleich (1867), less than a year before Erdelyi’s 

death. In this major essay we continue to find the same 

juxtaposition of Erdelyi's broadly naive conception of folk poetry 

- "kezdetben volt az egyszeru, vagy kezdetben volt a nepkolte'szet”, 

or later: "a szepirodalomnak a nepi fele hajlasa vagy elsajatitasa 

tehat mint elolegesen is lathatni, nem visszaeses, hanem 

visszateres az eredetihez" - and his more specifically native 

conception, with its obvious (and still fully acknowledged) debt to 

Kolcsey: "A nemzeti kolteszet a hatarozottsagot, melyre utalva van, 

a nepi elem altal eri el."^

The immediate context of these reformulations of Erdelyi' s 

earlier positions is now, however, a conscious polemic against 

Goethe's idea of Weltliteratur:

A vilagirodalom egyseget alkuszik, mint politikaban a 
cosmopolitismus, s megoli a nemzetisegek irodalmat, tortenelmi 
voltat, es ajtattal helyezkedik az egyetemes emberisegi szempontra, 
szinvonalra.32

It is ultimately the development of Erdelyi's argument against the 

concept of world literature which provides the key to an 

understanding of the apparent contradiction in his thought between
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the "tisztan emberi" and the specifically national. For behind this 

"cosmopolitan" concept Erdelyi sees what he refers to as "a legfobb 

szep elmelete" (the theory of the highest beauty), which he in turn 

condemns as a product of aesthetic "idealism" (eszmenyiseg). The 

terms of this last argument lead us back to another crucial dualism 

in Erdelyi's thought which he first names and discusses at length 

in a key essay of 1847, and which frequently resurfaces in his 

writings thereafter.

The title of this essay is Egyeni es eszmenyi: two terms which 

represent, for Erdel^ two opposing approaches to the expression of 

reality - and above all human reality - in art. According to the 

"individual" (egyeni) conception, the function of art is to 

represent the human not as an essence, but always as a specific 

instance, depicted in its separation and independence 

("kulonvaltsagaban es onallasaban") from the general
oocharacteristics of the species as a whole. According to the 

"ideal" (eszmenyi) conception, on the other hand, the function of 

art is to represent essence ±n instance: the species in the

individual ("egyenben a nemet [...] eloallitani")The essay goes 

on to defend the former conception, while attacking the

implications of aesthetic idealism in the work of Winckelmann and 

Schiller in Germany and in the work of Kazinczy, Berzsenyi, Kolcsey 

and, above all, Bajza in Hungary. Erdelyi's quotation from one of 

Bajza's contributions to Tudomanyos Gyujtemeny of 1828 gives the 

clearest idea of the type of idealism to which he so strongly

objects. Bajza's reasoning here has much in common with that which

informs his theory of the "muveszi nepdal" formulated in the same
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year:

A koltonek, amint tudva van, egyik fo kotelessege a targyak 
idealizalasa; mely nem egyeb, mint a termeszetben levo# kep, 
cselekedet es erzemenynek a leheto tokeletig emelt roegnemesite'se. A 
valodi kolto ezen postulatumnak akkent szokott megfelelni, hogy 
targyaibol minden aljast, mindennapit elhagy s csupan a tokelet 
elszort sugarait gyujtven egybe, azokat olvasztja egy bizonyos 
pontban harmoniai vegyulettel ossze.35

For Erdelyi, the duty of the artist is quite the opposite; he must 

concern himself not with the ideality of the object, but with its 

"individuality" or, to use the term he coins to express the same 

idea in Palyak es palmak, its "specificity" (kiilonosseg). According 

to Erdelyi:

targyaval a kolto legszorosabban tartozik megbaratkozni, azaz 
megtudni annak allando es raulo tehat sziikseges es esetleges 
jegyeit. Ezen lepes megszerzi a koltonek a felfogas helyesseget, 
azaz segiti felfogni a targyat annak termeszete, belsoje szerint 
ugy, mint mas targy fel nem foghato, csak eppen az.36

Towards the end of his essay, Erdelyi appeals to the examples of

folk and national poetry as paradigms of individual art in that

they constitute expressions of a specific reality rather than of a

universal ideal. Idealists will therefore be unable to fully

appreciate these two types of poetry as they both diverge "az

altalanos szeptol". Erdelyi goes on - quite conceivably with the

example of Godofred Miiller in mind:

Tanui ennek irodalmunkban leginkabb azon palyairatok, melyek nepi 
es nemzeti kolteszetrol iratvan, sehogy sem tudtak hidat vemi az 
idealis szepsegu es nemzeti kolteszet kozott, s kenytelenek valanak 
iiresseget hagyo szokessel bukfencezni at az altalanybol a verrel es 
hussal jelzett kolteszeti valodisagba, mino a nemzeti kolteszet.37

Erdelyi's conception of the individual in art helps to explain 

why, in his essay of 1842 (Nepkolteszetrol), he can speak of folk 

poetry as an embodiment of both the "tisztan emberi" and the 

specifically local or national. For in folk poetry - as a
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fundamentally individual art form - the "human" does not appear as 

the representation of a universal ideal (the species in the 

individual), but as a specific and unique instance, or concrete 

realisation, of merely one of the endless possibilities of its 

species being. In this way we can interpret Erdelyi’s emphasis on 

the national character of Hungarian folk poetry in his second major 

essay on the subject, A magyar nepdal (1846), as - at least 

according to the terms of Erdelyi's own logic - a necessary 

preoccupation with the individual realisation of a general concept 

or configuration of possibilities. Thus, with Erdelyi, Schiller’s 

ideal concept of the "naive" is transformed into an individual 

expression of the "native".

To argue - as several Hungarian literary historians have argued 

with considerable justification - that Erdelyi's theories 

concerning the role and character of Hungarian literary populism 

find their most articulate and accomplished poetic practitioner in 

Sandor Petofi is, ironically, to question the immediate influence 

and exigency of Erdelyi's theoretical project. For Petofi was 

already producing some of the greatest masterpieces of the 

Hungarian naive-native configuration not only before Erdelyi's 

theories were widely known, but also completely in spite of (or 

indeed, as Petofi himself saw it, precisely to spite!) the 

prescriptions of any critic or theoretician. This is not, of 

course, to say that Petofi remained unaware of, or oblivious to, 

the dominant populist tastes of his day. We have, for example, 

already mentioned his debt to Gvadanyi - albeit as mediated by
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Gaal, in whose A peleskei notarius the young Petofi had played the 

part of Gazsi Baczur - and to Czuczor. He also appears to have been 

directly influenced by Erdelyi's brother-in-law, Sandor Vachott, 

with whom he discussed the importance of the folksong during his 

stay in Pozsony (Bratislava) during the spring and summer of 1843, 

and by Bajza who, according to one of Petofi's letters (June 1 

1843), advised the young poet to experiment with folk poetry on the 

basis of the former's own theories. Particularly between the years 

1842 and 1844, Petofi's folksongs and genre poems based on scenes 

and episodes from rustic life have much in common with the 

consciously popular poetry of Kisfaludy and Czuczor, not only in 

object and theme, but also in lexis, diction and prosody. Already, 

however, Petofi's folk poems are more effective than those of his 

predecessors in that they are more lively and dramatic, and read 

not as products of conscious imitation, but as highly convincing 

expressions of the poet's own personality. This is not to suggest 

that Petofi's poetry is in any way "confessional"; for Petofi 

delights in experimenting with popular roles and personae as his 

poetry shifts effortlessly and untiringly from one rustic location 

to another. Behind all these roles and situations, however, remains 

the same immediacy, naturalness and sense of community - together 

with an unmistakable energy and appetite for experience - which 

characterises all of Petofi's work.

These characteristics provide the key to the continuity between 

Petofi's folksongs and all the other major aspects of his poetry - 

from the comic epic to the lovesong, from the revolutionary lyric 

to the realistic description of nature. Whereas the folksongs and
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"art" poems of Karoly Kisfaludy are easily distinguishable, it was 

one of Petofi's most important contributions to the development of 

Hungarian populism to extend those characteristics considered most 

valuable in folk poetry well beyond the genres and forms with which 

they had been conventionally associated. In this way the work of 

Petofi can in many ways be seen as the realisation of the 

aspirations of Kolcsey and Erdelyi towards a new species of 

national poetry which would both incorporate and further develop 

existing folk traditions.

The three determinant constituents of this poetry - immediacy, 

naturalness and community - all play a crucial part in Schiller's 

formulation of his concept of the naive, and, as the following 

discussion of their role in Petofi's work will attempt to show, 

Petofi may be seen as the paradigm of the naive poet in Hungarian 

literary history.

By the term "immediacy" I mean to foreground the appearance in 

Petofi's poetry of an "unmediated", unalienated relationship 

between subject and object, sign and referent, art and life, which 

stands in direct contrast to the alienated subjectivity of 

sentimental discourse. Schiller speaks of how, in naive expression, 

"the sign completely vanishes in what is being signified."3® This 

linguistic vanishing act can never, of course, be anything more 

than an illusion, but it is an illusion none the less masterfully 

sustained by the simplicity and apparent effortlessness of Petofi's 

poetic language:

Fa leszek, ha fanak va^y viraga.
Ha harmat vagy: en virag leszek.
Harmat leszek, ha te nap sugar vagy...
Csakhogy lenyink egyesiiljenek.39
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Schiller’s claim that, in naive poetry, the poet ”is the 

Creation, and the Creation is He" is also pertinent to Petofi’s 

writing, where it is almost impossible to mark the boundary between 

poetry and biography, art and life. As Antal Szerb comments in his 

Magyar irodalomtortenet: "[Petofi] kolteszeteben nincsen tores

el^meny es kbltoi feldolgozas kozott: az elmeny olyan egyenesen 

lesz irodalomma, mint a nagy naploirok naploiban."^ One might go 

still further and suggest that, for Petofi, all experience is 

already inherently poetic, and poetry little more than the form and 

medium of experience. The experience can range from the trivial - 

the poet goes into the kitchen to look at a pretty girl 

(Befordultam a konyhara) - and anecdotic - the poet’s encounter 

with an innkeeper’s wife on the Great Plain (Hortobagyi 

kocsmarosne), or his account of an overheard dialogue between a 

young lover and his wise old neighbour (Furcsa tor tenet) - to the 

political - the poet addressing the nation (Nemzeti dal) - and the 

tragic and heroic - the poet’s experience of battle (Negy nap 

dorgott az agyu, Csataban). Naive poetry is the witness^  of 

experience, and not, as for the sentimental character, the 

interpreter of experience from the (alienated) remove of 

reflection. In any account of the revolutionary events of March 15 

1848, for example, Petofi’s Nemzeti dal will figure among the 

events themselves, rather than among attempts at their 

interpretation. The episodes of Petofi's short but eventful life do 

not require to be "idealised" or, in Novalis's phrase, 

"romanticised" in order to be rendered poetic; poetry is no more 

than an extension of the real. This emphasis on reality over
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ideality suggests a further parallel between the immediacy of 
Petofi’s poetry and Schiller's concept of the naive. For, unlike 
the sentimental poet whose work is characterised by "the elevation 

of reality to the ideal", Schiller’s naive poet is concerned with 

"the most complete imitation of the real."^

Petofi’s much acclaimed "lyrical realism" should also be seen, 

of course, as a realisation of Erdelyi’s concept of the individual, 

based on an intimate familiarity with, and concern for, the 

specificity of the object. The language of Petofi’s folk poetry, 

for example, is the language of real people in real situations and 

makes few concessions to the conventions of poetic diction. The 

most obvious concession is, of course, rhyme, but even here the 

illusion of immediacy is generally sustained insofar as Petofi's 

rhymes - except when they are the direct sources of irony or parody 

- usually give the impression of being so natural and unobtrusive 

as themselves to "vanish in what is being signified".

Still more realistic and individual are Petofi’s poetic 

descriptions of natural scenes, especially those poems which depict 

the distinctive, changing faces of the Hungarian plains in 

different seasons, moods and perspectives (eg. Az alfold, A puszta 

telen, A teli estek, A jjisza, Kiskunsag). These poems are devoid of 

Romantic pantheism and have little in common with either the
i

sentimental subjectification of nature we saw in the work of Anyos 

or the (Romantic) metaphorical reappropriation of nature after the 

fashion of the poet's inner vision which we shall find in the 

poetry of Vorosmarty. Both of these two latter gestures are 

products of the alienation of subject from object, man from nature,
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which - with the exception of the poems of, or directly

surrounding, the Felhok cycle to which I shall return briefly in

the next chapter - rarely finds expression in Petofi’s verse.

Petofi's attitude to, and representation of, nature again

suggests parallels with Schiller’s concept of the naive. Unlike the

sentimental poet who is condemned to seek "lost nature", Petofi is

entirely at home in the natural world:

Lenn az alfold tengersik videkin 
Ott vagyok honn, ott az en vilagom;
Bortdnebol szabadult sas lelkem,
Ha a ronak vegtelenjet latom.,^

(Az alfold)

and sees it as an extension of his own being

Megtestesiilese te erzekeimnek,
Magas, fenyes, ho napsugar.

(En es a nap)̂

That the human world should be an inseparable extension of the

natural world is for Petofi no more than an axiom which it does not

cross his mind to question:

Az erdonek madara van 
Es a kertnek viraga van 
Es az egnek csillaga van 
S a legenynek kedvese van.

(Az erdonek madara van)

This proposed harmony or continuity between nature and man is

frequently articulated in Petofi’s verse by means of a convention

he adopts from folk poetry: the depiction at the beginning of a

poem of a natural scene in order tojintroduce or symbolise the

essence of the personal episode which follows. The realtionship

between the two discrete parts of the text is generally one of

metaphorical analogy, rather than metonymical causality or temporal

continuity:



A viragnak megtiltani nem leh,et,
Hogy ne nyiljek, ha jon a szep kikelet;
Kikelet a lyany, virag a szerelem,
Kikeletre viritani kenytelen.

(A viragnak megtiltani nem l e h e t...)̂ 6
Hull a level a vira^rol,
Elvalok en a babamtol

(Hull ajlevel a viragrol...

Le az egrol hull a csillag:
Szemeimbol konnyek hullnak.

(Le az egrol hull a csillag...

Reszket a bokor, mert 
Madarka szallott ra.
Reszket a lelkem, mert 
Eszembe jutottal [... ]

(Reszket a bokor, mert...) ^

Petofi’s attitude to nature is inseparable from his attitude to

poetry. Indeed, at one point he even claims to derive his

understanding of the former from his study of the latter:

Ez ismet szep napja volt eletemnek, nagyon szep. A termeszettel
mulattam, az en legkedvesebb baratommal, kinek semmi titka nines
elottem. Mi csodalatosan ertjiik egymast, es azert vagyunk olyan jo 
baratok. En ertem a patak csor^eset, a folyam zugasat, a szello 
susogasat es a fergeteg iivolteset ... megtanitott ra a vilag
mysteriumainak grammaticaja, a kolteszet.50

More frequently, however, this emphasis is inverted, and Petofi O

bases his aesthetics on the principle of "naturalness": "A mi igaz,

az termeszetes, a mi termeszetes, az jo es szerintem szep is. Ez az

en aestheticam."51 in one of his most characteristic ars poetica

statements, A termeszet vadviraga (1844), he writes:

Nem vertek belem tanitok 
Bottal a kolteszetst^
Iskolai szabalyoknak 
Lelkem sosem engedett.
Tamaszkodjek szabalyokra,
Ki szabadban felve men.
A korlattalan termeszet 
Vadviraga vagyok en.52
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These lines are reminiscent not only of Batsanyi’s celebration of 

the naive naturalness of Ossian, but also of Schiller’s following 

characterisation of the naive genius:

Unaquainted with the rules, the crutches of weakness and the 
taskmasters of perversity, guided alone by nature or instict, his 
guardian angel, he moves calmly and surely through all the traps of 
false taste in which he who is not a genius, if he is not clever 
enough to avoid them from afar, remains inevitably entangled.53

Schiller also relates the "natural simplicity" of naive poetry to

its inherent realism in a claim - which we have already quoted in

part - particularly pertinent to Petofi’s work:

in the state of natural simplicity, where man still functions 
together with all his powers as a harmonious unit, where the whole 
of his nature expresses itself completely in reality, [the aim of 
the poet is] the most complete imitation of the real [...]54

Petofi saw the realisation of many of his own poetic aspirations

in Arany’s "naive epic" Toldi (1846). In the celebratory poem he

sent to Arany on February 4 1847 - as part of the letter which

opens their fascinating correspondence - Petofi identifies both of

the crucial elements we have been considering - immediacy and

naturalness:

Dalod mint a pusztak harangja, egyszeru,
De oily tiszta is, mint a pusztak harangja [...]

Az iskolakban nem tanulni, hiaba,
Illyet ... a termeszet tanitott tegedet [...]

before going on to appeal to a third, community:

S ez az igaz kolto, ki a nep ajkara 
Hullatga keblenek mennyei mannajat.t 
A szegeny nep! ollyan felhos lathatara,
S felhok kozt kek eget csak nehanapjan lat.

Petofi’s identification with the "people" seeks to restore to

Hungarian poetry what Schiller had seen as the naive sense of

community so characteristic of the ancients, but lost to his own
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age. While the naive ancients were "united with themselves and 

happy in the feeling of their humanity", we, the sentimental 

modems, are "in discord with ourselves and unhappy in the 

experience of humanity" and therefore have "no more urgent interest 

than to flee out of it".^ Again apart from the poems of the Felhok 

cycle, there is little evidence in Petofi’s work of the kind of 

discord and compulsion to flee humanity that can be identified in 

the early poetry of Kblcsey or in the mature Vorosmarty (eg. Az 

emberek, 1846). Petofi’s poetry not only captures the character, 

experience, spirit and idiom of the coherent (folk) community which 

forms both its object and addressee, but also shows enormous 

sympathy - based in a close familiarity - with the community in 

whose name it speaks. For there is nothing "folkloristic" about 

Petofi’s interest in, and identification with, the people and their 

culture. Petofi does not collect folksongs as an outsider, but 

"inhabits" and extends their idiom from the inside as if it were 

his own "natural" language. Unlike Kolcsey, Kisfaludy, Bajza and 

even Czuczor, Petofi does not consider folk poetry from above, as 

something to be raised or ennobled to the level of art poetry - or 

at least, in Czuczor’s case, to be "improved" for popular 

consumption. He is concerned not so much with a matrix of poetic 

possibilities (formal, thematic, idiomatic) upon which the national 

culture can draw, but with a whole way of life and attitude to the 

world. Thus Janos vitez (1845) brings to life not only the familiar 

themes and characters of folk poetry (the foundling shepherd boy 

and his cruel foster-father, the pretty orphan girl and her wicked 

stepmother), but also the morality, mythology and dreams of the
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common people. Petofi even reproduces - lovingly, if not without

more than a hint of irony - the limitations of this people's

knowledge of the world beyond the confines of their immediate

environment and daily life:

Ekkepen jutottak at Lengyelorszagba,
Lengyelek fold^erol pedig Indiaba;
Franciaorszag es India hataros,
De koztok az ut nem nagyon imilatsagos. '

This statement is, paradoxically, highly characteristic of Petofi's

poetic realism: for what is being presented here is not above all a

travesty of cartography, but a "faithful" representation of the

topography of the rustic mind. That the narrating subject should be

situated within this topography (and topology), rather than

occupying the privileged space of the superior observer, is itself

an indication of the depth of Petofi's identification with the

community whose "reality" he portrays.

While Petofi does not share the ambition of earlier writers to

"improve" popular poetry, he is committed, both in his poetry and

in his political activity, to the improvement of the social and

political fortunes of the "people". In this he is more radical than

any of his poetic predecessors (including Kolcsey), and it is here

that his literary populism extends beyond the concerns of

Schiller's naive and Herder's Naturpoesie. Two years after Erdelyi

emphasises the relationship between literature and politics in his

essay on Vorosmarty (1845), Petofi restates this relationship in

his opening letter to Arany in terms of a programme more far-

reaching than anything Erdelyi could have originally conceived:

Hiaba, a nepkolteszet az igazi kolteszet. Legyunk rajta, hogy ezt 
tegyuk uralkodova! Ha a nep uralkodni fog a kolteszetben, kozel all 
ahhoz, hogy a politicaban is uralkodjek, s ez a szazad foladata,
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ezt kivivni czelja minden nemes kebelnek, ki megsokalta mar latni, 
mint martlrkodnak milliok, hogy egy par ezren henyelhessenek es 
elvezzenek. Egbe a nepet, pokolba az aristokratiat!58

When, in his reply of February 11 1847, Arany suggests the idea of

writing a "serious" (komoly) folk epic on a national historical

theme, Petofi expresses his approval, but with the following

qualification: "Csak kiralyt ne vegy hosodnek, meg Matyast se."-^

As we have seen, Kolcsey too had been critical of King Matthias -

whose reign had generally been idealised by the 18th century -

insofar as he had allowed the nation to come under the sway of

foreign (scholarly) influences. The nature of Petofi’s objection

is, however, quite different, and serves to ij.ustrate the new

political orientation of his literary populism. For Petofi, the

problem with Matthias is the very fact that he was a king, and thus

no better than any other: "egyik kutya, masik eb."^

Another more immediate discontinuity between the populism of

Kolcsey and Petofi concerns their very different understanding of

what is actually signified by the collective term, the "people"

(nep). Kolcsey differentiates between the terms "popular" and

"pobelhaft", and between the terms "populus" and "plebs", just as

Herder had argued before him that: "Volk heist nicht, der Pobel auf

den Gassen, der singt und dichtet niemals, sondem schreit und
ft1?verstummelt. For both Kolcsey and Herder, "das Volk" is 

primarily a cultural, rather than a political entity. When Petofi 

speaks "in the name of the people" ("a nep neveben"), he speaks not 

only for the voice "der singt und dichtet”, but also for the 

destitute vagrant (A vandorlegeny), the beggar (A koldus sirja), 

the political captive (A rab), the impoverished innkeeper (A jo
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dreg kocsmaros) and the common soldier (Tiszteljetek a

kozkatonakat). And what he demands for the people is not ’’ennobled"

folksongs, but political rights:

Jogot a nepnek, az emberiseg 
Nagy szent neveben, adjatok jogot,
S a hon neveben egyszersmind, amely 
Eldol, ha nem nyer uj vedooszlopot

(A nep neveben)°̂

for, as Petofi remarks in an earlier poem, (A nep, 1846) - in a

phrase reminiscent of that of the anonymous competitor in the

Kisfaludy Tarsasag competition of 1841: "hoi joga nines, hazaja

sines" - "Haza csak ott van, hoi jog is van."^

Although denied an active part in the political life and

constitution of the nation, the "people" of (and for) whom Petofi’s

poetry speaks are not therefore portrayed as unrepresentative of

the Hungarian national character. It is, on the contrary, the

contemporary Hungarian nobleman who appears as "meggyalazott / 
99 ,Osenek szelleme" (A nemes), and shows no interest whatsoever in the 

plight of his homeland (A magyar nemes). Petofi’s "people", 

precisely because they are portrayed realistically - or, in 

Erdelyi’s sense, "individually" - are necessarily invested with a 

distinctively local or national character. They represent not the 

ideal rustic community of pastoral, but the individual and 

nationally specific community of the Hungarian folk world.

At the same time, however, Petofi's native poetry is also 

informed by a further political consideration which, once again, 

takes it beyond the immediate terms of reference of the naive- 

native configuration we have been considering so far. Petofi's 

intense patriotism, albeit qualified by his parallel aspiration
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towards "world liberty" (vilagszabadsag - the liberation of all

oppressed peoples, represented in Egy gondolat bant engemet as the

only cause worth dying for), and by the fact that many of his

patriotic poems were written to address a revolutionary situation

and as a call to arms during the subsequent War of Independence,

none the less distances his work from the "volksgeist" philosophy

of Herder of which it is itself, in part, a product. For while

Petofi’s objection to foreign cultural influences (Az utanzokhoz,

Az en pegazusom) suggests a direct continuity with the positions of

Kolcsey and Erdelyi, his patriotic poetry tends towards a type of

nationalism more extreme and schematic than anything which had gone

before. Petofi not only stresses the virtue of loving one's

homeland, but also the superiority of his own nation over others:

Jarjatok be minden foldet,
Melyet isten megteremtett,
S nem akadtok bizonyara 
A magyar nemzet parjara.

(A magyar nemzet) ^

Magyar va^yok. Legszebb orszag hazam 
Az ot vilagresz nagy teruleten.
Egy kis vilag maga. Nines annyi szam,
Ahany szepseg gazdag kebelen.

(Magyar vagyok)00

Here we have come a long way from the principles of Herder who, 

after all, rejected the idea of a "Favĉ itvolk" and insisted that:
C . - J"To brag of one's country is the stupidest form of boastfulness."0'

The literary populism which informs one important aspect of the 

work of Petofi's decidedly less politically motivated fjijîend and 

ally in this field, Janos Arany, remains, throughout the latter 

poet's career, substantially closer to the aspirations of Kolcsey,
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Erdelyi and even Bajza. In his response to Petofi’s famous,

celebratory letter of February 4 1847, Arany welcomes, but

immediately qualifies, the younger poet's populist programme:

Qnnek elveit a nep es kolteszete felol forro kebellel osztom ....
hisz nekem onzesbol is azt kell tennem! Nemzeti kolteszet csak 
azontul remelek, ha elobb nepi kolteszet viragzott.68

In a letter to Istvan Szilagyi - who exercised the single most

important influence on Arany's early work before his acquaintance

with Petofi - Arany corroborates this sense of popular poetry as a

means towards national poetry rather than as an end in itself:

"Szeretem a nemzeti kolteszetet a nepiesseg kontoseben meg most,

kesobb majd p u s z t a n . " ^  (Arany to Szilagyi, September 6 1847). One

month later Arany develops this idea still further in a letter to

the poet Karoly Szasz. After quoting Petofi's programme from his

letter of February 4, he adds:

Ezen ohajtasra en is ament mondtam, de megsem ugy ertettem azt, 
hogy minden kdlto tisztan nepkdlto legyen, mert illyesmi teljesulni 
soha nem fogna: hanem ugy hogy a kolteszet ne legyen ollyan, 
millyenne az a legujabb idoben nemesult (?!) t.i. csak egynehany 
tudosnak, vagy abrandozo holdvilag-egyenisegnek nagy bajjal 
megertheto, a nagy tobbsegnek pedig teljesen elvezhetlen, hanem 
legyen egyszeruen nemes, eroteljes, a nep nyelvet megkozelitd s 
ennek viragaival ekes, - szoval dontessek el a koz fal a nepi es ma 
ugynevezett fennkolteszet kozt, es legyen a kolteszet altalanos, 
nemzeti!70

In a phrase which recalls Bajza, he even writes to Petofi on April 

22 1848 that his aim is to "Emelni a nepet az irodalomban lassan 

lassan."^

Arany's attitude to what actually constitutes the "popular" 

(nepies) in literature also differs from that of Petofi. Before 

coming into contact with the latter, Arany had already proposed the 

idea of a heroic folk epic in a letter to Szilagyi of January 9
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1847. Some three months later he admits (also in a letter to 

Szilagyi) that Homer himself had written two such epics, the Iliad 

and the Odyssey, while Szilagyi, in his reply, draws Arany!s 

attention to Herder’s essay on Homer and Ossian, suggesting that 

the latter also produced fine examples of the genre. The 

configuration - Herder, Homer, Ossian - is, of course a familiar 

one, and Arany's explanation of what he sees as "popular" in 

Homer's poetry serves as a good illustration of his proximity to 

the Herderian ideal of Naturpoesie:

Nem egyebek ezek [the Iliad and the Odyssey] egyszeru - tej mezzel 
folyo, nepi koltemenyeknel. Bennok az egyszeruseg a koltoi 
fenseggel parosulva van, s ha nem ez a nepi koltemeny feladata, ugy 
nines rola helyes fogalmam. Azt akarom mondani, hogy a nepkolto 
feladata nem az, hogy elvegyuljon a durva nep kozt, s legyen 
egyszoruve velek, hanem az, hogy tanulja meg a legfensobb koltoi 
szepsegeket is a nepnek elvezheto alakban adni eld. Ez lebegett 
elottem, midon Toldit irtam, s ez uton haladok ezen tul is, ha 
lehet.72

At this stage in his development, Arany's interest in folk

poetry is based above all on his desire to create a poetic language

accessible to all sections of Hungarian society. In a further

letter to Szilagyi (September 6 1847) he appeals to an article in

Erdelyi's critical journal, Magyar Szepirodalmi Szemle, which

teljesen kimondja az en elvemet, mellyre en a nepies kezdet altal 
kesziilok [... ] "legyen a kolteszet sem uri, sem nepi, hanem ertheto 
s elvezheto kozos jo, mindennek, kit ep elmevel aldott meg is ten." 
de ezen cel eleresere csak a most divatos nepies modoron keresztul 
juthatni [,..]73

Although the editor of the journal may not have been the author of 

the article in question, Arany none the less suggests his direct 

theoretical debt to Erdelyi in the same letter - "Aestheticai utam 

az individualizalas elve” - and again, albeit somewhat 

lightheartedly, in a letter written to Petofi the following day:
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Aestheticai elvem (ha ugyan van valamillyen) hatarozottan az 
egyeniseg (individualitat) elve; annal inkabb faj tehat, hogy most 
kenytelen vagyok az eszmenyiseghez (idealitat) folyamodni, s teged 
kedves Sandrim, es ’kirdlyned’ kezecskeit csak in idea csokolni
[...]74 7 ---

After the defeat of the revolution and War of Independence, 

however, Arany?s attitude to literary populism changes 

significantly. Looking back over the development of the concept at 

the beginning of his sketch for a study entitled Nepiessegiink a 

kolteszetben, he writes:

Nem volt tiszta dolog; a nep szamara irassanak-e ily koltemenyek, 
vagy a muvelt osztaly szamara, hogy a nepet ismerje. Amugy es igy 
iranykolteszetet akartak. Divat volt az egesz: kapcsolatban a nep 
boldogitas eszmejevel. Amint az korszerutlenne lett, ugy a 
nepiesseg is.75

That Arany*s new position is the result of a good deal of searching

self-criticism can be seen from a letter to the young critic Pal

Gyulai of January 21 1854. Having just read the first part of

Zsigmond Kemeny’s major study of Toldi, Arany openly expresses his

apprehension concerning the remainder of Kemeny’s evaluation:

Felek, hogy a hatralevo resz miatt pirulnom kell, pirulnom most, 
midon Toldi (d.h. az enyem) nem "uj szita,, tobbe s illo volna szep 
csondesen a pad alatt hagyni. Mert vadol a lelki ismeret, hogyen 
is egŷ  voltam azok kozul, kik a magyar kolteszetet megbuktattak, 
behozvan a nyers, porias elemet [...] Aztan meg, minden uj 
dicseret, ami Toldira iranyoztatik, ram nezve szemrehanyast foglal 
magaban.76

Arany’s self-criticism by no means leads him, however, to a 

wholesale rejection of his earlier (Herderian) populism. As he 

argues in a highly revealing review of a volume of poems by Achille 

Millien, La Moisson, published in Paris in 1860:

A neptol tanulni s ily modon a kolteszetet folfrissiteni, nemzeti 
alapra heljrezni: ebben all a feladat: Mesterkelt, conventionalis 
formak es erzelmek helyett elsajatitni a nepkolteszetbol nemcsak a 
stil egyszeruseget, hanem erelyet is, nemcsak az erzelem 
nyiltsagat, hanem kozvetlenseget is 1...]77
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He still adheres to the organic traditionalism of Herder and

Kolcsey, and continues to appeal to the opposition between the

Hellenic and the Roman in support of this organicism:

ha felveszi [the poet], ̂ tovabbfejti a megszokott formakat, amint 
egy anyatejjel beszitt nepi es nemzeti dallamokat, akkor a fejlodes 
termeszetes torvenyenek hodol, mely epen ugy kizarja az ugrast, 
octroyrozast a muveszetben, mint a politikaban, es tiszteli, alapul 
fogadja a torteneti ha^yomanyokat. Tekintsiink a hellen es romai 
kolteszetre: amaz termeszetes belfejlodes utjan jutott a# tokely 
pontjara, ez idegen traditiohoz tapadva, legviragzobb szakaban sem 
birt teljes onallasra jutni.78

What is new in Arany’s position is the rejection of his earlier 

principle of "accessibility" and his attempt to reconcile Erdelyi's 

opposing notions of the individual and the ideal. For the post

revolutionary Arany, the true poet:

Felhagy [...] a torekvessel, hogy minel nagyobb sokasagnak tetszo 
dolgokat irjon; celja, mint minden valodi koltoe, egyediil a szep 
fele iranyul; ha egyszeru, nem azert az, hogy fufa altal ertheto 
legyen, hanem mert egyszeru eszkozokkel hatni tudni eronek a jele, 
s az egyszeru szep annal szebb; ha nepi szolast hasznal, nem azert 
teszi, hogy Gyuri bojtar felrikkantson a jol ismert kifejezesre, 
hanem, hogy nyelvenek erot, bajt, zongelmet, faji zamatot 
kolcsbnozzbn; ha ellesi az erzelmek termeszetes, kozvetlen 
nyilatkozasat, s ugyanazt visszaadja koltemenyeben, celja nem oda 
megy ki, hogy - bocsanat a hetkoznapi szolasert - produkalja a 
parasztot, hanem hogy az igazi pathosz nyoraara akadjon, melyet 
szintelen tarsas eletunk prozajaban hiaba keres [...]79

If the phrase "egyediil a szep fele iranyul" suggests an uncritical

rapprochement with the aesthetic idealism of Bajza, Arany’s later

(posthumously published) Toredekes gondolatok reveal a more complex

and qualified position. After dividing the "beautiful" into three
t

categories - "Altalanos (emberi): Kiilonos (nemzeti): Kiilonosb
, on(nepi)"ou - Arany comments:

Minden igaz kolteszet ideal. Az, a mi realnak mondatik kiviil esik a 
kolteszet hataran. Kiilonbseg csak az, hogy amit idealnak szokas 
nevezni, lehany magarol minden idobelit es esetlegest, tisztan akar 
allani, altalanossagban maradni, ezert egyhangu es szukkoru lesz 
[...] Ellenben azon kolteszet, mely real vegyiiletunek mondatik, 
elfogadja az idobelit, az esetlegest, a killonost (speciale),
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peldaul: nemzeti, nepi, sot egyenit is, de nem mint lenyeget, mert 
akkor megszunnek kolteszet lenni, hanem mint format, melyben 
nyilatkozik. Ez altal kore kitagul, hangja ezerfele valtozatot nyer 
s megszabadul az egyoldalusagtol. De ha lenyeget nem az idea teszi, 
ha a res kiilsejebol belsejebe tolakodik, akkor nem IcSlteszet 
tbbbe.81

It is in and through this reconciliation of the ideal and the 

real, the universal and the specific, that Arany conceives the 

future of Hungarian poetry. In order to secure such a future, 

however, the national poetry must first free itself from the 

influence of one poetic genius whose work, for all its undeniable 

greatness, none the less represents a direction and a goal which 

can no longer be pursued:

Ne amitsuk magunkat. Mondjuk ki tisztan, hogy Petofi befolyasa - 
mint minden nagy siikerrel nyilatkozo geniusze - gatolta es gatolja 
nalunk meg most is a koltok egyeni fejlodeset; igy vagy amugy, de 
meg folyvast az o kepere es hasonlatossagara teremtettunk.82

Arany1 s most influential biographer in the first half of this 

century, Frigyes Riedl, suggests that, with the death of Petofi, 

Arany not only "elveszitette legjobb baratjat", but also 

"elveszitette hivatalat" and "elveszitette onmagat is".®^ Mihaly 

Babits, however, the most important heir to Aranyfs poetic legacy 

in the 20th century, probably comes closer to the truth when, 

taking issue with Riedl in an early essay of 1904 (Arany mint 

arisztokrata), he argues that:

Petofi halala s a forradalom leveretese, barmi fajdalmas volt is 
erzekeny lelkere, megis visszaadja ot onmaganak; ekkor - eppen 
ekkor, mikor mar Leteszem a lantot kezdetu verset irta -, ekkor, 
ezutan teremnek legnemesebb dolgai.84

Babits returns to this argument in a short essay on Petofi written 

some five years later:

Arany ketsegteleniil Petofi-utanzokent lepett fol; de felreismerik 
vagy inkabb nem ismerik Aranyt akik ezt a nepies stilusat tartjak a 
lenyegesnek.85
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The first part of this statement is something of an exaggeration. 

First, Arany cannot be seen, at any point in his career, as an 

imitator of Petofi, and his conception of literary populism was 

anyway, as we have seen, substantially different from that of the 

younger poet, and had its roots in the thought of Herder and 

Kolcsey. Secondly, Arany’s Toldi was written before his personal 

acquaintance with Petofi, as a submission to the Kisfaludy Tarsasag 

competition of 1846, and as a response to the prevalent literary 

tastes of its decade. Thirdly, and most importantly, Arany’s poetry 

prior to Toldi (above all the lyrics Feled, feled and Elegia and 

the comic epic Az elveszett alkotmany) have little in common with 

the populism of the 1840s, but much in common with Arany’s later 

work. These considerations, only serve, however, to corroborate the 

second part of Babits’s claim: that the literary populism which 

finds its most complete and accomplished expression in Toldi - the 

work which won Arany the admiration and friendship of Petofi - does 

not constitute the most representative element of the poet’s

oeuvre.

While Petofi’s lines to the author of Toldi - "tuzokado gyanant 

/ Tenger melysegebol egysze^e bukkansz ki" - suggest that he had 

not read, or simply ignored as insignificant, Arany’s first

publicly recognised work, Az elveszett alkotmany, Petofi’s 

surprise is quite justified when we consider that there are few 

indications in Arany’s work before the second half of 1846 to

anticipate the popular idiom and theme of Arany’s first major

literary success. Even in February 1846, Arany could still write to 

Szilagyi that:
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Homert tanulom, Iliast eszem. Csak, csak, klassika literatura! 
Minel tobb uj franczia, an^ol, nemet, s ezekbol compilalt magyar 
beszelyt, regenyt, szinmuvet olvasok, annal tobb Homert es 
Shakespearet hozza. Az orveny ragad.86

In addition to his admiration for Homer, Arany also writes to 

Szilagyi (in a letter of December 4 1847) of his enthusiasm for 

Byron, enclosing his own translation of an extract from the third 

canto of Don Juan. In the same letter, in a reference to Byron's 

Ode to Napoleon, Arany coins the phrase "elegico-oda", anticipating 

the tonal and generic ambivalence of his own great lyrics of the 

1850s. Byron’s influence can also be felt throughout Az elveszett 

alkotmany, the epigraph from which is taken from Byron’s Werner 

(Act II, Scene i): "Oh, thou world! Thou art indeed a melancholy 

jest."

It was, at least in part, the mixed reception of Az elveszett

alkotmany which led to the creation of Toldi. On the one hand, the

fact that the poem won the Kisfaludy Tarsasag competition for a

comic epic in 1845 must have encouraged Arany to submit an entry to

the competition of the following year where he could write

consciously for a known audience. Az elveszett alkotmany had not

been written specifically for the Tarsasag and, as Arany himself

would later confess: "A darab, eredetileg, nem volt a nagykozonseg 
• 87elibe szanva." ' On the other hand, while two of the three judges

had praised the text, the third, and by far the most prestigious -

Mihaly Vorosmarty - considered it only the "most tolerable" of a
88bad batch of entries. It was Vorosmarty's evaluation which, 

understandably, made the deepest impression on Arany, as he would 

recall in the same statement of 1855:

biraloim koziil egy elismeroleg, egy szinte magasztalolag, szolt a
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murol: de fiilemben csak ama harmadik szo hangzott: "nyelv, verseles 
ollyan, mintha irodalmunk vaskorat elnok." - Ugy veltem, hogy mar 
most megallapodnom nem lehet, s 1846-ra nepies koltoi beszely leven 
feladva, meg az<on> ev nyaran irtam Toldit.89

Az elveszett alkotmany is, of the two works, the more profoundly 

representative of Arany*s poetic character and practice - partly 

because it was not tailored to conform to the pressures and limits 

of public taste, and partly because of the crucial continuities it 

suggests with Arany1s later work. Arany's own description of Az 

elveszett alkotmany as a "humoristico-satirico-allegorico-comicus 

valami", might equally be used to characterise the post

revolutionary epics A nagyidai ciganyok (1852) and Bolond Istok 

(1850, 1873). In all three texts the narrating subject shifts 

between genres and repeatedly intervenes in the story to reflect 

not only on the action, but also on the intervention itself. In 

each case the narration of a story soon loses its way and becomes 

the story of a narration in which statements of truth and value are 

perpetually qualified and undermined, while the poetic voice and 

the act of writing are rendered increasingly ironic. Arany's irony 

is not merely verbal or rhetorical, but embodies an attitude to 

reality as essentially paradoxical, to history as repetition rather 

than progress, and to the world as a "melancholy jest". It is the 

same irony which informs Arany's lyric poetry in the 1850s and 60s 

(eg. Kertben, Az orok zsido) and which can be felt throughout the 

last great flowering of Arany's poetic genius, the Oszikek of 1877- 

82. Even in the ballads - which, precisely because they succeed in 

containing, or restraining Arany's tendency towards regressive 

self-qualification and ironization, are among the most polished of
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his works - events are governed primarily by the logic of a similar 

situational irony. Nor, finally, is the Romantic ironist ever far 

away in Buda halala (1863) - Aranyfs attempt to furnish Hungarian 

literature with the great "missing” epic on national origins he 

felt it so needed as a counterpart to the Greek Iliad, the German 

Nibelungenlied or the Finnish Kalevala. Here, in its juxtaposition 

of two essentially different species of tragedy - the psychological 

tragedy of Buda based on an individual flaw, and Etele’s tragedy of 

fate, based on the will of " h e a v e n " ^  - the work tends towards an 

ironic vision of history as an inevitable and irreconcilable 

conflict of opposites.

It is not, however, Arany the Romantic ironist who has, on the 

whole, been remembered by Hungarian literary history, but Arany the 

embodiment of the popular-national ideal. This aspect of his 

reputation was, in the second half of the 19th century, promoted 

above all by Pal Gyulai who in many ways succeeded Erdelyi as the 

next leading theorist of literary populism in Hungary. Gyulai also 

did much to determine the nature of Petofifs reputation in the same 

period and published the first serious and extensive study of 

Petofi’s lyric poetry (Petofi Sandor es kolteszetiink, 1854).

It was Gyulai who coined the (descriptive and prescriptive) phrase 

nep-nemzeti ("popular-national") to denote what he saw as the most 

authentic, characteristic and desirable direction in the national 

literature as realised most fully in the work of Petofi and Arany. 

Gyulai dominated Hungarian criticism for most of the second half of 

the 19th century from a position of considerable institutional
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power. In addition to his various key editorial positions, he 

became the secretary of the 1st Department of the Hungarian 

Academy^ in 1870, Professor of Hungarian Literature at the 

University of Budapest in 1875, President of the Kisfaludy 

Tarsasag in 1879 and, from 1873, edited the most influential 

cultural periodical in Hungary, Budapesti Szemle. In 1905, four 

years before his death, he was succeeded as Professor of Hungarian 

by the 49 year old Frigyes Riedl who also to a considerable degree 

inherited Gyulaifs critical and literary historical legacy. We have 

already had cause to mention Riedl’s two most important literary 

historical achievements, his biographies of Petofi and Arany, which 

follow Gyulai in their deliberate understatement of the political 

implications of Petofi’s work, their overemphasis on Arany as an 

epicist and their further promotion of the popular-national ideal. 

After Riedl's death in 1921, the professorship, together with the 

ideological legacy of both Riedl and Gyulai, soon fell to Janos 

Horvath, a considerably more talented critic who wrote what remains 

to this day the most detailed and comprehensive history of 

Hungarian literary populism in the 19th century. While Horvath also 

produced a major critical biography of Petofi (Petofi Sandor, 

1922), it was in the achievement of Arany that he saw the ultimate 

realisation of his own "national-classicist" ideal. Largely because 

of their attitudes towards the radical political orientation of 

Petofi, the work of Gyulai, Riedl and especially Horvath came 

increasingly under attack from - for the most part dogmatic - 

critics professing very different political allegiances after the 

Second World War. The association of the national with the popular
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has, however, continued to survive in many shapes and forms, and 

can still be said to represent one of the leading cultural 

preconceptions of not only many current Hungarian literary 

historians, but also of the wider Hungarian reading public as a 

whole. The re-publication of Riedl’s Arany Janos in 1982, of 

Gyulai’s Vorosmarty Mihaly in 1985, and of Horvath’s Petofi Sandor 

in 1989 may well suggest a conscious and conscientious return, in a 

changing political climate, to the naive traditions we have been 

outlining in these last three chapters.

All traditions are, however, of their nature the results of 

exclusion and omission; and this is no less true of the popular- 

national or national-classicist tradition projected by the likes of 

Gyulai, Riedl and Horvath and modified - politically and 

aesthetically - by more recent literary historians such as Istvan 

So ter, Antal Weber and Istvan Fenyo. What this emphasis on the 

popular-national tradition in 19th century Hungarian literature has 

always been inclined to repress are the continuities 

fundamentally European in character - between the late 18th century 

sentimental moment we described in Chapters Two and Three and the 

various coherently Romantic initiatives which can be identified in 

Hungarian literature during the course of the following century. It 

is to a consideration of a number of these "repressed" continuities 

that I shall now turn.
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Chapter Seven: Repressed Romanticism

In a short article published in Szepirodalmi Szemle in 1847, Janos 

Erdelyi proposed an ingenious characterisation of Romanticism, the 

implications of which were to have a lasting effect on the

connotations of the term in Hungarian literary history. Erdelyifs 

pragmatic definition of Romanticism is based on an attempt to 

"implicate" the etymology of the term within his own popular- 

national ideology. His point of departure is the assumption that

the term "romance" initially denoted the new vernacular languages

derived from Latin which had already developed their own nationally 

specific characteristics:

ez a kifejezes: "romai nyelv" hazai nyelvet jelente mindenutt, azaz 
midon a francia, spanyol, portugal es olasz romai nyelvunek
mondotta magat, ertette alatta onon (romaibol) hazaiva lett 
nyelvet, a mint aztan kesobb mindegyik toredekfaj elomenven a 
mivelodesben, sajat forma es idom alatt nemzette alakult es lett 
az, a mi.l

Associating romance literatures with the activity of translation 

through the verb "romancear" (ie. romancar, enromancier, romanz), 

Erdelyi comments:

Romance szerint beszelni egy jelentesu volt az ertheto, vilagos 
eloadassal, mi hazai nyelven kepzelheto csak, mikep nyelvunkben a 
"magyaraz" ige is azon ertelmet fejezi ki.2

Turning to the concept of Romanticism itself, Erdelyi is able to 

conclude that:

A romanticzizmushoz tehat megkivantatik a hazaisag, nepiesseg, mint 
annak elso alapja es anyaga, melybol ahhoz-ahhoz kepest kifejlodjek 
a nemzeti kolteszet a ldilonbozo nepek jelleme es idoma szerint s a 
kor lelkenek ihletese utan.3
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To this interpretation of Romanticism Erdelyi opposes what he sees 

as the "nem valodi romantika" of the likes of Chateaubriand, Victor 

Hugo, and Lamartine, characterised by a certain "nehez-nyavalyas 

modor" which "epileptikus gorcsokben vonaglik vegig sok vizenyos 

novellan."^ In contrast to what he proposes as "authentic” 

Romanticism, whose essential constituents are "hazisag, nemzeti 

sajatsagok",̂  Erdelyi defines this second variant as a contemptible 

and inherently foreign "szo-romantika", closing his essay with the 

following unequivocal rejection:

Ezt a szo-romantikat gyuloljuk mi s ohajtunk irodalmunknak a 
leginkabb elaradt francia es minden idegen befolyastol minel elobbi 
felszabadulast.6

Erdelyifs direct and exclusive equation of the Romantic with the 

national and the popular continues to play a key role in most 

characterisations of Hungarian Romanticism today. Since the 

publication of the first extensive study of this theme, Gyula 

Farkas’s A magyar romantika, in 1930, it seems to have been 

generally accepted that the first phase of Romanticism in Hungary 

is characterised by a preoccupation with national historicism, 

while the second phase involves the politically motivated 

"discovery" of folk poetry. Thus the Hungarian literary historian 

G. B. Nemeth has recently claimed that:

As a general rule Romanticism in its first phase meant the birth or 
revival of a national consciousness and a sense of national 
identity; in the second an increasingly democratic process for the 
national culture [...]7

while Istvan Soter would argue that: "the special relationship with 

folk poetry can be regarded as the most significant mark of
oRomanticism."0 In this way the concept of Romanticism has on the
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whole been subsumed under the broader literary historical category 
of the popular-national or national-classicist tradition in a 

manner of which Erdelyi would almost certainly have approved.

Such an unequivocal equation of Romanticism with nationalism, 

historicism and, above all, literary populism is, however, highly 

problematic. Even if one is prepared to accept an essentially 

pluralistic approach to national '’Romanticisms" of the type 

promoted most famously by A.0.Lovejoyit remains hard to conceive 

of a notion of the Romantic which does not foreground as one of its 

key, determining constituents the central role of the individual, 

creative imagination. This crucial constituent has, as we have 

seen, very little to do with the poetics of Hungarian literary

populism, which seeks above all to establish and reproduce a stable

and collective literary code based on an essentially closed set of 

common values, idioms and experiences. If, as I have attempted to 

show, Hungarian literary populism represents a naive resolution to 

the dilemma of sentimental alienation, its aspirations can hardly 

be reconciled with those of European Romanticism in its very

different response to the same crisis. Where Hungarian literary 

populism identifies with an already given world of discourse, value 

and experience, the Romantic writer strives to forge a new and 

highly individual world after the fashion of his own creative 

vision or imagination. The basis of literary populism as 

articulated by the likes of Kolcsey and Erdelyi is still the

collective imitation of the real; the essence of Romanticism, on 

the other hand, is the individual imagination of the ideal. Where 

aspects of folk culture do play a part in the Romantic formation,
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their function - as we saw in the case of Wordsworth’s Lyrical 

Ballads - is not primarily the promotion of national character. 

Thus, when Novalis proposes the Marchen as "der Kanon der Poesie" 

and claims that "alles Poetische muss marchenhaft sein"^ his 

reasons for doing so have little to do with Gorres's conception of 

folk poetry as "der achte innere Geist de£ deutschen Volkes". As 

Novalis explains:

Ein Marchen ist eigentlich wie ein Traumbild ohne Zusammenhang, 
eine Ensemble wunderbarer Dinge und Begebenheiten, z.B. eine 
musikalische Fantasie, die harmonischen Folgen einer Aolsharfe - 
die Natur selbst.ll

Romanticism is, by virtue of both its original etymology and its

theoretical history since the end of the 18 th century, an

inherently supra-national term. While it is legitimate and

important to identify local differences in the development of

Romanticism in individual national cultures, it is equally crucial

to establish a set of common characteristics without which any use

of the term is ultimately meaningless. As one of the few literary

historians to have pursued a consistently comparative approach to

the question of Hungarian Romanticism has recently argued:

lehetne azzal ervelni, hogy nemzeti romantikanknak foleg olyan 
jellegzetessegei vannak, amelyek megkiilonboztetik mas romantikaktol 

ez azonban foloslegesse tenne maganak a fogalomnak a 
has znalatat.12

The most productive basis for a coherent comparative 

characterisation of European Romanticism remains Rene Wellek’s 

well-known proposal of three determining criteria in his seminal 

essay of 1949, The Concept of Romanticism: "imagination for the 

view of poetry, nature for the view of the world, and symbol and 

myth for poetic s t y l e . I n  a retrospective article published some
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seventeen years later with the title Romanticism Re-examined,
Wellek returns to this characterisation after considering the

debate it initially provoked and the results of subsequent

research. Wellek concludes his account of recent studies of

Romanticism with the following suggestion of consensus:

In these studies, however diverse in method and emphasis, a 
convincing agreement has been reached: they all see the implication 
of imagination, symbol, myth and organic nature, and see it as part 
of the great endeavor to overcome the split between subject and 
object, the self and the world, the conscious and the 
unconscious•14

I accept - and shall in what follows largely adopt - the terms of 

this consensus as the practical and productive foundations for a 

minimal working definition of Romanticism, and only wish at this 

stage to add two further points of emphasis before going on to 

consider Hungarian developments in the light of such a definition. 

My first point concerns the relationship between the Romantic 

formation and the sentimental structure of feeling, while my second 

concerns two crucial consequences of the Romantic endeavour to 

resolve the sentimental dilemma.

A particularly revealing and relevant articulation of both the 

continuities and the differences between the sentimental and 

Romantic moments can be found in the first coherent attempt in the 

history of Hungarian criticism to rehearse a number of the central 

arguments of Schiller’s Uber naive und sentimentalische Dichtung, 

Jozsef Teleki’s pioneering essay of 1818, A regi es uj koltes 

kulombsegeirol. While many of the key terms of Teleki’s opposition 

between the ancient (Hellenic) and the modem (Christian) are
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directly reminiscent of Schiller, several other emphases already 

suggest an attempt to articulate a new cultural moment and draw 

upon the critical discourses of Jean Paul Richter and A. W. 

Schlegel. Thus ancient poetry is characterised by "egyszeruseg" and 

"termeszetesseg"; its mode is "targyas (objektiv)", and its 

inspiration is taken from living, present reality ("elo 

jelenvalosag"). Modem poetry, on the other hand, "a termeszettol 

mind jobban-jobban eltavozvan, az idealok orszagaban elveszti 

magat"; its mode is primarily "szemelyes (subjektiv)".1-'* While the 

coupling of simplicity and naturalness, idealism and distance from 

nature, appears to have been taken directly from Schiller, Teleki 

attributes his use of the terms "objektiv" and "subjektiv" to, 

"among others", Jean Paul. The new theoretical context in which 

Teleki is writing in 1818 helps to explain why he ultimately 

rejects as "erroneous" Schiller’s use of the term "sentimentalisch" 

- which Teleki translates, anticipating the pejorative connotations 

it was to have for most of his century, as "erzekenykedo" - and 

replaces it with the term "romantos"

Throughout the essay, Teleki’s characterisation of modem poetry 

has more in common with Romantic theory than with Schiller's - by 

then perhaps already anachronistic - description of the sentimental 

dilemma. Thus, for example, Teleki stresses the centrality of the 

concept of the imagination in modem ("romantos") poetry. Where the 

ancients would describe in their poetry "amit lattak, tapasztaltak, 

ereztek",

mi ellenben magunknak eloszor kepzeletiinkben egy uj, a jelenvalotol 
egeszen^kulonbozo koltoi vila^ot formalunk, s azt adjuk elo, amit 
ebben latnank, tapasztalnank es ereznenk.18
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While the ancients started out from nature and living reality, ”az

ujabbak pedig egyediil kepzetek altal i n d i t n a k " . - ^  Teleki also draws
attention to the distinctively Romantic quest to find "similitude

in dissimilitude" (Wordsworth) and to unify, or fuse, the real with

the ideal. The modem poet, he suggests, is no longer content to

merely imitate the variety and specificity of his natural (and

local) environment, but seeks "a kiilonbsegesnek romantos

egyesiileset, egybeolvadasat."^

It is perhaps worth pausing at this point to consider what

Teleki sees as the determining historical basis of this new

"romantos" poetry. Like Kolcsey, Teleki interprets the idealism of

modern poetry as a product of the new attitude to human and natural

reality brought about by the advent, ascendancy and ultimate

hegemony of Christianity in Europe: "A kereszteny religyio
tamadasaval az emberi elem gondolkozasa modjaban szomyu valtozas

tortent."^ The Christian faith provided mankind with a higher,

indeed the highest possible, reality ("fo valosag") in place of the

immediately apprehensible "elo jelenvalosag" of the ancients:

Ezen fo valosa^hoz - mely a testisegiink altal korulirt szoros 
lathataron kivul esik - a szelid Jezus mennyei tanitasai 
segitsegevel egyszer felemelkedven, a vakmero emberi nem minden 
gondolataiban az emberiseget elhagyni batorkodott, s mereszen a 
foldieken felyul emelkedett.22

Teleki then proceeds to relate this new Christian ideal to the 

prevalent subjectivity of modern poetry:

A kereszteny vallas nemely kiilso, a teremtohoz valo tisztelet 
jeleivel nem elegedik meg, mint a gbrogbke; hanem az egesz belso 
embert a legeszrevehetetlenebb mozdulatjaiban maganak
tulajdonitotta. A jo keresztenynek legfobb kotelessege a maga 
szemelyesseget megvizsgalni, minden cselekedeteit, erzemenyeit s 
gondolatait lelki esm^retdnek biroi itelete ala vetni. Igy a 
keresztenyseg altal az emberi nem a kiilso targyak fo tekintetetol 
elvonattatvan, a magunk megesmeresere, a szemelyesseg kifejtesere
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vezereltetett. Igy eredett a kereszteny koltesbe egy bizonyos 
szemelyesseg, melyrol mar feljebb is szolottunk mint a romantossag 
egyik, megktilonbozteto jelerol, a gorog koltes targyassaganak 
ellenkezojerol.23

Because the modem poet attempts to reach beyond the objective and

the worldly into the realm of the subjective and the spiritual, his

poetry will be both more emotional and more ephemeral. In the new

"romantos koltes": "az erzemenyek [...] erosebbek, a fantazia

testetlenebb, a gondolat foghatatlanabb."^ Here Teleki is

undoubtedly drawing - almost to the extent of direct quotation -

from A. W. Schlegel’s description of modem poetry in his

Vorlesungen iiber dramatische Kunst und Literatur: "Das Gefiihl ist

im Ganzen bei den Neueren inniger, die Phantasie unkorperlicher,

der Gedanke beschaulicher geworden."^

This - albeit unacknowledged - allusion to the younger Schlegel

is highly significant in the context of Teleki’s evaluation of

Christianity’s influence on the character of modern poetry. For,

unlike Kolcsey whose source had been the Herder of the Ideen,

Teleki does not interpret the rise of Christianity in Europe as a

threat to national specificity and identity, but rather as the

basis for a new and progressive idealism. He accepts with Schlegel

that the "hohere Weisheit" of Christianity has taught us that

die Menschheit habe durch eine grosse Verirrung die ihr
urspruhgligh bestimmte Stelle eingebiisst, und die ganze Bestimmung
ihres irdischen Daseins sei, dahin zuriickzustreben, welches sie
jedoch, sich selbst iiberlassen, nicht vermoge.

For all his nostalgia for the simplicity and naturalness of 

Hellenic culture, Teleki (like Schlegel, but unlike Kolcsey) sees 

Romantic poetry as both a historical necessity and as the poetry of 

the future:
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Hogy az #emlltetteken kivul, az # ujabb koltes roraantossaganak 
elomozditasan, oregbitesen a szazadok szama is nem kevesse 
munkalkodik, ketsegen kiviil vaTo dolog. Araint az emberi nem 
megelemedett korahoz naprol napra kozelit, s jobban kimiveltetik, 
eppen ugy^ lathatokeppen mind j obban-jobban eltavozik a 
termeszetisegtol, az idealok kiterjedett orszagaban, almodozasaiban 
s fellengzeseiben elveszti magat. Meltan elmondhatni tehat, hogy a 
koltesnek idojartaval mindeg inkabb meg inkabb romantosnak kell 
lennie.27

In addition to the new and Romantic stress on imagination, 

unification and idealism, Teleki's A regi es az uj koltes 

kiildmbsegeirbl also suggests one further discontinuity between the 

sentimental and Romantic approaches to modem poetry and its 

objects. Teleki insists on differentiating between moral and 

aesthetic beauty: "A szep [...] az izles tudomanyaban vett

ertelemben [...] az erkolcsi szeptol nagyon kiilbmbbzik"Although 

Teleki admittedly only makes this point parenthetically and does 

not seem to recognise the full extent of its implications, the 

distinction is, in literary historical terms, a none the less 

crucial one. While for the sentimental writer beauty is synonymous 

with virtue, for the Romantic writer it is synonymous with truth. 

The latter emphasis is, of course, the axiom of Keats’s Ode on a 

Grecian U m , and also informs - to cite only two further examples - 

Shelley’s statement in the Defence of Poetry that "to be a poet is 
to apprehend the true and the beautiful" ,29 and Novalis’s related 

claims that "nur ein Kiinstler kann den Sinn des Lebens erraten", 

and that "Je poetischer, je wahrer."^ If the terms of sentimental 

discourse are the signs of moral character, those of Romantic 

writing are the scars of an epistemological struggle for meaning 

and truth.

The most crucial discontinuity between the sentimental and the
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Romantic which can be abstracted from Teleki’s essay, however, lies 

in his recognition of the Romantic quest for "egyesules" or 

"egybeolvadas". All "modem" (as opposed to ancient) poetry starts 

out from the experience of alienation brought about by man’s "fall" 

from nature, but where the sentimental poet can only foreground 

this alienation, the Romantic poet attempts to transcend it. In his 

essay on Kolcsey, Antal Szerb describes this difference in terms of 

activity and passivity.

A szentimentalis teljesen passziv csodavaras. Eppen ebben 
kulonbdzik a romantikus hangulattol, mely szinten vagy, banat es 
remenytelenseg osszetettje. De a romantikus belso celld.tuzeseben 
aktiv; a romantikus vagya a vegtelenbe tor [...]31

While the sentimental poet reproduces his experience of the object

world as essentially beyond his grasp - through a discourse of

obscurity, loss, solitude, otherness, homelessness and aimlessness

- the Romantic poet strives to reappropriate this lost world by re

creating it in his own image. Both face - as the essential material 

of, and challenge to, their poetry - the same series of ontological 

dualisms or oppositions: subject and object, man and nature, self 

and society, thought and language, language and reality, art and 

life. But where the sentimental writer tends to elevate only one 

side of these dualisms - subjectivity and reflection over 

perception and imitation, style over content, art over reality, etc

- the Romantic artist attempts to negate, by uniting, them. In the

words of the younger Schlegel:

Das griechische Ideal der Menschheit war vollkommene Eintracht und 
Ebenmass aller Krafte, naturliche Harmonie. Die Neueren hingegen 
sind zum Bewusstsein der iimeren Entzweiung gekommen, welche ein 
solches Ideal unmoglich macht; daher ist das Streben ihrer Poesie,
diese beiden Weiten, zwischen denen wir uns geteilt fuhlen, die
geistige und sinnliche, miteinander auszusohnen und unauflbslich zu 
verschmelzen.32
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The same notion of unification or fusion informs Coleridge’s 
concept of the Romantic imagination. For Coleridge, the Romantic 
poet:

diffuses a tone and spirit of unity, that blends, and (as it were) 
fuses, each into each, by that synthetic and magical power to which 
we have exclusively appropriated the name of imagination. This 
power [... ] reveals itself in the balance or reconciliation of 
opposite or discordant qualities: of sameness, with difference; of 
the general, with the concrete; the idea, with the image; the 
individual with the representative; the sense of novelty and 
freshness, with old and familiar objects; a more than usual state 
of emotion, with more than usual order; judgement ever awake and 
steady self-possession, with enthusiasm and feeling profound or 
vehement; and while it blends and harmonizes the natural and the 
artificial, still subordinates art to nature [...]33

Or in the still more exalted formulation of Novalis:

Das Individuum lebt im Ganzen und das Ganze im Individuum. Durch 
Poesie ensteht die hochste Sympathie und Koaktivitat, die innigste 
Gemeinschaft des Endlichen und Unendlichen. 34

As Wellek recognises in The Concept of Romanticism, the Romantic 

attempt to "overcome the split between subject and object" was 

ultimately "doomed to failure".^ What Wellek does not stress, 

however, is that the Romantics themselves were often only too aware 

of the ultimate vanity of their endeavours, and this awareness 

played a crucial part in their attitudes towards the nature and 

significance of not only their works, but also of the life of man 

as a whole. A. W. Schlegel, for example, was convinced that the new 

idealism inspired by the Christian search for the infinite would 

inevitably awaken the foreboding "die in alien gefuhlvollen Herzen 

schlummert" that:

wir nach einer hier unerreichbaren Gliickseligkeit trachten, dass 
kein ausserer Gegenstand jemals unsre Seele ganz wird erfiillen 
konnen, dass aller Genuss eine fliichtige Tauschung ist. Und wenn 
nun die Seele, gleichsam unter den Trauerweiden der Verbannung 
ruhend, ihr Verlangen nach der fremd gewordenen Heimat ausatmet, 
was andres kann der Grundton ihrer Lieder sein als Schwermut?36
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Fichte expresses a similar notion of the unattainability of the 

ideal in terms of man’s (Romantic) struggle to conquer the 

irrational:

To master the irrational, to govern it freely according to its own 
laws is the ultimate purpose of humanity. This purpose is quite 
unattainable and must forever remain so if man is not to cease 
being human and to become divine. But he can and must approach this 
goal; hence the never-ending approach to this goal is the true 
destiny of humanity.37

Insofar as the Romantic artist recognises his ultimate goal - to 

reunite subject and object through the re-creation of the world 

according to the vision of his own imagination - to be 

unattainable, his approach to both his art and to reality will be 

determined by one (or occasionally by a combination) of two types 

of Romantic disposition: the tragic and the ironic. In the case of 

the tragic Romantic type, the project of the writer will be 

analogous to that of the the new species of hero he brings into 

being. Like his own heroes - Faust, Prometheus, Manfred, Childe 

Harold or even Napoleon - the Romantic artist can never fully 

conquer the world through imagination. The imposition of his vision 

on the world, however masterfully sustained within the confines of 

his art, can only ever be the product of an illusion: a symptom of 

his alienation, rather than its ultimate resolution. The divinity 

to which he aspires - the divine power of Creation and divine 

knowledge of Absolute Truth - lies eternally beyond his reach, and 

every effort he makes to attain it, every metaphor that seeks to 

sustain the illusion of a fusion of the ideal with the real, is a 

reflection of the tragic condition he strives in vain to transcend.

The Romantic ironist, on the other hand, while starting out from
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the same awareness of the vanity of human aspirations, scoffs at 
the pretensions of the Romantic hero from the outset. For him the 

world is not a tragic conflict, but a "melancholy jest”. The 

ultimate self-image of the Romantic ironist is the anti-hero: 

Byron’s Don Juan, Pushkin's Eugene Onegin, Arany’s Bolond Istok. 

Romantic irony does not resolve the predicament of man’s 

alienation, but renders it comic, tolerable and even, to a degree, 

governable. The Romantic ironist appears as the complete master of 

his text; he interrupts his own narrative, distorts it, mutilates 

it, even destroys it as he pleases. If he cannot aspire to the 

divine, he can at least avoid the pitfalls of illusion. For his 

irony represents the power of knowledge; in Friedrich Schlegel's 

phrase: "Ironie ist klares Bewusstsein der ewigen Agilitat, das
oounendlich vollen Chaos."

The most impressive and consummate instance of the tragic 

Romantic type in 19th century Hungarian literature is Mihaly 

Vorosmarty, and I shall consider the role of tragedy in his poetry 

in some detail later in this chapter. While Romantic irony played a 

considerably more important and widespread role in the development 

of 19th century Hungarian literature, its influence can be felt 

primarily in the period between the defeat of the revolution and 

War of Independence in 1849 and the Ausgleich of 1867, which lies 

beyond the immediate concerns of this study. In addition to its 

role in the poetry of Arany (outlined briefly in Chapter Six), the 

other most accomplished and engaging achievements of Romantic irony 

in the post-revolutionary period are Imre Madach’s drama Az ember 

tragediaja (1861) and the novels of Zsigmond K e m e n y . ^
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If Vorosmarty is the only major writer in the period under 

discussion in this study whose work may, without continual 

qualification, be called "Romantic" in the broadly European sense 

of that term outlined above, certain aspects of his Romanticism are 

not without precedent, both theoretical and practical, in the 

development of the national literature after 1772. Without 

attempting to suggest the foundations for, or indeed even the 

possibility of, a developmental history of "Hungarian Romanticism", 

it will be useful to consider the emergence of a number of key 

Romantic concepts in Hungarian literature - in particular that of a 

new concept of the imagination - before turning our attention to 

Vorosmarty himself.

The first Hungarian writer to develop a coherent theory of the

imagination as something more than the "power of visualization"

(Wellek) it had signified for most of the 18th century, and as a
/ ,concept crucial to the essence of "poetic" creation, is Adam 

Horvath. His remarkable Psychologia (written in 1789 and published 

in 1792) is one of the most fascinating philosophical works of the 

Hungarian literary renewal at the end of the 18th century. It is 

considerably more original, and also more profound, than many of 

the discursive works of Gyorgy Bessenyei, generally considered the 

most significant writer of philosophical prose in Hungarian during 

this period.

Horvath devotes two chapters (numbers II "A kepzo es erzo 

tehetsegrol" and III "A kepzelodo tehetsegrol, ’s annak 

gyakorlasarol") to a discerning and elaborately differentiated 

examination of increasingly abstract forms of perception, cognition
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and imagination. Perception itself, Horvath argues, consists of 
three parts: first, the "objektum"t defined as "a' dolog mellyet a’ 

Kepzesben, Perceptioban a1 Lelek kepez maganak"; secondly, "a’ kep 

idea mellynek formal maganak a1 Lelek a' kepzet dologrol; and 

thirdly, "a1 megtudas (kepzes) cognitio, melly mar a’ Lelek nem 

szenvedo Passiva allapotja, hanem valosagos munkalodasa.

Horvath’s next step is to differentiate between ’’kepzes 

(cognitio)" and "kepzeles (imaginatio)":
f *

A KEPZELES, Imaginatio, a1 Leleknek az a' munkaja, mellyel 
valamelly tolunk tavoly levo, de mar kepzett dolgot ujonnan 
kepez.41

At this stage in his exposition, Horvath has added little to the 

conventional 18th century sense of the imagination as a faculty 

which, in the words of Dr Johnson, "selects ideas from the 

treasures of remembrance."^ Horvath goes on, however, to propose a 

further distinction which extends well beyond the neoclassical 

concept of the imagination and anticipates the Romantic view. For 

Horvath not only distinguishes between "kep" (idea), "kepzes" 

(cognition) and "kepzeles" (imagination), but also between 

"kepzeles" and "kepzelodes (phantasia)". This last term is used to 

signify the essence of poetic creation:

A’ kepzelodestol fugg az embemek elmejenek, az a' szep, de neha 
rossz munkaja is, mellyet koltemenynek vagy talalmanynak, vagy 
inkabb a szo eredete szerent koltesnek nevezzunk. Vagynak 
kepzelesiink sok fele ideakrol, mellyeket az elso kepzeskori 
figyelmezes nem enged el-felejtenunk. Ha osztan ezeket a’ kepzeles 
Imaginatio altal ujra elo-hordjuk; es kbziilok ollyanokat rakgatunk 
oszve, mellyeket soha oszve-ragasztva, vagy ollyanokat valasztunk 
el egymastol, mellyeket az elott el-valasztva nem kepzeltiink, az a 
Kolto Tehetseg.A3

Each of Horvath's abstractions from the initial root "kep" - formed 

in each case by introducing an additional formative suffix -
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suggests a further stage of remove and independence from the 

object. If both "kepzes" and "kepzeles" are still based in the 

neoclassical imitation of nature or reality, Horvath’s highest 

term, "kepzelodes", which is most closely associated with poetic 

talent ("kolto tehetseg"), involves the creation of a new order of 

images which has hitherto never existed in such a form or 

combination in the real world. In this way, Horvath's concept of 

"kepzelodes (phantasia)" anticipates Wordsworth’s characterisation 

of the Romantic imagination in his Preface to the 1815 edition of 

the Lyrical Ballads:

Imagination [... ] has no reference to images that are merely a 
faithful copy, existing in the mind, of absent objects; but is a 
word of higher import, denoting operations of the mind upon those 
objects, and processes of creation or of composition [,..]44

In the Romantic theory of both Wordsworth and Horvath, imagination

and originality replace imitation and taste as the key terms of

poetic activity.

Horvath's gradatory exposition of perception, cognition and

imagination also demonstrates an awareness, unparalleled in its

day, of the possibilities of Hungarian as a language for discursive

prose. While in Latin, Horvath argues, such closely related

concepts as "idea", "perceptio", "imaginatio" and "phantasia" are

expressed through terms which are morphologically unrelated,

a' magyar ugyan azon eredesu szokkal, az el-nevezett dolgok 
termeszetehez-kepest ki tehet igy: kep, kepzes, kepzeles,
kepzelodes.45

This leads Horvath to the following conclusion:

Ezekbol a’ nevezetekbol ki tetszik, melly alkalmatos volna a’ 
Magyar nyelv, az illyen felseges tudomanynak elo adasra, ha a' 
Nemzet hozza szokna a’ hoz,# hogy a’ maga elott nagyon ismeretes 
szokkal, mellynek azonban nemelly el-nevezett dolognak valosagat
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neha meg jobban ki fejezik, mint a’ mas Nerazetek1 elnevezesei, 
haszonra elni neki szokna.46

It is at once remarkable and symptomatic that Horvath’s 

Psychologia has been completely ignored by historians of Hungarian 

literature. The most comprehensive bibliography of Hungarian

literature to date, A magyar irodalomtortenet bibliografiaja,^ 

contains only one item relating to the work, an essay entitled A 

magyar nyelvu psychologiai irodalom kezdete published in a 

collection of psychological studies in 1967, which makes little 

more than perfunctory reference to Horvath. Like the major literary 

histories of Ferenc Toldy, Jeno Pinter and Antal Szerb, the 

Hungarian Academy's latest multi-volume A magyar irodalom 

tortenete makes only passing reference to Horvath's text, giving 

absolutely no idea of its character or of the material it contains. 

All these histories focus above all on Horvath's extensive
9 9 * * * * ,  4 4 $collection of folk songs, 0 es Uj mintegy Otodfelszaz enekek 

(completed in 1813, but first published in 1953), and "place" 

Horvath, together with Dugonics and Gvadanyi, in the context of

18th century Hungarian Traditionalism. Not only his Psychologia,
4 9but also his popular verse astronomy, Legrovidebb Nyari Ejtszaka 

(1791), and his sentimental novel, A felfedezett titok (which is 

not even mentioned in A magyar irodalom tortenete) have been 

generally ignored. Of these works, Psychologia is undoubtedly the 

most remarkable, and its complete neglect surely figures as one of 

the most bizarre and regrettable casualties of the inevitably

selective popular-national tradition in Hungarian letters.

One important writer who did seem to have read and appreciated

t

L
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Horvath's Psychologia was Csokonai, who celebrates the work in his 

ode to its author of 1792. Horvath's concept of "kepzelodes" as the 

faculty of creating new worlds of objects and combinations plays a 

crucial part in Csokonai's attitude to the function of poetry. In A 

Maganossaghoz, for example, the poet is represented as one who 

appears:

Mint a sebes villam setetes ejjel;
Midon teremt uj dol^okat
S a semmibol uj vilagokat.

As Kolcsey would differentiate between the "poeta" and the 

"versificator" in his evaluation of Berzsenyi's poetry, so Csokonai 

some two decades earlier - would distinguish between 

"verscsinalas" and "poezis". Where Kolcsey associates the "poeta" 

with the ideal, however, Csokonai associates "poezis" with 

imagination as an activity which "a gondolatoknak, a kepzelodesnek, 

a tuznek termeszeteben, es mindezeknek fololtozteteseben all".^ 

Csokonai's dynamic concept of poetry has little in common with the 

neoclassical "imitation of nature", but is concerned with a 

creative, life-giving, spiritual power: "A poesis lelek, amely

elevenit."-^ For Csokonai, the task of poetry - indeed of art in 

general - is to create new worlds. As he states in the introduction 

to the comic epic Dorottya, vagyis a damak diadalma a farsangon 

(1798):

Minden szep tudomanyoknak es mestersegeknek, jelesben a poezisnak 
is, fo vegek az amulas (Tauschung); ha tudni illik eleven es 
termeszeti eloadasunkkal az olvaso, szemlelo vagy hallgato 
kepzelodeset annyira elamithatjuk, hogy azt a mi koltott scenankba 
vagy indulatunkba, mint valamelly uj vilagba, a maga realis 
situatiabol altalvarazsolhatjuk.51
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The means Csokonai employs in his poetry to transport the reader

into such "new worlds" also suggest a certain continuity with

Horvath's characterisation of "kepzelodes" as the activity of

forging new, original and unfamiliar combinations of conventionally

unrelated images and ideas. Thus Csokonai's own unconventional

juxtaposition of images often takes the form of synaesthesia - a

concept which, if as yet unnamed, was central to the Romantic

"unification of the senses" - as in A Maganossaghoz:

A lenge Hold halkal vilagositja 
A szoke bikkfak oldalat [...]52

More frequently, however, such juxtapositions are used to

foreground the specificity, individuality and uniqueness of a

particular emotion, such as "vig borzadas" (Az ember a poesis elso
, / / targya), "vad unalom" (0, unalom! vad unalom!) or "vidam

melancholia" (Az estve).

Considering the degree to which the vast stylistic range of 

Csokonai's writing and the theoretical breadth of his reading make 

his oeuvre as a whole so hard to classify, it is not, of course, 

surprising that we are able to identify aspects of his poetry which 

anticipate Romanticism. Most of Csokonai's more profound and 

accomplished poems are, however - as I argued in Chapter Three - 

ultimately informed by the sentimental structure of feeling and the 

experience of alienation it articulates. In spite of the privileged 

place afforded in his work to a Romantic concept of the 

imagination, Csokonai's own poetry rarely ventures beyond the 

reproduction of this experience towards the Romantic illusion of 

its resolution through the creation of a coherent world of
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individual vision.

The situation is already substantially different with the poetry 

of Daniel Berzsenyi (1776-1836), who may also be regarded as a 

highly significant - if in this respect generally ignored - pioneer 

of Romantic theory in Hungarian literature. Like Horvath, Berzsenyi 

starts out from an essentially gradatory concept of the 

imagination. In his often somewhat eccentric, but none the less 

unduly neglected, treatise entitled Poetai harmonistika (1832), for 

example, he distinguishes between "kepzelo ero" (the power or 

faculty of imagining) and "kepzoszellem" (the spirit of 

imagination), seeing - with Jean Paul - the former as no more than 

the "prose" of the latter. For Berzsenyi, the highest form of 

imagination is the "transcendental" (as opposed to immediately 

empirical or perceptual) process by which "a kepzelet kepeit 

modositani, el- es osszerakni tudjuk."^ This process he refers to, 

again with Horvath, as koltes (presumably with the original sense 

of the Greek poiesis in mind), and explains its meaning in 

distinctly Romantic terms:

[a] koltes mar oly szabad munkassaga a leleknek, mely mar a 
ktilvilag es kepzelet kepeivel meg nem elegszik, hanem azon 
folulemelkedik, s azokat on-nezetei szerint modositani s uj 
alakokka formalni igyekszik; kovetkezoleg a kulvilagon es annak 
benyomasain uralkodni s lgy kolteni - idealizalni akar. Ez tehajt 
mar oly letszere a poetai leleknek, mely nyilvan a teremto es kepzo 
osztonbol foly.54

As for Wordsworth, poetry implies a fusion of perception and

creation. The poet does not merely imitate nature, he conquers and

idealises it according to his own inner vision. In this way, poetry

may be seen as the continuation of the great work of Creation:

a kepzoszellem nem egyeb [... ] mint a teremtes orokke folyo 
munkajanak gyonyorben oltozott folytatoja, mint valami isteni kez
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minden iranylatit gyonyomek orok folyamava bajolja, s gyonyor 
altal vezeti lelkiinket legfobb celainkra, az elettokelyre es 
eletterjesztesre, ezek altal pedig legfobb gybnybrre es 
boldogsagra.5 5

Berzsenyi is thus led to an essentially religious interpretation of 

the function of the poetic imagination highly characteristic of 

Romantic theory:

mi a leglelkibb poetai szep, mint az erenybol folyo lelki szepnek s 
az istenerzetbol folyo isteni szepnek harmonias kozeplete vagy szep 
religio [...] a kepzoszellem oly isteni tulajdona az emberisegnek, 
mely nemcsak egesz foldi eletunket megszebbiteni, s azaltal 
boldogitani osztonoz bennunket; de egyszersmind osztone valami 
szebb eletnek es religionak.56

In this Berzsenyi comes close to Novalis’s conclusion that: "Der 

echte Dichter ist [...] immer Priester, so wie der echte Priester 

immer Dichter geblieben.

In his embittered, but often deeply penetrating response to 

Kolcsey’s critical evaluation of his poetry, Eszrevetelek Kolcsey 

Recensiojara (1825), Berzsenyi consciously equates his concept of 

the imagination with the historical moment of Romanticism. The 

context of this association is Berzsenyi* s defence of such 

"exalted" phrases as "dithyrarabok langkore" and "goztorlatok 

alpesi" which Kolcsey had rejected as "dagalyos" (grandiloquent, 

flatulent). Berzsenyi argues in reply that such phrases should be 

seen as no more than "az exaltalt kepzelodes exaltalt kepei" 

insofar as:

mikor a kepzelodes annyira felmagasztaltatik, hogy az embert 
orkannak, istennek es villamnak nezi, mar akkor semmi koz-kepet nem 
tur, s a legmereszebbnek szemleletere el van keszitve.58

According to Berzsenyi, poetic ideas and diction necessarily change

in the course of history; thus the role of terms like "nimbusz,

langkort csillagkorona" is "a romantikaban csak az, ami volt a
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hellenikaban a koszoru [...]"^  The new poetic diction of 

Romanticism is an inevitable consequence of our changing image of 

the world:

Igy kell a romantikanak egesz stiljarol itelnunk, mert valamint 
valtoztak az ideak, aszerint kellett valtozni az egesz koltoi 
szellemnek es nyelvnek; sot igy kell azoknak valtozniok minden 
eredeti koltonel, mert minden uj vilagszemlelettel uj ideaknak, uj 
szellemnek s uj nyelvnek harmoniaja szliletik, s ahol ez nem 
szuletik, ̂ ott eredeti sines. Ugyanazert a koltoi nyelvet nem a 
hellenikaehoz, annyival inkabb pedig nem a magunkehoz meregetve 
kell megitelniink, hanem leginkabb az uj s individualis szellem 
termeszete szerint.60

By the time Berzsenyi comes to formulate his Poetai harmonistika 

some seven years later, he no longer consciously associates his 

poetic theory with the "individual spirit" of Romanticism, and his 

allusions are almost without exception to Hellenic, as opposed to 

"modem", culture. The key terms of his poetics, however, remain no 

less "modem" and Romantic in emphasis and implication. This is 

particularly true of the central concept of his treatise, harmonia, 

which is informed throughout by a fundamentally Romantic 

preoccupation with ideas of fusion, integration, and unification. 

The quest for unity and wholeness already informs Berzsenyi’s 

revealing morphological (mis)interpretation of the Hungarian term 

for beautiful, "szep": "szi-ep, azaz sze-ep, szep egesz.

Berzsenyi’s subsequent definition of the beautiful has much in 

common with the pursuit of "unity in diversity" promoted by the 

likes of Schlegel, Novalis, Wordsworth, Coleridge and Shelley: "a 

szep annyi, mint a harmonias kulonfeleseg - harmonias kiilonfelesegu 

egesz".^ Insofar as the aim of poetry is the attainment or 

realisation of the beautiful, Berzsenyi goes on to argue, poetic 

form must represent the most complete harmonisation of the various
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faculties of the human soul: "Poetai forma az, melyben minden lelki 

erok harmonias emeltsegben vagynak".^ For this reason, the 

discourse of the poet is not only more "harmonious" than that of 

the philosopher, in which reason alone plays a privileged role, but 

is also inherently "higher" and more "complete". After all, 

Berzsenyi claims, "a poeta filozofussa tud lenni, de a filozofus 

poetava nem emelkedhetik."^

As well as constituting a fusion of both perception and 

creation, and art and philosophy, Berzsenyi’s Romantic concept of 

poetic form also proposes the harmonisation of the natural and the 

artificial, the naive and the sentimental, the subjective and the 

objective, the real and the ideal:

a valodi kolteszetek nem csupa szeroelyes es targyas, hanem 
szemelyesb es targyasb osztalyokra valnak; mert igy azon ketfele 
szinek kozepletet teszik fel.

Igy a dolog a naiv es szentimentalis, a termeszetes es idealis 
osztalyokkal is. Mert itt is kell mondanunk, ho^y a poezis nem 
csupa termeszetes es idealis; hanem ezeknek harmonias kozeplete, 
mely termeszetesb es idealosb szinekre oszolhat ugyan, de nem csupa 
termeszetesre es idealosra.65

In "a valodi kolteszet", as in the concept of the beautiful itself, 

the natural and the ideal are inseparable because, as Berzsenyi 

claims in an earlier draft of Poetai harmonistika: "a szep annyi, 

mint idealizalt termeszet, azaz az idealnak es termeszetnek 

harmoniaja es harmonias kozepszere [... ]

Berzsenjri's indefatigable pursuit of unity and harmony also 

leads him to the familiar Romantic emphasis on the "mingling of 

forms and genres" which already finds expression in Friedrich 

Schlegel’s pioneering Athenaum Fragment No.116, where it is seen as 

part of the destiny of Romantic poetry "alle getrennte Gattungen
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67 •der Poesie wieder zu vereinigen". In a section of Poetai

harmonistika devoted to the forms of poetry ("Kolteszeti formak"),

Berzsenyi accepts the three fundamental generic categories of

classical poetics - epic, lyric and dramatic - but goes on to argue

that

a legfobb kolteszet nem csupa lira, nem csupa drama es eposz, hanem 
ezeknek harmonias vegyiiletu kozeplete; oly kozeplet, mely a lirai 
muzsikat, dramai szobrozatot es eposzi festemenyt^ egy alakban 
egyesitven, mindezen kolteszeti szepnek kozonet es legfobbjet 
alakitja.68

From the point of view of Berzsenyi's own poetic practice, the

most important aspect of harmonisation or unification foregrounded

in his theoretical work is almost certainly his emphasis on the

unity of thought and language, thought and image. The best
*

illustration of this can be found in Eszrevetelek Kolcsey 

Recensiojara, where Berzsenyi takes issue with Kolcsey1s charge 

that his poetry is rich in language, but poor in thought. For 

Berzsenyi, such a claim amnounts to nothing less than a 

contradiction in terms:

vajon osszeegyeztetheto-e az, hogy a poeta a poetai kitetelekben 
gazdag, a poetai gondolatokban ellenben szegeny legyen, holott ez a 
ketto egy? Mert a poetai expressiok mik egyebek, mint megtestesult 
poetai erzelmek es gondolatok? Innet mondja Jean Paul, hogy a stil 
nem egyeb, mint maga az ember es a lelek legtitkosabb sajatsa^ainak 
masodik, hajlekony teste; s innet mondja Luden, hogy a beszed nem 
egyeb, mint maga a lelek, az o legeszkoztelenebb megjeleneseben.69 
Poetic language, therefore, can never be a matter of the mere

naming of objects or the mere statement of thoughts. It is for

precisely this reason that Berzsenyi at this point distances his

poetic method from that of the poet with whom he is still most

readily associated in Hungarian literary history, Horace:

Horae nevszerint hivja az isteneket Glycera Larariumaba, en pedig 
azokat jelkepeiben hivom, s ez poetaibb hivas, mint amaz [...] 
Horae megelegszik a hi.vassal, de en messzebb is terjeszkedem [...]
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mindeniitt festve, nem pedig mondva van a gondolat, mely nem hibaja, 
hanem fo charaktere a poezisnak.70

Among the most accomplished realisations of this principle in

Berzsenyi's own verse are the poems Leveltoredek baratnemhoz and A

kozelito tel, both written between the years 1804 and 1808. The

concerns of Leveltoredek baratnemhoz are overtly "painterly", as

Berzsenyi himself proposes in the opening line of the second

stanza: "Lefestem sziiretem estveli orait". The object of

Berzsenyi’s "painting", however, is not primarily the mimetic

reproduction of an evening scene, but the metaphorical evocation

of an inner state:

[... ] Agg diofam alatt tiizemet ger jesztem.

Leplembe burkolva konybkemre dulok,
Kanocom pislogo langjait szemlelem,
A kepzelet egi almaba meriilok,
S egy szebb lelki vilag szent orait elem.

Az oszi bogamak busongo hangjai 
Felkoltik lelkemnek minden erzeseit,
S az emlekezetnek repdezo szamyai 
Visszahozzak eltern eltunt oromeit.
i 71Eletem kepe ez. [...]

The world of Berzsenyi’s poetic imagination is not only "egy szebb 

lelki vilag", but also a world in which subject and object, thought 

and language, are inseparable. The images of the ancient oak, the 

fire the poet attempts to kindle and the flickering flame of the 

candle he observes, lead a double, yet indivisible, life. We do not 

question the "objectivity" of the scene they represent, but nor can 

we at the same time fail to recognise that they are also the
s

embodiment of a highly personal and spiritual reflection: "Eletem 

kepe ez." It is impossible to abstract from the poem a hierarchy of
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perception and reflection, image and thought, object and subject. 

Rather than employing devices like the markers of simile to name 

the contiguity of inner and outer worlds, Berzsenyi offers a series 

of images in which such a dichotomy is already in solution. The 

"repdezo szamyai" of memory, for example, are no more than an 

extension of "az dszibogamak busongo hangjai". The relationship 

between the two images is not one of pictura to sententia, for the 

image is already the thought and the thought already the image: 

"mindeniitt festve, nem pedig mondva van a gondolat."

This type of harmony is still more effectively achieved in A

kozelito tel where the whole poem reads as an (unstated) metaphor

for the poet’s inner experience of mortality and mutability. Unlike

Abraham Barcsay's treatment of the same theme in A telnek

kozelgetese (1774), where the description of winter’s approach

leads the poet to a philosophical conclusion about the

transitoriness of human life expressed on a didactic and non-

metaphorical level, Berzsenyi’s poem refuses to make a final

distiction between the "tenors" and "vehicles" of his metaphors.

Berzsenyi slides from the description of nature to the description

of the self without any interruption of the metaphorical intensity

of the poem:

Lassankent koszorum bimbaja elvirit,
Itt hagy szep tavaszom: meg alig izleli 
Nektarjat ajakam, meg alig illettem 
Egy-ket zsenge viragait.72

*9

Berzsenyi originally entitled the poem Osz, and it was Kazinczy who 

suggested the title by which the poem has been known ever since. In 

either case the poem evokes a tension between the explicitly
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descriptive suggestion of its title and the more ambiguously 

evocative implications of the text itself. The tension is, of 

course, never resolved in the poem, and Autumn remains throughout a 

metaphor in which the worlds of subject and object, the life of man 

and the eternal laws of nature, are inextricably fused. In this way 

A kozelito tel finds its proper place among the great Autumn poems 

of the Romantics, such as Keats’s Ode to Autumn, Lamartine’s 

L’Automne and Eichendorf’s Herbstweh.

One further comparative context for Berzsenyi’s poetry is

suggested by Szerb, who, in an essay of 1929 entitled Az ihletett

kolto, speaks of "a Berzsenyivel olyannyira rokon Holderlin". ̂

Szerb highlights as the basis for this comparison an essential

homology in the two poets’ elevated use of metaphor. He compares,

for example, Berzsenyi’s distinctive metaphor for poetry in what

was probably his last poem, A poezis hajdan es most:

A szent poezis nema hattyu 
S hallgat or’okre hideg vizekben'^

with the following famous lines from Holderlin’s Halfte des Lebens:

Ihr holden Schwane 
Und trunken von Kiissen

Trunkt ihr das Haupt
Ins heilig^niichteme W a s s e r . ^

To this one might add as a further, and perhaps more convincing,

basis for a comparison between Berzsenyi and Holderlin the integral

role of classical (and above all Hellenic) allusion in their verse.

In both cases their apparent "classicism" has less to do with the

measured and imitative neoclassicist poetics of the 18th century

than with the more individual and visionary Romantic Hellenism
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which informs much of the work of Byron, Shelley and Keats. This is 

not, of coruse, to deny that the single most important influence on 

Berzsenyi's prosody was the (Latin, if in inspiration no less 

Hellenic) verse of Horace, but rather to suggest that the 

consciously "modem", and implicitly Romantic, theoretical context 

through which this influence is mediated takes us way beyond the 

classicism with Berzsenyi’s work has conventionally been 

associated.

The nature of Berzsenyi’s reputation in Hungarian literary 

history was, for most of the 19th century, determined by the 

failure of his critics to appreciate the Romantic, metaphorical 

discourse of his finest poetry and the equally Romantic 

implications of his literary theoretical prose. Kolcsey, who would 

go on to attack both the effects of Romantic (modem, Christian) 

poetry on national character in Nemzeti hagyomanyok and the 

irrationalism of Romantic philosophy in his essays on mesmerism and 

animal magnetism,^ saw in Berzsenyi’s "exaltalt kepzelodesnek 

exaltalt kepei" little more than turgid affectation working against 

the interests of meaning. He is still able - as we saw in Chapter 

Four - to identify with Berzsenyi’s idealism and subjectivism, but 

is entirely disorientated in the unfamiliar and highly individual 

world of Berzsenyi's poetic imagination. In this way Kolcsey's 

essay itself serves as a revealing indication of the boundaries 

between the sentimental and Romantic moments.

Erdelyi, in his evaluation of Berzsenyi's poetry, retains many 

of Kolcsey's reservations, but - writing in 1847 - is able to 

approach the "Hungarian Horace" from a more coherently elaborated
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popular-national position. Like Kolcsey, Erdelyi reproaches 

Berzsenyi for what he sees as semantically redundant grandiloquence 

("dagalyossag"), and (again like Kolcsey) returns to an implicit 

distinction between thought and language: "Berzsenyi idegen volt 

gondolatokban, de mienk a nyelvben.While Erdelyi identifies 

Horace as the main source of the foreignness of Berzsenyi's 

thought, he also suggests that the poet's "festo kolteszete" is 

largely the product of (regrettable) German influences. To this 

aspect of Berzsenyi's poetry, Erdelyi makes the following passing 

objection:

Mit tartsunk mi altalaban e koltesi fajrol, talan elmondjuk maskor 
terjedelmesen, itt csak annyit jegyziink fel, hogy az meg akkor is, 
ha teljesen sikeriil, nem egyeb masodrangusagnal, "zu welchem wenig 
oder gar kein Genie gehort" (Lessing).78

Erdelyi's criticism of Berzsenyi is also informed by his attitude 

to the "nehez-nyavalyas modor" of what he calls "szo-romantika" in 

his Valami a romanticizmusrol - written in the same year as the 

Berzsenyi essay - or what he refers to as "szilaj romantika, azaz a 

muveszietlen szabadsag" in his Vorosmarty essay of 1845.^ It is 

for this reason that he is unable to understand Berzsenyi's 

juxtaposition, in his reply to Kolcsey, of a defence of Romanticism 

with a rejection of "goth izlestelenseg". How can it be, Erdelyi 

asks, that "Berzsenyinek tetszett a romantica s nem a goth izles" 

when:

seirnni sines oly mely, oly igaz, ma^at meg nem hazudtolo 
bsszekottetesben, mint e ket tiinemenye az uj idok muveszetenek.

The answer to Erdelyi's question is that his conception of the

Romantic (insofar as it is determined, like that of Kolcsey,

primarily by the preconceptions of the popular-national ideology)
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is drastically limited and distorted.

The triumph of the literary ideology promoted by the likes of 

Kolcsey and Erdelyi, with its implicit rejection of the threat of 

"modem", "Christian" poetry to the integrity of national 

traditions, ultimately ensured that Berzsenyi's poetry would remain 

- for all the magnanimous and unanimous deference afforded to its 

impeccable craftsmanship - essentially alien and problematic to the 

key legislators of national taste for the rest of the century. 

Arany’s brief comments on Berzsenyi’s poems in his Iskolai 

jegyzetek are characteristic of this uneasy combination of somewhat 

routine deference with the received wisdom of Kolcsey’s censure: "A 

nyelv, dikcio benniik meresz, barha egyes helyek nem mentek a
f f 01dagalytol. In the criticism of Gyulai and Riedl, Berzsenyi’s 

work occupies the still more disturbing space of a conspicuous 

silence, and it is only with Janos Horvath’s penetrating study Egy 

fejezet a magyar irodalom Izles tortenetebol: Berzsenyi Daniel

(1924) that Berzsenyi first receives serious critical attention - 

and, what is more, as an essentially Romantic poet - from a 

champion of Hungarian "national classicism".

The one major Hungarian poet in the first half of the 19th 

century who was able to fully appreciate, and indeed build upon, 

Berzsenyi’s achievement was Mihaly Vorosmarty. While Erdelyi would 

complain in 1847 that Berzsenyi

nem elegszik meg a termeszet s az elet tulajdonainak tudasaval 
[...] hanem a legkozonebb (egyetemesb) eletjelenetekre, a vilag 
egeszere megy at.82

Vorosmarty had, in his Berzsenyi emlekezete written some ten years 

before, treated such ambitions as inherent virtues:
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Az ihletettnek ajkairol dicson 
Kelt a meresz dal, meghalada porat 
A lomha foldnek s fellegen tul 
A napot es nap urat koszbnte.83

Vorosmarty makes few claims to our attention as a Romantic

theorist. Most of his critical oeuvre is made up of highly uneven

theatre reviews, where the emphasis mostly falls on problems of

performance rather than on abstract questions of aesthetics and

literary theory. The foundations of a Romantic concept of the

imagination do, however, find expression quite early in his poetry,

as, for example, in the opening stanzas of Tundervolgy (1825):

Mit tudtok ti hamar halando emberek,
Ha langkepzelodes nem jatszik veletek?
Az nyit menyorszagot, poklot elottetek:
Beleneztek melyen, s elkmil lelketek.

En is oly dalt mondok, vilag hallatara 
Melynek egen, fbldon ne legyen hatara 
Ami^ful nem hallott, a szem me£ nem jara,
Azt en irva lelem lelkera asztalara.84

A similar challenge is proposed by the opening lines of his next

epic poem, the unfinished A Delsziget (1826):

Messze maradjatok el, nagy messze ti hltlenek innen!
Nines kedvem sem idom mindennapi dolgokat imi:
Ujat irok, nagyot is, kedvest is, rettenetest is [...]

It is the richly metaphorical language Vorosmarty develops in order 

to bring this "great", "new" and "terrible" world of imagination 

into being which makes him not only the true successor of 

Berzsenyi, but also the most remarkable representative in 19th 

Hungarian verse of the Romantic endeavour to restore the "lost" 

unity of subject and object, thought and language, self and world. 

In Vorosmarty’s great later lyrics, for example, it is impossible 

to identify a final referent or "world of objects" existing
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independently of, or somehow "behind" the language of the text. The 

central signifiers in poems like Eloszo (1850) or A ven czigany 

(1851) do not function primarily as substitutes for a finally 

knowable, retrievable set of signifieds, but rather evoke or 

activate a chain of other signifiers: the text is presented as a 

world unto itself.

Eloszo, for example, proposes a progression in time (Spring, 

Winter, Spring) as a deterioration in value, where the closing 

image of Spring reinterprets the already metaphorical significance 

of the opening image. Spring in the first section of the poem 

serves as a metaphor not only for the festival of nature ("iinnepre 

fordult a termeszet"), but also for youth, hope and - read in the 

context of the tempest which follows - for the confident and 

conscientious diligence of the Age of Reform. In the intensely 

symbolic return of Spring in the closing section of the poem, 

however, the season is represented in a new metaphorical light 

which distorts and undermines the implications of the original 

metaphor:

Majd eljon a hajfodrasz, a tavasz,
S az agg fold tan vendeghajat veszen,
Viragok barsonyaba oltozik.
Uveg szemen a fagy folengedend,
S illattal elkendozott arczain 
Jo kedvet es ifjusagot hazud:
Kerdjetek akkor ezt a ven kaczert,
Hova teve boldogtalan fiait?86

The object (or "tenor") of the second Spring metaphor is not so

much Spring itself as the Spring metaphor of the first section of

the poem. This graduation to a second stage of metaphorical remove

takes us beyond the realm of representation into the world of
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creative imagination. The poet ventures out into a world of 

natural, social, historical referents and conventional discursive 

associations (Spring as youth, energy, hope, etc) which have an 

existence prior to, and independent of, his intervention, then goes 

on to conquer or appropriate them by recreating them as the unique 

manifestations of his own individual vision.

In the same way, the tempest evoked in the central section of

the poem serves to transform the objective reality of war and

revolution to which the poet is subjected into the visionary

creation of the subject himself:

A vesz kitort. Verfagylalo keze 
Bnberfejekkel lapdazott az egre,
Emberszivekben dultak labai.
Lelekzetetol meghervadt az elet,
A szellemek vilaga kialutt 
S az elsotetiilt egnek arczain 
Vad fenynyel a villamok rajzolak le 
Az ellenseges istenek haragjat.
Es folyon folyvast orditott a vesz,
Mint egy veszette bosziilt szomyeteg.
A merre jart, irtoztato nyomaban 
Szetszaggatott nepeknek atkai 
Sohajtanak fel csonthalmok kozol;
Es a nyomor gyamoltalan fejet 
Elhamvadt varosokra fekteti.
Most tel van es csend es ho es halal.

The project of the Romantic poet, as tragic hero, is to transform

the experience of subjectivity from one of (alienated, sentimental)

subjection into one of (heroic, Romantic) agency.

The range of meanings activated by the tempest metaphor in the 

central section of Eloszo is rendered still more complex and 

subjective by the equally polyvalent role the metaphor plays in 

several of Vorbsmarty’s other major poems. The tempest figures, for 

example, as a metaphor for strength and struggle in Az elo szobor
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(1841):

Oldodjatok ti megkbviilt tagok,
Szakadj fel dult keblembol, oh sohaj!
Legy mint a foldrendito eji vesz 
Butol haragtol terhes es szilaj.88

for the death of the Romantic hero in Vilagzaj (1841), written to

commemorate the funeral of Napoleon:

Megmozdult egy sir, s vele mozgani kezde a tenger 
Os koronaival a foldteke ingadozott;
S ujra duh, harcz s mind a mi viszaly rettent vala

egykor,
Szaggattak a kor emberiseg kebelet;
U^ra felftllt a nep osztozni vilagokon, es a 
Beke derult arczan at vihar amya repdlt.
Honnan e zaj es honnan e vesz? A harczok uranak 
Holttestet vittek altal a tengereken.89

for the vanity of human struggles and ambitions, expressed in

almost Nietzschean terms in Gondolatok a konyvtarban (1844):

f[...] Ixion 
Bosziilt vihartol uzott kereken 
Orveny nyomorban, veg nelkiil kerengok.

and in Az emberek (1846):

Hallgassatok, ne szoljon a dal,
Most a vilag beszel,
S megfagynak forro szamyaikkal 
A zapor es a szel,
Konny^apor, mellyet banat hajt,
Szel, mellyet embersziv sohajt.
Hiaba minden: szellem, bun, ereny;
Nincsen remeny!91

and finally for a type of (albeit highly ambiguous) catharsis

throughout A ven czigany. In this last poem, whose addressee may be

read as the poet himself, the tempest metaphor also has crucial

implications for Vorosmarty’s attitude to his own poetry:

Vered forrjon mint az orveny arja,
Rendiiljon meg a velo agyadban,
Szemed egjen mint az ustokos lang,
Hurod zengjen vesznel szilajabban,
Es kemenyen mint a jeg verese.92
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It is, of course, highly significant that Vorosmarty should

associate this tempest metaphor with the epitome of the Romantic

hero, Napoleon, by whom the poet was fascinated throughout his

career. In 1829, for example, he began to translate Barthelmey and

Mery’s epic Napoleon en Egypte, and four years later composed his

own epigram to Napoleon which - in contrast to Berzsenyi fs far more

critical ode Napoleonhoz (1814) - refuses to condemn the boundless

ambition of the fallen emperor:

Nagy volt o s nagysaga miatt megdolnie kellett;
Eg es fold egyarant tortek elejteni ot:
Tumi nagyobbat irigy Ion a saralkatu ember,
S tumi hasonlot nem birtak az istenek is.

(Napoleon)

Vorosmarty also planned to write a drama about Napoleon - of which 

only one preliminary sketch has survived - and it has been 

suggested that the figure of the Prince in Csongor es Tiinde may 

have been written with the tragic fate of Bonaparte in mind.^ In 

1839, Ferenc Toldy presented Vorosmarty - as well as himself and 

Bajza - with an empty diary in which to record his thoughts on any 

important experiences or events in his life. Vorosmarty only filled 

two pages of this diary, and both are concerned with the 

possibility of the dramatic represention of Napoleon as a tragic 

hero. The roots of Vorosmarty's fascination with Napoleon seem to 

lie in an implicit analogy - on a metaphorical and probably quite 

unconscious level - between the aspirations of the two figures as 

Romantic heroes. According to Vorosmarty, Napoleon "czelja a 

legfobb, mi ember altal elerheto: vilaguralkodas"The poet's own 

endeavour to create a new world in the image of what he finds 

"written on the tables of [his] soul", and over which he has
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complete power, represents a hardly less Napoleonic ambition.

As Vorosmarty's epigram suggests, Napoleon’s tragedy lay not in

the emperor's weakness, but in his greatness. The tragic fate of

human ambition is, for Vorbsmarty, a matter of historical and

existential necessity; tragedy is not merely an aspect, but the

essential condition of human existence. If there is any meaning,

nobility or grace to be obtained through human struggle, it will

only be realised through the experience of tragedy. This is the

ultimate message of Gondolatok a konyvtarban, whose logic is highly

reminiscent of Fichte's meditation on man's attempt to conquer the

irrational cited earlier in this chapter:
/

Es meg is - meg is faradozni kell [...]
Rakjuk le, hangyaszorgalommal, a mit 
Agyunk az ihletett orakban teremt.
S ha osszehordtunk minden kis kovet,
Epitsuk egy ujabb kor Babelet,
Mig oily magas lesz, mint a csillagok.
S ha majd beneztiink a menny ajtajan 
Kihallhatok az angyalok zen^jet,
Es foldi veriink minden csepjei 
Magas gybnyomek langjatol heviiltek,
Menjunk szet mint a regi nemzetek,
Es kezdjiink ujra tumi es tanulni [... ]
Mi dolgunk a vilagon? kiizdeni 
Eronk szerint a legnemesbekert.^^

A preoccupation with tragedy, defeat and decay informs the 

greater part of Vorosmarty's major poetry at every stage in his 

career. It can already be identified in the peculiar emphasis of 

Zalan futasa, which, paradoxically for a work celebrated as the 

first major poetic monument to the glories of the Hungarian 

Conquest, lives up to the promise of its title in its preoccupation 

with the tragedy of the defeated Zalan rather than the glory of the 

victorious Arpad.
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Several of Vorosmarty’s other longer narrative poems are 

informed by a relatedly tragic sense of the incommensurability of 

human actions and desires with the impenetrable laws of destiny. 

Thus in Tunderv'olgy (1825) Csaba slays Dongore to win the fair 

maiden Jeve, only to find his victory rendered meaningless by the 

fact that Jeve, after being mortally wounded by Dongore’s spear 

during the contest, is transported to fairyland. When at last Csaba 

finds his sweetheart in the "valley of the fairies" he no longer 

recognises her. In A ket szomszedvar (1832), Tihamer's full-scale 

revenge on the family and household of Kaldor, the lord of the 

"neighbouring castle", proves still more meaningless. After finally 

- and unintentionally - causing the death of Kaldor's beautiful 

daughter, Eniko, Tihamer finds himself perpetually haunted by her 

image in his sleep until "mint vad, melynek fekvet folverte 

vadaszeb, / A vadon eletnek ment bolygani tomkelegeben".97 In 

Delsziget (1826) the young hero Hadadur discovers a beautiful girl 

on an island where his "straying boat" has been carried by the sea. 

As soon as the young lovers kiss, however, the island parts beneath 

them and they are separated forever. The nature of human desire - 

as v£r<^smarty would also suggest in the early lyric poem Foldi 

menny (1825) or in the later Keso vagy (1839) - is inherently and 

tragically ungratifiable. The same logic also informs the epic A 

Rom (1830), whose hero is granted three wishes by the deity of an 

ancient ruin, but still cannot find happiness and vainly yearns for 

a fourth wish. Vorosmarty's thoughts on the tragedy of human desire 

are made still more explicit in the drama Csongor es Tiinde, written 

one year later in 1831. Meeting the three travellers (the Merchant,
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the Prince and the Scholar) for a second time, after they have all 

returned disillusioned from their respective quests for wealth, 

power and wisdom, Csongor is left to conclude: "Elerhetetlen vagy 

az embere"

Vorosmarty’s tragic vision even tends to penetrate poems in 

which, either generically or thematically, it would seem to have no 

place. A particularly revealing example of this is Szozat (1836), 

Vorosmarty ’ s famous call to the nation for unshakable loyalty 

which, when set to music by Ferenc Erkel, became Hungary’s "second 

national anthem". Here, the structure of the poem seems to 

contradict the very object of its appeal. Thus the hope expressed 

by the negative relative clauses which open stanzas eight and nine 

("Az nem lehet") is far outweighed by the positive vision of 

tragedy by which they are followed. Similarly, while the "jobb kor" 

anticipated in stanza ten is described in the space of a mere three 

lines, the evocation of its tragic alternative, "a nagyszerd 

hal|l", is not only twice as long, but also far more consistent 

with the series of images of historical disaster and defeat by 

which it is preceded.

A related emphasis is suggested by the two instances of 

syntactically modified repetition in the poem. Thus the shift from 

"meg joni kell, meg joni fog" in stanza ten to "Vagy joni fog, ha 

joni kell" in stanza eleven, actually changes our reading of the 

keyword "kell" (must). In the first instance, "kell" expresses the 

heartfelt desire of the speaker, while in the second it suggests a 

necessity beyond the speaker’s control. It is perhaps worth noting 

that "kell" also appears with the same emphasis at the end of two
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other lines in the poem - at the end of the second and closing 

stanzas - where in both instances it is preceded by the word 

"halnod".

The second important variation concerns both the 35mtax and the

lexis of the first and penultimate stanzas:

Hazadnak rendiiletleniil 
Legy hive, oh magyar;
Bolcsod az s majdan sirod is,
Melly apol s eltakar.

Legy hive rendiiletleniil 
Hazadnak, oh magyar;
Ez eltetod, s ha elbukal,
Plant javal ez takar.99

After the predominantly bleak and harrowing images of the

intervening eleven stanzas, the new urgency - if not desperation -

evoked by situating the verb in the focal position at the beginning

of the stanza surely testifies to the force and magnitude of the

historical process the nation is being called upon to resist. The

modulation which occurs in the lines which follow also corroborates

this emphasis. The equilibrium of positive and negative elements in

the second stanza (bolcsod/sirod; apol/eltakar) is disrupted in the

penultimate stanza, where the notion of "apol^s" (cultivation,

nursing, cherishing) is replaced by an extension of the image of

"eltakaras" (covering - here, with the earth of the grave),

directly related to the image of the "nagyszeru halal".

This preoccupation with the tragic prospect of the "death of the 

nation" (nemzethalal) was, of course, highly characteristic of 

Hungarian letters during the Age of Reform, and there are aspects 

of Vorosmarty’s approach to questions of national tragedy which



quite clearly owe much to their time and context. This approach

seems to consist of three discrete emphases.First, the spectre

of a great national defeat or disaster is represented in terms of

the nation’s inner weakness, or tragic flaw. It is this concept of

national tragedy which already informs Baroti-Szabo’s Egy ledolt

diofahoz (1790), Berzsenyi’s A magyarokhoz ("Romlasnak indult...",

1810) and Kolcsey's great Zrlnyi poems of the 1830s (Zrlnyi dala,

Zrlnyi masodik eneke). Its most powerful expression in V̂ >r(j>smarty’s

poetry is undoubtedly Orszaghaza (1846) inspired in part by the

reluctance of the Hungarian aristocracy to support the building of

a new parliament in Pest, and in part by the example of the

Galician peasant uprising which broke out in February of 1846. The

uprising - encouraged by Vienna as a means to supress the

rebellious, liberal Polish nobility - demonstrated both the need

for political unity across all classes of society, and the

catastrophe in which the failure to secure such unity could result.

It is the combination of these two contemporary events which form

the wider political context of V<^r^smarty’s angry outburst against

the lack of unity in his own nation:

Nincsen egy szo 
Osszehangzo 
Honfiaknak ajakarol,
Nincsen egy tett 
Az egygye lett# #
Nemzet elete fajarol.iUZ

The once sacred name of the homeland is now no more than a vile

curse:

Neve: szolgalj es ne lass bert.
Neve: adj penzt es ne tudd mert.
Neve: halj meg mas javaert.
Neve szegyen, neve atok:
Ezze lett magyar hazatok. u 
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A second and rather different approach to the prospect of the 

death of the nation is developed in Szozat, where the nation is 

depicted struggling bravely and unitedly through centuries of 

oppression and defeat. Here the "nagyszer̂ i hals|l" is not the slow 

death of internal degeneration evoked so powerfully by Berzsenyi, 

but a sudden, sweeping and total defeat, presumably at the hands of 

a foreign power. As suggested earlier, however, the sense of 

historical necessity which pervades the form of the poem seems to 

imply an irresistible process of tragic decline whose logic extends 

way beyond the contingencies and pragmatics of "foreign affairs". 

In this way Szozat already anticipates the third and most original 

aspect of Vorosmarty1s approach to the spectre of national tragedy 

which finds its fullest expression in his lyrics of the 1840s and 

50s. For the fact that Szozat closes with a return to its initial 

point of departure (its second and closing stanzas are identical) 

only foregrounds the tension between the object of its appeal - 

that the nation should change the course of its tragic history - 

and the structure of its vision. It is the same suggestion of a 

tragic return - this time as an unambiguous loss of value - which , 

as we have seen, informs the vision of national tragedy portrayed 

in Eloszo in the very real context of historical defeat. For 

Vorosmarty, the logic of history is cyclic and circular, rather 

than linear and teleological.

It is this logic which takes us beyond the widespread concern 

with national tragedy characteristic of the Age of Reform to a more 

individual preoccupation with the tragic nature of human existence 

itself. The rejection of the enlightened ideal of human progress
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and perfectibility identifiable in Gondolatok a kdnyvtarban:

Ez hat a sors es nines veg semmiben?
Nines es nem is lesz, mig a fold ki nem hal 
S meg nem koviilnek elo fiai [... ] 104

plays a crucial role in Vorosmarty1 s mature poetry from Csongor es

Tunde (1831) to A ven czigany (1854). A particularly powerful

example of this can be seen in the poet's most intense and

embittered poetic response to the universal human significance of

the Galician catastrophe, Az emberek (1846). Here, the despairing

refrain repeated at the end of all seven stanzas evokes an

irresistible sense of eternal recurrence:

Az ember faj a foldnek; oily sok 
Harcz- s bekeev utan 
S testvergyulolesi atok 
Viragzik homlokan;
S midon azt hinnok, hogy tanul,
Nagyobb bunt forral alnokul.
Az eniberfaj sarkanyfog-vetemeny:
Nincsen remeny! nincsen remeny!105

Vorosmarty's rejection of a teleological interpretation of human 

existence and history also extends his tragic vision to one final 

and more abstract dimension. For the tragic denial of direction and 

ultimate fulfilment in the life of the individual, the nation and 

mankind as a whole is also reproduced in the world of nature. Decay 

("enyeszet") and the perpetual return to origins are the elemental 

and eternal laws of the cosmos. This is the conclusion Vorosmarty 

reaches in the great monologue of the spirit of Night in Csongor es 

Tunde:

A Mind enyesz, es vegso romjain 
A szep vilag borongva hamvad el;
Es ahol kezdve volt, ott vege lesz:
Sotet es semmi lesznek: en leszek,
Kietlen, csendes, leny nem lakta Ej. 0
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It is also the ultimate message of Eloszo, in which the "second 

coming" of Spring signifies not development, but regression and 

death. Growth and renewal are treated with intense irony as no more 

than the artifice of a "hajfodrasz" and the lies of a "ven kaczer".

The situation is similar, if finally more complex, in A ven

czigany, one of Vorosmarty’s very last poems. Here too, Vorosmarty

stresses the circularity and directionlessness of human existence:

Mindig igy volt e vilagi elet,
Egyszer fazott, masszor langgal egett;107

and speaks of human life in terms of "Prometheusznak halhatatlan

kinja".!^ And here too Vorosmarty goes on to raise this vision of

human tragedy to a higher cosmic dimension:

A vak csillag, ez a nyomorult fold.
Hadd forogjon keseru leveben [...] y

These last two lines, however, are followed by an altogether less

familiar suggestion of the possibility of a type of purification or

catharsis:

S annyi bun, szenny s abrandok diihetol,
Tisztuljon meg a vihar heveben,
Es hadd jojjon el Noebarkaja,
Mely egy uj vilagot zar magaba.

This suggestion of catharsis and its development in the closing

stanza of the poem has led most commentators to interpret A ven

czigany as a final expression of hope and faith in life. The

overall effect of the poem is, however, considerably more ambiguous

than is generally recognised. First, there is the problem of the

refrain. After the opening six lines of the sixth stanza quoted

above, the reader might reasonably expect some modification to the

weary and resigned tone of the refrain which has closed every
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stanza up to this point:

Huzd, ki tudja meddig huzhatod,
Mikor lesz a nyiitt vonobol bot,
Sziv es pohar tele buval, borral,
Huzd ra czigany, ne gondolj a gonddal.-^

No such modification is offered in stanza six, and the effect of

yet another reiteration of resignation inevitably qualifies our

response to the prospect of the desired catharsis. When the refrain

is finally modified in the seventh and closing stanza of the poem,

the new inflexion is of enormous significance. The closing line of

the poem, for example, reads: "Huzd, s ne gondolj a vilag

gondjaval" (my emphasis). The tune the poet implores the old gypsy

(who is, of course, the dying Vorosmarty himself) to play in the

final stanza is no longer a song of this world:

Majd ha elfarad a vesz haragja,
S a viszaly elverzik csatakon,
Akkor huzd meg ujra lelkesedve 
Isteneknek teljek benne kedve,
Akkor vedd fel ujra a vonot,
Es deriiljdn zordon homlokod,
Szud teljek meg az orom boraval,
Huzd, s ne gondolj a vilag gondjaval. ^

The song will only be renewed after the passing of the "vesz" and

"viszaly" which - considering both the association of storm and

song in stanza two and the role of the tempest metaphor throughout

Vorosmarty’s work - may surely be read as metaphors for the poet’s

own activity and troubled life on earth. Only after the storm of

life has passed can the gypsy forget the troubles of this world and

play purely for the pleasure of the gods. A ven czigany is the

highly equivocal song of a dying man: its final vision may well be

read as an anticipation not so much of joy on earth, but of peace
1 1 0and purification in death.
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The hapless circumstances in which Vorosmarty wrote this poem 

themselves tell us much about the paradoxical nature of his 

reputation in Hungarian literary history. The highly acclaimed

author of Hungary's first major epic on the Conquest died in

poverty unable to sell his own work. In the month from which A ven 

czigany is generally dated (August, 1854), Vorosmarty wrote to the 

poet Lorinc Toth:

Annyira kifogytam a penzbol, hogy meg Baracskara sem tudok elmenni. 
Kaparj ossze, az isten aidjon meg, nehany forintot, lelkesitsd 
Kemeny Zsigot is, s ha maskepp nem, kiildd ki postan. Adossag, 
tehetetlenseg, santa remeny, hidd el, alig nevezheto eletnek. Itt a 
lelkiero oszlop, melyrol elpusztult a hid.114

Vorosmarty’s financial difficulties (together with the general lack 

of public interest in the work of one of the nation's most

"respected" poets) does not merely originate from the the adverse

conditions caused by the defeat of the Hungarian revolution and War 

of Independence. Ten years earlier in 1839 Vorosmarty could already 

complain:

Hova lettek a szegeny koltonek biiszke almai? Mi lett beloled szep 
remeny? Egy par kotet vers, melyet mar csak nevrol ismemek, melyet 
mindenki megdicser inkabb, mint elolvasson. Keseru jutalom!115

By 1842 Vorosmarty’s financial circumstances had deteriorated to

such a degree that he was threatened with legal distraint. Kossuth

himself felt bound to come to the poet’s defence in a leading

article for Pesti Hirlap of June 2 1842:

A teny egyszeru meztelensegeben ennyibol all: Vorosmarty, miutan a 
kbzvelemeny altal mar reg a nemzeti kolteszet elsorangu kepviseloi 
koze soroztatek, langszellemenek szetszort muveit osszeszede, s 
onkoltsegere kinyomtattata - es piruljunk uraim! - Vorosmarty 
munkaibol alig kelt el harom negy ev alatt a ket magyar hazaban 
ketszaz peldany! 0 e napokban kozel volt ahhoz, hogy a nyomtatasi 
koltsegek miatt blroi foglalas ala keriiljbn, mert nem vett be 
annylt, amennyi csak e koltsegeket is fodozhetne.116
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Some three years later, in a letter to Miklos Wesselenyi dated 

August 13 1845, Vorosmarty provided the following bitter assessment 

of the ambivalent reception of his poetry which still remains 

pertinent today: "Verseimmel ugy banik a kbzbnseg, mint a vizzel; 

dicseri s bort iszik helyette."-^

This paradox - which so closely mirrors the antinomies of the

reaction to the achievement of Berzsenyi - is frequently reproduced

in Gyulai's critical writings on Vorosmarty. Although Gyulai

produced the first extensive critial biography of the poet

(Vorosmarty eletra.jza) in 1866, even here he is inclined to locate

Vorosmarty’s central importance in the degree to which he

supposedly paved the way for the real architects of the popular-

national tradition in Hungarian poetry, Petofi and Arany.

Elsewhere, Gyulai's essential deference towrds Vorosmarty as a

national poet is repeatedly qualified by serious reservations.

Thus, discussing Zalan futasa in his Szepirodalmi Szemle

(published in Budapesti Hirlap in 1855) Gyulai comments:

Vorosmarty a mondai alapot nem fogta fel naivul, mythologiat 
kepzelmebol teremtett, kevesse jatszott a nepszellem hurjain, s 
nepdallamok helyett gorog hexameterket hasznalt, melyek ugyan 
nyelviink szepsegeit uj oldalrol t'untettek fol, de reank nezve 
brokre idegenek maradtak.118

Similarly, in the first volume of his Dramaturgiai dolgozatok, 

Gyulai has this to say about A ven czigany:

e koltemeny elso versszaka kitiino szep, a masodikban mar kiesik a 
kolto az alaphangulatbol, tobbhelyt dagalyba csap, mig forma 
tekinteteben nem mindeniitt ismerhetni meg benne a regi 
Vorosmartyt.119
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It was only with the writers associated with the journal Nyugat at

the beginning of the 20th century (in particular Mihaly Babits and 

Aladar Schopflin) that what Gyulai saw as the weaknesses of 

Vorbsmarty's poetry were reinterpreted as major strengths. Thus 

Schopflin, for example, directly takes issue with Gyulai's 

evaluation of A ven czigany in a pioneering essay on A ket 

Vorosmarty published in Nyugat in 1908:

A Yen Cigany [... ] ma a kolto leginkabb elo muve. Ezzel Vorosmarty 
atnyulik a ma kolteszetebe [...] Mi nem latunk benne dagalyt, mint 
latott Gyulai, ha nem vilaglik is ki mindig egy pillantasra a 
szavakbol, hogy mi elt s tort kifejezodesre a kolto lelkeben. Nem 
lehet dagaly ott, ahol igaz erzes kozvetlenul szol a versbol s 
ebben a versben benne van a leh^yatlo Vorbsmarty egesz szegeny, 
beteg, elkinzott szive [...] A mai emberhez az az oreg, beteg 
Vorosmarty all kozelebb, mert az o lelkeben ismeriink ra jobban a mi 
ellentetektol szaggatott, diszharmoniak kozt vergodo, benulasaban 
idonkent gorcsosen follobbano lelkunkre.120

Gyulai's reservations concerning Vorbsmarty's poetry are - like 

those of Kolcsey, Erdelyi and indeed Gyulai himself concerning the 

work of Berzsenyi - based above all in the fundamental hositility 

to (European) Romanticism implicit in the popular-national 

disposition. It is for this same reason that Gyulai is even forced 

to reject one important aspect of Petofi's poetry, which he 

otherwise sees - together with the oeuvre of Arany - as the 

paradigm of the popular-national ideal. The aspect of Petofi's work 

in question is a cycle of poems written during a period of profound 

personal depression between August 1845 and March 1846, most of 

which were published in the volume Felhok (1846). These poems have 

nothing of the naive sense of belonging and community so 

characteristic of Petofi's "populist" poetry, but are instilled
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throughout with an almost Byronic sense of Weltschmerz and 

alienation. Petofi’s response to this experience of alienation is a 

distinctively Romantic one: logic and representation are

subordinated to metaphorical re-creation; thought and image are 

inseparable, subject and object appear to be one:

A banat? egy nagy ocean.
S az orbm?
Az ocean kis gyongye. Talan,
Mire folhozom, ossze is torom.

(A banat? egy nagy ocean)

Emlekezet! £
^ Te bsszetort hajojye|y deszka szala,
| a hullam s a^szel visszaja
J, A tengerpartra vet ... ---

(Emlekezet)122

In his Petofi Sandor es lyrai kolteszetiink (1854) Gyulai claims 

that these poems "[Petofi] tobbi muveihez merve nem bimak nagy
l O Obecscsel", ° adding one year later that most of these "dark 

epigrams" are "pusztan csak dagalyos ellentet vagy bizarr 

otlet."124

Again, the keyword is the pejorative "dagalyos" - used by 

Kolcsey and Erdelyi of Berzsenyi, and by Gyulai himself of 

Vorbsmarty’s A ven czigany. T h e  ultimate referent of this term 

would seem to be little more than any deviation from (what is 

presumed to be) the lexis and idiom of the "people". In this way, 

the phrase "magyar-ellenes" (anti-Hungarian) used widely of the new 

idiom of the Nyugat circle at the beginning of this century may 

also be seen as a product of its polymorphous progeny. The 

implications of the ideology it serves have proved, in the 

determination of the national literary taste and self-image, 

decisive and far-reaching, extending well beyond the period under
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review in this study. It is to a brief consideration of a number of 

these implications that, by way of conclusion, I shall now turn.
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Chapter Eight: Perspectives

That the historical scope of this study has been confined to the 

period 1772-1848 should not be taken to suggest that the latter 

date represents a radical break or change of direction in the 

history I have been attempting to reconstruct. The continuities I 

have highlighted in the work of Arany and Vorosmarty alone should 

make one wary of any such suggestion, tty purpose has rather been to 

show how, in the period under review, Hungarian literature 

developed a lasting identity based in a polemic between national 

specificity and European influence and community which is still 
very much alive today.

It was above all my concern to examine the origins of this 

polemical and ambivalent identity which led me to devote four 

chapters to the last three decades of the 18th century. Here it was 

necessary to demonstrate that, far from representing a "belated” 

Age of Enlightenment, the years 1772-1795 saw an attempt in 

Hungarian letters to come to terms with the most modem and broadly 

European questions and challenges of the period in which the 

national literature came to consciousness. In characterising the 

new moment in terms of Schiller’s concept of the sentimental, I 

sought to challenge the hitherto dominant - but historically and 

theoretically untenable - interpretation of the subsequent rise of 

Hungarian literary populism as a continuation or residual 

manifestation of the aspirations of the Enlightenment. For it now 

became possible to understand the endeavour to restore the "lost"
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and naive harmony with "simple", "natural", "organic" national 

traditions as itself an inherently sentimental impulse. The 

sentimental dilemma and the quest for its naive resolution are, as 

Schiller argues so persuasively, two sides of the same "modem" 

predicament. The modern restoration of "lost nature" is necessarily 

artificial, just as the identification with the "natural language" 

of a "natural (national) people" is in essence a misidentification. 

The case of Ossian represents, of course, the paradigm of both 

illusions.

While it would be frivolous to ascribe too much significance to 

the "genealogies" of some of the key architects of Hungarian 

populism (the ancestors of Gvadanyi were Italian, Dugonics’s 

parents were Dalmatian, and Sandor Petrovics - who changed his name 

to "Petofi" in the 1840s - was the son of a master-butcher of 

Serbian origin and his Slovak wife), the fate of both Petofi and 

Arany at the hands of the "people" in the parliamentary elections 

of 1848 does suggest a further example of misidentification. Both 

writers would, in their correspondence, express their 

disappointment in the very class they sought to represent with the 

same somewhat supercilious phrase: "Szegeny nep!"

In spite of the profoundly reflective and self-critical work of 

Arany, Kemeny and Madach in the 1850s and 60s, the dominant 

literary identification with the "natural language" and "national 

character" of the "people" survived the defeat of the revolution. 

While ever more diluted variants of the Volks stuck continued to 

dominate the Hungarian stage, the most popular new poets to emerge 

in this period were little more than imitators of Petofi or - to a
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lesser extent - of Arany. In this way, the image of the national 

and the popular in the poetry of Kalman Lisznyai and Kalman Toth in 

the 1850s, or even of poets like Lajos Posa, Mihaly Szabolcska and 

Miklos Bard towards the end of the century, is already hardly more 

than an image of an image. Their poetry has little of the social 

commitment of the Age of Reform or the political radicalism of 

Petj)fi, and is, ironically, best described by the pejorative sense 

of the terms naive and sentimental current today. As Babits would 

comment, looking back on the poetry of the Hungarian fin de siecle 

in an essay of 1935:

A Varadi Antalok es Abranyi Bnilek kora volt ez, masfelol pedig a 
Szabolcskake es Posake. Nekiink, szigoru fiataloknak, nagyon sommas 
iteletunk volt errol az egesz korunkbeli kolteszetrol. Nem volt ez 
a mi szemunkben mas, mint iires szonoklat vagy utszeli erzelges. 
Egyik oldalon a frazis, masikon a notall

Babits’s case is undoubtedly overstated. It ignores the survival 

and development of the "repressed" Romantic initiatives outlined in 

the previous chapter in the poetry of the three most accomplished 

Hungarian poets of the 1870s and 80s: Janos Vajda, Gyula Reviczky 

and Jeno Komjathy. All three poets reject the illusions of the 

anachronistic Hungarian gentry in its nostalgic identification with 

the idealised values of folk culture, and attempt to face new 

challenges of existential anxiety, isolation and alienation by 

means of a poetic discourse which stands between the Romanticism of 

Vorosmarty and the symbolism and decadence of Nyugat. All three 

were solitary figures who died in poverty, neglected or - in the 

case of Vajda - rejected by their contemporaries.

The "operetta" populism of the post-Ausgleich period inevitably 

inspired a reaction. This came at the turn of the century, first
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with the emergence of a new and consciously urban literature 

(centred above all around the journal A Het), and then with the 

more spectacular cultural renewal heralded by the appearance of 

Nyugat in 1908. If Nyugat, as its title suggests, looked West, it 

did so only to renew and not to reject its own national traditions. 

Its critics did not only "discover" the likes of Baudelaire, 

Verlaine, Browning, Rilke and Musil, but also rediscovered and 

retrieved for the national memory Csokonai, Berzsenyi, Vorosmarty, 

Vajda, Reviczky and Komjathy. For Nyugat, "Nation and Europe" - as 

Babits would insist in an essay of that title - were complementary, 

rather than mutually exclusive terms. Or, as Babits would claim in 

a short history of Hungarian literature initially written for the 

French Revue Mondiale:

A Nyugat szo nem valami uj nyugati iranyok utanzasat tuzte ki, csak 
eszmelest rajuk, s eszmelest a magyarsag helyzetere a modem Europa 
szellemi eleteben. Ez nem elszakadas a regi magyarsagtol: 
ellenkezoleg, a magyarsag uj europai feladatainak aterzese uj
banyaszasara vezet a regi banya minden ertekenek s erejenek, ami az 
uj Europaban is ertek es ero lehet. S csakugyan ez az iskola,
melyet hazajaban me£ ma is leghevesebben tamadnak, mint 
nemzetietlent, az europai irodalomnak oly muveket adott, melyek 
eppen e kiilonos nemzet lelkenek szinei altal hozhatnak bsztonzest 
es gazdagodast Nyugatnak is.2

The First World War and its disastrous consequences for Hungary

constituted a major blow to the more European aspirations of

Nyugat. The shock of Trianon even left its mark on Babits's poetry, 

although from the new vantage point of his retreat on the hills of 

Esztergom, Babits could see not only the new borders, but also the 

prospect of a wider human community which lay beyond. While Nyugat 

itself survived until Babits's death in 1941, the interwar period 

saw the revival of the more inwardly national and populist
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tradition it had originally challenged. The new populism of the 

late 1920s and 30s itself rejected the "iires szonoklat es utszeli 

erzelges" of the pre-Nyugat generation and sought to restore to the 

popular-national tradition the social commitment of the Age of

Reform. While in their fastidiously detailed and uncompromisingly 

critical depictions of the harsh realities of peasant life, the 

populists produced some of the most impressive literary and 

sociographical achievements of the period, their commitment to what 

Laszlo Nemeth would refer to as ’’deep Hungarianness" undoubtedly 

led many to obsessive nationalism and anti-semitism.

In the period of dogmatic Stalinism which soon followed the end 

of the Second World War the ’’identification with the people”
inevitably took on new resonances and implications. The simplicity 

and accessibility of the folksong was again promoted as the 

appropriate discourse for a ’’People’s Republic”, finding its new

vocation in the singing of paeans to political leaders and

stakhanovite workers. But the pragmatic alliance of populism with 

Hungarian "socialism" also had more substantial roots in the first 

decades of the postwar period. Many of those populists whose 

nationalism had not led them into allegiances with the political 

right in the 1930s and 40s (from premier Gombos’s "New Spiritual 

Front" to various forms of National Socialism), welcomed the - 

albeit shortlived - land reform of 1945 and identified with many of 

the aspirations of the Hungarian Communist Party. Peter Veres’s 

tract on Nepiesseg es szocializmus (1942) and Jozsef Revai’s 

Marxizmus es nepiesseg (1946) have more than merely their titles in 

common, and in 1947 even Gyorgy Lukacs could claim that the
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communists were "a nepi irodalom igazi baratai."^
In today's very different political climate variants of the 

popular-national ideology continue to survive and thrive with 

remarkable tenacity. This is now quite evident on an overtly 

political, as well as cultural, level: the old Peasant Party was 

revived this year and a new People's Party has also been formed out 

of the Peter Veres Society, itself founded in 1988. While the 

composition and scope of the Hungarian Democratic Forum is 

considerably wider, most of its key literary representatives would 

associate themselves with the national values and traditions of 

Hungarian literary populism. That these new voices are now calling 

for Hungary's "return to the European fold" is perhaps a sign of a 

new faith in the reconcilability of national character and European 

identity. It may also, however, represent a failure on the part of 

contemporary Hungarian populism fully to recognise the antinomies 

of the traditions it claims to inherit and uphold. For the 

historical resources for such a reconciliation can hardly be seen 

to lie in the construct of national character which informs

in Renaissance Europe (the "foreign" court of Matthias Corvinus), 

Erdelyi's rejection of the "foreignness" of Berzsenyi's thought, or

(in 1912) publish an essay on the "Un-Hungarianness of Nyugat" - a 

journal which really did seek and achieve a fusion of the national 

and the European - it is hard to escape the conclusion that 

contemporary Hungarian populism would do well to look again at its

main centres of humanist culture

Gyulai's objections to the "foreignness" of Zalan futasa. When one 

remembers that even a critic of the stature of Janos Horvath could



own history.

To question the - often highly ambivalent - ideological 

assumptions of the popular-national tradition is not to identify 

with the other side of the populist-urbanist divide which has 

played such a crucial role in the development of 20th century 

Hungarian culture. Any form of radical cosmopolitanism which 

ignores the local determinants of its own history and fails to 

recognise the achievements of the national traditions it resists 

will surely have little to offer to the richness and diversity of a 

culturally heterogeneous Europe. As Goethe would insist, in 

characterising his notion of Weltliteratur: "Was ist das

Allgemeine? Das Besondere."

If there is a "third way" - to give a rather different sense to 

one of the keywords of interwar Hungarian populism - its roots must 

surely lie in the projects of the writers considered in the 

previous chapter. In the work of Csokonai who would, in 

Marosvasarhelyi gondolatok (1798), appeal to his nation to fulfil 

its destiny as the last outpost of European culture; or Berzsenyi 

who could write some of the finest national odes in the history of 

Hungarian literature alongside a body of poems which so clearly 

belong to the wider context of European Romanticism; or Vorosmarty 

whose poetry moves so powerfully and naturally between individual, 

national and universally human concerns. And in our own century it 

will be necessary to look again at the achievement of Nyugat (on 

which there is still no book-length study in Hungarian) and the 

fusion of the national and the European towards which its writers 

strove. Here we should remember not only Babits on the likes of
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Swinburne and Vbrosraarty, or Kosztolanyi on Rilke and Arany, but 

also Ady’s defence of the Romanian poet Octavian Goga and Bartok's 

interest in the folk music of Romania and Slovakia.

* * * * * * * * * * *

It is fitting that one of Babits’s most memorable contributions 

to Nyugat should have been an essay on Istvan Szechenyi (A 

legnagyobb magyar, 1936). For Szechenyi - in his untiring criticism 

of national preconceptions, his profound understanding of the 

culture and history of Europe, his sympathy for the plight and 

interests of Hungary’s national minorities, and his commitment to 

the material and spiritual improvement of his homeland - represents 

perhaps the most inspiring embodiment of a reconciliation of 

national character and European identity in the history of 

Hungarian letters. If I have not considered his writings in this 

study, it is not because his work is in any way lacking in literary 

interest, but because any serious consideration of his 

achievements, as above all a politician and social reformer, would 

inevitably extend far beyond the scope of a history of this kind. I 

have attempted throughout, however, to bear in mind both 

Szechenyi’s critical example and his faith in a concept of a Europe 

in which national specificity is seen to enrich, rather than to 

preclude, a sense of common identity.
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Kozlemenyei, vol VI, Budapest, 1955, pp.288-9.
95). Vbrosmarty, vol II, p.347.
96). Vorosmarty, vol III, pp.103-4.
97). Vorosmarty, vol V, p.243.
98). Vorosmarty, Koltoi muvei, vol II, Budapest, 1981, p.551.
99). Vorosmarty, Osszes muvei, vol II, pp.210-11.
100). Vorosmarty’s predilection for images of tragedy and decay 
also makes its presence felt in his "populist" poems, written 
mainly between the years of 1828 and 1830. Perhaps the most 
striking example of this is A puszta csarda (1829), which reads as 
a kind of antidote to Orczy’s A Bugaci csardanak tiszteleter&.
101). My treatment of ideas of national tragedy in Vorosmartyfs 
poetry owes much to - while also extending, modifying and taking
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issue with - some of the central premises of Mihaly Szegedy- 
Maszak’s essay A kozmikus tragedia romantikus latomjisa reprinted in 
his Vilagkep es stilus, Budapest, 1980. ’
102). Vbrosmarty, vol III, p.148.
103). Vorosmarty, vol III, p.148.
104). Vorosmarty, vol III, p.103.
105). Vorosmarty, vol III, p.147.
106). Mihaly Vorosmarty, Koltoi muvei, vol II, Budapest, 1981, 
p.54i.
107). Vorosmarty, 5sszes muvei, vol III, pp.193-4.
108). Vorosmarty, vol III, p.195.
109). Vorosmarty, vol III, p.195.
110). Vorosmarty, vol III, p.195.
111). Vorosmarty, vol III, pp.194-5.
112). Vorosmarty, vol III, p.195.
113). I do not wish to make any special claims for this latter 
reading; merely to emphasize the ambivalence of the closing stanzas 
of the poem.
114). Cited in Vorosmarty, vol III, p.574.
115). Cited in Vorosmarty, vol III, p.363.
116). Cited in Vorosmarty, vol III, p.364.
117). Cited in Vorosmarty, vol III, p.364.
118). Reprinted in Pal Gyulai Kritikai dolgozatok (1854-1861), 
Budapest, 1908, p.93.
119). Cited in Vorosmarty, vol III, pp.579-81.
120). Cited in Vorosmarty, vol III, p.582.
121). Sandor Petofi, Osszes muvei, vol II, Budapest, 1951, p.28.
122). Petofi, vol II, p.24.
123). Reprinted in Kritikai dolgozatok, p.34.
124). Kritikai dolgozatok. p.207.
125). Erdelyi also uses the term in his critical evaluation of 
Vorosmarty (Vorosmarty Mihaly, 1845) where he identifies a certain 
’odaic tone’ which ’V&rosmarty  ̂ sohasem tudott ugy tartani, hogy 
dagalyba ne tevedt volna". In Palyak es palmak, p.188.

Chapter Eight: Perspectives

1). Mihaly Babits, "A mai Vorbsmarty", in Esszek, tanulmanyok, vol 
II, p.483.
2). Babits, p.198. #  ̂ ^
3). Gyorgy Lukacs,"A nepi irodalom multja es jelene", in Lukacs, Uj 
magyar kulturaert, Budapest, 1948. Lukacs’s claim amounts to little 
more than rhetorical opportunism; its context is a lecture to the 
Academy of the ’’People’s Colleges" movement (NEK0SZ) of December 5 
1947.
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